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A -Comments:
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S - Selection:
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T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:

,

[“A”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”J”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments: We have to build up the stock now for the future. I would like
Nugget Point and Shag Point to be included as well. ,"
General Comments: Great to have marine protection area, finally! I think we should
constantly review and add more areas, so that more people can benefit from it,
including school children to experience underwater world.
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Name: Mark Mcnabb,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: oppose,
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: good fishing grounds thats used reguraly,
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: a ridiclious place for a reserve how do our kids or people who want

to use the reserve access it,
its also a well used area for food gathering of the locals",
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: again a ridiclious place for a reserve
again a well used area for food gathering for locals
how does any body acess this if they wish to snorkel for example the reserve?",
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: What use would their be to have a reserve here, what normal kiwi has
the means to acess this area to enjoy the reserve,
Also a very well used area by myself and many for food gathering.
L - Selection: oppose,
L - Comments: totally oppose this area, we have used this area for 4 generations
for food gathering and have recently started teaching my son the same.
who could possibly access this area to enjoy the reserve.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: this area has the best paua and mussel stocks for a long stetch of
the coast we have a house at brighton and bullcreek and regurally enjoy many days
with family harvesting and cooking the things we gather.
Again who can enjoy having a reserve here a very select few who have access from
local farmers
I think this area has been picked by someone whos pissing in the wind as a reserve
should be in a area where all kiwis have easy acess and can enjoy them, here is not
that place",
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: These are some of the best bluecod and groper fisheries in the
south,using this area would put huge pressures on other areas,
My family reguraly fish this area.
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Again a secluded spot with limited access for a reserve.

Used alot by locals for food gathering",
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Whats the point in having a reserve so far offshore for nobody to
enjoy except a select few pointless!,
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: Used by locals for,
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: used by locals for food gathering,
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: local food gathering spot,
T - Selection: oppose,
T - Comments: This area is a great area for children to learn the snorkling ways,
Also a great area for greenbone spearing which we regurally use.
This area doesnt need a reserve its abundant, what it does need is more maf
officers protecting it as all the other ares need that i have opposed.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Im for a marine reserve but not for some scientist or a select

few to enjoy but for everyday kiwis and visitors to our country to enjoy where its
safe and easy to access,
and somewhere thats not just for one group who want to study a particular rock or
so forth,
a reserve should be for every body to enjoy.
",
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Name: Deborah Wilson,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many
areas, large areas, and diverse ecosystem types.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types. I especially want to see more abundant
and diverse marine life in the Dunedin region, where I live. This increased
visibility of marine life will benefit recreational users of coastal areas, Dunedin
children, tourism, and fishing. It is also likely to benefit penguins, albatrosses
and other seabirds nesting here.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types. I especially want to see more abundant
and diverse marine life in the Dunedin region, where I live. This increased
visibility of marine life will benefit recreational users of coastal areas, Dunedin
children, tourism, and fishing. It is also likely to benefit penguins, albatrosses
and other seabirds nesting in this region.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: I support the more extensive protected areas E and F instead of G and
H. I want the most extensive marine protection possible and I especially want to
see more abundant and diverse marine life in the Dunedin region, where I live. This
increased visibility of marine life will benefit recreational users of coastal
areas, Dunedin children, tourism, and fishing. It is also likely to benefit
penguins, albatrosses and other seabirds nesting in this region.
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: I support the more extensive protected areas E and F instead of G and
H. I want the most extensive marine protection possible and I especially want to
see more abundant and diverse marine life in the Dunedin region, where I live. This
increased visibility of marine life will benefit recreational users of coastal
areas, Dunedin children, tourism, and fishing. It is also likely to benefit
penguins, albatrosses and other seabirds nesting in this region.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types. I especially want to see more abundant
and diverse marine life in the Dunedin region, where I live. This increased
visibility of marine life will benefit recreational users of coastal areas, Dunedin
children, tourism, and fishing. It is also likely to benefit penguins, albatrosses
and other seabirds nesting here.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types. I especially want to see more abundant

and diverse marine life in the Dunedin region, where I live. This increased
visibility of marine life will benefit recreational users of coastal areas, Dunedin
children, tourism, and fishing. It is also likely to benefit penguins, albatrosses
and other seabirds nesting here.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types. I especially want to see more abundant
and diverse marine life in the Dunedin region, where I live. This increased
visibility of marine life will benefit recreational users of coastal areas, Dunedin
children, tourism, and fishing. It is also likely to benefit penguins, albatrosses
and other seabirds nesting here.
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types.
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types. At Long Point, protection will support
the planned protection and restoration of nesting seabirds including penguins and
other species.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types. At Long Point, protection will support
the planned protection and restoration of nesting seabirds including penguins and
other species.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many areas,
large areas, and diverse ecosystem types. I especially want to see more abundant
and diverse marine life in the Dunedin region, where I live. This increased
visibility of marine life will benefit recreational users of coastal areas, Dunedin
children, tourism, and fishing. It is also likely to benefit penguins, albatrosses
and other seabirds nesting here."
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”,
Network Comments: I support the most extensive marine protection possible - many
areas, large areas, and diverse ecosystem types. All of the proposed sites (the
most extensive options in the case of the bryozoan beds and canyons) will combine
to create a protected network of benefit to diverse species and ecosystems
throughout the entire coastal region."
General Comments: I expect to use all of the protected coastal areas, including
boat trips to the offshore ones, to experience the abundant marine life there. I
expect that other residents and visitors to the region will do the same. The
changes will be have great educational and recreational benefits and will also
improve fishing. I would like to thank and congratulate the Forum on this
comprehensive and well thought-out proposal.
",
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Upload

The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).
Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).
Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).
Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).
Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).
Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).

Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).
Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).
Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).
Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).
Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).
Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.

Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).

Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).
Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).
Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Both these organisations are situated on Pukekura(Taiaroa Head).
Collectively are responsible for the whenua and more than 22 marine species that
live there.
The foraging range of the Northern Royal Albatross is extensive, Northern Royal
Albatross and other species of Albatross forage through all these areas and we need
to ensure that we continue to provide a network of healthy marine environments.
The Little Penguin is distributed throughout the South-East Marine area and as for
the Albatross, we need to ensure that areas of the marine environment area
protected to ensure future generations of marine species have sufficient healthy
habitats to support future generations."
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”,
Network Comments: We support all the areas and think that collectively of these is
a good position to start protecting the entire marine environment, allowing
sustainable use and protection.
This can only be achieved by the enitre matrix being managed as a collective."
General Comments: If the committee is to not agree to all areas, then they need to
ensure the area off Pukekura, specifically E, F, G, H are protected",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload
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#556,
5855b80bd8bcf942dee75899,
Date: Sat Dec 17 2016 23:35:05 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Helene Ritchie,
Organisation: Personal,"
Interest Group: [“Other”],
Interest Group - OtherMember of the public,
Contact Method: EMAIL,

Identifier:

Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: I support but there are areas of particular high protection priority
which are outlined below. I consider them “non negotiable”
Every piece of protection is important.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: See comment above
I assume that type 1 includes the extension and I support it.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: It complements type 1.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: option 2
You have not asked whether I support the larger area or not...but your document, P.
56 talks of a larger area, and P. 59 explains “additional soft sediment habitats”presumably additional to nowhere else I support the larger area with it seems
special habitat..
",
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: Highest priority ,
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Highest priority -whichever of these options provides the highest
protection for the greatest relevant area. This seems to be E and F.
For future biodiversity and science, plus spillover to recreational and commercial
fishing and tourism
Option E is preferred",
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: Oppose in preference to E....but if E fails then G at least is better
than nothing,
So therefore oppose and support if all else fails...
Support would be conditional on no set net fishing as this would undermine
protection of fish. mammals and sea birds.
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: Not on its own
But support if it is a better than nothing at all option.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: A top priority for paua population and marine reserve status,
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: Would provide some fishing and paua for Dunedin populace.
Lesser protection than I",
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: A top priority for marine reserve, for the reasons stated in the
Marine Reserves Act 1971 Section 3(1).
Additionally it would serve important educative and scientific purpose, as it is
close to a major City and is likely to recover if fishing pressure is removed.

",
L
L
M
M

-

Selection: support,
Comments: Highly Important for Estuary protection,
Selection: support,
Comments: I support both together-coastal and offshore to make one marine

reserve,
but Harakeke-White Island and Green Island have higher priority if all marine
reserves cannot be supported",
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: See above comments re Akatore,
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: Support in preference to Type 2 below...but if it fails then Type
2...but this Type 2. MPA proposal is far inferior to a marine reserve and would
mean no substantial marine protection in the Catlins ,
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: This is a far inferior option to O.
However, together with Option O, it would complement Option O. by mitigating the
threat of set netting to foraging birds, especially penguins and marine mammal
populations-eg fur seals, sea lions, (Hector) dolphins, mammals",
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: This estuary should have a high level of protection and
acknowledgement
",
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: All identified estuaries should have a high level of protection and
acknowledgement.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: See comments above re estuaries ,
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Absolutely AAA top priority for protection as they are under threat,
and are key to marine life, life and healthy oceans",
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: A priority for current and future health, future generations,

marine life, life, Aotearoa/New Zealand and her reputation, unique marine life,
recreation, tourism, biodiversity and science."
General Comments: The importance of the Forum's task and outcome cannot be
underestimated for the health of future generations, the marine and land
environment, and the planet.
We here in Aotearoa/New Zealand are generally poorly educated in knowledge and
understanding of our surrounding marine environment which must and can be protected
from needless plundering and enhanced.
Mahatma Ghandi said, This planet can provide for human need not human greed.”
So the Forum is presented with a larger than life task.
LEGISLATIVE AND APPROVAL CONCERNS.
I have concerns that pending new marine legislation might undo the enormous effort
put into this by the Forum, although we do not yet know how or when.
I have concerns: No one with a commercial conflict of interest should be able to
vote on the proposals of the Forum.
LEADERSHIP
Aotearoa/New Zealand could lead the world in marine protection..and this Forum's
proposals could be part of that leadership. Instead at present Aotearoa lags
behind, although some inroads and intitiatives eg. The Poor Knights and other
reserves have been made.
In the world this year there have been some outstanding moves forward, some in the
Southern Hemisphere eg:

i.
After nearly 13 years of difficult negotiations, Malaysia established a 1
million hectare marine park that pioneers a mixed-use approach to marine
conservation. Guardian
ii. In 2016, more than 20 countries pledged more than $5.3 billion for ocean
conservation and created 40 new marine sanctuaries covering an area of 3.4 million
square km. Reuters
iii.
That included a new record holder for the world’s biggest marine reserve,
off the coast of Antarctica. National Geographic
A network of protected areas is crucial..more so than one or two “dotted” here and
there.
Finally, while I consider myself very much a lay person in marine biodiversity and
protection matters.
However, I led as Portfolio Leader, the creation of special legislation to
protect Wellington's Town belt-over 500 ha of green space protection for future
generations (the next “100 years”), and understand the detailed complexities of
balancing commercial, access, recreational, tourism, biodiversity and other
interests, and creating a piece of legislation, The Wellington Town belt Act 2016,
for all.
Helene Ritchie
M.A.; B.A. Hons; Dip.Ed.; B.Ed. Studies; Diploma Business Studies (Dispute
Resolution)
Former Deputy mayor Wellington City
Former Wellington City Councillor 1977-89; 1998-2016
Former Wellington Regional Councillor 1980-83; 1989-92
Former Natural Environment Portfolio Leader 2010-2016
Registered Psychologist
Qualified Mediator
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#557,
5855e8bdd8bcf942dee75940,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 01:39:09 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Sherrill Passau,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”O”,”P”,”T”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: I support this Option and the larger version of the Type 1 because a

larger marine protected area means more effective marine protection.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: I support this Option and the larger version of the Type 1 because a
larger marine protected area means more effective marine protection.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I support this Option and the larger version of the Type 1 because a
larger marine protected area means more effective marine protection.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: Option E is a considerably larger region than option G which will
obviously provide a larger area of marine protection. Furthermore it would exclude
set netting and bottom impact fishing methods such as trawling and dredging. These
harsh methods of fishing are a threat to both yellow eyed and blue penguins and
marine mammals of the Otago Peninsula that feed within the area covered by Option E
and bryozoan beds. Because Recreational line fishing is not excluded from either
option, Option E clearly offers the highest level of protection for bryozoan
habitat and marine species, (prohibiting set netting, trawling and dredging), while
having no negative impact on recreational fishers.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: The Saunders deep marine Canyon is biologically diverse providing
important habitat and are hotspots for seabirds and whales. In July of this year
the rare and elusive Shepherds Beaked Whale were seen by students lead by Dr Will
Rayment.
This option would capture three times more of the deep marine canyon environment
than Option H - Papanui. This would mean larger protection and support marine
protection variables such as decrease impact of 'edge effect' increased range of
habitat types and biomass and enhance opportunity for spillover.
G
G
H
H
I
I

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Options I, J and K packaged together offer an excellent opportunity

for a set of interconnected marine protected areas; a showcase of biodiversity on
the doorstep of Dunedin City.
Option I hosts a high concentration of Paua population due to the prohibition of
commercial harvesting. These paua habitat are very rare so Option I would ensure
that they would remain intact for the future insuring that people can see what
original Paua habitat looked like. Option I would also allow for recovery of the
inshore reef fish population and in turn help to nourish and build the population
of marine mammals, penguin and sea birds that rely on them. Dunedin City will be
more of a drawcard than it already is for nature experiences.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: Option J would connect up nicely with Options I and K to create a
succinct network of MPAs. This Option would exclude commercial fishing but still
allow for recreational fishing. This would still support the opportunity for people
to interact with the marine environment. One would hope that this area would
recover from the spill over from surrounding Options I and K. ,

K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: A marine reserve centered on Green Island has the potential to be a

superb advertisement for a whole race of southern marine species. It is well known
that the marine environment and species have been depleted so a reserve here would
mean that biodiversity could recover substantially if all fishing pressure is
removed. Green Island is a wildlife reserve so a marine reserve would complement
this.The area along with snorkelling and diving spots are readily accessible by
small boat from Brighton.
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments: This Option is important as there are no other similarly sized

options that are being consulted on within the southern portion of the South east
region. It would be excellent to see some meaningful marine protection in such a
superb coastal region.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: I support this Option since this coast line is home to to a number of
seabird, penguin and marine mammal populations that forage offshore. A set netting
ban over this area would remove one of the threats to these populations. A Marine
Reserve here would also remove bottom trawling and set netting impact on habitat
and fish species.
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: 'Kelp forests form one of the most productive inshore habitat types

of the South East region', 563-566 pg 175, MPA South East Coast Public Consultation
Document 2016.
The inclusion of kelp in the quota management system will obviously have negative
consequences on the above. A Marine Reserve in this option would therefore provide
some protection of this important nursery .
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A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: This is an important area for school shark pupping and elephant fish
reproduction. I support this proposal because it would provide important regulatory
protection for this vital habitat.
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: I support this this site because of the need to protect the possibly
unique kelp habitat, the uniqueness of the gravel habitats in the region and the
importance of protecting the unique biogenic habitats south of the river. This area
also provides an important food source for fish, marine life and birds because of
the large population of Munida - this food source needs to be protected for the
good of all. Morover, this is is where we find populations of little blue penguins
and the endangered Hector's dolphin. It is vitally important we improve their
chances of survival. To that end, I support the extension of the option to provide
greater protection of the Hector's dolphin and little blue penguins by way of
improving their foraging range and reducing unintentional capture by fisheries.
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: I support this proposal because of it would reduce fishing pressure
on the area with its associated risks to sea birds and mammals, and complement the
site B protection. However I would prefer the area be extended to 12 nm to provide
more protection for dolphins and sebirds.
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I support Option 2 of this proposal because it allows greater
protection by providing a buffer from fishing thus increasing the protection of

marine life. It also protects the only substantial area of deep mud habitat. This
is a significant area because of its very high biodiversity including the vitally
important kelp forests. Additionally, Yellow-eyed penguins breed in this area - as
they are the world rarest penguin facing an uncertain future it is imperative we
protect this area.
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: I support option 1 because of the wonderful bryozoan beds which have
a significant and positive influence on the survival of a diverse range
iinvertebretes, which in turn provide food for many species of fish including the
wonderful blue cod. Moreover, this is an area where sea lion and penguin forage,
protecting them from the dangers of set netting is vital.
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: I support option 1 to ensure the rich, biologically diverse, highly
significant Saunders Canyon is protected. Given this is one of only two areas where
canyons extend far out to sea then protection is vitally important. Additionally, I
ask for this area be extended to the shore and include Hoopers Inlet .
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: I do not support this option as it does not give the same level of
protection as option 1 and with the pressures on our marine environments we need to
do as much as we possibly can to ensure the survival and protection of the beds.
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: The Saunders Canyon option is preferable because it is larger and
supports a more richly diverse and important habitat for marine organisms.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: I support Option 2 which extends the boundary of the marine reserve
out to and including Tow Rock. I support this option becasue of the high diversity
of habbitat and the importance of protecting the deeper rocky reef areas. Moreover,
this is close to Dunedin and I agree it would be an iconic marine reserve
complementing and enhancing the status Dunedin as the 'wildlife capital of the
world'. Also, it would provide excellent opportunity for local school groups to
appreciate a more real marine environment (refer to my Part C
submission/experience).
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life.

J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: I support this proposal because it provieds integrated portection of

biodiversity alongside Harakeke Point to White Island and will ensure it is not
exposed to extra fishing pressure by fishers displaced by the nearby marine
reserves.
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: I support this marine reserve because of its potential for divers
supporting our tourism industry, and providing educational experience for young
people (never forget their parents too!). It has a unique diversity of wild life
but I am concerned to read the has been a decline in fish species and abundance.
With the pressures on the marine environment from climate chance, ocean
acidification and overfishing this is bound to worsen unless action is taken.
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life. ",
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: I support this proposal because it is easy to access for educational
purposes, it has a significant salt marsh and ranks highly compared to other
estaries in the region. It has great importance for waterfowl, Fernbirds and
whitebait (both of which are under extreme pressure from habbitat lose, pollution
or modification of thier environment). I would have preferred to see more that one
esturary included in this consulation.
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life.
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: I support this option as it would provide a vital network with the
other marine reserves, which would allow all to complement each other and
contribute to the overall health of the marine environment in the region. I
recomend the area be extended to take in some deep reef habitat and to link in
with the Akatore Esturary, which would ensure a more holistic and supportive
environment for wildlife and marine plants.
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life.
",
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: I support this proposal because I wish to see the area recover from
the fishing impact on the sea floor. I am appalled to think of “ploughing” the sea
floor. I would not plough my hazelnut trees and expect a continuous supply of nuts.
The damage inflicted is madness and extremely short-sighted. I like the fact this

area encompasses a significant area of deep offshore reef and is associated with
site M & L.. I certainly regret the area was not inculded in with Akatore Coastal
(Type 1).
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: I support this proposal. This has been identified as an important
seabird area - and our seabirds, especially the endangered Yellow-eyed Penguins,
are under great threat from climate change, over-fishing, ocean acidification,
habitat loss and disease - which may be exacerbated by food shortage. We must do
everything we can to improve their chances of survival. This area is accessible and
can be made more so. It is located in the Catlins where tourism is already strong.
It will therefore provide additional income to tourist operators and accommodation
providers. I strongly support increasing the area to include the Tahakopa Estuary
and to extend out to 12 nm to improve Yellow-eyed Penguin chick survival so the
parents do not have to forage great distances to feed their chicks.
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life.
P - Selection: changes,"
P - Comments: This area should be included in the Long Point Marine reserve given
it appears to be a SIGNIFICANT foraging area for highly endangered yellow-eyed
penguin and for other species. A marine reserve needs to be large enough to do its
job properly. Including this area into Site O - Long Point Marine Reserve would
make a huge difference to the species dependant on the area.
",
Q - Selection: changes,
Q - Comments: The area identified is too small to provide adequate protection. The
entire estuary needs to be included in order to imporve the lot of the wading birds
and whitebait breeding etc.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: I support this proposal though I hold significant concerns re the
continuation of commercial eeling given eels are under threat in many areas of New
Zealand from habitat loss, pollution and over-fishing. The Puerua river that flows
through our little farm has very few eels left and that is mainly from over
fishing. As a child I remember huge populations of eels in the Puerua river.
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: I support this proposal because of its significance as an estuary for
wading birds and other biodiversity. We have to look after these important
estuaries because so few healthy examples survive in New Zealand.
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal

gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Kelp forests are in decline globally. We must protect what we have
now because with the pressures they are under and the importance they have to the
ecosystem to not do so is share madness. Please protect our kelp forests.
Impact on me? Huge! I hate to see the country I was born in and the oceans that
surround it suffer continual degredation and loss as humans impact more and more on
our environment. We are part of the environment, we come from it. Ultimately the
health of our environment determines our health and that of our children and
grandchildren as well as the creatures we share this planet with. This proposal
gives me hope we can redress (to a limited extent) the wrongs being inflicted on
our marine environment. It gives me hope my future generations will get to
experience an unmodified environment abounding with life."
Creating a Network:
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Network Comments: Extend Long Point -M to 12 nm. Increase Tahakopa Estuary."
General Comments: Three times while living in Auckland I visited the rocky shore of
Takapuna Beach on school trips; once with each of my sons. After the 3rd trip I
wrote to the school urging them to give up and stop the trips because they were
futile.
Each year, eager, excited children would climb onto the bus and off to find the sea
creatures and plants they'd studied in the classroom: The little darting
cockabullies, the multi armed starfish, blossoming anenomes, exquisite shellfish,
seaweeds and sponges. They found only sand, salt water (with nice little waves to
jump in) and rocks with their emply little rock pools. The rocky shore had been
stripped bare of life. The children were deeply disappointed. This experience was
what they remembered about the sea-shore. This was their normal. This was tragic.
Then, by chance, we visited Goat Island Marine Reserve in Northland. The contrast
could not have been greater. Life abounded. My children rushed into the sea and
were immediately surrounded by inquisitive hordes of Blue Mau-Mau that tickled
their toes. What memories they made. Now in their 30s they still remember the
magical experience of Goat Island.
While I appreciate New Zealand's South Island South-East Coast is not subject to
the same population pressures as Takapua Beach in Auckland, our marine environment
is not as it was - my 86 year old uncle at Taieri Mouth will vouch for that. He
would agree with a quote in a NIWA publication “we don't catch em like we used
to'“. Also It alarms and deeply saddens me to read, 'The fisheries crisis is part
of a general health alert for the oceans. Marine habitats are under severe pressure
as a side effect of trawling and directly by dredging, harbor development, the
concretization of large stretches of coastline, and especially from eutrophication
caused by both agriculture and aquaculture (Lotze & Worm 2009)'.
Dear Forum members,
Be brave, be long-sighted, recognise the fact our planet, including our very own
South-East Coast and the creatures it supports, are under extreme threat from a
multitude of factors - all man-made. Go as far as you can possibly go to protect as
much as you possibly can. Now is your chance.
Your (our) children and theirs will thank you
Yours in great hope.
Jan",
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A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Support area for biodiversity recovery and maintenance (prohibition of
bottom-impact methods, reducing fishing effects; habitat for critical life stages
of school sharks, elephant fish)
Support because of the inclusion of specific habitat types and establishment of
network.
Support as proposed - and also consider it is worth increasing restrictions of
fishing methods (netting & line fishing - particularly kontiki rigs)",
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Support proposal - for biodiversity and particularly the kelp beds
and probable rhodolith beds. There are relatively few kelp bed sites long this
stretch of coast - and kelp is known to provide critical three-dimensional habitat
for a number of species.
Rhodoliths are internationally recognised as being critical habitats for
biodiversity and have been documented as being sites for key juvenile stages of
many organisms. These habitats remain poorly known in the South Island. They are
known to be highly vulnerable to any bottom disturbance (slow growing, fragile and easily smothered by sediment).
I also support the extension of the proposed area to enable increased protection
for Hector's dolphins and penguin foraging.
Support proposal as this provides for the network approach - and includes important
habitat types.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: Support area proposed - primarily because of the importance of the
habitat types included, for the protection, recovery and maintenance of
biodiversity - and in particular the rhodolith beds. The importance of this area
for foraging is also clearly critical for seabirds and marine mammals.
I support the extension for marine mammals and seabird foraging.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Support Option 2 - includes additional habitat types and increases
the strength of this area to support the network.
This area will provide very important study region for University of Otago, other
national science organisations and has international importance. The ability to
study the kelp systems and the estuarine areas nearby is a very important
opportunity.
I also support this area being protected because this area includes habitats that
are not protected elsewhere within the proposed MPA framework. The links with
taiapure and mataitai are also vitally important - and knowledge gained from this
area will provide valuable information for wider coastal and resource management.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: Support the combination of E & F to give protection to the sensitive
bryozoan beds
I support E over G because of the larger area being protected and the additional
habitat type included.
Bryozoan beds are sensitive habitats and harbour high biodiversity - biogenic areas
that require protection from activities that disturb the sea floor.

F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Support the combination of E & F to give protection to the sensitive

bryozoan beds and to provide protection for the canyon habitat types
I support F over H because of the larger area being protected and the additional
habitat type included.
",
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: Support alternative 1 - based on size and scale of protection

",
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: I would like to see like both Saunders and Papanui Canyons protected

- if it is a choice then I prefer Saunders as the area is larger and includes more
habitat types (which support the representational and network principles of MPA
planning).
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: Support option 2 - for protection, recovery and maintenance of
biodiversity. Area includes important habitat types, coastline includes areas
easily accessible for divers & other visitors, great educational
importance/opportunity, connectivity with terrestrial conservation areas, important
coastal macroalgal forests and associated paua habitats.
Inclusion of Tow Rock enables protection of additional habitat types",
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: Support - important for the MPA network and maintaining level of
protection and avoiding displacement of effort. Important part of the overall
integration of protection that the forum has identified.
I support the introduction of some controls on commercial and recreational fishing
in the area.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: Support proposal - for protection & recovery of the kelp beds and
associated species. Area includes important transition of habitat types through to
deep reef.
Important component within the network of protected areas.
",
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Support the inclusion of estuarine habitats within the spectrum of

areas to be protected.
Support the L, M & N proposals as a grouping with important transitions and
inclusion of key habitats.
",
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: Support the L, M & N proposals as a grouping with important
transitions and inclusion of key habitats.
Important for connectivity with other proposed areas and for the network principles
of MPA planning.
Area has great potential value for research on coastal processes, and species
protection.
",
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: Support the L, M & N proposals as a grouping for inclusion of key
habitats.
Important for specific habitats protected and the biodiversity protection that will
be enabled - both for benthic organisms and for species using the area including
seabirds. ",
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: Support proposal - includes a wide range of ecologically important
habitat types for biodiversity protection; important adjacent terrestrial areas;
important for seabirds and mammals.
Connection between shallow systems and deep systems protected by this proposal.
This type of continuum only protected by one other proposal area.

This area has high biodiversity values across a range of taxon groups. Macroalgae
in this area are highly diverse and include some elements that are unique to
mainland NZ sites (ie found on the Catlins coast and then in the NZ subantarctic).
",
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: Support proposed area for protection of specific habitat types to
enable protection and maintenance of biodiversity.
I support restricting both bottom impacting methods and also netting, mid-water
trawling and purse seining in this area in order to restore and maintain ecosystem
functions, trophic links, and species composition.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: Support protection of this beautiful and relatively pristine
estuarine area, that has not yet suffered the sedimentation that has been
experienced by many estuaries in other parts of the southern South Island.
Important biodiversity values.
",
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: Support protection for this exceptional example of unmodified estuary
surrounded by forests and wetlands. Important habitat for estuarine invertebrates
and fishes, and critical for seabirds
I think this areas warrants type I level of protection.
",
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: Support protection for habitats included, importance for birds, and
as part of network. Protection would build on and support existing management
efforts.
",
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: I applaud the Forum for proposing the kelp beds as a habitat that
warrants protection. The protective cloak of kelp that wraps along the coast
provides critical habitat for a wide range of species. The kelp beds structure the
environment including modifying the light, pH, and wave environment - making the
coast able to be colonised by a much wider array of species than in areas where the
kelp is not present or where it has been lost.
I strongly encourage the Forum and key government agencies to explore the ways in
which the kelp beds can be protected in an integrated and effective manner to
maintain the long term health of the coastal region
Internationally there is considerable alarm at the decline in kelps along temperate
shore lines, and the loss of the critical ecosystems services that they have
provided. It seems that only once they are gone is there proper realisation of what
has been lost.
The Forum is showing important leadership in recognising the role and value of the
kelp beds - and I strongly encourage further exploration of how protection for
these vitally important habitats can be achieved.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: I consider all of the sites selected provide important distinct

elements - and contribute to an overall
species, and to provide for protection,
provision of ecosystem services."
General Comments: Congratulate the Forum
the information provided, as well as on
sites proposed.
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General Comments: I am not in favor of Marine Reserves as I believe they are not

necessary, given most of our 'productive' coastline is not easily accessed by shore
anglers, nor is it plundered by recreational boat anglers.
Commercial fishing and the incompetent management of same, are in my opinion all
that needs attention.
",
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Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: the Tahakopa estuary is in fine form and the reserve would affect one

my passions in eel fishing an would have to higher impact on others in the area. it
would also impact me in the way i receational fish and find there is no actual need
for it there.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: It would be great to help the rest of the river thrieve as there is
still plenty of room for gathering shellfish further down the fact recreatioal line
fishing would still be permitted is the best thing about it.
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: I feel this reserve has been just chucked in for no reason at all,
the reason for it to be there seems to lake guts and depth an the evidence is not
strong or accruate enough to support it. It is a too big of an area to close off to
commercial fishing and whitebaiting. I",
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Some of actions taken by the forum to propose reserves are

rediculous. There should have been a bigger time frame to put submissions in
especially at this time of year, as most people would put it on the bake burner.
the advertising on the back of the books is missleading as it paints a picture to
people who dont understand whats oing on that this is what it could look like with
a reserve. But infact that,that is what it is like without a reserve and too me it
looks like a strong fishery. the reasons for a reserve need be backed up with
proper evidence which the books totally lack.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#562,
5855f642d8bcf942dee75979,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 02:36:50 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Reginald Maurice Davis,
Organisation: Personal,"
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,

Identifier:

Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“B”,”C”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”N”,”P”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: oppose,
B - Comments: Please refer to comments below but I firstly present my credentials:

I have worked on commercial trawling, seine and cray fishing boats. My recreational
fishing activities in the coastal areas covered in the proposal have been south of
Moeraki. I therefore claim competence to comment in respect of the sites I have
nominated. I will not comment on sites where I am not competent.
The detailed comments which follow for Saunders apply to this site.
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: Please refer to comments below for Saunders.
D
D
E
E

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: There is no evidence of any degradation in the bryzoan beds.

A 24 ounce sinker , even when dragged on the seabed will have infinitesimal effect
in relation to the total area of the beds. Has the Forum considered the
possibility of some minor disturbance of the seabed being beneficial to the overall
ecosystem and biodiversity? This is the case in some ecosystems on land.
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: To my credentials above, I add the following which I believe are
relevant to this site and my assessment of the effects of the proposals for both
the site and those adjacent:
I am qualified as a Naval Architect and I am the most highly qualified Surveyor of
Ships recognized by Maritime New Zealand. I presently own two boats used for
recreational fishing. I have fished from the Three Kings to Stewart Island but the
majority of my fishing activities over the past 15 years have been at the Canyons.
I can therefore claim some knowledge in respect of fishing on the Otago Coast, the
prevailing conditions and the boats which are used in this area.
Over this period of 15 years, there has not been a lessening of our ability to
catch a limit (mainly blue cod but including groper and less common species), in a
reasonable time. The ability to catch the limit is usually determined by the
existence of favourable wind and sea conditions. On my last trip, we had the limit
by mid-day. Not only is the fish population high, their condition remains
excellent.
It is important to recognize that this coast is exposed and there are periods
frequently up to three months at a time, when it is simply either not safe to go
out or it is too rough for fishing. There is therefore a significant level of
natural limiting of the recreational take. A further point: If the scientists are
correct and the bryzoan beds are a component of the ecosystem, then the beds must
be in good condition because the fish are!
",
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: Refer to comments above,
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: Refer to comments above.
I
I
J
J

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Please refer to my General Comments,
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Please refer to my General Comments,
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: There is no scientific basis for a network.

If the MPA's were to
be created as proposed, both recreational and commercial fishing would be
concentrated in fewer and smaller areas to the detriment of those areas. The Forum
has not addressed this very likely consequence."
General Comments: The MPA's will have the potential to generate a significant
increase in the risk to recreational fishing craft and their crews. By far the
greater majority of recreational craft in this region are trailer boats. The MPA's
as proposed will, in general, force these craft further offshore to target
preferred species but of more serious consequence is the additional risk imposed by
the prohibition on transiting Type 1 areas when there is fishing tackle on board.
This imposition is unreasonable, unjustified and, I submit, is open to challenge on
the basis of creating an unnecessary risk particularly when a boat is endeavouring
to sail to most direct course home in deteriorating weather.
It is my further submission that the proposal as presented lacks substantive
evidence in many matters. for example: (94) Any expectation that there could be
economic and social benefits based on limited information is speculation and is
unacceptable There is no basis for the suggestion that there could be benefit to
tourism by protecting the beds. In my view this suggestion is a non-sense. (96)
claims that economic and commercial information is important but does not present
any or refer to any means by which they intend to obtain the evidence to support
this statement.
246 admits that the Forum has doubts as to the extent of the bed. It is hardly
justifiable to promote protection in these circumstances.
Para 271, in my submission, is a clear evidence that the Forum has based its
proposals on inadequate or unreliable information and this should be challenged.
Para 276, again is speculation. It is unlikely that protection of something 100m
below the surface, many kilometers offshore will result in an increase in tourists
who are here to see the birds.
As I have stated above, there is no evidence of any degradation of the beds. The
case for their protection is bases solely on speculation.
233: admits that the Forum does not know much about the plateau between the
canyons. These areas could be critical to the ecosyatem.
271, again, expresses uncertainity. I submit that any responsible proposal which
has the potential for far reaching consequences should not include consideration of
any matters where there is uncertainty or doubt as to reliability.
Finally and purely as an observation, there is no Danish seining or purse netting
in this region. ",
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Opus ID:

#563,
5855fcd3d8bcf942dee759a4,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 03:04:51 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: GaryWeir,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”Q”,”R”,”S”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: This is one of the few safe accessible recreational cod and paua

gathering areas.
P
P
Q
Q

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: This is another holiday area that has great fishing. Locals will be

hardest affected.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: This is a safe place to drag a flounder net and take kids fishing,
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: as commercial eel fishing

recreational fishing.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: for the protection of paua and other fish life. wealthy area for
commercial and recreational,
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes: [“5855fd2fd8bcf942dee759a9”],
Upload

Opus ID:

#565,
585605dfd8bcf942dee759c4,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 03:43:27 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Riki Gutsell,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: This is one of the locals main fishing grounds, I've fished there all

my life and want my kids to have the same opportunity.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: This is a awesome safe fishing spot to take your kids,
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: We stay down here and fish here often ,
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: These areas are naturally protected from over fishing due to our

weather pattern. These are safe spots for us to take our families out and get food
to provide for our families. I don't want my children to miss out.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#566,
585606d7d8bcf942dee759c5,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 03:47:35 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Hadley Gutsell,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments:
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I am 8 and love to fish with my Dad, I don't want all the safe

spots to for me to fish to go away.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#567,
58560772d8bcf942dee759c6,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 03:50:10 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Jade Gutsell,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments:
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I am 10 I love our home in the Catlins the way it is, I get to

fish with my Dad I don't want this is change. And one day when I have kids I want
to take them fishing in these spots too ",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#568,
58560883d8bcf942dee759c7,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 03:54:43 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Aleisha Gutsell,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments:
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: We are a hunting fishing family and love living in the catlins,

we protect what we have and take only what we need, we are teaching our kids this
too, The areas proposed are protected naturally by the weather. My husband provides
food for our family, the kids enjoy fishing safely, we want this to continue.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

N - Comments: This is an important deep reef area so protection should be put in

place for survival of the reef and the animals inhabiting it.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: This area is important foraging area for yellow eyed penguins so
protection is essential to prevent further population decline due to bycatch.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: This area is highly important for deep reef persistence and the
survival of its inhabiting fauna.
Q - Selection: changes,
Q - Comments: As this is the only type 1 estuary protection it should be extended
to include the mouth of the estuary extending it to area O.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: Again estuaries are important for flatfish and shore birds so efforts
must be put into their protection.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: This estuary is also an important habitat for flatfish and shore
birds so needs to be maintained through protection.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Kelp forests are highly important as they are areas of high diversity
and have very little protection. Their protection is essential to allow survival of
their inhabitants and prevention of further loss to biodiversity.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Maximum possible protection must be completed to ensure survival

of important marine habitats and the animals that inhabit them. Species important
to New Zealanders are in rapid decline and will go extinct if measures are not put
in place immediately. Though these areas will impact both commercial and
recreational fishing, they will protect species essential to the marine environment
and New Zealand. Fishers are able to fish in other areas that may take longer to
get to but the benefits will far outweigh the negatives as our beloved marine
ecosystem will be able to thrive. These areas are crucial if we are to make the 30%
protection required by 2030 which is needed to prevent further human impacts on
biodiversity. It would be such a sad loss if we were to lose any of our animals
including hectors dolphins and yellow eyed penguins which are declining due to
bycatch.
POI:
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Upload

Opus ID:

#571,
58561f0cd8bcf942dee75a09,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 05:30:52 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Brock Anderson,
Organisation: Anderson Fishing Company,"
Interest Group: [“Comercial”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,

Identifier:

Address:
Email: andersonfishingco@hotamail.com,
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”F”,”H”,”I”,”O”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: I do a lot of commercial fishing in the Saunders Canyon. I spend most

of the year out there catching ling and blue cod. For me to lose this ground would
mean a massive financial loss and would affect my ability to support my family. If
it were to go through we would have to take further action in order to prevent it.
G
G
H
H

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: I do ling fishing here also but I am willing to concede this ground,

because I understand that I will have to let some ground go. It is not as important
to me and would have fewer financial implications on us, so I am prepared to
potentially sacrifice this area as there are others that my family cannot afford to
lose.
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: This is a major paddle crab ground for us. We have already lost
considerable paddle crab ground on this coast to Mataitai Reserves already and
cannot afford to lose any more.
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: This is a major paddle crab ground for us. We have already lost

considerable paddle crab ground on this coast to Mataitai Reserves already and
cannot afford to lose any more.
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: By creating these reserves, we may be protecting some grounds but

we will be increasing the load on others by minimizing the areas in which
commercial fishermen are able to catch their livelihood. NZ has created a world
class, sustainable fishing model and in my 15 years of fishing I have noticed a
steady increase in all fish species. It seems unnecessary, with all the legislation
that is already in place to create a sustainable industry, that these areas should
be made into additional marine reserves.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#572,
58562190d8bcf942dee75a18,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 05:41:36 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Brendon Leckie,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: I do Not support marine reserves, with the weather patterns we have a

long the otago coast i average 10 to
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: I do Not support marine
long the otago coast i average 10 to
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: I do Not support marine
long the otago coast i average 10 to
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: I do Not support marine
long the otago coast i average 10 to
I
I
J
J

-

15 days a year at sea diving and fishing

",

reserves, with the weather patterns we have a
15 days a year at sea diving and fishing ",
reserves, with the weather patterns we have a
15 days a year at sea diving and fishing ",
reserves, with the weather patterns we have a
15 days a year at sea diving and fishing ",

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: I do Not support marine reserves, with the weather patterns we have a

long the otago coast i average 10 to 15 days a year at sea diving and fishing ",
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: I do Not support marine reserves, with the weather patterns we have a
long the otago coast i average 10 to 15 days a year at sea diving and fishing, this
area is also used by a lot of small boat that launch from brighton, by closing this
area its only going to put pressure on other areas, and lead to more incidents on
the Taieri mouth bar ",
L - Selection: oppose,
L - Comments: its a area the taieri mouth locals us to collect flounder and have
for a long time, why take this from us ",
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments:
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: I do Not support marine reserves, with the weather patterns we have a

long the otago coast i average 10 to 15 days a year at sea diving and fishing
O - Selection: support,

",

O - Comments:
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: I do Not support marine reserves, with the weather patterns we have a

long the otago coast i average 10 to 15 days a year at sea diving and fishing
Q
Q
R
R
S
S

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

",

T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I think we would be far better off cleaning up our local water

ways both the Taieri River and the clutha rivers
north of Taieri mouth have gone, this area was a
crayfish,the poor water quality coming from both
far more damage than the small amount of fishing
",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

are disgusting, all the kelp beds
breeding area for bluecod and
of these river mouths are doing
that take place on our coast line

Opus ID:

#573,
5856224bd8bcf942dee75a1b,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 05:44:43 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Nicola Anderson,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Comercial”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”F”,”H”,”I”,”O”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: My husband is a commercial fisherman and the sole income earner for

our young family. If he were unable to fish for ling and blue cod in this area he
would no longer be able to support our family. We are prepared to concede other
grounds that are used but less important in order to be able to continue using
these grounds.
G
G
H
H

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Although this area is used as a ling fishery by my husband, we

appreciate that some sacrifices will have to be made by both parties so are
prepared to concede this ground in the hopes that grounds that we need more from a
financial point of view will be able to continue being used.
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: This area is used for paddle crab potting my by husband, which along
with ling is the main focus of his fishing activities. We can't afford to lose
these grounds as we have already lost a fair amount of fishing ground to Mataitati
reserves.
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: This area is used for paddle crab potting my by husband, which along

with ling is the main focus of his fishing activities. We can't afford to lose
these grounds as we have already lost a fair amount of fishing ground to Mataitati
reserves.
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: The preservation of our marine life is important and no group of

people know this more than the fishermen who use our waters to provide for their
families. New Zealand has a quota system and sustainable fishing model that is to
be admired, and the fishermen who use it are for the most part respectful and
considerate. For many of them this is the only education they have had, and if the
ability to provide for their families was taken away from them, it would mean a
massive change in family dynamics and potentially lead to other ongoing issues that
are not fishing related. The fishermen are prepared to concede several grounds in
order to show that they are prepared to compromise, but it is important that we
don't forget that people's actual lives depend on the outcome of these submissions.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

seabirds in the area,",
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,"
Comments: Important habitat for seabirds and marine mammals, which offers both

resilience against climate change impacts due to its southern location, and
potential for significant increases in seabird density and diversity from future
developments at Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust reserve.
Support this proposal, and seek extension west to connect with Q Tahakopa ",
P - Selection: changes,"
P - Comments: As for P above, this is Important habitat for seabirds and marine
mammals and has potential to be more important in the future. Support this
proposal, but seek additional prohibition on recreational setnets to improve
protection and reduce bycatch of seabirds.
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Kelp forests provide productivity that supports overall biodiversity

values.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Even if all proposals are adopted the resulting network still

falls well short of target 10% protection, and provides bare coverage of the range
of habitats and species represented in this area of coast. For marine protection to
be meaningful, then by definition it must impact on commercial and/or recreational
fishing - it would be pointless to only “protect” areas with relatively low fishing
pressure, Rather, protection should be based on what is required to provide
effective ecological improvement, which means that most or all of the proposed
protected areas should be retained",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#575,
5856231cd8bcf942dee75a21,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 05:48:12 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Christopher Fleck,
Organisation: Individual,"
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,

Identifier:

Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“I”,”J”,”K”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments:
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: This proposed area incorporates a range of geomorphological features

- close inshore reef/shelf, boulder bank, sand bottom, sea stack - all which
receive consistent high wave energy and exist as or over a substrate of volcanic
origin (which in itself may well affect its own unique biodiversity).
I am aware that this particular area has benefited from the absence of a commercial
paua effort over the past few decades - this is immediately apparent when exploring
the area in the observed high population numbers & individuals of legal size.
Nowhere else in NZ (Kapiti/Marlborough/Makara/Queen Charlotte Sound) have I
encountered anything like this. I suspect this population 'anomaly' is a rarity and
of national significance.
Option I would also assist in the recovery/sustaining healthy inshore fish
which would no doubt benefit marine mammal, penguin & seabird populations.

stock

I would have no objection to the inclusion of Tow Rock to Option I as it is part of
the suite of different environments able to be encompassed in this zone allowing
for fuller biodiversity coverage.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: Option J seems like logical way to complement Option I & Option K if
implemented.
It would establish an area free from commercial pressure which would likely
increase with the establishment of an adjacent Type I reserve such as Option I.
It would provide 'safe' ground for growing fish populations to move into.
In order to balance the interest of competing interest groups it is of particular
importance to maintain an accessible & suitable area (i.e. of close proximity to
the city) where local recreational fishing/shellfish collecting may continue.
I am aware of proposed reductions in bag limits (cod & paua) - this also seems like
a sensible course of action benefiting long term sustainability of the fishery.

Also of note is the St Clair Fairy Prion colony adjacent to this reserve proposal.
I am unaware of where their main feeding grounds are located but Option I may well
contribute to this species dietary intake.
",
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: Green Island itself is already a Department of Conservation reserve.
Putting the waters around it into 'reserve' would further benefit marine birds &
mammals reliant on both terrestrial (for roosting/haul-out) & marine environments acknowledging the interconnectedness of land & sea.
It would also enable representation of a complete 'vegetation' habitat range:
terrestrial - intertidal - marine.
In the event of establishing Option I & Option J, incorporating Option J well
complements the grouping, contributing a fuller representation of habitats.
",
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload
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Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 06:11:37 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Important area for Hector's dolphins.
B -Selection: changes,"
B - Comments: Support and recommend extension to 12nm to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and
Hector’s dolphin.
C - Selection: changes,"
C - Comments: Support and recommend extension to 12nm to provide better
representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and
Hector’s dolphin.
D - Selection: changes,
D - Comments: Support and recommend extension to deep subtidal reef habitat and
increased protection for fish communities associated with kelp forests.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments:
F - Selection: changes,"
F - Comments: Support with reconfiguration to extend to the coast to include

Hooper's Inlet and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger,
deeper and more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more
comprehensive representation for this habitat type.
G - Selection: changes,
G - Comments: Oppose and recommend reconsidering sites that best represent full
range of Bryozoan beds.
H - Selection: changes,
H - Comments: Oppose and recommend reconsidering sites that best represent full
range of deep water biodiversity.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: Include Tow Rock also.
J - Selection: support,
J
K
K
L
L

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Important because of high diversity in small area.
Selection: support,
Comments: Significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and

sea birds",
M - Selection: changes,
M - Comments: Support and recommend extension to include site N Akatore Offshore to

ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat is protected in a marine reserve.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: Link to Site M.
O - Selection: changes,
O - Comments: Support and extend to 12nm for better representation of yellow-eyed
penguin foraging habitats.
P - Selection: changes,
P - Comments: Support and align with current set net prohibition.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: Join with Long Point to ensure full representation of all the
habitats associated with the mouth of the estuary.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: Significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and

sea birds",
S
S
T
T

-

Selection: support,
Comments: Important estuary habitat.
Selection: support,
Comments: Important habitat provision role, cultural values and underlying

ecosystem support role provided by this habitat.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: As a former marine science student and professional planner I

have a strong understanding of the importance of the marine area for a wide range
of users including cultural groups, recreational users and groups that seek
environmental protection. I believe that it is important that we protect the SouthEast marine area for future generations so that the full range of benefits can
continue to be experienced and the marine environment can be treasured for
generations to come.
As a former Dunedin resident for the past 20 years and a former member of a range
of sustainability and environmental groups I also have a strong understanding of
the importance of the protection of the marine environment to the community and
wish for this value to be recognised and wholly provided for in the decision for
the South-East Marine Protected Area.
As a former Masters student of marine science I would also like to emphasise the
importance of recognising the underlying supporting role that habitats such as kelp
forest can provide and wish for these and the linkages between species to be
recognised in the decision for the South-East Marine Protected Area, through
providing for the full range of South-East marine habitats in the decision.
In particular, my own research has shown that kelp forests and similar marine
habitats that could be protected through the Marine Protected Area provide an
important range of ecosystem services that are often unrecognised, particularly in
their habitat supporting role and in encouraging connections between humans and the
environment.
I also seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining
be prohibited in all the MPAs.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload
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Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
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Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: School shark pupping area.
The proposed restrictions would provide regulatory protection for habitat
supporting school shark pupping and elephant fish eggs. It would also complement
the mātaitai reserve.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: I favour extending the northern boundary of this - as per point 124
of the consultation document. I'd like to see this happen because it will increase
the protection of the habitat of both Hector's dolphin and the little blue penguin.
It would also be a gravel area - a habitat space not otherwise well protected in
our part of the world.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: This
site
complements
the
protection
afforded
by
site
B
above.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I support option 2 here - because that will offer deeper subtidal
reef habitat, and increase protection for fish communities associated with the kelp
forests.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: I support alternative 1 for a ban on all set netting to better
protect the Bryozoan beds and sea lion and penguin foraging areas.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: I support alternative 1 to protect the largest and most significant
of all the canyons along this coast. Canyons have very rich biodiversity and are
hotspots for whales and seabirds.
G - Selection: support,
G
H
H
I
I

-

Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Re: point 285 of the consultation document - I support option 2 -

extending the area to include Tow Rock. This is an offshore rock island in an area
of high current, with clear waters and rich biodiversity. I also favour prohibiting
all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining in all the MPAs.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: To protect and maintain biodiversity over the whole area
between Harakeke Point and Green Island.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: Green Island could become an iconic place with the existing
nature reserve extending through to the marine environment as a marine reserve.
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Akatore Estuary is one of the best estuaries for naturalness within
the
Forum region and is relatively easy for people to visit. There are few
environmental threats associated with it. It includes significant salt
marsh; it is one of the best examples of it outside the Catlins.
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: This site includes a rare example of exposed schist in the Forum
region.
Schist offers different habitat than other types of rocks – including

intricate quartz veins, and holes – it is a great habitat for intertidal and
subtidal animals including rock lobster.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: This site includes a rare example of exposed schist in the Forum
region.
Schist offers different habitat than other types of rocks – including
intricate quartz veins, and holes – it is a great habitat for intertidal and
subtidal animals including rock lobster.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: This is a vital area.
This proposed site has a wide range of important habitats from a
biodiversity perspective, and would provide a continuum of protected land
and protected marine area. The coastal habitats included within this site
represent the unique habitats of the Catlins coast, and are not included in any
other MPA within the proposed network.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: The Forum recognises that the MPA Policy requires at least one

example of estuarine habitat to be protected in a marine reserve. The Forum has
chosen this site for consideration as a marine reserve because of its
particular qualities, and because it may have less adverse impacts on
existing users compared with alternative locations.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: This is an example of a small, unmodified estuary, surrounded by
native
forest and protected wetland. The catchment of the estuary has the least
human impact of any estuary on the east coast.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: Haldane Estuary is probably the most significant estuary for birds in
the
southern area, and is the best option in the South Catlins to represent
estuarine habitat in the marine protected areas network. ",
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Macrocystis pyrifera, is a habitat forming native kelp (biogenic
habitat).
It is long-lived, recovers slowly (if at all depending on the harvesting
method), and is an important habitat for fisheries. Kelp-forests form the base of
complex food webs which provide for both coastal and pelagic species
and
provide
habitat
for,
numerous
commercially
harvested
fish and
invertebrate species. For example, kelp is well known to be an important habitat
for rock lobster settlement.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: There is no protection in the northern offshore area, between

Kakanui and Oamaru where there are unusual concentrations of sea tulips and
tubeworms, and foraging areas for Hector’s dolphins and little blue penguins. A
large Type 2 MPA with no set netting would protect these values.
The most easily accessible areas with diverse habitats for fish, crayfish, sea
weeds and seabirds are Shag Point and the Nuggets. These were not included for
consultation due to their cultural importance to Kai Tahu.
Estuaries are poorly represented and more should be fully protected as marine
reserves. They are nursery grounds for flat fish, eels, white bait, and feeding
grounds for shore birds."
General Comments: Thank you.
Your consultation document is beautiful, well researched and well written.
Thanks again for making it possible for the public to participate in this process.
",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload
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Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 06:35:10 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Brian Devitt,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
.
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“I”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: changes,"
I - Comments: 1/ Harakeke Point and adjacent cliffs are one of a very few locations

near the Dunedin suburban area where land based recreational anglers can access a
relatively deep rock bottomed fishery and the species it supports. As for any non
boat owning angler loss of access to this area this would severely limit the
recreational rock bottom fishing opportunities in the Dunedin area.
2/ Although it is reasonably close to Dunedin because of the relatively difficult
access to fishing spots land based angling pressure is very light and would in my
opinion have little effect on fish stocks. My catch rates from this area over the
last 40 years of fishing this area remain relatively constant.
",
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Has there been any studies done on the estimated fish take of

recreational anglers fishing from the land on the south island's east coast and the
effect on fish numbers especially in the proposed MPA's? ,
POI:
Boundary Changes: [“585624e5d8bcf942dee75a2a”],
Upload
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Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
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Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: I OPPOSE BECAUSE THERE ARE SO MANY OTHER AREAS THA COULD BE MARINE

RESERVES,
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“L”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: INCULDE KAKA POINT RATHER THAN LONG POINT,
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload
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Name: Grant Boyle,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”T”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: oppose,
D - Comments: I oppose this this area being a type 1 marine reserve as in my

experience in the last 11 years of living in Warrington and fishing in this area I
have seen no decline in recreational fish numbers. If anything in the last few
years it has taken me a shorter time with less travel to catch fish(usual 15-20
blue cod) for my family, it seems the fish numbers are building up.
The weather in the east otago area with restrictions on traveling over the Karitane
bar at low tide with low river flows limits the number of days available for
fishing to around 60 a year max. With most fishers working that further restricts
the days available for fishing, and the same applies to Shag point, I my self would
only go out approximately 12 times a year. The commercial fishing out of Karitane
seems to have declined to only 1-2 boats, so if anything their is probable less
fish been taken from this area than 15-20 years ago. This area is also important
for a lot of recreational fishers such as myself who have small boats and like to
fish close in to shore for the safety factor of being able to head home quickly if
the weather changes rapidly as so often happens on the east otago coast.
To close off a portion of the area between Karitane and shag Point has the
potential to concentrate commercial and recreational fishers in the available
remaining areas. this could then lead to the over exploitation of the fish in the
remaining areas. It would also affect the settlements and business between Blue
Skin Bay and Moeraki that rely on attracting fishers and holiday makers to this
area. The area D has very poor tourism potential as marine reserve as it is a
difficult area to access other than by boat, unpredictable weather and sea
conditions would make any potential tourism opportunities very marginal. These same
conditions would make enforcement of a marine reserve very hard to carry out. In
Warrington the Taiapure in Blue Skin is regularly ignored and with just about
nonexistent enforcement the chances of being caught are remote, so how are they
going to police a marine reserve in this area. The only people who will abide by
the rules are the honest ones and the rest will just ignore them as happens with
the local Taiapure.
If a Type 1 reserve was put in area D I would prefer the smaller option 1
",
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: While not fishing in the area my self the recreational fishers I know
that do fish in this area are lucky to go 3-4 times a year and only report seeing
2-3 other recreational boats out there at the same time. Recreational boats are
severely restricted by the weather and sea conditions the amount of times they can
access this area so if there was any impact from fishing in the area it would be
more likely to be commercial fishers. So if their is a need for protection in this
area type 2 would suffice.
",
F - Selection: changes,"
F - Comments: A type 2 would be a better option for this area as the impact of
recreation fishers would be pretty minimal. The recreational fishers I know that do

fish in this area are lucky to go 3-4 times a year and only report seeing 2-3 other
recreational boats out there at the same time. Recreational boats are severely
restricted by the weather and sea conditions the amount of times they can access
this area so if there was any impact from fishing in the area it would be more
likely to be commercial fishers. The forum has no information on the recreational
take from this area that I can see, has any attempt been made to get this
information, how can they make a recommendation by guessing. ",
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: While not fishing in the area my self the recreational fishers I know
that do fish in this area are lucky to go 3-4 times a year and only report seeing
2-3 other recreational boats out there at the same time. Recreational boats are
severely restricted by the weather and sea conditions the amount of times they can
access this area so if there was any impact from fishing in the area it would be
more likely to be commercial fishers. So if their is a need for protection in this
area type 2 would suffice,
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: A type 2 would be a better option for this area as the impact of
recreation fishers would be pretty minimal. The recreational fishers I know that do
fish in this area are lucky to go 3-4 times a year and only report seeing 2-3 other
recreational boats out there at the same time. Recreational boats are severely
restricted by the weather and sea conditions the amount of times they can access
this area so if there was any impact from fishing in the area it would be more
likely to be commercial fishers. The forum has no information on the recreational
take from this area that I can see, has any attempt been made to get this
information, how can they make a recommendation by guessing. ",
I
I
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: The proposal would have no effect on current uses of the area and

would protect the area from the harvesting of kelp which would effect recreational,
commercial and traditional uses of the area",
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: The consultation the forum has carried out with recreational

fishers has been very poor and minimal. Yet we would make up the largest number of
individuals and stakeholders using theses areas. I only found out this process was
taking place through a friend of a friend. Where where the advertisements in the
local free papers, the notices put up at local notice boards at local halls the
effort made to notify the communities that live adjacent to the proposed areas.
Submissions closing 5 days before Christmas, the busiest time of year for work and
family's. I know numerous other fishers I have told about this forum who had no
idea it was happening. When I told them they had to get a submission in before the
20th Dec and they looked at the website and they seen the size of the documents
they had to read and the time they had to do it and what they had to do you knew
they would not put a submission in. With only 2 recreational fishers on the forum,

the lack of consultation and notification to local communities, the complexity of
putting a submission in and the timing of the closing date for submissions it seems
like a process to exclude recreational fishers from the process.
Where is the research and data on the effects recreational fishers have on these
proposed areas What information do you have on where recreational fishers fish,
what times of the year they fish what they catch and the fishing methods they use.
The potential safety aspects of having fishers go further to catch fish with the
rapidly changing weather and sea conditions experienced on the Otago and southland
coasts.
This has the potential to affect my right to catch fish to feed my family and my
children's right to do the same in the future. As far as know from the stories my
father told me and his father told him the ability catch a good feed of fish in
east and north otago has varied from year to year but on average the fishing now is
not a lot different from 80 years ago. You have good years and bad years, good days
and bad days. Yet you have as far as I can tell no information what effect good or
bad recreational fishers have on any of the proposed areas.
How can the forum make any decisions on the proposed areas concerning recreational
fishers. We are the largest group of people using the areas, you have little
information on what effect we have on each area, we are under represented on the
forum so have little influence in its decisions, we have not been consulted, the
submission process is not simple nor is the timing of closing of submissions, no
account has been taken of the safety aspects of depriving family's of safe ares to
fish in small boats.
In my opinion this process needs to started again with enough information gathered
about the effects of recreational fishers on the individual areas to make an
informed decision. Far better consultation needs to carried out with recreational
fishers. The safety aspects of decisions on areas on small boats needs to be
considered. Recreational fishers need better representation on the forum as we make
up the largest group of users so we can have an effective voice in what happens.
This processes looks more like an exercise to exclude the largest group of users
from having an effect voice in the forums decisions.
",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload
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Name: martin sayer,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
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OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: support this as it it allows the juveniles of elephantfish and school
sharks a good chance without being hassled by destructive fishing methods,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: this should include the extension area outlined to provide maximum
protection to the penguins and dolphins frequentingthe area,
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: good logic to support the first waitaki area and still allow the
salmon and whitebaiting to be fished recreationallyh,
D - Selection: oppose,
D - Comments: this area is one of the few reasonably accessible areas for rec
fishers. Even though shag pt is even easier if this was closed off the fishing
pressure would be concentrated on either side up and down the coast resulting in
other areas seeing losss of fish stocks,
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: good idea to keep the commercial fishing methods from damaging the
sea floor,
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: very important rec fishing area for dunedin fishers. On the rare
days that conditions allow and work doesnt get in the way this is where the boats
will head for a great time fishing. There are not many areas within reasonable
distance of launching faciltiies in the otago harbour and this is one of the best.
The weather and accessibility make this pretty protected anyway and closing it
means cruising even further to fishing grounds increasing risk of being caught out
by weather conditions changing.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: i support option 1,
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: as outlined above. although maybe not considered as valuable an area
as saunders canyon closing this area will condense all the effort into the saunders
area thereby threatening to diminish that resource,
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: if this is placed in a reserve it is pretty much stopping the little
boat accessible areas being fished. Tow rock and white island are the closest fishy
areas to dunedin for small boats. Closing this would make boats travel further thus
comprmising safety . Fishing effort will be shifted into other areas at their
peril. Maybe stop the commecial fishing but recreational does not harm the sea bed.
The most boats i have seen at tow rock at one time is three including myself, none
were anchoring or causing any damage to habitats.Again the prevailing weather and
the access to the coast is doing the job for you. It is not often that boats can
get out through the surf to access this area.
J - Selection: changes,
J - Comments: keep the commerciaal fishing out is fine but leave the rec limits
alone,
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: although there are a number of negatives associated with closing off
this popular and accessible area to fishers I cannot help thinking of the benefits
if a marine reserve was marketed well. Think of the popularity of goat island up
north with tourists and the effects on the local community,

L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: would be good to keep this looking great and being healthy. Lets not

forget though that the major damage to the seafloor environment is caused by
sedimentation inland and washing out through the rivers and streams to the sea.
These proposals do not address that at all.......
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: a good complement to the estuary proposal,
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: this leaves a large area of fishing available for recs and commercial
in between the two protected areas.kk,
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: this is a large area that is used by locals to gather food for their
families. removing this option is unfairly impacting on their way of life and as
with other proposed areas will concentrate fishing efforts elsewhere and also
increase the risk involved with getting a feed as travel times will increase,
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: seems ok as it avoids most of the common areas for both rec and comm
fishing. will however concentrate fishing effort elsewhere,
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: this whole thing is supposed to be on protecting marine habitats.

nowhere does the document talk about protecting fisheries or fish stocks. So why
not work on the actual causes of habitat destruction, commercial interests dragging
things across the seafloor destroying habitats. Commercial interests such as mining
and similar seafloor exploration, and probably the most destructive of all, land
practices allowing runoff of chemicals, toxins and sediment which are transferred
down the rivers and streams to the sea. It is obviously a political thing to
project a green type image for voters. Sadly they wont know the full story of how
this mismanaged approach will only cause harm to fish stocks and the local
communities of people nearby.
If the powers that be dont want commercial fishing damaging the seafloor (which is
sooo overdue) then phase out those destructive methods of fishing in favour of
other ones. let the recs carry on as is. There is a finite area of the coast with a
finite number of fish present and a pretty constant take of fish by all parties.
Close off these areas to fishing and concentrate the fishing effort into the
remaining areas and these could become severely depleted. Keep it all open and let
the effort be spread around more as it is currently.
How our government comes up with ridiculous proposals like this i don not pretend
to understand.
if these accessible areas are closed there will need to be a much greater
coastguard presence as the danger is increased by having to travel further or
longer.
The coast is hard enough to access with sea conditions and nowhere to hide that it
pretty much protects itself.
explain how restricting rec fishing will protect the marine habitat????
good talking to you all and i sincerely hope some of the forum members have enough
gumption to say the whole thing is bullshit and seriously flawed.
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Areas submitting on: [“A”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”O”,”P”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: I support this area being extended as it has been identified as an

important area for school shark pupping and elephant fish egg cases. As there is
already a voluntary trawl ban I think this would further complement the area. I
also support the proposal of restrictions on recreational fishing/potting to
further preserve the habitats as mentioned above.
B
B
C
C
D
D

-Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection: support,
- Comments: Supporting this under Option 1 because it has less impact on existing

users but does cover an area that encompasses several habitat types.
E
E
F
F
G
G

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: This is an area already well utilized by bird/mammal species and this

would provide further protection which then strengthens the number of tourists
visiting which in turn results in economic growth gains on this part of the Otago
coast.
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: As stated in “G” this area has significant protection for a number of
species as well as the opportunity for growth in the tourism industry.
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: The proximity of this area to Dunedin is one of the reasons I oppose
this being considered for a no take marine reserve. I believe it is important that
recreational fishing close and safe to an urban area is protected so that
responsible fishing practice through education is taught to everyone. This is
considered a safe launching area for boats as well which is extremely rare on our
coastline and in terms of health and safety there must remains areas that provide
this. ,
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: This area because of its remoteness and climate should remain as it

is. Recreational fishing is limited because of accessibility restrictions in most
areas and the numbers of people fishing in this area are very small compared to
other areas. There are already things in place to protect the penguins and seals
and I believe this will continue without the need to have a no take area.
P - Selection: oppose,

P - Comments: For reasons as stated in my opposition to Type 1,
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: While I do not fish/dive very often I find it sad that this

wonderful pastime could become a very difficult and challenging thing to be able to
do. We need to be able to teach the next generations about how to balance and
protect our beautiful country but we should not have to have “no take” in order to
do this. We must encourage moderation and at the same time introduce the great
outdoors and how wonderful it is to be able to do some recreational fishing and
diving without plundering. The joy of catching a fish or collecting a shell to
treasure should always be part of a childhood memory and one that we can pass on
along with preserving certain areas as marine protected for our future generations.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#583,
5856454cd8bcf942dee75aba,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 08:14:04 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Bruce Lambie,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: POSTAL,"
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”O”,”P”,”T”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: i support the larger area for a marine reserve as it is important

foraging area for little blue penguins,sea birds and hectares dolphins.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: I support the larger area for marine reserve as it is an important
foraging for little blue penguins , hectores dolphins and se birds in general.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments:
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: I support this option

as it excludes set netting, which is a
threat to penguins and marine mammals and it also excludes bottom impacting
trawling methods[trawling and dredging]. I also prefer option E as it extends over
a much larger region than option G. This option offers the highest level of
protection for bryozoan habitat and marine species.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments:
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: This option is too small an area as a

marine reserve and also this
option allows sett netting which I oppose in this area.
H
H
I
I

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: This option will help protect the paua population and will allow for

recovery of the inshore reef fish populations .
I support the inclusion of Tow Rock within the marine reserve as Tow Rock has
particularly high biodiversity and as such needs protection.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: This option excludes all commercial fishing activity, and this
activity could easily wipe out the cod population. It also allows for recreational
fishing which I support in this area.I do support a significant reduction in bag
limit however. I think 5 cod,2 paua and 2 crayfish per person per day is a
realistic limit to set.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: The area around Green Island has fantastic snorkelling and diving and
should become a marine reserve to protect this .
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: This area needs marine protection, especially considering that there

are no other similarly sized options that are being consulted upon within the
southern portion of the South East region.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: This area is home to a number of seabird(including penguin) and

marine mammal populations that forager offshore.As this option includes a ban on
sett netting this would remove a significant threat to penguins and marine mammals
from set netting.
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: The kelp forest is a very part of the marine ecosystem and as such

needs to be preserved!,
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I strongly support the establishment of marine reserves within

the South East coast region as a way of protecting our fish populations and so
supporting the entire marine ecosystem. Where fishing is allowed the bag limit
needs to be significantly reduced. The present bag limit of 30 cod per day is far
too high!!,
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#584,
58564663d8bcf942dee75b09,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 08:18:43 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Lloyd Esler,
Organisation: Personal submission,"
Interest Group: [“Marine”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,

Identifier:

Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“Q”,”R”,”S”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: changes,"
Q - Comments: I have a generally negative stance on the estuaries and harbours

proposed for inclusion. While recognition of their natural values is commendable,
they are already protected by being DoC land or adjacent to DoC land and subject to
fishing and hunting regulations. Changing the status of the Tahakopa Estuary does
not provide any additional protection for biodiversity and merely creates another
bit of bureaucracy to handle. The comment that fishing vessels would be allowed to
enter the area shows that nobody has actually visited the site as the estuary can
be waded at low tide. If it is going to get an enhanced status then this should
extend up the Maclennan River.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: I have a generally negative stance on the estuaries and harbours
proposed for inclusion. While recognition of their natural values is commendable,
they are already protected by being DoC land or adjacent to DoC land and subject to
fishing and hunting regulations. Changing the status of the Tautuku Estuary does
not provide any additional protection for biodiversity and merely creates another
bit of bureaucracy to handle. However, if a representative estuary on the
Southeast coast of the South Island is desirable, then this is the most pristine

example.
S - Selection: changes,"
S - Comments: I have a generally negative stance on the estuaries and harbours

proposed for inclusion. While recognition of their natural values is commendable,
they are already protected by being DoC land or adjacent to DoC land and subject to
fishing and hunting regulations, setnet bans etc. Changing the status of the
Haldane Harbour does not provide any additional protection for biodiversity and
merely creates another bit of bureaucracy to handle. The exception is whitebait.
There is a small amount of whitebaiting which would be hard to police. Although
changes to whitebaiting regulations are needed to reverse the decline in whitebait,
this is not the place to do it. The document states that the estuary is probably
the most significant estuary for birds in the southern area. Many years of bird
counts show that it is one of the least significant estuaries for birds. As this
is the only proposed reserve in the Southland area there may be some justification
for including at least one, however Waikawa Harbour just a few kilometres away is a
much better selection. Haldane Harbour can be waded at low tide. Waikawa, in
contrast has Sealions and Hectors dolphins, surfers and swimmers, nesting Yelloweyed penguins, a large migrant wading bird population, Maori and Whaling station
sites and a diverse range of habitats. Although the same question applies - 'What
does this protect that isn't protected already?' (OK, no more whitebaiting) and
although Waikawa has iwi recognition that Haldane lacks, it would be a better token
Southland representative example. I recommend Waikawa Harbour over Haldane.
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#585,
585647e2d8bcf942dee75b12,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 08:25:06 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Alan Cutler & Josephine Haines,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: We support the concept for a network or coastal marine reserves.

We believe the connectivity of the network is weak and the size and dimensions of
many of the 'pocket' reserves will not provide adequate marine reserves. 'Edge
effects' will render the viability and value of some of the reserves to be
insignificant. Minimum widths need to be at least 2km. Many reserves need
connectivity. Gaps from Shag Point to Otago Peninsula are not going to adequately
protect the marine ecology for future generations. Many boundaries appear to be
aligned for recreational and commercial fishers. This should not be the priority."
General Comments: See above.
Greater protection is required.
Greater emphasis on ecological preservation and protection is necessary. Less
compromises/ pandering to commercial and recreational fishers are required.

Generally we fully support the comprehensive submission made by NZ Forest and
Bird",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#586,
58564d39d8bcf942dee75b5e,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 08:47:53 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: It does not adversely affect recreational fishing,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: It is an important area for juvenile fish species and blue penguin
foraging site. Not an important commercial or recreational site.
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected,
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Important part of the kelp forest and option 1 would seem to minimize
the impact to all users
as opposed to option 2
",
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: This would affect commercial fishing who would be displaced from this
area possibly creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas,
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial,
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: Recreational fishing will not be impacted,
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Selecting this canyon, with its smaller footprint , will likely
achieve the same result as the much larger Saunders canyon which will negatively
affect more fisherman overall.
",
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman
",
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: Will adversely affect commercial fisherman who will then likely
compete with recreational fisherman on other grounds,
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman,
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Does not significantly affect recreational fishing and would add
value to the network requirement for an estuary environment.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman and is an important paua
fishery for locals,
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on the inland side of this proposal which is an area we fish in a lot for
recreation. Fisheries management would be a better tool for this area.
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Important to local fisherman. Fisheries management makes more sense
in this no take area,
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on nearby areas.
Fisheries management could be a better tool for this area.
Q - Selection: oppose,

Q - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore

estuary would be a better
selection.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected as per above
",
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore
estuary would be a better
selection",
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: The kelp forest needs protection from commercial harvest."
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”L”,”T”,
Network Comments: The above network would meet significant areas of the MPA policy
SectionHtml (5:c5673) ","
General Comments: Recreational fishing is a huge part of family life in NZ and
increased limitations on where to fish will be intensely felt. Many recreational
fisherman are also keen conservationists and instill this value into their children
when taking them fishing. Popular recreational fishing areas should be retained
for our future generations. Fishing management would seem to be a better more
suitable alternative/additional tool to use if you wish to enhance the fishery for
our future generations. There now seems to be a lot of news coming out that marine
reserves locally (Goat Island) and overseas are not delivering the results set out
for, and in some cases are failing eg Great Barrier Reef Australia, so I am urging
the forum and minister to exercise extreme caution with decisions that might lock
away a popular recreational fishing area that may or may not become a reserve that
works. Effective fishing management would seem to make so much more sense without
the expense incurred to us all when ensuring compliance requirements around marine
reserves! ",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#587,
58564d62d8bcf942dee75b61,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 08:48:34 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: It does not adversely affect recreational fishing,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: It is an important area for juvenile fish species and blue penguin
foraging site. Not an important commercial or recreational site,
C
C
D
D

-

Selection:
Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected,
Selection: support,
Comments: Important part of the kelp forest and option 1 would seem to minimize

the impact to all users
as opposed to option 2
",
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: This would affect commercial fishing who would be displaced from this
area possibly
creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas",
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial,
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: Recreational fishing will not be impacted,
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Selecting this canyon, with its smaller footprint, will likely
achieve the same result as the much larger Saunders canyon which will negatively
affect more fisherman overall.
",
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman
",
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: Will adversely affect commercial fisherman who will then likely
compete with recreational
fisherman on other grounds",
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman,
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Does not significantly affect recreational fishing and would add
value to the network
requirement for an estuary environment.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments:
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put

pressure on the inland side of this proposal which is an area we fish in a lot for
recreation. Fisheries management would be a better tool for this area.
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Important to local fisherman. Fisheries management makes more sense
in this no take area,
P - Selection: oppose,

P - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put

pressure on nearby areas.
Fisheries management could be a better tool for this area.
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore
estuary would be a better selection.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected as per above
",
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore
estuary would be a better
selection",
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: The kelp forest needs protection from commercial harvest."
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”L”,”T”,
Network Comments: The above network would meet significant areas of the MPA policy
SectionHtml (5:c5673) ","
General Comments: Recreational fishing is a huge part of family life in NZ and
increased limitations on where to fish will be intensely felt. Many recreational
fisherman are also keen conservationists and instill this value into their children
when taking them fishing. Popular recreational fishing areas should be retained
for our future generations. Fishing management would seem to be a better more
suitable alternative/additional tool to use if you wish to enhance the fishery for
our future generations. There now seems to be a lot of news coming out that marine
reserves locally (Goat Island) and overseas are not delivering the results set out
for, and in some cases are failing eg Great Barrier Reef Australia, so I am urging
the forum and minister to exercise extreme caution with decisions that might lock
away a popular recreational fishing area that may or may not become a reserve that
works. Effective fishing management would seem to make so much more sense without
the expense incurred to us all when ensuring compliance requirements around marine
reserves! ",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#588,
58564dd7d8bcf942dee75b66,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 08:50:31 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: It does not adversely affect recreational fishing,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: It is an important area for juvenile fish species and blue penguin
foraging site. Not an important commercial or recreational site.
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected,
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Important part of the kelp forest and option 1 would seem to minimize
the impact to all users
as opposed to option 2
",
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: This would affect commercial fishing who would be displaced from this
area possibly creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas,
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial,
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: Recreational fishing will not be impacted,
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Selecting this canyon, with its smaller footprint , will likely
achieve the same result as the much larger Saunders canyon which will negatively
affect more fisherman overall.
",
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman
",
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: Will affect commercial fisherman who will then likely compete with
recreational fisherman on other grounds,
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman,
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Does not significantly affect recreational fishing and would add
value to the network requirement for an estuary environment.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman and is an important paua
fishery for locals,
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on the inland side of this proposal which is an area we fish in a lot for
recreation. Fisheries management would be a better tool for this area.
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Important to local fisherman. Fisheries management makes more sense
in this no take area,
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on nearby areas.
Fisheries management could be a better tool for this area.
Q - Selection: oppose,

Q - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore

estuary would be a better
selection.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected as per above
",
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore
estuary would be a better
selection",
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: The kelp forest needs protection from commercial harvest."
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”L”,”T”,
Network Comments: The above network would meet significant areas of the MPA policy
SectionHtml (5:c5673) ","
General Comments: Recreational fishing is a huge part of family life in NZ and
increased limitations on where to fish will be intensely felt. Many recreational
fisherman are also keen conservationists and instill this value into their children
when taking them fishing. Popular recreational fishing areas should be retained
for our future generations. Fishing management would seem to be a better more
suitable alternative/additional tool to use if you wish to enhance the fishery for
our future generations. There now seems to be a lot of news coming out that marine
reserves locally (Goat Island) and overseas are not delivering the results set out
for, and in some cases are failing eg Great Barrier Reef Australia, so I am urging
the forum and minister to exercise extreme caution with decisions that might lock
away a popular recreational fishing area that may or may not become a reserve that
works. Effective fishing management would seem to make so much more sense without
the expense incurred to us all when ensuring compliance requirements around marine
reserves! ",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#589,
58564e55d8bcf942dee75b72,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 08:52:37 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Philip McGregor,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: It does not adversely affect recreational fishing,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: It is an important area for juvenile fish species and blue penguin
foraging site. Not an important commercial or recreational site.
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected,
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Important part of the kelp forest and option 1 would seem to minimize
the impact to all users
as opposed to option 2
",
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: This would affect commercial fishing who would be displaced from this
area possibly creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas,
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial,
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: Recreational fishing will not be impacted,
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Selecting this canyon, with its smaller footprint , will likely
achieve the same result as the much larger Saunders canyon which will negatively
affect more fisherman overall.
",
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman
",
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: Will adversely affect commercial fisherman who will then likely
compete with recreational fisherman on other grounds,
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman,
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Does not significantly affect recreational fishing and would add
value to the network requirement for an estuary environment.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman and is an important paua
fishery for locals,
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on the inland side of this proposal which is an area we fish in a lot for
recreation. Fisheries management would be a better tool for this area.
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Important to local fisherman. Fisheries management makes more sense
in this no take area,
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on nearby areas.
Fisheries management could be a better tool for this area.
Q - Selection: oppose,

Q - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore

estuary would be a better
selection.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected as per above
",
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore
estuary would be a better selection,
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: The kelp forest needs protection from commercial harvest."
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”L”,”T”,
Network Comments: The above network would meet significant areas of the MPA policy
Section Html (5:c5673) ","
General Comments: Recreational fishing is a huge part of family life in NZ and
increased limitations on where to fish will be intensely felt. Many recreational
fisherman are also keen conservationists and instill this value into their children
when taking them fishing. Popular recreational fishing areas should be retained
for our future generations. Fishing management would seem to be a better more
suitable alternative/additional tool to use if you wish to enhance the fishery for
our future generations. There now seems to be a lot of news coming out that marine
reserves locally (Goat Island) and overseas are not delivering the results set out
for, and in some cases are failing eg Great Barrier Reef Australia, so I am urging
the forum and minister to exercise extreme caution with decisions that might lock
away a popular recreational fishing area that may or may not become a reserve that
works. Effective fishing management would seem to make so much more sense without
the expense incurred to us all when ensuring compliance requirements around marine
reserves! ",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#590,
58564f50d8bcf942dee75b89,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 08:56:48 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Andrew Beck,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: oppose,
A -Comments: This would affect commercial fishing who would be displaced from this
area possibly
creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas",
B -Selection: oppose,
B - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial
weather protected cant get out very often
good for taking family and kids close for safety
displacement creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas",
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected,
D - Selection: oppose,
D - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial
weather protected cant get out very often
good for taking family and kids close for safety
displacement creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas
",
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: This would affect commercial fishing who would be displaced from this
area possibly
creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas",
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial,
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: This would affect commercial fishing who would be displaced from this
area possibly
creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas",
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial,
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational will adversely affect
recreational fisherman
weather protected cant get out very often
good for taking family and kids close for safety
displacement creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas
wouldn't be able to launch a small family boat off beach to get a feed
safety if gets ruff in sea couldn't shelter or beach
",
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: Will adversely affect commercial fisherman who will then likely
compete with recreational
fisherman on other grounds.
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational will adversely affect
recreational fisherman
weather protected cant get out very often

good for taking family and kids close for safety
displacement creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas
wouldn't be able to launch a small family boat off beach to get a feed
wouldn't be able to dive
",
L
L
M
M

-

Selection: oppose,
Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected,
Selection: oppose,
Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman and is an important paua

fishery for locals.
wouldn't be able to launch a small family boat off beach to get a feed",
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on the inland side of
this proposal which is an area we fish in a lot for recreation. Fisheries
management would be
a better tool for this area.
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Important to local fisherman. Fisheries management makes more sense,
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on nearby areas.
Fisheries management could be a better tool for this area.
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected,
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected,
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected,
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: The kelp forest needs protection from commercial harvest.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Recreational fishing is a huge part of family life in NZ and

increased limitations on where to
fish will be intensely felt. Many recreational fisherman are also keen
conservationists and
instil this value into their children when taking them fishing. This is an iconic
part of Kiwi
living and should be fostered and nurtured. Popular recreational fishing areas
should be
retained for our future generations. Fishing management would seem to be a better
more
suitable alternative/additional tool to use if you wish to enhance the fishery for
our future
generations. I also note that there now seems to be a lot of news coming out that
marine
reserves locally (Goat Island) and overseas are not delivering the results set out
for, and in
some cases are failing eg Gt Barrier Reef Australia, so I am urging the forum and
minister to

exercise extreme caution with decisions that might lock away a popular recreational
fishing
area that may or may not become a reserve that works. Effective fishing management
would
seem to make so much more sense without the expense incurred to us all when
ensuring
compliance requirements around marine reserves!",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#591,
585651dad8bcf942dee75bb4,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 09:07:38 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Kate Beck,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: oppose,
A -Comments: This would affect commercial fishing who would be displaced from this
area possibly creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas
",
B -Selection: oppose,
B - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial
weather protected cant get out very often. Good for taking family and kids close
for safety
displacement creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas
",
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected,
D - Selection: oppose,
D - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial
weather protected cant get out very often
good for taking family and kids close for safety
displacement creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas
",
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: This would affect commercial fishing who would be displaced from this
area possibly creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas
",
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial,
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: This would affect commercial fishing who would be displaced from this
area possibly creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas
",
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial,
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational will adversely affect
recreational fisherman weather protected cant get out very often
good for taking family and kids close for safety
displacement creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas
wouldn't be able to launch a small family boat off beach to get a feed
safety if gets ruff in sea couldn't shelter or beach
",
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: Will adversely affect commercial fisherman who will then likely
compete with recreational fisherman on other grounds.
",
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational will adversely affect
recreational fisherman weather protected cant get out very often
good for taking family and kids close for safety
displacement creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas
wouldn't be able to launch a small family boat off beach to get a feed
wouldn't be able to dive

",
L
L
M
M

-

Selection: oppose,
Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected,
Selection: oppose,
Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman and is an important paua

fishery for locals.
Wouldn't be able to launch a small family boat off beach to get a feed
",
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on the inland side of this proposal which is an area we fish in a lot for
recreation. Fisheries management would be a better tool for this area.
",
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Important to local fisherman. Fisheries management makes more sense,
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on nearby areas.
Fisheries management could be a better tool for this area.
",
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected ,
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected,
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected,
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: The kelp forest needs protection from commercial harvest.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Recreational fishing is a huge part of family life in NZ and

increased limitations on where to fish will be intensely felt. Many recreational
fisherman are also keen conservationists and instil this value into their children
when taking them fishing. This is an iconic part of Kiwi living and should be
fostered and nurtured. Popular recreational fishing areas should be retained for
our future generations. Fishing management would seem to be a better more suitable
alternative/additional tool to use if you wish to enhance the fishery for our
future generations. I also note that there now seems to be a lot of news coming out
that marine reserves locally (Goat Island) and overseas are not delivering the
results set out for, and in some cases are failing eg Gt Barrier Reef Australia, so
I am urging the forum and minister to exercise extreme caution with decisions that
might lock away a popular recreational fishing area that may or may not become a
reserve that works.
Effective fishing management would seem to make so much more sense without the
expense incurred to us all when ensuring compliance requirements around marine
reserves!
",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#592,
58565216d8bcf942dee75bb7,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 09:08:38 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Bruce Taylor,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“H”,”I”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: I think this site would be the most sensible site for a marine

reserve off the otago coast. At this stage it should be the only site considered.
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: I totaly oppose the idea of making a marine reserve in this area.
I live and farm close to the coast as have my family and ancesters for more than
150 years We use this area to fish from the rocks and collect shell fish.If we are
excluded from this area there are not many other safe area to fish in this way
without the need for a boat.
This area does not get over fished due to weather conditions meaning there are only
so many days a year suitable.
Closing this area off would only force people to fish else where putting more
presure on fish stocks else where to the detriment of both fish and fisherman.
There is a major safety factor to be considered if this area is closed off as it is
the closest safe fishing grounds for small boats being close to launching spots.
The weather can change from being calm to very rough in a very short period of time
so if small boats are forced further off shore it will only be a matter of time
before somebody and there family are caught out and unable to make it back to
safety in time.
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O
P
P
Q
Q
R

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:

R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#593,
58565b8dd8bcf942dee75c02,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 09:49:01 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Jill Balfour-Smith,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: For all the above A to T: there is a horrifying decrease in the
numbers of most animals on the coast. Fewer shells on the beaches and fewer
varieties. fewer seagulls and starving sealions last year. I support a total ban
on as many areas as possible and then look at what can be sustainably fished and
how.
B -Selection: support,
B
C
C
D
D
E
E

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Walking on the beach at Aramoana is now more often than not, eerie.

A dead beach with a lone seagull soaring over emptyness.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments:
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments:
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments:
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments:
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments:
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments:
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments:
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: All the sites should be protected fully.
General Comments: Do we want to wait till there is nothing live to see on our

coasts?
POI:

,

Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#594,
58565bd5d8bcf942dee75c09,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 09:50:13 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: glen aspin,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: good as is proposed, area needed for network of protected areas.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: important area to protect from dredging/trawling/etc,
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: has taken a hammering in the past, put this aside to keep a healthy

ecosystem in the area. lots of other options for fishing nearby.
G
G
H
H
I
I

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Great to have a fairly untouched area as a marine reserve, keep tow

rock out of marine reserve area to allow local people to catch a feed (type 1).
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: Really like the idea of this area being closed to commercial and
recreational taking a large restriction in take. I think 10 blue cod, 5 paua, 2
grouper is a fair call per person per day. This area is difficult to fish because
of access areas (beach launching thru surf) and the majority of the time sea
conditions are too rough. This should be kept for the people of dunedin to be able
to catch a feed of fish for the future.
I would like the area to be extended to include green island.
K - Selection: changes,"
K - Comments: Green island is a valuable diving/spearfishing area as it is usually
clear of the sediment found closer to shore. I think protection is needed, and
would like to see area J extended to cover this area, and extend further to
brighton. Ban commercial fishing and recreational to take the same restrictions as
area j.
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: good area to protect to have a network of marine reserves.
Selection: support,
Comments: again, needed so the network of reserves will work",
Selection: support,
Comments: good variable terain area, lots of other options nearby for fishing,

needed for part of the network.
P - Selection: support,
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T

-

Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:

T - Comments:
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”,
Network Comments: Good idea, i hope you can pull it off!","
General Comments: This is a unique opportunity to make a big step towards having
fish available to the average kiwi in the future, there definitely needs to be a
network of reserves, commercial fishing needs to be banned in some areas and
recreational need to take a big cut in present allowances in the same areas. This
should hopefully allow people in the future to still be able to catch some fish for
dinner. if you succeed, hopefully the rest of nz will follow the example. Good
luck!",
POI:
Boundary Changes: [“58565bced8bcf942dee75c08”],
Upload

Opus ID:

#595,
585668fed8bcf942dee75c28,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 10:46:22 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Steve Cutler,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Marine”,”Other”],
Interest Group - OtherParent and grandparent of future generations,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”Q”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: changes,"
A -Comments: this is too small and provides very little if any protection or
preservation. The edge effect means a long narrow area with species that can move
between 200m and 1km and allowing a variety of fishers in the area as well as
commercial fishing close by gives almost 0% area of effective protection .
Recommendation is for a larger type 1 MPA extending approx 4 km south and 6 km off
shore as well as off shore to 6 km extending north and east to 'wrap-around
existing mataitai. larger type 1 area also means contribution towards preferred
target of 10-15% of total area as MPA of effective protection, this also brings a
large area of kelp forest and associated ecosystems into full protection. Extending
the area south past Pareora mouth brings direct focus on the role terrestrial land
use has on health and sustainability of coastal marine ecosystems (medium sized
river effect) and is essential in any future focused network that is to take into
account the interconnectedness of the marine environment .
",
B -Selection: changes,
B - Comments: Extension of type 2 area north and south approx 7 km and extend type
2 area within this off shore further 2 km and north a further 10 km . This would
contribute towards desirable 10-15% of total area in protection reduce pressure by
commercial and recreational fishers on type 1 reserve at its boundaries (boundary
more extensive and ratio of edge to area reduced) . Brings more kelp forest into
type 1 protection including more area to north of Waitaki river.
C - Selection: changes,
C - Comments: Further extension North as detailed in B above,
D - Selection: changes,"
D - Comments: This area needs much greater extension if science and education are
to make full use of a protection status in the area. Also future tourism can only
expand and gain more traction with a publicly notified protected area that is
inclusive of the Shag point and the reefs on the North side. recommended changes
are inclusive of proposed extension D but extended a full 10km offshore and further
extension South past Cornish head to allow a solid connection to East Otago Taipure
and excellent comparative sites adjacent to each other for monitoring the relative
effectiveness of Taipure / type 1 MPA / no protection. A further recommended
extension North to include shag point and 1 km North would preferably be a Type 1
MPA but could also conceivably be a Type 2 with some defined restrictions on
fishing . This would then bring 4 management /protection tools into line for an
exciting future of science and education on our local seas sustainability. (MPA
type 2/MPA type1/EO Taipure / and mataitai of Otago harbour). Again this proposal
adds towards desirable 10-15% protected area, incorporates more kelp forest into
protection and increases efficacy of the type 1 MPA ",
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: These are increasingly under threat around the world and NZ has a
special and unique diversity and , in this particular area , density close to
shore, that is of vital interest to science , essential support ecosystem to marine
species' life cycles and therefore important for local commercial and recreational
fishers . My only concern is that not enough is in type 1 protection.
F - Selection: changes,"
F - Comments: Recommended changes are to include both H and F together and the are
between and extend this larger Type 1 area to alos include area G as a Type 1 are .

This gives one large type 1 block ensuring very much reduced edge effect ,
protecting 2 deep water submarine canyon areas,not just 1, and providing
substantial opportunity for research on efficacy on size and location of MPA'son
future fisheries stocks, marine mammals and local seabirds.
",
G - Selection: changes,
G - Comments: see notes for E and F,
H - Selection: changes,
H - Comments: see notes for E and F,
I - Selection: changes,"
I - Comments: Recommend extension to 6 km off shore and north past Allans beach to
Wharekakuhu and to be inclusive of Hoopers Inlet. This encompass the Sandy mount
coastal area and include an area where there is frequent sealion, seal and penquin
activity as well as a small area of land reserve on North of Sandy mount to the
sea edge and a wildlife reserve area on sand flats to the inside of Hoopers Inlet
from Allans beach . This would also allow inclusion of sheltered sandy estuary,
sheltered coastal sands (in Hoopers Inlet) which is not well represented in the
proposals as given. As a resident of Hoopers inlet and a keen recreational user of
local coast seas and inlets I would find a full MPA type 1 reserve status
something to be proud of and would link in well with many local tourism operations
and the appreciation the local public already has for this area. The extension off
shore means that an effective protected area ",
J - Selection: changes,"
J - Comments: recommend extension 6 km off shore , brining into line with extension
recommended for I , and further south to Bruce rocks . This would extended
recreational fishing area around a recommended larger type1protectedK area
proposal.- see K also",
K
K
L
L
M
M

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,"
Comments: recommend extension north and south 3 km each and off shore 6 km .

This long thin reserve is next to useless , edge effect means virtually 0% is
effectively protected. Small and a long distance from other proposed areas any
chance of being considered as part of a network means a necessary increase in size
particularly off shore and Southward.
N - Selection: support,
N
O
O
P
P
Q
Q

-

Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,"
Comments: extension off shore and north to O-longpoint area. this would ensure

a greater
network ,
the whole
the south
R
R
S
S

-

inter connected system of environments linked in a protective local
provide more resilience to this area as an important role in networking
of area proposals and supporting the very small and vulnerable MPA's to
.

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,"
Comments: extension offshore and north and south as a Type 1 MPA. This will

provide protective 'backing' to the recreational fishing in estuary itself, will
provide a link in any further network of MPA's to south and west and will be of
sufficient size that edge effect still means and effective protected area will
exist. This additional area brings total protected area closer towards a needed 1015% of total area under consideration.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Recommended proposals as per notes in previous sections ensure a far
greater area of kelp beds are protected any further protection desired might be
best pursued through either local by laws or regional council regulations or
special legislation,
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: A network needs A/ sufficent links

B/ in sufficient proximity

and C/ of sufficient size and D/ diversity and

E / ecosystem type representation
such that marine life is protected and preserved as far as possible in its natural
state, enabling return to undisturbed diversity and productivity , allow for
resilience and recovery in the face of natural disasters or extreme accidental
human impacts, ensure representation of all marine environments and habitats and
associated endemic species in a healthy state and enable access by locals and
visitors now and long into thje future for scientific, educational, recreational,
cultural , health and wellbeing and commercial needs and at the same time ensuring
the marine environment is maintained in sufficient vitality to continue to provide
the essential ecological services of regulating, supporting and provisioning, both
seen and unseen. This exhaustive role of marine reserves and other protected areas
to have capability and capacity for ecological integrity means I have come to
consider that , while the panel's proposals are a good starting point they lack
sufficient size and extension to provided the necessary representation , resilience
and connectedness to meet a networks demands. I hope my recommendations go some way
in addressing these demands.
General Comments:
POI: [“58563d32d8bcf942dee75a9e”,
Boundary Changes:

[“585647e8d8bcf942dee75b15”,”58564c1cd8bcf942dee75b51”,”58564cbad8bcf942dee75b59”,”
5856509fd8bcf942dee75ba1”,”585650f6d8bcf942dee75bab”,”5856534fd8bcf942dee75bbf”,”58
56565fd8bcf942dee75bd5”,”5856591ad8bcf942dee75bf0”,”58565ad7d8bcf942dee75bfd”,”5856
5d17d8bcf942dee75c13”,”58565e3bd8bcf942dee75c1b”,”58565f7bd8bcf942dee75c1f”],
Upload

Opus ID:

#597,
585675aed8bcf942dee75c30,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 11:40:30 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: David Murray,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments:
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments:
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments:
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments:
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments:
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments:
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments:
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments:
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments:
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I support protection of all of the specific sites under review

and the potential extensions. Small sites will not be effective in isolation but a
network of sites that includes big reserves would be effective in providing the
protection needed to preserve and enhance the marine environment in the South East.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#598,
5856c63ad8bcf942dee75c66,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 17:24:10 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Trevor Fredericksen,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Because bottom trawling disturbs the kelp beds.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Support the main area without the northern extension.
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments:
D - Selection: changes,
D - Comments: Support the Option 1 proposal but would prefer to see a Type2 reserve

within the Pleasant river estuary because of the significance of recreational
flounder and whitebait fishing within the estuary.
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments:
F - Selection: changes,
F - Comments: Would prefer a type 2 reserve as recreational fishing does not

disturb the seabed.
G - Selection: support,
G
H
H
I
I
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: changes,
Comments: Would like to see this as a type 2 marine reserve because of the

recreational fishing that occurs along this coastline.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Recreational fishing has little impact on seabed.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I would prefer to see better management of the fishery through an

increase in size limits, especially for blue cod, and a decrease in bag limits.
this will have the benefit of reducing predatory fish and increasing breeding fish.
POI:

Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#599,
5856c670d8bcf942dee75c67,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 17:25:04 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Richard OHara,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”P”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments:
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I think that by reducing catch limits by 30 fin fish to 10-15 per

day would greatly help a.as too with shellfish.The weather is already a good factor
in protecting the marine life as its usually too rough to fish.By reducing the
catch limits ,it may stop those who fish in excess and sell on the black market",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#600,
5856ce7869ede8512d2c115b,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 17:59:20 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Jonathan Krause,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

,

[“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A
A
B
B
C
C
D
D
E
E
F
F
G
G
H
H
I
I

-Selection:
-Comments:
-Selection: support,
- Comments: Support larger area,
- Selection: support,
- Comments:
- Selection: support,
- Comments: Support extended area,
- Selection: support,
- Comments: Large area close to Dunedin, easily accessible.
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection: changes,"
- Comments: Change to Type 2 MPA. This serves as a significant harvesting area

for recreational folk in Dunedin.
per person)",
J - Selection: support,

Support reduced quotas (e.g. 3 paua, 5 blue cod

J - Comments:
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments:
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments:
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments:
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments:
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments:
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: changes,
T - Comments: Support Type 2 for this area ,
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#601,
5856d6d969ede8512d2c116f,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 18:35:05 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Russell White,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”Q”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: I oppose this reserve because i have lived in the catlins area my

whole life and we have grown up around the sea. my dad and uncles are commerical
paua divers so i know th coast really well. i have a young family of my own and
also have a boat for going out sea fishing. we recently went down to long point
fishing for cod, its quick and safe to accsess with an ok supply of good fish.
i sugest to LOWER the daily bag limit and RAISE the fish size limit",
P
P
Q
Q

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: i oppose this reserve because i love taking my 3 children floundering

and exploring the mudflats with our rubber boat, its a great way to get kids use to
the water and fishing without going to sea",
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#602,
5856d7af69ede8512d2c1174,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 18:38:39 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Comercial”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“I”,”O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: Excellent recreational dive location for the hunter gatherer ,
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: There is a large take from this area for both commercial and

recreational Paua divers and this closure would displace much effort into lower
productive areas,
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: What are the steps and funding for policing these marine reserves

to fishing closures. As I see it the “fish cops” are already understaffed and
unable to keep up. Adding mor areas out of bounds will increase work load ",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#603,
5856e26269ede8512d2c1198,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 19:24:18 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”M”,”O”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Already Mataitai, An Imporrtant breeding area and would not impact

existing users.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Will protect habitats & juvenile fish. Would not impact existing
users.
C
C
D
D

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: 1 Km off Coast, would protect several habitats. Option 1 minimies the

potential impact to existing users",
E
E
F
F
G
G
H
H
I
I
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: would have least impact on commercial & recreational fisherman,
Selection: support,
Comments: would have least impact on commercial & recreational fishermn,
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: This will affect fisherman and the people who live and have cribs in

the area. Would limit areas accessible by small boast posing a safety issue. Very
exposed and weather limits fishing and that in itself protects the fish.
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: Huge impact on fisherman in the area. Main recreational fishing area-

would displace fisherman to other areas putting pressure on other areaas. Limited
to number of days fishing due to weather -looks after itself. It is a sheltered
area for small boats- safety an issue if they cant fish here. Effects peoples way
of life. We live in this area for a reason ,the life style, don't see why someone
in other areas of NZ who will probably never visit the area can tell us that we
cannot take our kids fishing anymore.
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Protects kelp & breeding fish,
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: There is no real proof that marine reserves work. In the south

the weather protects the fisheries.
There are only a few spots we can go fishing, and if these reserves go in it is
difficult to get to them safely or be able to fish in a safe area. Tourism wise, I
cant see many people being able to snorkel in the South due to weather, temp of
water, and safety. So why have reserves in the deep south? - They are not
overfished, weather protected, no tourism value. Taking away the lifestyle of New
Zealanders who love to take their children fishing, collecting shells.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#604,
5856e6fb69ede8512d2c11a3,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 19:43:55 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: David G. Hancox,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Have (recreationally) fished the proposed area for many years and the

only disruptive activity seen in this area has been the occasional visit by
Commercial fishing, which over a short space of time fish the area and then
noticeably afterward recreational catches are down and take a year or two to
recover. There is little pressure on the area from recreational fishers, there
being few boats in the area. This is basically the only area that we fish.
If this area is closed there is a danger that small boats would be forced further
out to sea to fish with much increased risk to life.
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I would

make the comment that the number of Blue Cod permitted
to be taken by each individual in this area is far too high and should be revised.
I would propose that it should be halved.
POI:

Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#605,
5856e7bf69ede8512d2c11a6,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 19:47:11 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Malcolm Rutherford,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Other”],
Interest Group - OtherFamily Local to Area,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“M”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: I support the concept of increased protection at Quoin Point however

I think this is a poor solution to the issues the proposal is trying to solve. The
current fishing regulations allow 30 fin fish and 10 paua per person etc. In
addition to this take there is strong anecdotal evidence of illegal fishing in this
proposed area. The legal limits combined with the illegal take mean the stocks of
commercially valuable species have been severely depleted over the years.
Our extended family has owned land and fished on this coast for generations, and
has a strong cultural link with this coast. Many happy childhood memories were
formed pulling banded wrasse out of rocky channels on the end of bamboo poles.
While not the best fish to eat, this experience helped strengthen my link with this
coast, taught me about where our food comes from, and is something I look forward
to doing with my own children. I understand the reasons for a blanket ban on
fishing, but the cultural cost to our family is significant.
I would like to you to consider the following:
The reserve will be as difficult to enforce as the
and is unlikely to be honoured by those who ignore
now live in Gisborne there is an excellent reserve
cameras and in person) by DOC yet still has issues
night.

current fishing regulations are
the current legislation. Where I
which is closely monitored (with
with people taking paua at

The current limits are ridiculous, and it is no surprise stocks are low. I propose
1 paua, 1 crayfish, and 2 fin fish per person per day throughout the entire South
East coast. This allows the cultural experience of fishing to be retained without
smashing the stocks. Enough for a feed, without being tempted to sell to the back
door of fish and chip shops.

I propose this area be considered as a type 1 reserve for a decade, and then
fishing be allowed at very very low limits. Think of it as “a good old days”
reserve, so people can once again marvel at how good the fishing was in the good
old days - showcasing how sustainable fishing can be achieved as part our shared
future.
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: It is my opinion that the model of Guardians of Fiordland, and

the multi stake holder approach at Kaikoura are the way forward for protection of
our coasts. Having 2 options for protection is a good start, but I fear the
resulting marine landscape will resemble the Southland plains, where there are a
few protected pockets of indigenous flora where we can marvel at the large miro and
rimu that were once abundant throughout - but there are so few that we use Pinus
radiata instead. Protect the special places, but lets use the rest sustainably.
I also advocate taieri island as a small reserve. A ring of protection up to 100m
from shore would allow this island to be a great snorkelling/kayaking/exploring
destination. There will obviously be those who disagree for the reasons I have
mentioned at quoin point, but there are very few areas of the coast which are
suitable for snorkelling/glassbottomed boat and have ready access to
accomodation/camping - just a thought. At the very least there should be decreased
limits on the island making it a family fishing spot.
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Please look at reducing catch numbers. 20 fish is a suggested

limit. No one needs 30.
Increase minimum size to 32 mm
Ban commercial cod pots from inside 5km. They are the reason fish stocks have
declined.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#607,
5856f63c69ede8512d2c11d4,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 20:49:00 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Lachie Cameron,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“I”,”J”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: changes,"
I - Comments: This area is close to a large population and easily accessible but

only when the weather is right. The weather restricts fishing for a fair majority
of the time, already there are restrictions on the paua take around the blue skin,
karitane, Bobbys head areas which I am in support of. Why not move the reserve area
north of tow rock which isn't as accessible to the general public. Cut the bag
limit for cod to 15 per day and paua to 5 ",
J - Selection: changes,"
J - Comments: As per my points re the harakeke Point to White Island, these are
areas recreational fisherman can have access to but only when the weather is
favourable. Again cut the catch limit to 10-15 blue cod per day, groper 3 per day
and paua 5. Its like the proposed reserves are trying to stop people fishing
altogether unless the have a large boat that can get them to areas offshore to
fish. the propsed bag limits of 5 cod and 2 paua is a bit of a joke, it would
hardly be worth launching a boat to go out in for these amounts.
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:

General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#608,
5857010969ede8512d2c11e9,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 21:35:05 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Bryan Scott,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: I support creation of a south east marine protection area for

ecological and sustainability reasons. In my view for any network to be successful
it needs to encompass areas of ecological value, be at least a critical mass and be
able to be easily accessed and viewed by our communities.
My first comment on the proposals is that I support creation of all the proposed
Type 1 areas. I also support any Type 2 areas where they are in addition to Type 1
areas and not as an alternative.
My second comment on the proposals is that I am very disappointed by a number of
aspects:

a. The proposed critical mass is significantly less than that recognised by
international scientific consensus. Ie ideally what is proposed is stage 1 of a
number of future stages.
b. I am concerned that one key basis of the forum is fundamentally flawed.ie the
endeavour or requirement that all forum members are in agreement. Also the priority
to meet the needs of existing users. Our Coastal seas and Oceans have not been well
managed and any future proposal requires a fresh pair of eyes, removal from bias
and commercial interests. If commercial compensation is required then this needs to
be worked through with the state as a separate exercise. By aiming for compromise
we have ended up with a diluted and patchwork solution.
c. Key opportunities around the Nuggets and Otago Peninsula have been missed.
Consider the alternate option of two very large Type 1 areas. ie from the shoreline
to way around the Nuggets. And from the shoreline way around and within the Otago
Peninsula. And leaving largely alone the balance. As well as the ecological
benefits, Imagine the access and future opportunities. Over time the community
would be able to monitor the success or otherwise.
","
General Comments: As above, I support creation of a south east marine protection
area for ecological and sustainability reasons. In my view for any network to be
successful it needs to encompass areas of ecological value, be at least a critical
mass and be able to be easily accessed and viewed by our communities.
My first comment on the proposals is that I support creation of all the proposed
Type 1 areas. I also support any Type 2 areas where they are in addition to Type 1
areas and not as an alternative.
My second comment on the proposals is that I am very disappointed by a number of
aspects:
a. The proposed critical mass is significantly less than that recognised by
international scientific consensus. Ie ideally what is proposed is stage 1 of a
number of future stages.
b. I am concerned that one key basis of the forum is fundamentally flawed.ie the
endeavour or requirement that all forum members are in agreement. Also the priority
to meet the needs of existing users. Our Coastal seas and Oceans have not been well
managed and any future proposal requires a fresh pair of eyes, removal from bias
and commercial interests. If commercial compensation is required then this needs to
be worked through with the state as a separate exercise. By aiming for compromise
we have ended up with a diluted and patchwork solution.
c. Key opportunities around the Nuggets and Otago Peninsula have been missed.
Consider the alternate option of two very large Type 1 areas. ie from the shoreline
to way around the Nuggets. And from the shoreline way around and within the Otago
Peninsula. And leaving largely alone the balance. As well as the ecological
benefits, imagine the access and future opportunities. Over time the community
would be able to monitor the success or otherwise.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#609,
5857042a69ede8512d2c11f8,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 21:48:26 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Greg Wilkinson,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“F”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.

2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area
3. Areas is great for family fishing.
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.
2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area
Areas is great for family fishing.
L - Selection: oppose,
L - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.
2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area
Areas is great for family fishing.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.
2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area
Areas is great for family fishing.
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.
2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area
Areas is great for family fishing.
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.
2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area
Areas is great for family fishing.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.
2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area
Areas is great for family fishing.
Q
Q
R
R

-

needs a marine reserve?

needs a marine reserve?

needs a marine reserve?

needs a marine reserve?

needs a marine reserve?

needs a marine reserve?

needs a marine reserve?

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.

2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area needs a marine reserve?

Areas is great for family fishing.
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#610,
585704c569ede8512d2c11fb,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 21:51:01 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Melissa Wilkinson,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“F”,”H”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.

2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area needs a marine reserve?
Areas is great for family fishing.
G
G
H
H

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.

2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area needs a marine reserve?
Areas is great for family fishing.
I
I
J
J

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.

2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area
Areas is great for family fishing.
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.
2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area
Areas is great for family fishing.
L - Selection: oppose,
L - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.
2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area
Areas is great for family fishing.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.
2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area
Areas is great for family fishing.
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.
2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area
Areas is great for family fishing.
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.
2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area
Areas is great for family fishing.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.
2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area
Areas is great for family fishing.
Q - Selection:

needs a marine reserve?

needs a marine reserve?

needs a marine reserve?

needs a marine reserve?

needs a marine reserve?

needs a marine reserve?

needs a marine reserve?

Q - Comments:
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments:
1. Puts pressure on other fishing areas.

2. Where is governments scientific evidence this area needs a marine reserve?
Areas is great for family fishing.
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#611,
58570ead69ede8512d2c1212,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 22:33:17 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Glenn Robinson,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Comercial”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: As the owner operator of the fishing trawler “Solitaire”-built in

Port Chalmers I am opposed to the Long Point option.
The Solitaire has successfully fished the Otago and Southland coast for the last 36
years.
As a commercial fisherman I trawl for flatfish in the proposed area and I would
estimate that some years up to 20% of our annual catch would come from this area.
To close this area to trawling will put greater pressure on other areas.
We are already limited to were we can target flatfish due to unsuitable bottom
type. With the type of trawl nets we use to target flatfish we can only trawl on
smooth sandy bottom with no obstructions like reefs, rocks, kelp beds, coral,
stones etc.
Long Point and Cosgrove island are also important anchorages, if we cannot utilise
these safe anchorages to process and discharge fish waste we will be forced to
travel great distances in adverse weather conditions to other places to anchor.
Placing more stress on skippers and crew, this is a serious safety concern
potentially putting lives at risk.
My vessel and the other vessels fishing this area are not large enough as to be
able to contain fish waste, grey water and sewage.
Since the start of my fishing career I have seen a massive reduction in the number
of fishing vessels from all the local ports. this I believe is mainly due to
economic reasons, high operating cost and stagnant fish prices. we are forced to
become much more efficient in our fishing operations and fish the most productive
areas-Long point being such an area.

We face great restrictions on our fishing due to weather in coastal Otago and
southland region. we manage between 130 to 150 fishing days per year and often
while at sea are restricted to fish certain areas depending on the prevailing
weather conditions.
To close the Long Point area to trawling and simply think that trawlers can go fish
other areas would show a complete lack of understanding and ignorance regarding how
our industry operates and the restrictions we already face.
We have willingly participated in the MPI observer program, doing many sea days
with an MPI observer on board the vessel Solitaire
this coverage has shown we are not harming marine mammals and birds and I consider
the environmental impact of trawling on flat sandy bottom targeting flatfish to be
minimal.
I believe the economic cost of a reserve in this area will be significant to myself
and other operators, with no consideration to the displaced fishing effort, and the
very real safety concerns due to effectively loosing the ability to anchor and
process fish.
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#612,
5857199d69ede8512d2c125d,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 23:19:57 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Rachel Wesley,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Manawhenua”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

,

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Support in principle.
",
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Need to include a provision for the retrieval of cultural material
associated with stranded marine mammals or their separated parts, and for the
retrieval of kōiwi tāngata.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: Only support if this area is to remain as a Type 2. Customary
commercial interests will be heavily impacted.
D - Selection: changes,"
D - Comments: This area should be considered as a Type 2. Significant impact on
customary commercial and non-commerical fishing rights/interests and on wahi
tūpuna.
Provision should be made for retrieval of cultural material of stranded marine
mammals or their separated parts, and for the retrieval of kōiwi tāngata.
Do not support option 2.
E - Selection: changes,"
E - Comments: Support in principle.
Needs rebalancing to minimise the significant impact on customary commercial
fishing rights and interests. Allow for mid-water trawl.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments:
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: Would support in principle only if F doesn't go through.

Area is too

small.
H
H
I
I

-

Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Needs provision to allow for the retrieval of cultural material from

stranded marine mammals or their separated parts, and for the retrieval of kōiwi
tangata.
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: There is weak rationale for the establishment of the proposal. 2) It
rewards the key opponents to the Brighton Mātaitai application. 3) a “community
management” tool would devalue the 1992 Settlement. Mātaitai are designed to give
effect to the obligations stated in the Treaty of Waitangi Fisheries Claims
Settlement Act 1992 to develop policies to help recognise use and management
practices of Māori in the exercise of fishing rights. If these tools are made
available to the wider community these community lead management tools would
undermine the capacity for tangata whenua to establish mātaitai and devalue the
redress that mātaitai are intended to provide.
K - Selection: support,
K
L
L
M

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,

M
N
N
O
O

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: changes,
Comments: Significant impacts on customary fishing interests and rights.

Would

support as a Type 2.
P - Selection: support,
P
Q
Q
R
R

-

Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: Significant impacts on customary fishing rights and interests.
Selection: oppose,
Comments: This area is adjacent to SILNA land. If a reserve were to be placed

here, it would better serve tāngata whenua if it were to be managed using customary
tools such as mātaitai or taiapure.
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Weak rationale.
T - Selection: changes,"
T - Comments: Support in principle (with boundary changes).
Manageable impact on customary commercial fishing rights and interests with
boundary changes (area reduced to include the nationally and internationally
significant kelp forests from Warrington to Kakanui – to include the East Otago
Taiāpure area).
",
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#613,
58571b6f69ede8512d2c1272,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 23:27:43 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name:
,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”],
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#614,
5857203469ede8512d2c128f,
Date: Sun Dec 18 2016 23:48:04 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Suzanne Ellison,
Organisation: Kati Huirapa Runaka ki Puketeraki,"
Interest Group: [“Manawhenua”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address: C/- Karitane PDC
Karitane 9440,
Email: admin@puketeraki.nz,
Telephone: (03) 4657300,
OIA: [“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“D”],

Identifier:

A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: changes,
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Please refer to attached supporting information for full

submission,
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Uploads: [http://seasketch-uploads.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/e78a9192-06b6-4f6c-

8709-f042ecdfe61d/SEMPF KHRkP Submission.pdf]

Opus ID:

#615,
58572c0a69ede8512d2c12df,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 00:38:34 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Other”],
Interest Group - Otherlandowner adjacent to potential reserve area, alos

recreational user",
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”],
Areas submitting on: [“M”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection: changes,
M - Comments: I am a third generation landowner of land directly adjacent to the

proposed M. Akatore Coast reserve area. I fully support some level of protection
for the area (though different to the no-take proposed) as I am well aware of the
specialness of this coast. What I have not seen in any of your documents is a
discussion about the impacts on local rural communities. The discussion relating
to 'recreational' fishing is almost always framed in terms of people coming to
these places on holidays or as a 'favourite' fishing spot. Coastal rural residents
utilise the sea as a primary source of sustenance to feed their families on a
regular basis. Growing up in Akatore we regularly went to the beach and dropped
lines for a feed or grabbed a couple of paua for dinner. While our usage does not
fit the cultural definition of customary, it is so in the wider sense of the word,
and the establishment of a no take reserve in this area would have a significant
negative impact on our family's traditions and customs.
I oppose the proposal in its current form for the following reasons.
(1) It prevents local rural residents’ long-standing traditional use of the area.
Coastal areas that have been selected as Type 2 reserves seem to cater to urban
populations' desires to fish. Are the occasional wishes of many to take the kids
fishing worth more to the Forum than the daily lives of rural landowners who
already, by the nature of their relationship with their land and the coast, provide
a level of protection? This area has an existing level of community protection due
to limited access and an understanding from local users that if they wish to access
the beach they need to seek permission from landowners if they stray from the one
unformed roadline to Quoin Point (The second paper road mentioned in your documents
does not provide any access at all and never has). Our family has always been

active in managing access and ensuring we always knew who was on our land,
accessing the beach and for what purpose. No-one is unfairly denied access. I
also want to have the opportunity to teach my children about sustainable resource
use in their backyard and foster a sense of love and protection for the ocean in
them.
(2) The connectivity argument may be flawed given the distances involved.
The proposal states (pt 397) that this area would potentially improve connectivity
between this reserve and reserves ‘I’ and ‘O’ which are separated by approximately
100km. What evidence do you have to support this statement and what species in
particular do you believe will benefit from this widely-spaced network?
(3) Lack of biodiversity evidence to justify Type 1 status.
There is no discussion in the document about the existing biodiversity in the area
which seems unusual when you are proposing a no take reserve. I note that
biodiversity is discussed in some detail for other proposed Type 1 reserves. Is
this lack of discussion for the Akatore coastal site related to a lack of
understanding of the biodiversity in the area or some other reason? If the area is
in fact nothing special in terms of biodiversity values in this area, despite its
unusual geological features, there would seem to be little justification for a Type
1 reserve.
(4) Impractical enforcement
What value does a reserve have when there is very limited resource to police
activities in the reserve? We have to consider the practicalities of this proposal
against the backdrop of a limited compliance resource. Would there be an
expectation that MPI would provide officers to patrol the reserve on a daily,
weekly, monthly basis? How will this function? What is the cost of compliance?
(5) Greater value could be obtained by using it as a Type 2 educational area
The proposed site is very remote from larger urban populations. Longer term surely
the greatest benefit of any coastal marine reserve (beyond protecting breeding
habitat) is providing people, in particular children, with access to near-pristine
areas of coast so they can learn to love and protect our ocean for future
generations. Providing reserves that are accessible to a wide range school groups
to support the delivery of the NZ school curriculum should be high on the list of
important points to consider for the Forum.
(6) Alternative protection mechanisms
Although this is outside the scope of the Forums work I believe the daily limits
for recreational fishing are too high in particular for Paua and Blue Cod. You can
feed a family of 6 on 2-3 Paua and a bag limit of 30 Blue Cod per day per fisher is
quite frankly obscene. Some courage from the Minister in tackling this issue and
introducing reduced limits would go a long way to achieving the aims of the Forum
by protecting fish stocks across a broad area. It would also support the Forums aim
of ensuring that fish/shell fish stocks can thrive.
I seek the following amendments to the proposal.
I would like to see a change to this proposal whereby either (i) customary
sustainable practices are implemented to manage the area, allowing for some level
of take by local landowners, or (ii) the reserve is designated as a Type 2 reserve
whereby local landowners have an exception allowing some take or some types of
'recreational use' are allowed. This would bring the reserve in line with other
proposals in the area, will allow you to set specified limitations on usage,
protect the coast and continue to provide local landowners with an option to
sustainably use the wonderful resource that is our ocean.
",
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-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

It is totally unacceptable."
POI: [“58572ed769ede8512d2c12ef”],
Boundary Changes: [“58572f1b69ede8512d2c12fa”],
Uploads: [http://seasketch-uploads.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/e412c9aa-506d-4b08bde8-19ee60f05552/PenguinRescue-AnnualReport2016.pdf]

Opus ID:

#617,
58572fc769ede8512d2c1308,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 00:54:31 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Wendy Simpson,
Organisation: Tourism Waitaki Limited,
Interest Group: [“Tourism”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address: 8 Itchen Street
Oamaru 9400,
Email: operations@tourismwwaitaki.co.nz,
Telephone: 6434341655 ext 7,
OIA: [“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”O”],

Identifier:

A
A
B
B
C
C

-Selection:
-Comments:
-Selection: support,
- Comments: I support both Type 1 and the Type 1 extension to the north.
- Selection: changes,
- Comments: It would be preferable to extend this Type 2 area out further towards

12NM. If coverage is extended further out, it will protect the habitat of the
penguins and dolphins that are found in this area. The penguins and dolphins in
this area are a major part of the tourism that comes to the Waitaki and other South
Eastern regions. Without the tourists coming to see these iconic species, many
businesses in this area would suffer. There needs to be more done to protect the
biodiveristy in this region. The current proposal does not adequately protect the
deep water habitat in the area.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I am in support of Option 2. As above, the current proposal here is
about minimising the impacts on fishers, and not about protecting our oceans. A
marine reserve of 1.5km wide is not accepatable ,especially for New Zealand where
we are known for our enviroment and conservation efforts. Without these efforts our
tourism would suffer greatly. This proposal has the potential to draw more tourists
to the lessen known regions such as the Watiaki, and further south eastern coast,
but only if the proposal extends to the Option 2 boundary and allow for the
protection of a greater number of habitats and species.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: The more we can do to protect the species in this region is
beneficial for the Toursim Industry. Iconic species on the South East coast is
providing an alternative destination to places such as Queenstown and Wanaka which
are at capacity most of the year.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: The more we can do to protect the species in this region is
beneficial for the Toursim Industry. Iconic species on the South Eastern coast is
providing an alternative destination to places such as Queenstown and Wanaka which
are at capacity most of the year.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: What is the use of a voluntary trawl ban?. It offers no protection to
the endangered species that live on and around the Otago Peninsula - the endangered
Yellow Eyed Penguins, Royal Albatross, NZ Sea Lions and the Otago Shags.
Biodiversity is not just about the seafloor, it is about the whole sea and what is
in it. Tourism has dropped on the Otago Peninsula, due to the drop in the Yelloweyed penguin numbers. It is important to the Tourism industry that every effort is
made to protect this species from being caught in nets and help this species to
survive.
H - Selection: oppose,
H
I
I
J
J
K
K
L

-

Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:

L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#618,
5857317269ede8512d2c1311,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 01:01:38 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Stephen John Lind,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Other”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - OtherDiving, Snorkling, and Scuba",
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: changes,
D - Comments: As stated in volume 1, the kelp forests sustain a multitude of fish

species and a breeding ground for all the fish and crustaceans that live and feel
safe there, as such this area should definably be protected! ",
E
E
F
F
G
G

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: This area is of no interest to commercial fishers or recreational

fishers, but I am sure that The University of Otago Marine sciences Dept will
conduct a great deal of research there.
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: As G,
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: There is no need to protect an area in a part of ANY Ocean that

is not under threat from over fishing."
General Comments: As the areas proposed are not threatened by over fishing why is
this even happening?
As stated in volume 1 (Page 85, paragraph 294 & 295) The paua population in this
area is “INTACT”, this means to me that the area that has been proposed “Tow rock

to White Island” needs no protection at all as all other species of fish and
crustaceans within this area are “INTACT” as well.
The other proposed areas further down the coast I have fished as a commercial
fisherman over 20 years ago and since then as a recreational fisherman, scuba
diver, and snorkler for paua, the areas proposed are in my view all INTACT.
I have been involved in these areas fishing my whole life, my father before him and
his father before him. I would like to think that my son and his son or daughter
will still be allowed to fish off our coast for the rest of their lives, my
Grandfather would turn in his grave if this was introduced.
The fishing within these areas gets better with every year, Huge blue cod and more
Grouper every year, All the signs are that we have no overfishing problem, The
extreme weather conditions on our coast is protection enough!! ",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Site M- Akatore coastal is a quiet rural area, it would be

upsetting to see a total marine no take zone here for the locals that live in the
area/ on the boundary private property to like to fish/ dive for a family feed. I
think there needs to be more control over the number of fish/ paua taken from the
coastline to help maintain a good balance.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#620,
5857404769ede8512d2c134c,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 02:04:55 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Tom Brownlie,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

",
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“K”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: I strongly oppose the Type 1 conservation of Green Island.

I and my family and friends are local fishing and diving recreationalists that
would lose our local resource if this area is lost to a type one reserve. There is
a local community of recreational fishermen and women that use the Green Island
reef as a safe and sheltered area for our pastime. The focus of the Brighton
community revolves around the beach and the nearby coastline. Access for small
boats is limited on the South Coast and this spot is important. That said we would
like it to be preserved for future generations to enjoy AND fish.
We self limit our catch on our boat and know of others doing the same and have not
found a decrease in the marine life in the past few years. We limit ourselves to 10
fish each on our boat. If there is compelling and robust evidence for a decline in
fish populations at Green Island more so than other areas, then we would certainly
support its conservation, however, we regularly dive the reef in front of the
island and find it in abundant.
I do support reduced fish bag-limits for boats.
Please don't take away our local fishing spot.
L
L
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-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:

P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#621,
5857449169ede8512d2c135f,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 02:23:13 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Trevor Allison,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Comercial”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“D”,”F”,”H”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I would support the proposal for a marine reserve for this area only

to the inside boundaries, being D3 to D4. The extended part of this proposal takes
to much valuable commercial and recreational fishing ground out use",
E
E
F
F

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: This area has to much value as a commercial fishery to be turned into

any type of reserve,
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload [http://seasketch-uploads.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/0020574e-8697-4ae5-

b2d9-b4823a690d0b/FAP Bladder kelp.pdf]

Opus ID:

#622,
585744a469ede8512d2c1360,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 02:23:32 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Marine”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“D”,”T”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I support the full extent of this proposed Marine Reserve (Option 2),

especially within the proposed wider protection of habitat-forming key in this
region. I do not fish in this area, but I have conducted research in adjacent areas
of the coast and consider the proposed Option 2 Reserve will has significant
scientific value.
The proposed Reserve covers diverse habitats (paragraph 194 and 202), is located
within a very significant biogenic habitat (large kelp forests) and is near to an
actively managed Community / Customary Management Area. Together, with the close
proximity to the University of Otago and ongoing active research programmes in the
area, I believe that this reserve will have significant scientific / research
value. These points are well-made within the submission document (e.g. paragraphs
220 and 221) which I therefore support.
Based on my understating of the scientific basis of reserve design, Option 1 is too
small. I would be concerned that if this proposal went ahead, that there would be
significant edge effects which may reduce the value of the reserve.
My only concern regarding the larger proposal is that any displaced fishing effort
may impact negatively on the East Otago Taiapure (EOT). I am not a member of the
EOT Management Committee, but I have been involved with many of their discussions
on this topic. I have witnessed the frustration with the slow and bureaucratic
processes of enacting regulation to protect this fishery. I therefore support the
suggestion made by Kati Huriapa ki Puketeraki to provide for a more responsive
legislative framework to manage the potential of displaced fishing effort from this
proposal.
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Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
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Comments:
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Comments:
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Comments:
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Comments:
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-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: I fully support the SEMPF in their proposed protection of habitat-

forming kelp along this region of coast. I have conducted nearly all of my
research (10+ years) in this area and I think that this proposal will provide
significant value across all sectors (including science, tourism and recreational,
customary and commercial fishing).
This proposal shows significant foresight from the SEMPF committee and they are to
be commended and supported for putting it forward.
We have witnessed significant declines in Macrocystis kelp forests, both globally
(California and Tasmania) and regionally (Taieri). While direct fishing
(harvesting) of Macrocystis is not the cause in every case, it highlights that
these important habitats are under threat from existing environmental change and
should be protected from further pressures wherever possible.
The reasons for protecting these habitats are well outlined in the consultation
document, and I support this proposal for these reasons.
The SEMPF has asked for input on the mechanism for protection. I believe that there
should be a ban on cutting all attached habitat-forming kelp species (e.g.
Durvillaea, Ecklonia, Macrocystis, Marginariella and Lessonia). Failing this, at a
minimum, I believe that there should be a ban on the commercial harvest of
Macrocystis pyrifera.
I note that at the time that Macrocystis was introduced into the QMS, the final
advice paper to the Minister [1, and attached] noted that a number of submissions
asked for “the setting aside of no-take areas in both representative and sensitive
areas” and that “[section] 11 measures may also be necessary (such as closed areas,
method restrictions, seasons, etc) to achieve the above desired outcomes”.
The proposal gives effect to these suggestions and the advice from prominent New
Zealand scientists and Research Organisations about the introduction of Macrocystis
into the QMS and should be seriously considered.
[1]: http://www.fish.govt.nz/NR/rdonlyres/9EA0FF66-FCBB-4DBF-BE9BC34CCAA8D735/0/FAP_Bladder_kelp.pdf
",
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Following on from my above support of the EOT committee and the

needs for more responsive legislation to deal the with the potential for displaced
fishing effort....
More generally, I do not believe that it should “fall to” community groups and
volunteers (alone) to manage the effects of displaced effort. If fishing
displacement is likely to occur, then formal measures should be taken by the
government to address these issues. I do not know how this would be done (or if
there is precedent to do so) but at least it would seem sensible to reduce (retire
with compensation?) quota within areas with reserves. I suspect that this would
garner wide support from most New Zealanders, if the reasons for doing so are well
articulated. ",
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Opus ID:

#624,
58574c3d69ede8512d2c137e,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 02:55:57 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Mitch Hollows,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#625,
585751ed69ede8512d2c13ae,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 03:21:22 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Tom Brough,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: changes,"
A -Comments: Support, with amendments
I support the establishment of the MPA area A. I believe the establishment of an
MPA in this area would provide opportunities for the recovery of commercially
fished stocks, over a number of different, important habitat types. If amendments
are applied, the area could also provide important protection for endangered
Hector’s dolphins.
There are indications that this area may be an important nursery area for
commercially fished stocks of school shark and elephant fish. Protection of
vulnerable life history phases are critical to the ongoing viability of
commercially fished stocks.
The proposed area A also includes some variety of habitat type and so helps to
protect the broader areas representative habitat. Importantly this includes some
moderate shallow reef, habitat type that has been demonstrated to respond well to
protection.
I have a number of suggestions on Area A that I believe would make protection in
this location more successful. Firstly, I believe that the area is too small to
afford adequate protection for the commercially fished species that are caught in
this location. School shark and elephant fish, being high trophic level species,
have large home ranges. For wide ranging species to benefit from protection, it is
important a significant part of their range is protected from threats. For this
reason I suggest that area A be extended to the full offshore extent of the forums
jurisdiction, 12 miles. I also suggest the area should extend further south
alongshore, at least another 4 miles south of the Pareora river mouth. This
extension would enable better protection for endangered Hector’s dolphins that are
known to be threatened due to a trawling and gillnetting throughout their range.
To further protect exploited fish stocks in area A, I suggest that the forum bans
other forms of commercial fishing, including all net fishing, long lining and all
trawling. I suggest this be undertaken in a larger area than area A currently
encompasses, as suggested above.
I suggest that the shallow reef component of area A be listed as a fully no take
marine reserve (type 1 protection). This habitat type is limited in the northern
extent of the forums jurisdiction, and it is important some type 1 protection is
incorporated throughout the broader area. Further, this habitat type has been shown
to respond well to type 1 protection, boosting stocks in adjacent areas. The fact
that this area abuts a mataitai reserves means that protection along this habitat
may be particularly successful, and also provides interesting opportunities to
assess recovery along a protection gradient.
",
B -Selection: changes,"
B - Comments: Support, with amendments
I believe this area provides important protection for the unique north Otago gravel
bed habitat and kelp forest ecosystems. These habitats are important for
biodiversity and in the case of kelp forest provide vital nursery habitat for
juvenile fish species of high recreational and commercial value. This area,
particularly around the mouth of the Waitaki river is important for a variety of
seabird and marine mammals including little blue penguins, Hector’s and dusky
dolphins. Protection in this area, at appropriate scales, could afford better

protection for these species that have known threats due to fishing practises.
Further, type 1 protection could afford better foraging habitat for these top
predators following the recovery of exploited species.
The suggestions I have for area B are based around the size of the area. I believe
it is too small and because of this, is limited in the number of habitat types it
protects, and its use to protect more mobile species. I suggest this area be
extended south, to the mouth of the Kakanui river. This would incorporate a
substantial amount of important shallow, alongshore reef north of Kakanui and
around Cape Wanbrow. This habitat is generally the target for the majority of
recreational fishing in the area, and so suffers from depleted stocks. This
alongshore habitat supports important macroalgal communities and so has high
biodiversity value.
I support the northwards extension of the area B boundary, and suggest that this
boundary be further extended in a coastwise directions to the mouth of the Waitaki
river. I realise a substantial amount of shorebased recreational fishing takes
place at the mouth of the Waitaki, so I suggest a recreational fishing zone 200m
either side of the mouth be incorporated into the boundary extension where
shorebased fishing is permitted. Fishing for introduced species such as salmon,
need not be restricted. Many fish species and their predators use the mouth of the
Waitaki river for foraging. This enables an opportunity to provide protection to a
range of species throughout trophic levels. Recreational fishing will be
displaced, but there are many other similar river mouth outlets in the vicinity
that may afford similar fishing opportunities.
",
C - Selection: changes,"
C - Comments: Support, with amendments
I support the proposal for Area C as a type 2 protected area. I believe this area
to support high biodiversity values due to the likely existence of rhodolith beds
and due to the abundance of seabird and marine mammals in this area. I consider
Area C would provide an important compliment to the type 1 protection of Area B,
helping to minimise edge effects of the smaller Area B.
I believe that the boundary of Area C should be extended to the 12nm limit of the
forums jurisdiction. This will provide better protection for seabird and marine
mammal species in the area. For the same reason, I think the area should be
extended south to the Kakanui river mouth in line with my suggestion for Area B
above
",
D - Selection: changes,"
D - Comments: Support, with amendments
I support the proposal for Area D as a type 2 protected area. This area is one of
the best examples of high habitat diversity along the south east coast, and as
such, offers a great opportunity to protect diverse species assemblages and
associated biodiversity values. There are particularly strong benefits in
protecting the offshore Macrocystis kelp forest communities. These important
habitat are significant regional nurseries for fish stocks, affording valuable
recreational experiences for diving, snorkelling and kayaking. Further, kelp forest
systems are vulnerable on a regional, national and global scale due to the effects
of sedimentation, global warming and harvesting. The ecosystem services provided by
kelp forest systems are numerous, and thus protection of these vulnerable
communities are essential.
The proximity of Area D to the city of Dunedin and numerous coastal Otago
settlements provides many opportunities for this area to develop tourism
attractions. Recovering marine ecosystems can provide lucrative and sustainable
tourism attractions that can boost regional economies. This is already becoming
known as a tourism destination due to the natural beauty of the coastline. A type 2
MPA would further enhance the attractiveness of this area as a destination.
The proximity of this area to the research centres in Dunedin such as the
University of Otago would provide significant opportunities for scientific study,
marine education and cultural engagement. The knowledge and community engagement
gained from these opportunities will significantly add to both our understanding,
and public appreciation of the restoration of marine ecosystems.
I support the extension of Area D to the 12nm limit in order to increase the
protection for more mobile species such as lobster, blue cod, ling and groper. This
would further increase the protection afforded to seabirds and marine mammals that

are persistent features of the stretch of coastline. Further, I suggest that the
Area D northwards boundary be extended to the southern coast of Shag point. Shad
point provides unrivalled opportunities to protect outstanding biodiversity values
due to significant habitat diversity and large diversity of reef types.
Recreational and commercial fishing values would be impacted by this decision, yet
I consider that retaining the northern coast of Shag point as a harvestable area is
an appropriate compromise.
",
E - Selection: changes,"
E - Comments: Support with amendments.
I support the inclusion of Areas E,F,G and H within a network of MPA along the
south east coast. These areas cover globally significant biodiversity values due to
the type of habitat contained therein, proximity to the southland current and subtropical convergence zone, and rare species habitation of these areas. The plateau
area adjacent to the Otago canyons support globally significant bryozoan beds with
significant species and morphological diversity. These fragile communities are
significantly threatened by fishing practises.
The rarity of the deep water canyon and plateau on a national level are strong
reasons to protect these habitat. Other than a very small MPA at Kaikoura, there
are no type 1 protected areas for canyon systems in NZ. This is a critical gap in
our MPA network that needs addressing.
The Otago canyons are highly productive regions that support significant diversity
and abundance of seabird, marine mammal and pelagic fish life. Recent surveys of
the Otago canyons suggest a number of rare marine mammal species including beaked
whales, sperm whales, and southern right whale dolphins can be regularly
encountered in these areas. Whilst research is only in a preliminary state, the
diversity of marine mammals species found at the canyons is unrivalled within a
regional and national context, and is significant globally. Similarly, seabird
surveys indicate a multitude of species at high abundance which cement the area as
a global seabird hotspot. Many rare species of seabird seem to forage at the
canyons including a range of albatross, prion, shearwater and petrel species. The
common occurrence of rare marine mammals and seabirds suggest the canyons are an
important foraging location for these species, and so adds weight to the protection
of these areas.
Importantly, the endangered and declining yellow eyed penguin is known to undertake
foraging trips to locations within the areas under this proposal. There is likely
to be strong ecological factors involved in the species decline, thus protection of
the penguins foraging habitat may provide critical benefits to this strongly
declining species.
Whilst some recreational and commercial fishing may be displaced by this proposal,
there are many opportunities for the development tourism industries at the canyons
and plateau should marine protection go ahead. The recovery and subsequent growth
in abundance of marine top predators such as marine mammals and seabirds may result
in the viability of lucrative tourism attractions. The economic benefits from such
industry is likely to exceed that of the limited commercial fishing undertaken in
these areas.
The ecosystem processes that occur at canyons are significant and diverse. Whilst
our understanding of these processes is limited, the extreme benthic productivity,
substantial deep scattering layer, high fisheries yields and diversity of toppredators suggests a complex and diverse array of trophic interactions and food web
dynamics. Protecting these areas is crucial in the understanding of these important
processes and may provide invaluable insights as to the ecosystem services provided
by canyon ecosystems.
The proximity of both the Otago canyons and Plateau to Dunedin provide outstanding
opportunities for scientific research on the areas rich species assemblages and
ecology. Protection of these important areas provides an opportunity to study how
marine protection influences these unique habitats. Further, protection may enable
the ability to study these ecosystems in a more intact state, to better study the
diverse ecological processes that occur in these locations.
Whilst I support the establishment of MPA in the areas E, F, G and H I do have some
suggestions as to amendments of these proposals. I suggest an amalgamation of both
alternative 1 and 2 to provide more thorough protection of the two important canyon
systems and the plateau. I consider the full extent of both Papanui and Saunders
canyons should be protected by type 1 MPA, and the entire plateau and adjacent

bryozoan ‘known’ areas be protected in a type 2 MPA that excludes all forms of
commercial fishing. Further, I suggest the forum consider a further extension to
include the canyon to the north of the proposed area ‘Taiaroa canyon’ as a type 1
reserve. I consider this appropriate given the significant unique habitat found at
the canyon and at the plateau and the rare species supported by these habitats.
",
F - Selection: changes,"
F - Comments: Support with amendments.
I support the inclusion of Areas E,F,G and H within a network of MPA along the
south east coast. These areas cover globally significant biodiversity values due to
the type of habitat contained therein, proximity to the southland current and subtropical convergence zone, and rare species habitation of these areas. The plateau
area adjacent to the Otago canyons support globally significant bryozoan beds with
significant species and morphological diversity. These fragile communities are
significantly threatened by fishing practises.
The rarity of the deep water canyon and plateau on a national level are strong
reasons to protect these habitat. Other than a very small MPA at Kaikoura, there
are no type 1 protected areas for canyon systems in NZ. This is a critical gap in
our MPA network that needs addressing.
The Otago canyons are highly productive regions that support significant diversity
and abundance of seabird, marine mammal and pelagic fish life. Recent surveys of
the Otago canyons suggest a number of rare marine mammal species including beaked
whales, sperm whales, and southern right whale dolphins can be regularly
encountered in these areas. Whilst research is only in a preliminary state, the
diversity of marine mammals species found at the canyons is unrivalled within a
regional and national context, and is significant globally. Similarly, seabird
surveys indicate a multitude of species at high abundance which cement the area as
a global seabird hotspot. Many rare species of seabird seem to forage at the
canyons including a range of albatross, prion, shearwater and petrel species. The
common occurrence of rare marine mammals and seabirds suggest the canyons are an
important foraging location for these species, and so adds weight to the protection
of these areas.
Importantly, the endangered and declining yellow eyed penguin is known to undertake
foraging trips to locations within the areas under this proposal. There is likely
to be strong ecological factors involved in the species decline, thus protection of
the penguins foraging habitat may provide critical benefits to this strongly
declining species.
Whilst some recreational and commercial fishing may be displaced by this proposal,
there are many opportunities for the development tourism industries at the canyons
and plateau should marine protection go ahead. The recovery and subsequent growth
in abundance of marine top predators such as marine mammals and seabirds may result
in the viability of lucrative tourism attractions. The economic benefits from such
industry is likely to exceed that of the limited commercial fishing undertaken in
these areas.
The ecosystem processes that occur at canyons are significant and diverse. Whilst
our understanding of these processes is limited, the extreme benthic productivity,
substantial deep scattering layer, high fisheries yields and diversity of toppredators suggests a complex and diverse array of trophic interactions and food web
dynamics. Protecting these areas is crucial in the understanding of these important
processes and may provide invaluable insights as to the ecosystem services provided
by canyon ecosystems.
The proximity of both the Otago canyons and Plateau to Dunedin provide outstanding
opportunities for scientific research on the areas rich species assemblages and
ecology. Protection of these important areas provides an opportunity to study how
marine protection influences these unique habitats. Further, protection may enable
the ability to study these ecosystems in a more intact state, to better study the
diverse ecological processes that occur in these locations.
Whilst I support the establishment of MPA in the areas E, F, G and H I do have some
suggestions as to amendments of these proposals. I suggest an amalgamation of both
alternative 1 and 2 to provide more thorough protection of the two important canyon
systems and the plateau. I consider the full extent of both Papanui and Saunders
canyons should be protected by type 1 MPA, and the entire plateau and adjacent
bryozoan ‘known’ areas be protected in a type 2 MPA that excludes all forms of
commercial fishing. Further, I suggest the forum consider a further extension to

include the canyon to the north of the proposed area ‘Taiaroa canyon’ as a type 1
reserve. I consider this appropriate given the significant unique habitat found at
the canyon and at the plateau and the rare species supported by these habitats.
",
G - Selection: changes,"
G - Comments: Support with amendments.
I support the inclusion of Areas E,F,G and H within a network of MPA along the
south east coast. These areas cover globally significant biodiversity values due to
the type of habitat contained therein, proximity to the southland current and subtropical convergence zone, and rare species habitation of these areas. The plateau
area adjacent to the Otago canyons support globally significant bryozoan beds with
significant species and morphological diversity. These fragile communities are
significantly threatened by fishing practises.
The rarity of the deep water canyon and plateau on a national level are strong
reasons to protect these habitat. Other than a very small MPA at Kaikoura, there
are no type 1 protected areas for canyon systems in NZ. This is a critical gap in
our MPA network that needs addressing.
The Otago canyons are highly productive regions that support significant diversity
and abundance of seabird, marine mammal and pelagic fish life. Recent surveys of
the Otago canyons suggest a number of rare marine mammal species including beaked
whales, sperm whales, and southern right whale dolphins can be regularly
encountered in these areas. Whilst research is only in a preliminary state, the
diversity of marine mammals species found at the canyons is unrivalled within a
regional and national context, and is significant globally. Similarly, seabird
surveys indicate a multitude of species at high abundance which cement the area as
a global seabird hotspot. Many rare species of seabird seem to forage at the
canyons including a range of albatross, prion, shearwater and petrel species. The
common occurrence of rare marine mammals and seabirds suggest the canyons are an
important foraging location for these species, and so adds weight to the protection
of these areas.
Importantly, the endangered and declining yellow eyed penguin is known to undertake
foraging trips to locations within the areas under this proposal. There is likely
to be strong ecological factors involved in the species decline, thus protection of
the penguins foraging habitat may provide critical benefits to this strongly
declining species.
Whilst some recreational and commercial fishing may be displaced by this proposal,
there are many opportunities for the development tourism industries at the canyons
and plateau should marine protection go ahead. The recovery and subsequent growth
in abundance of marine top predators such as marine mammals and seabirds may result
in the viability of lucrative tourism attractions. The economic benefits from such
industry is likely to exceed that of the limited commercial fishing undertaken in
these areas.
The ecosystem processes that occur at canyons are significant and diverse. Whilst
our understanding of these processes is limited, the extreme benthic productivity,
substantial deep scattering layer, high fisheries yields and diversity of toppredators suggests a complex and diverse array of trophic interactions and food web
dynamics. Protecting these areas is crucial in the understanding of these important
processes and may provide invaluable insights as to the ecosystem services provided
by canyon ecosystems.
The proximity of both the Otago canyons and Plateau to Dunedin provide outstanding
opportunities for scientific research on the areas rich species assemblages and
ecology. Protection of these important areas provides an opportunity to study how
marine protection influences these unique habitats. Further, protection may enable
the ability to study these ecosystems in a more intact state, to better study the
diverse ecological processes that occur in these locations.
Whilst I support the establishment of MPA in the areas E, F, G and H I do have some
suggestions as to amendments of these proposals. I suggest an amalgamation of both
alternative 1 and 2 to provide more thorough protection of the two important canyon
systems and the plateau. I consider the full extent of both Papanui and Saunders
canyons should be protected by type 1 MPA, and the entire plateau and adjacent
bryozoan ‘known’ areas be protected in a type 2 MPA that excludes all forms of
commercial fishing. Further, I suggest the forum consider a further extension to
include the canyon to the north of the proposed area ‘Taiaroa canyon’ as a type 1

reserve. I consider this appropriate given the significant unique habitat found at
the canyon and at the plateau and the rare species supported by these habitats.
",
H - Selection: changes,"
H - Comments: Support with amendments.
I support the inclusion of Areas E,F,G and H within a network of MPA along the
south east coast. These areas cover globally significant biodiversity values due to
the type of habitat contained therein, proximity to the southland current and subtropical convergence zone, and rare species habitation of these areas. The plateau
area adjacent to the Otago canyons support globally significant bryozoan beds with
significant species and morphological diversity. These fragile communities are
significantly threatened by fishing practises.
The rarity of the deep water canyon and plateau on a national level are strong
reasons to protect these habitat. Other than a very small MPA at Kaikoura, there
are no type 1 protected areas for canyon systems in NZ. This is a critical gap in
our MPA network that needs addressing.
The Otago canyons are highly productive regions that support significant diversity
and abundance of seabird, marine mammal and pelagic fish life. Recent surveys of
the Otago canyons suggest a number of rare marine mammal species including beaked
whales, sperm whales, and southern right whale dolphins can be regularly
encountered in these areas. Whilst research is only in a preliminary state, the
diversity of marine mammals species found at the canyons is unrivalled within a
regional and national context, and is significant globally. Similarly, seabird
surveys indicate a multitude of species at high abundance which cement the area as
a global seabird hotspot. Many rare species of seabird seem to forage at the
canyons including a range of albatross, prion, shearwater and petrel species. The
common occurrence of rare marine mammals and seabirds suggest the canyons are an
important foraging location for these species, and so adds weight to the protection
of these areas.
Importantly, the endangered and declining yellow eyed penguin is known to undertake
foraging trips to locations within the areas under this proposal. There is likely
to be strong ecological factors involved in the species decline, thus protection of
the penguins foraging habitat may provide critical benefits to this strongly
declining species.
Whilst some recreational and commercial fishing may be displaced by this proposal,
there are many opportunities for the development tourism industries at the canyons
and plateau should marine protection go ahead. The recovery and subsequent growth
in abundance of marine top predators such as marine mammals and seabirds may result
in the viability of lucrative tourism attractions. The economic benefits from such
industry is likely to exceed that of the limited commercial fishing undertaken in
these areas.
The ecosystem processes that occur at canyons are significant and diverse. Whilst
our understanding of these processes is limited, the extreme benthic productivity,
substantial deep scattering layer, high fisheries yields and diversity of toppredators suggests a complex and diverse array of trophic interactions and food web
dynamics. Protecting these areas is crucial in the understanding of these important
processes and may provide invaluable insights as to the ecosystem services provided
by canyon ecosystems.
The proximity of both the Otago canyons and Plateau to Dunedin provide outstanding
opportunities for scientific research on the areas rich species assemblages and
ecology. Protection of these important areas provides an opportunity to study how
marine protection influences these unique habitats. Further, protection may enable
the ability to study these ecosystems in a more intact state, to better study the
diverse ecological processes that occur in these locations.
Whilst I support the establishment of MPA in the areas E, F, G and H I do have some
suggestions as to amendments of these proposals. I suggest an amalgamation of both
alternative 1 and 2 to provide more thorough protection of the two important canyon
systems and the plateau. I consider the full extent of both Papanui and Saunders
canyons should be protected by type 1 MPA, and the entire plateau and adjacent
bryozoan ‘known’ areas be protected in a type 2 MPA that excludes all forms of
commercial fishing. Further, I suggest the forum consider a further extension to
include the canyon to the north of the proposed area ‘Taiaroa canyon’ as a type 1
reserve. I consider this appropriate given the significant unique habitat found at
the canyon and at the plateau and the rare species supported by these habitats.

",
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: Support.

Area I provides many significant benefits in becoming a type 1 MPA. I believe the
area covers a good range of habitat types. Importantly, there is a significant
amount of reef habitat, which is a substantial target for recreational and
commercial fishers and thus responds well to protection.
I use this area substantially for recreational fishing opportunities, mainly
spearfishing and shellfish gathering. Whilst the proposed area will affect my
ability to fish these locations, I consider there to be many more areas that I am
happy to relocate fishing effort to. I consider the need to have representative
habitat protected in this area far more important than my need to undertake fishing
in this area.
I believe tow rock should be included within the MPA because of the high
biodiversity values found in this location and the importance of the reef habitat
located around the rock. Because of the habitat type and location, tow rock will
likely respond strongly to protection. This will afford many no take recreational
opportunities, and may even cause the area to develop into a substantial source to
adjacent harvested populations.
",
J - Selection: changes,"
J - Comments: Support with amendments.
The area contained within Area J has outstanding natural beauty and high
biodiversity values. I consider its inclusion as a type 2 MPA to be a worthwhile
undertaking to protect these values, and the recreational opportunities they
afford. The area covers a good range of habitat types, yet I believe this can be
improved by extending the area slightly.
I do engage in recreational fishing in this area, yet am happy to concede a
significantly reduced bag limit in order to protect stocks for the future. In order
for this area to be successful as an MPA, I believe that bag limits need to be
significantly reduced. Partially because Area J will be adjoined by two type 1
MPAs, without reduced bag limits the area may be subject to overfishing. For this
reason I consider a combined daily fish species limit of 3 per person with no
accumulation be administered. Paua take should be limited at 5 per person. Lobster
at 1 per person.
I believe a worthwhile amendment to the Area J proposal would be to extent the area
a further 2 miles offshore. This would enable protection of the rare deep reef
habitat (which is somewhat lacking in this discussion document) and extent
protection to more adjacent gravel habitat.
",
K - Selection: changes,"
K - Comments: Support with amendments
A type 1 MPA at green island would be a significant positive undertaking.
Historically, the area was well known for its rich marine life and among local
fishers has experienced a notable decline. Thus the island is a great candidate to
be a ‘poster child’ for marine protection in the region. This adds further
importance to the design of the reserve, and with the current proposal, I believe
it is too small.
Green Island supports a wealth of marine life that would benefit strongly from
marine protection such as fish species (blue cod, butterfish, blue moki, trumpeter
etc), lobster, Paua and seabird and marine mammal species. Because of the proximity
of the Island to Dunedin, recovery of these populations may afford the development
of tourism attractions and recreational sight seeing experiences.
Because of the island nature of the location, Area K provides interesting
opportunities to conduct scientific study on the effects of marine protection on
the species found in this area.
Area K supports a substantial amount of shallow reef habitat that is known to
benefit strongly from marine protection. Deep reef habitat is likely to also
respond well to protection, yet only a small portion of this habitat is included in
the current proposal. I propose that the current area be extended at least 2 miles
to the west and south of the current boundaries to better afford protection of deep
reef habitat and allow a reserve size that is more likely to recover.

I often engage in recreational fishing at Green Island. Yet I consider the
importance of protecting this critical habitat to be far greater than my need to
fish this location.
",
L - Selection: changes,"
L - Comments: Support, with amendments.
I support the inclusion of the Akatore estuary as a Type 2 MPA. I think the estuary
has outstanding natural and biodiversity values that are worthy of protection. The
selected habitat is a good representation of southern estuarine habitat and I
believe is well chosen.
I do not use this area as a recreational fisherman, so the proposed area would not
have any impact on my recreational fishing opportunities.
The Akatore estuary is one of the best preserved estuaries in the forums
jurisdiction. The estuary retains strong wading bird and estuarine fish
communities. For this reason I believe protection is granted and should in fact
exceed that which is proposed. I agree with the exclusion of the fishing practises
in the consultation document, but suggest this be extended to include recreational
line fishing and spear fishing. Estuaries are fragile, important habitats that are
subject to both marine and terrestrially derived threats. Maintaining good stocks
of estuarine fish will help preserve the ecology of the Akatore estuary and enable
it better able to withstand future threats that may be beyond the scope of the
south east marine protection forum.
",
M - Selection: changes,"
M - Comments: Support with amendments
I believe the Akatore coastal type 1 MPA and the Akatore offshore type 2 MPA are,
in general, located in areas appropriate for protection given the habitat present
at each site, and their location as potential connections in a reserve network.
Importantly the Akatore inshore area M would protect valuable and unique schist
landforms that are not present elsewhere in the forums area. Area M also provides
a good example of shallow reef habitat that would respond well to protection. Both
Area M and N have historical records of significant kelp forest communities. It is
possible that the impacts of fishing have degraded and eliminated this important
habitat from this stretch of coastline. Thus protection may allow recovery of kelp
forest communities along this stretch of coast.
Area N has strong biodiversity values being representative of a substantial area of
deep reef and gravel habitat. The potential for Area N to allow for recovery of
exploited species is significant in that it is well known that Hapuku, blue cod,
red cod and trumpeter regularly aggregate at offshore reef/foul habitat. Area N is
likely to be a very important foraging ground for seabirds and marine mammals,
protection of this habitat will allow for reduced incidental bycatch of these
species as well as increased foraging habitat quality. Importantly, endangered
yellow eyed penguins are known to forage at Area N (and to a lesser extent Area M).
As there are very likely ecological and habitat related factors influencing the
decline of the penguins, it is crucial to afford their foraging habitat the highest
protection possible.
I suggest that Area M and N be combined as a larger, continuous type 1 MPA.
Connecting the two areas would create an MPA that extends from the Akatore estuary
(Area L) through coastal intertidal to 12nm offshore, protecting a large swath of
important deep reef habitat. Habitat connectivity is vital for the success of MPA
and in the current proposal there is no allowance for connectivity of habitat under
type 1 management along an inshore-offshore gradient. There is likely very strong
potential for recovery of exploited species in the coastal margin should type 1
protection be extended to Area N. Combining Areas L, M and N would provide a
unique opportunity to conduct scientific research into habitat connectivity between
estuarine, nearshore coastal and offshore habitat. This information could greatly
improve our understanding or marine ecological processes and be a significant
benefit for future MPA design.
Protection in Areas M and N would not influence my recreational fishing
opportunities in any way.
",
N - Selection: changes,"
N - Comments: Support with amendments

I believe the Akatore coastal type 1 MPA and the Akatore offshore type 2 MPA are,
in general, located in areas appropriate for protection given the habitat present
at each site, and their location as potential connections in a reserve network.
Importantly the Akatore inshore area M would protect valuable and unique schist
landforms that are not present elsewhere in the forums area. Area M also provides
a good example of shallow reef habitat that would respond well to protection. Both
Area M and N have historical records of significant kelp forest communities. It is
possible that the impacts of fishing have degraded and eliminated this important
habitat from this stretch of coastline. Thus protection may allow recovery of kelp
forest communities along this stretch of coast.
Area N has strong biodiversity values being representative of a substantial area of
deep reef and gravel habitat. The potential for Area N to allow for recovery of
exploited species is significant in that it is well known that Hapuku, blue cod,
red cod and trumpeter regularly aggregate at offshore reef/foul habitat. Area N is
likely to be a very important foraging ground for seabirds and marine mammals,
protection of this habitat will allow for reduced incidental bycatch of these
species as well as increased foraging habitat quality. Importantly, endangered
yellow eyed penguins are known to forage at Area N (and to a lesser extent Area M).
As there are very likely ecological and habitat related factors influencing the
decline of the penguins, it is crucial to afford their foraging habitat the highest
protection possible.
I suggest that Area M and N be combined as a larger, continuous type 1 MPA.
Connecting the two areas would create an MPA that extends from the Akatore estuary
(Area L) through coastal intertidal to 12nm offshore, protecting a large swath of
important deep reef habitat. Habitat connectivity is vital for the success of MPA
and in the current proposal there is no allowance for connectivity of habitat under
type 1 management along an inshore-offshore gradient. There is likely very strong
potential for recovery of exploited species in the coastal margin should type 1
protection be extended to Area N. Combining Areas L, M and N would provide a
unique opportunity to conduct scientific research into habitat connectivity between
estuarine, nearshore coastal and offshore habitat. This information could greatly
improve our understanding or marine ecological processes and be a significant
benefit for future MPA design.
Protection in Areas M and N would not influence my recreational fishing
opportunities in any way.
",
O - Selection: changes,"
O - Comments: Support with amendments
I support the establishment of a type 1 MPA at long point. I consider the proposed
location will afford necessary protection to a representative exposed habitat on
the Catlins coast. This stretch of the Catlins is well known as a spectacular area
with high natural heritage values both terrestrial and marine. The establishment of
a type 1 MPA at Area O will help to ensure the protection of this spectacular
coastline and the species found therein. The exposed shallow reef habitat of the
Catlins is an interesting habitat unique within the forums jurisdiction. I support
as much protection of this habitat as possible. Both the reef and adjacent sand
habitats are likely very important foraging locations for seabirds and marine
mammals, given the abundance of species within the area. High numbers of yellow
eyed penguins are found within and adjacent to Area O. Protection of this habitat
for the declining penguin species may provide strong benefits for the recovery of
the populations in this area.
As with the other proposed MPAs along this stretch of coast, protection and Area O
provides a vital connection in the MPA network that will be crucial in the success
of the network as a whole.
In order to provide protection to a greater volume of reef and sand habitat, as
well as to improve the likelihood of habitat and species recovery, I suggest that
Area O be extended. I consider an appropriate extension to the area would encompass
the coastal margin as far as Jacks Bay in the North, retaining the same offshore
extent as a boundary. I believe this extension provides the necessary protection
for the important habitat found within Area O.
The protection proposed in Area O will not influence my recreational fishing
opportunities at all.

",
P - Selection: changes,"
P - Comments: Support with amendments

I support the implementation of a type 2 reserve at Area P. Area P is
representative of important deep water habitat type along the Catlins coast and so
deserves appropriate protection. The deep reef habitat is likely critically
important both for exploited species and for foraging top predators such as
seabirds and marine mammals. Recovery at the deep reef and adjacent sand habitat
due to type 2 protection, as well as the influence of connectivity with the type 1
reserve inshore (Area O) will likely increase fisheries yields in this general area
over time. Whilst commercial fishing effort may be displaced to more marginal
habitat initially, it is likely that protection at Area P and ) allow for increased
recruitment and subsequent improvement of habitat quality within the general area.
For this reason I believe the exclusion of commercial fishing effort from Area P is
justified.
To further increase the chances of success for protection at Area P, I suggest an
extension to the area in a shoreward direction so as to join the adjacent Area 0,
or to extend all the way to the coastline where Area P exceeds the dimensions of
Area O. This would protect an important representation of Catlins deep reef
habitat, that is generally under-protected by this consultation document. Further,
it would allow a protection gradient in an inshore-offshore direction, promoting
connectivity between these two habitats. Protecting the coastwards trawl grounds
from commercial fishing would very likely promote the establishment of more
productive commercial fishing grounds in adjacent areas through increased
recruitment and spillover effects.
",
Q - Selection: changes,"
Q - Comments: Support with amendments
I believe the establishment of a type 1 MPA at Tahakopa estuary would be a
beneficial undertaking to promote the recovery of an important estuarine and
mudflat ecosystem. Catlins estuaries are more intact than elsewhere within the
forums jurisdiction; protection of these areas is vital to preserve their already
high biodiversity values. These areas are important for the ecosystem services they
provide as buffers between terrestrial and marine systems, as habitat for juvenile
fish species, and for wading bird habitat.
In its current state, I believe the size and location of Area Q insufficient to
provide effective protection with the estuary/mud flat habitat. The connection
between the channels of the estuary and the small size of Area Q is likely to
result in adequate protection. For this reason I suggest that full type 1
protection be extended to the entire Tahakopa estuary, from the tributaries to the
mouth.
",
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: Support
I support the establishment of type 2 protection at Tautuku estuary. Having a
catchment of native forest means this estuary is in a near pristine state. Thus
protection of this area should have high priority to safeguard potential effects of
recreational and commercial fishing. The area is a known wading bird hotspot, and
is likely very important for threatened native fresh water fish species. The
location of this protection are may provide a crucial connection in a network of
estuarine type protected areas along the Catlins coast and so enhance the prospects
of recovery of some areas that are not so prisitine.
I believe the fisheries restrictions as proposed will afford appropriate protection
for this important habitat. My recreational fishing opportunities will not in any
way be affected by the implementation of these restrictions.
",
S - Selection: changes,"
S - Comments: Support with amendments
I support the establishment of a MPA at the Haldane estuary. This area is of known
significance for wading and shore birds, many of which are threatened. Estuarine
habitat is also very important for the ecological processes and services they
provide. Being essential habitat for freshwater fish species, flatfish and
shellfish species, estuaries deserve to be afforded appropriate protection. In

particular, the Haldane estuary represents a diversity of bottom types within the
larger estuarine system. This likely encourages high biodiversity values.
Because of the importance of the Haldane estuary for wading birds, and for
exploited fish and shellfish stocks, I propose that the Haldane estuary be listed
as a type 1 MPA. This will afford better protection and recovery of species and
habitat, restoring trophic complexity that may prevent future degradation from
terrestrial sources for example. Having a type 1 MPA instead of type 2 will not
impact my recreational fishing opportunities in any way.
Importantly, another type 1 estuarine MPA along the Caltins coast will allow for
better connections between similarly protected areas along the coast. These
connection may be crucial to the success of the management.
",
T - Selection: changes,"
T - Comments: Support
I support the establishment of provision by which to protect existing, and promote
the recovery of historical Macrocystis beds. These communities are vital to the
health of the coastal zone due to the ecosystem services they provide; carbon
fixation, primary productivity, provision of refuge habitat to name a few. They are
also thought to be vital nursery habitat for a significant number of commercially
and recreationally important finfish species. Further, the biodiversity found in
temperate kelp forest systems is unparalleled within other habitat in the forums
area.
The forests support foraging by a diverse array of top-predators including
endangered yellow eyed penguins, NZ sea lions and Hector’s dolphins. Being a
spectacular and unique habitat type, the recreational opportunities afforded by
kelp forests are significant and can include scuba diving, kayaking, snorkelling,
recreational fishing and boating. These same values may encourage the development
of strong tourism opportunities should there be significant recovery of kelp forest
ecosystems.
The extent of Macrocystis kelp forests is unique to the south east marine area, yet
has declined substantially. Thus protection of existing kelp forests as well as
areas where the habitat was found historically is absolutely crucial. I suggest
that the some provision for the protection of kelp forest habitat be implemented,
not only in the area delineated by area T, but throughout the entire south eastern
area from Timaru to Slope Point. These provisions should include the mentioned
restrictions on the direct harvest of freestanding kelp forests as well as the
restriction of all commercial or recreational fishing practises that may damage
kelp forest. This should include all forms of trawling, set-netting, and dredging.
These restrictions should be applied to existing kelp forests throughout the forums
jurisdiction. Further, I suggest the commissioning of scientific research to
establish the probable locations of historical kelp forests. Fisheries restrictions
should be established at these locations also. One of the most substantial threats
to kelp forest communities along the forums area is the impact of sedimentation
from terrestrial runoff. Whilst I realise controlling the level of sedimentation to
the coastal environment is beyond the scope of the forum, I suggest the forum
develops working relationships with agencies such as regional councils and
federated farmers to begin to address this issue.
","
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments: I believe that that areas currently proposed are a minimum in
both area and distribution of locations required to create a successful marine
protected area network. Please see general comments for more information."
General Comments: Firstly, I would like to commend the work the forum has
undertaken to produce this consultation document and begin the process of
establishing marine protected areas along the south east coast. This work has
clearly been undertaken with thoroughness and diligence, and stands the forum in
very high regard.
As you will notice by my comments specific to each protection ‘Area’, I am
supportive of each of them. I believe the south east coast is in urgent need of a
network of marine protected areas to promote the recovery of highly exploited
species and habitats and to safeguard their existence for the future. This stretch
of coast is a highly charismatic, spectacular coastline with exceedingly high

biodiversity values, including rare and unique habitat as well as endangered or
rarely seen species. Protection of these values provides not only increases the
likelihood of the ongoing viability of the marine communities on which we depend,
but also provides significant benefits to regional communities through the
development of recreational opportunities and tourism attractions.
I have three main general comments pertaining to the protection put forward in the
consultation document. Firstly, given the government’s commitment to 10% of the
coastline being included within marine protected areas, I believe the areas
proposed by the forum are too small. Approximately 5% of the forums jurisdiction
have been included within marine protected areas under the current proposals.
Clearly, this significantly falls short of the target set out by government. For
this reason, the majority of my amendments pertaining to particular ‘areas’ suggest
extensions of the protected areas. The general small scale of the proposed areas
will not be sufficient to protect more widely ranging fish, seabird and marine
mammal species. In doing so, the forum has limited protection to lower trophic
levels. Thus bigger MPAs are required. Other than the obvious benefits for habitat
and species from having more area under protection, the forum is in a unique
opportunity to lead by example and set a strong baseline for marine protection that
can be followed by other regions around NZ. For this reason, I believe the forum
should place particular emphasis on achieving the 10% target.
I would also like to see better provisions for the protection of endangered species
that are subject to significant threats due to fisheries interactions. Along the
south east coast, several endangered species have known impacts from bycatch in
fisheries. These are the endemic Hector’s dolphin, NZ sea lion and yellow eyed
penguin. NZ fur seals that are also abundant along the coast also face threats due
to bycatch in fisheries. To protect these rare, taonga species, I propose the
implementation of the removal of fisheries that pose the greatest threat to these
species throughout their range. Conveniently, the offshore range of these
endangered species are similar, being found out to approximately the 100m depth
contour (slight further for the NZ sea lion). I suggest that commercial and
recreational set-netting be excluded from the coast, out the 100m depth contour.
Trawling should be likewise restricted to areas that do not pose a risk to these
three endangered species.
I would like to place particular emphasis on the importance of the ‘network’ aspect
of the proposed areas. As the forum is aware, MPAs are far more successful if they
are designed to represent and number of representative, replicated habitat types
that are connected by dispersal and recruitment. The greater the number of MPAs,
the greater the likelihood of success. For this reason I impel the forum to
consider recommending that the majority (if not all) of the proposed areas be
implemented by the ministers. Whilst there has obviously been much consultation and
work involved with delineating the proposed areas, I believe that in the current
proposal, they represent a minimum area and distribution of areas required for the
network to be successful. I therefore hope the forum will consider the
recommendation of all the areas to be established as MPAs.
Please note I have not drawn my suggested boundaries on to the map provided in sea
sketch. This is because I found it difficult to locate the boundaries I suggest on
the map given that the basemap does not seem to have coastal features labelled
(other than features already referred to). Please refer to my comments for each
area for my suggestions regarding changing boundaries of specific reserves.
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A -Comments:
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D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments: Harakeke Point is one of the few places where a shore based fisherman

has access to deep water. I have fished here for over 40 years and have not noticed
any difference in the fishing. As long as the fish limit is kept very low this area
is self sustaining because of the rugged access which keeps the number of people
going there to a minimum. I would like to see the boundary shifted to the south
side of Seal Point so as fishing is still permitted in the gut at Seal Point (a
good place to take young people fishing) as well as Harakeke Point.
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
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R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
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C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: Long Point is a critical area for the Yellow-Eyed Penguins. Their

populations have been declining significantly due to multiple factors -- some we
(individual human beings) do not know of, some we don't have much control over
(e.g. climate change and diphtheria infections) yet some of these factors we are
the cause of.
It does not matter whether or not we intentionally cause disruption.
The matter at hand, here and now, is that we have the opportunity give back to the
land, which provides for us all that we need to sustain our lives. Given all of the
marine ecosystems that surround New Zealand, these areas combine are hardly a
sacrifice!
Are we starving in New Zealand??
Are we suffering from diseases and drought?
No. We are well.
The land that we live in is young and beautiful. Do you not respect it separately
to what it provides for you?
The Yellow Eyed Penguins and so many other organisms exist at the mercy of our
individual choices.
In respect to the 'more than human world' I support the marine protection of long
point because it is in an ideal location for recovery, as well as an ideal location
for compensation.

The area within this site holds a diversity of marine ecosystems (site a source),
and surround the site are two land protected sites. The Yellow-Eyed penguin trust
....
For us humans, there are plenty of suitable fishing spots nearby.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: ditto #1,
Q - Selection: changes,
Q - Comments: type 2?,
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: little blues...
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D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: I go fishing here with my family and have done all my life and want

to continue too.
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: I go net fishing here.
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A -Selection: changes,"
A -Comments: The northern boundary of the SE coastal waters cuts through the

colonies of the little blue penguins which nest on the Timaru City coastline. It
would make more sense to move that boundary to the North Side of Washdyke as far as
Aorangi Road. There needs to be marine biological units rather than arbitrary
lines on the map. In this area there are Little Blue penguins, Hector's
dolphins,seabirds, flounders in Caroline Bay, Whitebait and whales passing through.
It seems important to establish Type 1 no fishing zones as these waters are known
for being a forage area for Hectors' dolphins in particular. If A--Tuhawaiki to
Pareora (Type 2) is adopted, the area should be increased in size as suggested and
fisheries restrictions applied to prohibit all bottom trawling, dredging, mining
and oil exploration activites, Danish seining and lines including kontiki of more
than 5 hooks.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: This is supported but with an extension out to the 12 nm limit to
provide better foraging habitats for the Little Blue penguins, yellow-eyed pengions
and the Hectors' dolphins.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: This is supported but with recommendations for extensions out to the
12 nm limit to provide foraging habitat for the Little Blue penguins, yellow-eyed
penguins and the Hectors' dolphins.
The other proposals for the remainder of the SE Coastal Waters are supported. They
need to be given protection for biodiversity and habitat which will assist with
maintenance of the marine ecosystems.
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-
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Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
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Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:

Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: If the proposals are adopted it is important that monitoring and

enforcement will be undertaken and supported financially. Protecting the marine
coastal areas is vital. The fish stocks within the protected area should help to
improve fishing in the neighbouring coastal waters and continue to support the
wonderful wildlife currently making their homes in our area. There is a great
spin-off result of the Little Blue penguins nesting at Timaru, for example, in that
visitors from all over the world find their way here to witness their daily
movements in and out of Caroline Bay and other nesting areas around the Timaru
coastline. The positive comments we hear as members of the voluntary Timaru
Penguins Group are quite amazing. Visitors are so impressed that these wonderful
little birds carry on their daily life of raising their chicks and going in and out
to see for food despite being close to a busy container port, a yacht club, fishing
factories, a busy recreational bay and in the middle of a busy provincial city. As
a group we feel extremely protective of our Little Blue friends and we are finding
that our overseas visitors, our NZ visitors, and Timaruvians are feeling similar.
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C - Comments:
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D - Comments: Area with important diversity of habitats,
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: Important area for protection of a great diversity of marine life,
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Area has a very large and diverse group of animals with differing

habitats,
I
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K
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Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: Important anchorage for fisherman who seek shelter from bad weather.

If the weather changes quickly and they still have unprocessed fish on board, they
may stay out longer or go further afield to process it, which would put them at
risk",
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: As for 'K',
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: As for 'K',
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: As for 'K',
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,
Network Comments: Other sites (eg: L, K and O) would not allow commercial fisherman

safe anchorages where they are able to clean their last catch of fish, if they have
left the fishing ground quickly to avoid bad weather.
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M - Selection:
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N - Selection:
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Creating a Network:
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General Comments: I am a 72 year old retiree living in Oamaru.

This is the first
time I have made a submission of this nature, and I don't expect to make another
one in my lifetime. For more than 60 years, I have fished the Katiki Point area at
Moeraki for Greenbone/Butterfish, and wish to make a submission to you concerning a
situation that has arisen in the last 18 months with reference to the local
greenbone populations. I would note that I agree with the concept of fishing
reserves and agree with the sites and selections of the proposed reserves.
There are very few places on this exposed coastline where old/young people without
a boat can get access to rockfish recreationally. But this has the tendency to
concentrate the fishing pressure in a few areas. At Katiki Point there was a large
greenbone population until about 18 months ago when the large fish suddenly

disappeared and the few that I did catch had spear wounds on a lot of them. At
this time, I was able to talk to a group of local spear-fishermen, who informed me
that there were few big fish in close anymore, but further out the fish were so
tame that they didn't even need to dive on them, they just lay on the surface in
the kelp beds and shot them. To their credit, they only took three fish each.
But we have had a drastic change in the composition of our local population since
the dairy boom, and this is showing a marked effect on our fishing stocks. Now a
significant portion of our population are on short-term contract, they don't intend
on staying here beyond one milking season, and this tends to give them a different
attitude towards local resources.
As the local spear-fishermen told me, some of these people take the full amount of
15 fish simply because they can. When you are living permanently in an area, the
disapproval of the rest of the community concerning your actions can have an effect
on your attitude, as can the wish to keep resources beyond just one year. This
doesn't seem to apply to a transient population.
I would suggest that the bag limits in certain areas like this be drastically
reduced and enforced, as some significant changes have already occurred, and in a
very short time frame.
The very same situation has played out recently in regard to the Greenbone
population in the Oamaru Harbour area. Like Katiki Point, this has happened within
the last 18 months.
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[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: oppose,
A -Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
B -Selection: oppose,
B - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
D - Selection: oppose,
D - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds

that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
L - Selection: oppose,
L - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds
that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",

T - Selection: oppose,
T - Comments: I oppose all of these reserves from Waipapa to Timaru on the grounds

that it is taking away Kai Tahu customary rights which have been settled under the
Treaty of Waitangi
Their is also No historical scientific evidence to support any of these Reserves
working",
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Our Kiwi way of live is being manipulated and dictated by newly

arrivals that have No historical knowledge, they are being used by organization
such as the Yelloweyed Penguin Trust, Forest and Bird, and Tourism New Zealand to
push a very selfish agenda
I am prepared to fight this hard right to the end to stop these Reserves.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#635,
58576eef69ede8512d2c16be,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 05:23:59 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: William Watson,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: It's our only place to fish,
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: No. Want my kids to be able to fish there. Have a pregnant misses

at home.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#636,
5857702f69ede8512d2c16c5,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 05:29:19 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Lauren Johnston,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#637,
585770b069ede8512d2c16c6,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 05:31:28 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Barry John Burgess,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”Q”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Long Point to me is one of the safest areas on the Catlins coast to

launch and retrieve a small boat without the hazards of a river mouth bar crossing
to negotiate,It is also the shortest distance from a launch site to good fishing
that i know of an important safety consideration. If you are worried about fish
stocks please consider lower catch limits first .Weather conditions play a big part
in limiting fishing days in this part of NZ ,please dont make our recreation more
dangerous.
P
P
Q
Q

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: In small country areas the opportunities for recreation and

socializing for all ages are limited to whitebaiting trout fishing and duck
shooting. Surely these important local traditions are be allowed to continue.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: I oppose this estuary being included in any reserve because it seems
to have gotten along fine so far without any problems .
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:

POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#639,
5857737769ede8512d2c16d0,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 05:43:19 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Benjamin Robert Lind,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: I have been a recreational fisher on this coast my whole life,

the changes that are being proposed are totally unacceptable to me and my family,
if I am not allowed to go out off our coast and catch a meal of seafood then it
will not be worth living in this area, my family and I will look at relocating to
an area with no marine reserves!
Every year that I go fishing seems to get better, I e, more fish and bigger.
I was under the impression that the introduction of the Quota system was supposed
to protect the fish stocks, and it has worked remarkably well I thought, or has it
not?

My father was a commercial fisherman when I was a child, My granddad fished this
coast as well and my great granddad also went fishing here. To try and take that
right away from people like us will cause mayhem!! ",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#640,
5857773569ede8512d2c16d8,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 05:59:17 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Charlotte Patterson,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Marine”,”ConsGr”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: I am a student studying at the University of Otago and I recently had

the opportunity to travel out to Purakaunui Bay and other areas encompassed in the
proposed marine reserve and experience the site firsthand. What struck me was the
raw beauty of the area and its abundance of diverse wildlife. On this one occasion,
myself and those I was with witnessed New Zealand fur seals out in significant
numbers, a mother sea lion and its pup (which was found to have travelled some
500km kilometres from the Auckland Islands), dense stands of bull kelp, numerous
sea birds (both flying out from the coast and foraging along the shore), along with
a plethora of molluscs, anemones and crustaceans that inhabited the rocky
intertidal zone. As budding scientists, my companions and I found the beach and
surrounding shore to be both stunningly beautiful and incredibly interesting. The
proposed marine protected area represents an opportunity to preserve this unique
and valuable natural location. By deeming it a no-take area, local fish populations
would be provided a space to recover in number. This has the potential to result in
cascading positive effects across multiple trophic levels. The species that I so
valued seeing may either directly or indirectly benefit from the marine protected
area. This means that in the future when I return to the area - as I intend to do,
and bringing new people too - I can be sure that I will see only an increase in
abundance and complexity of the ecosystem.
P
P
Q
Q

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#641,
58577b0669ede8512d2c16e1,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 06:15:34 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: scott mccarthy,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
,
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“I”,”J”,”K”,”M”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: not a lot of people can get to these spots because of going through

the surf they are still fishing great and will keep fishing good because of this
key point but how ever i be leave that the catch limits need to be half what they
are at the moment ,
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: not a lot of people can get to these spots because of going through
the surf they are still fishing great and will keep fishing good because of this
key point but how ever i be leave that the catch limits need to be half what they
are at the moment ,
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: not a lot of people can get to these spots because of going through
the surf they are still fishing great and will keep fishing good because of this
key point but how ever i be leave that the catch limits need to be half what they
are at the moment,
L
L
M
M

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: not a lot of people can get to these spots because of going through

the surf they are still fishing great and will keep fishing good because of this
key point but how ever i be leave that the catch limits need to be half what they
are at the moment ,
N
N
O
O
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: every one loves going out off the coast with frends and family to

get a fresh feed of fish for tea and to have a good dive and look at the fish lift
i have been brought up going out to sea and loved every moment of it so why would
you take this away from us. have you ever thought about dropping the massive limits
of Otago this would be a good start point half them and have more people out there
checking catch. all these spots i have opposed to are great for small craft to go
out for a day but very few days you can get out due to the surf.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#642,
5857833e69ede8512d2c1704,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 08:50:33 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Prof. Emeritis Henrik Moller,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address: Centre for Sustainability,

University of Otago,
PO Box 56,
Dunedin",
Email: henrik.moller@otago.ac.nz,
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: We need MPAs to be spread as widely as possible throughout the region.
The juxtaposition to the mātaitai is excellent.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: I support with the extension included.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: I support with the extension so that we maximise continuous
ecological connectivity with Area B.
D - Selection: changes,"
D - Comments: I support the entire MP1 proposal but urge the inclusion of mātaitai
and/or taiāpure around it's margins.
I am lucky to have a house overlooking the Pleasant River mouth and estuary which
is now proposed for a Marine Reserve (D).
I unreservedly support the full proposal (Option 2) in its existing area and
dimensions, but also would like to see a strong recommendation from EOMPF that
either a mātaitai (first preference) or extension of the East Otago Taiāpure
(second preference but still valuable) is created to (i) extend north to take in
the superb habitat around Shag point, and (ii) fill in the gap to Matanaka (Cornish
Head). Naturally the kaitiaki may not wish to extend their Customary Management in
this way, I urge that (a) they are asked to do so for all our sakes, and (b) if the
kaitiaki are will to help, everyone involved in the Forum lend their support for
immediate and unobstructed establishment of the modified management regime. Please
see my overarching submission at Part C for the logic of my request for a Customary
Management Area to buffer the reserve and to receive benefits from the marine
reserve for customary and recreational fishing between Pleasant River and Matanaka.
Neighbours at Tūmai Beach Sanctuary fish for flounder, tuaki and whitebait in the
estuary and visitors target sea run trout (Moller & Moller 2013) [see Part C for
Reference list]. Further inland (ca. 800m downstream from the Pleasant River
railway bridge), a framework extends over the entire span of the river, probably
targeting mullet or trout. I had hoped to join these fishers once immediate
priorities for restoration of native forest at Tūmai give time. Therefore any
establishment of a marine reserve within the estuary will indeed impact on us all
in some negative ways. However, I am not yet fully active fisher and will also gain
pleasure from the existence of the Marine Reserve so I perhaps have more to gain
and less to lose compared to my neighbours who I nevertheless feel for. Protection
of estuaries and contiguous coastal zones is important and I see relatively little
such protection in the rest of your proposals, so as far as I am concerned, please
bring that protection to Tūmai.
I hope that instigation of the marine reserve spurs several peripheral benefits,
including:
•
Accelerated restoration of the southern Pleasant River estuary arm: tidal
flows were reinstated in 2009 as part of the ‘Tūmai Beach Sanctuary’ subdivision,
but it remains badly degraded after six decades of use as a cattle and sheep
feeding platform (Moller et al. 2013)
•
Accelerated restoration of native coastal forest at Tūmai (Moller et al.
2013) to complement the excellent work in progress at Tavora.

•
Repair of the degraded salt marshes on the true right side and close to the
river mouth
•
Pingao planting and improved weed control on the sand spit reserve: in the
absence of DoC intervention or a management plan, my partner and I have already
removed wilding pines and will next try to control the gorse which is clearly
spreading. The reserve is neglected and is an important Kai Tahu traditional site.
•
Provision of artificial nest sites, coupled with acoustic attraction, to
establish little penguin and yellow-eyed penguin breeding colonies at Tūmai Beach
Sanctuary:
Little penguins have been seen coming ashore just inside the Pleasant
River Mouth, and the habitat at the north-end of the sand spit seems ideal as a
yellow-eyed penguin breeding colony provided that nest boxes and predator control
are provided.
•
Added river care upstream:
the catchment is small and there are no dairy
farms within it. There is a big potential to improve riparian management and
reduce sedimentation and water quality in the main stream itself.
•
More research to understand how the estuarine system functions and is
connected to the fully marine ecosystems alongside. Comparison with the Waikouaiti
Estuary and protection offered by the mataitai there would be especially useful.
We have been doing regular scans for whales, dolphins and sealions from our home at
Pleasant River over the past year. So far we have seen:
•
Right Whales clearly “trap-lining” (feeding in a circuit) for hours on end
around the Macrosystis reefs, 200 – 400 m off the beach
•
A humpback whale further offshore (ca. 1-2 km offshore)
•
An Orca mother and calf traversing the length of the beach (30 m beyond the
outermost breakers) while an adult male frolicked in Pleasant River outwash (50 m
off the outlet)
•
Regular visits by sealions. Two “Beach Masters” have been seen on Tūmai
Beach itself; and a mature female with up to 3 well-grown young at once on the end
of the sand spit, inside the estuary (up to 500 m up the estuary), loafing in the
marram, fighting and fishing within the estuary. I think it very likely that the
Tūmai Beach sanctuary will be the next most northern breeding area for the species
as it recovers its mainland population from its Otago Peninsula bridgehead breeding
population.
•
Two hectors dolphins (ca. 300m offshore)
•
Pods of up to 30 dolphins (unsure of the species).
Fur seals haul out at the northern end of Tūmai Beach.
Pleasant River Estuary supports abundant birdlife. Up to 300 Bar-tailed Godwits
fed there at one stage in 2013. There are regular pairs of Royal spoonbills,
swans, geese, stilts and large flocks of ducks on the estuary arm. Oystercatchers
breed on the open sandy area at the tip of the sand spit We were astounded by a
mass feeding aggregation and roosting of shags within the estuary and on the sand
spit reserve between 2015 Christmas and the New Year - a minimum count was 450
present at once, and their feeding concentrated on shoals of small fish that
entered the estuary and were visible as a dark shape under the water surface from
our perch 200 m away and ca. 35 m above sea level.
Your proposal does not signal out the spectacular sea caves present in the area
(see Barth 2013). The largest mapped sea caves in the world lie under the hills
between Matanaka Head and pleasant River in the area I hope will become a mātaitai
or taiāpure. There are smaller, but nevertheless beautiful and ecologically
interesting caves in the area just north of Pleasant River.
Although spectacular from an environmental and aesthetic point of view, the choice
of Pleasant Rive to Stony Creek for a Marine Reserve is less than ideal from a
public access point of view. A private metalled road extends Thorburn Rd. for the
last 2 Km to the Tumai Beach Sanctuary (the road will be sealed next year as far as
the turning area by McWilliams’ farm house, around 2.5 km from the beginning of
Thorburn Rd.). Occasional trespassers chew up the road to the main estuary mouth
and it gets dangerous in slippery conditions (several cars have struggled to get
out again). Extension of the roads at Goodwood may be the best option, or a
walkway from SH1 down around the upper reaches of the estuary are other
alternatives. Otherwise the main access would be via Tavora and this requires
considerable investment in a coastal walkway for all tides.
In practice access to the entire reserve is likely to be mainly by boats launched
at Waikouaiti, Karitane or Shag point. Many boats will struggle to get into the
Pleasant River estuary except at very high tides, so in practice landing may well

be on the Tumai Beach so that people can walk over the spit and around the estuary.
However there is no fully formed public track around the estuary edge and damage
from traffic is a risk. Clearly any recommendation for a marine reserve at
Pleasant River is going to be more costly than other options with existing good
public access. I would like to be assured, as I assume would my neighbours, that
public access would be well-managed and appropriate investment is made to support
it – otherwise us local residents will be picking up the cost and community
frustration from added visitation will build.
",
E - Selection: changes,"
E - Comments: I support E & F together and G & H together as about equally
attractive options, but which ever is chosen could be made much more effective if a
mātaitai were added to link it to the Otago Harbour Mātaitai and to extend the
mātaitai into Hoopers and papanui Inlet. Both the latter have high environmental
value, good public access and are close to other wiillife treasures. Customary
management should be continued, and sea-scape protection enhanced by abutting to
proposal E and F.
F - Selection: changes,"
F - Comments: I support E & F together and G & H together as about equally
attractive options, but which ever is chosen could be made much more effective if a
mātaitai were added to link it to the Otago Harbour Mātaitai and to extend the
mātaitai into Hoopers and papanui Inlet. Both the latter have high environmental
value, good public access and are close to other wiillife treasures. Customary
management should be continued, and sea-scape protection enhanced by abutting to
proposal E and F.
G - Selection: changes,"
G - Comments: I support E & F together and G & H together as about equally
attractive options, but which ever is chosen could be made much more effective if a
mātaitai were added to link it to the Otago Harbour Mātaitai and to extend the
mātaitai into Hoopers and papanui Inlet. Both the latter have high environmental
value, good public access and are close to other wiillife treasures. Customary
management should be continued, and sea-scape protection enhanced by abutting to
proposal E and F.
H - Selection: changes,"
H - Comments: I support E & F together and G & H together as about equally
attractive options, but which ever is chosen could be made much more effective if a
mātaitai were added to link it to the Otago Harbour Mātaitai and to extend the
mātaitai into Hoopers and papanui Inlet. Both the latter have high environmental
value, good public access and are close to other wiillife treasures. Customary
management should be continued, and sea-scape protection enhanced by abutting to
proposal E and F.
I - Selection: changes,"
I - Comments: I support the area as it is proposed, but as above and argued in Part
C of my submission), I'd like to see a mātaitai instigated to the north of the area
over the zone identified as having high cultural values.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: High public access is it's best feature.
K - Selection: changes,"
K - Comments: I support the existing proposed area, but urge that you extend it's
inshore boundary to encompass Kaikorai Stream outflow and include some of its
estuary. The area is badly polluted, and instigation of the MPA will incentivise a
clean-up. The area is also far too small overall, but provided you instigate K and
J, the area has improved prospects to function in an ecologically resilient way.
",
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: It's great to see an estuary included in the middle reaches of the
overall regional proposal. However it is important to also support M and N at the
same time for consolidating connectivity.
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: As above, please don't fragment L, M and N - we need them all linked.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: As above, please don't fragment L, M and N - we need them all linked.
O - Selection: changes,"
O - Comments: I acknowledge the fractious history of attempts to establish a Marine

Reserve at Nugget Point, and the mātaitai at nearby Kaka Point. However, to be
frank, you have let us all down by excluding it from further consultation. There
and Shag Point were the obvious places for the most effective Marine Reserves. Good
infrastructure exists for access. I therefore request that instead you ask the
kaitiaki to extend the existing Kaka Point mataitai to wrap it around the Nuggets
themselves. This will be the next best thing to a marine reserve for biodiversity
enhancement and will support customary and recreational fishers.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: Again, please don't consider O and P as altenatives. Ecologically
link them.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: We need more estuaries in the national MPA network.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: It's especially important to see whitebaiting excluded.
S - Selection: changes,"
S - Comments: Another excellent and obvious choice for estuarine protection.
However i would like to see it elevated to an MPA Type 1; or failing that, to have
a mātaitai there. There is a paucity of Type 1 protection in the southern catlins
coast and this is an obvious place to provide it at the southern extremity of your
target zone.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: This is sensible from ecological first principles - we cannot allow
harvest of habitat itself when QMS monitoring and management is so weak. This also
sets an important precident for the nation as a whole."
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments: See attached file (MPA_Submission_Moller_PartC.pdf) for my
submission regarding creating a network of marine protected areas,"
General Comments: Thanks!
I thank your Forum’s collective efforts in running a thorough and inclusive process
and wish you strength and courage to forge a lasting solution for us all.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Uploads: [http://seasketch-uploads.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bdf3c7ee-9d66-480c-

ad0d-72b1c713657c/MPA Submission Moller PartC.pdf]

Opus ID:

#643,
585785cf69ede8512d2c170a,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 07:01:35 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Simon Walker,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: changes,"
O - Comments: I support the idea of a closed fishing area to commercial fishing in

the long point type 1 area, but would like to see it as a type 2 area to
recreational fishers, this still allows the aquatic and terrestrial species to
thrive, or at least till a time when it can be accurately determined what a
sustainable level is. It is unproven if removing fishing in the long point area
will benefit the local penguin population, as aquatic apex predators may increase
as a new ecological relationship is formed in the absence of fishing.
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Long Point doesn't have the infrastructure in place to make the

best marine reserve, also it is only suitable to a experienced diver and not the
family that wants to go for a snorkel.

The logical place that has the infrastructure in place already @ Kaka Point (roads,walks,penguin viewing area,shops,patrolled beach,lighthouse, toilets) this
area is also accessible year round with out interruption to local farmers.
",
POI:
Boundary Changes: [“5857851269ede8512d2c1709”],
Upload

Opus ID:

#644,
5857905969ede8512d2c1c7b,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 07:46:33 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Jamie Whalley,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I feel the areas around green island and Taieri Mouth are fine i

have fished these all my life along with my father, the Cannons i feel may need
some work.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#645,
585793a469ede8512d2c21ab,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 08:00:36 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Richard Lawrence,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”K”,”M”,”O”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: oppose,
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“A”,”G”,”P”],
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#646,
585793ab69ede8512d2c21b6,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 08:00:43 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Darryl Best,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”,
Network Comments: As a former resident of Dunedin and a regular visitor with
friends still living in the region, I am greatly in support of the proposed Marine
Protected Areas/Network for the South East of the South Island for both it's
scientific, preservation and recreational values. As a recreational fisher, water
sports enthusiast and beach user, the South East in particular contains some of the
most spectacular New Zealand marine and coastline experiences for both it's
intrinsic qualities, natural beauty, wildlife as well as fishing and diving
opportunities. Having said that, I am concerned that this state has been and will
continue to deteriorate unless sensible precautions are taken to sustainably manage
the current fish stocks, habitats and biodiversity of the region in order to allow
stabilisation and regeneration of these regional natural assets. The benefits of

these assets are seldom quantifiable in short term commercial metrics and the
broader, long term benefits to local communities' well being, through sustainable
food gathering, recreation, education and having a connection with the natural
environment are immeasurable. I am in favour of all the options presented with a
preference for Options F and E (Saunders Canyon Type-1 and Bryozoan Bed Type-2).
While I'm in favour of all the options presented due to them having unique habitats
contributing to a holistically interrelated ecosystem and marine network, I am
particularly interested in the MPA options that are accessible to Dunedin for both
scientific study and recreational usage (I,J and K) and potentially form a network
accessible to a large local population and visiting tourists. Option I (Harakeke
Point to White Island) for instance, would be particularly beneficial for inclusion
due to the intact and concentrated Paua population and to assist in inshore reef
recovery along with the correlated attraction of sea bird, mammal and penguin
populations around the Dunedin coastline.
Options F (Saunders Canyon Type-1) and E (Bryozoan Bed Type-2) are my preferred
options due to the larger feeding area for penguins and marine mammals and
restriction of set netting. Option F will also include Saunders Canyon head with a
larger area of deep canyon area and hence increased biodiversity and range of
habitats for the support of local marine populations.
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#647,
5857941669ede8512d2c21f4,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 08:02:30 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Kelvin Lloyd,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Important to monitor this site, and upgrade to Type 1 reserve if
monitoring shows biodiversity values are not sufficiently protected by Type 2
protection.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Support the extension northward, and would also support an extension
seawards. Protection of Hectors dolphin habitat and marine processes related to
the Waitaki River mouth are critical for this MPA.
C - Selection: changes,"
C - Comments: I support this area, including the extension, being an MPA, but it
should be a Type 1 MPA, and extend to the 12 nautical mile territorial sea limit.
This is a critical area for Hectors dolphin, penguins, and seabirds, so protection
of their habitat should include protection of the food sources. The area is KNOWN
to be important for threatened indigenous marine life, which should be the
fundamental criterion for this MPA.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I support Option 2, with extension seaward to at least the 10km limit
to better protect deeper reef habitat, and include additional habitats that Option
1 does not. ",
E - Selection: changes,"
E - Comments: Protection of the bryozoan bed is very important, as is protection of
the two areas where deep water canyons are within the 12 nm limit. Combining these
features with the effects of the Southland Current, and this area provides an
outstanding habitat for indigenous marine mammals, seabirds, and fish. Hence why
compromise on protecting these values? I would support an option that included Type
1 protection for areas E, F, G, and H.
",
F - Selection: changes,"
F - Comments: Protection of the bryozoan bed is very important, as is protection of
the two areas where deep water canyons are within the 12 nm limit. Combining these
features with the effects of the Southland Current, and this area provides an
outstanding habitat for indigenous marine mammals, seabirds, and fish. Hence why
compromise on protecting these values? I would support an option that included Type
1 protection for areas E, F, G, and H.
",
G - Selection:
G - Comments: Protection of the bryozoan bed is very important, as is protection of

the two areas where deep water canyons are within the 12 nm limit. Combining these
features with the effects of the Southland Current, and this area provides an
outstanding habitat for indigenous marine mammals, seabirds, and fish. Hence why
compromise on protecting these values? I would support an option that included Type
1 protection for areas E, F, G, and H.
",
H - Selection: changes,"
H - Comments: Protection of the bryozoan bed is very important, as is protection of
the two areas where deep water canyons are within the 12 nm limit. Combining these
features with the effects of the Southland Current, and this area provides an
outstanding habitat for indigenous marine mammals, seabirds, and fish. Hence why
compromise on protecting these values? I would support an option that included Type
1 protection for areas E, F, G, and H.
",
I - Selection: support,

I - Comments: Support Option 2 that includes Tow Rock. This area would complement

seabird sites (e.g. yellow-eyed penguin, titi) on the adjacent mainland, and help
to provide better feeding habitat for these species.
J - Selection: changes,"
J - Comments: Suggest making this a Type 1 reserve, to provide consistent
management along this part of the coast, and better protect the diversity of
shallow water habitats present. ",
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: Support this reserve for the biodiversity reasons explained in the
consultation document,
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Support for biodiversity reasons given in the consultation document,
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: Support to protect the shallow water schist habitats as outlined.
N - Selection: changes,"
N - Comments: Submit that a Type 1 MPA would be more appropriate here, given the
gap between this area and the Akatore Coastal Type 1 area should provide plenty of
scope for recreational and commercial fishing, which should benefit from having
Type 1 protection on both sides.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: Support due to important biodiversity values on adjacent mainland.
But this is no substitute for an MPA at the Nuggets - this area is remote and very
unlikely to be appreciated by the public. ,
P - Selection: changes,
P - Comments: Recommend upgrading to Type 1 MPA. The biodiversity values would
easily justify this.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Important to do something to protect these kelp beds!,
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: Many of my submissions on individual sites have been about

upgrading to Type 1 status and/or extending the areas occupied by Type 1 reserves.
In my opinion, Type 1 protection needs to be put in place over a much larger area
of the south east South Island coast. A minimum of 10% of the area should be
protected, and protection should include iconic sites for public recreation, such
as the Nuggets and Katiki Beach. I would support additional MPA proposals covering
these areas."
General Comments: I note that there is uncertainty around much of the information
on the marine environment and fishing effort. As such, it is critical that baseline
monitoring is undertaken of important attributes that may be affected, both
positively and negatively, by these MPA proposals. ",
POI:
Boundary Changes: [“5857931869ede8512d2c20cd”],
Upload

Opus ID:

#648,
585794d869ede8512d2c21fb,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 08:05:44 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Ayson White,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Comercial”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: i have gone diving there since I was young and now go diving there

with mates.
its safe and nice diving and close to where I live.
P
P
Q
Q
R
R

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: i go to this estuary to go fishing using a net with friends.

a family crib on Tautuku peninsula.
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

we have

Opus ID:

#649,
5857959069ede8512d2c220c,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 08:08:48 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Aaron Johnston,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“D”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: oppose,
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: changes,"
D - Comments: The part of the coast line around bobshead is one of the better

fishing spots off the rocks. Especially when I am not a boat owner.
I also fish the pleasant river which is a great spot for local fishermen. These two
spot should be keep for recreational use olnly.
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I think of stead of the fishing bands in the area the limits of

fish and shellfish should be looked at. E.g 30 blue cod each is a joke. Should be
30 per boat.
",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#650,
585796c069ede8512d2c221e,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 08:13:52 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Tasmyn White,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: because kids will miss the opportunity that I had to learn to dive

and fish in a safe area will be lost.
P
P
Q
Q
R
R

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: throughout my youth my friends and i have spent many nights

floundering here. this opportunity will be lost. this is one of the safe
activities we can do from our crib on Tautuku peninsula,
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#651,
585796ca69ede8512d2c221f,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 08:14:02 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Fiona Gemmill,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“M”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection: changes,"
M - Comments: Although I support the idea of protecting this coastline I think a

total ban on fishing is unnecessary. Our family has fished off this coastline over
several generations and we wish to pass this important part of our culture down to
our children. A bag limit of 1 or 2 fish/fisher caught off the rocks with a hand
line/pole would satisfy people like us who wish to enjoy this coastline without
compromising the intention of the protection.
",
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#652,
585797d869ede8512d2c222a,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 08:18:32 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“B”,”C”,”D”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: oppose,
B - Comments: Recreational purposes,
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: Recreational purposes,
D - Selection: oppose,
D - Comments: Recreational purposes,
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Recreational purposes,
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Recreational purposes,
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: Recreational purposes,
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Recreational purposes,
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I disaprove of the proposed changes to the areas i have outlined,

as these are all areas where not only locals but out of town people like to enjoy
their time.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#654,
5857998c69ede8512d2c2240,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 08:25:48 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Brendon Jury,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”P”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: this is our place to fish and dive, if this is taken away from us we

have to travel further. This coast line is important to alot in the catlins
community its our way of life i strongly oppose and hope its something we and next
generation dont have to fight for!! ",
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“H”],
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#655,
584f529dd8bcf942dee73eb8,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 02:06:30 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Comercial”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“sensitive”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: changes,
B - Comments: Not opposed but the proposed marine reserve ought to be reduced to

4NM offshore to fit with existing set net ban.
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: The Waitaki coastal with changes is sufficient without the need for
further restrictions.
D - Selection: changes,"
D - Comments: Option one agreed as Type 1 MPA excluding the estuaries and offshore
extension.
Option two is opposed as if it were to be implanted approximately 10% of my cray
fishery would be displaced, the rough financial value being
If the exclusion zone were to encroach too far north into Danger reef, I submit
that this would affect most of the crayfish fleet and would result tentatively in a
displacement of 12-15% of the total fishery.
In relation to option one, ongoing monitoring of the water quality of the Pleasant
River and the effect on the kelp forest would be necessary.
I question, in the event of option 1 being implemented, will that area actually be
studied.
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: E is a significant set net fishery for school shark and rig. Were
this to be implemented it would result in displacement of 50% of wet fish catch.
I submit that the ling and blue cod fishery would be decimated.
The bryzoan bed mapping is not accurate. The maps show bryzoans where there are
none. It would be beneficial for the forum to liaise with the fishery to determine
correct habitats. In addition, the bryzoan beds are not unique there and do appear
elsewhere.
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: This is a highly significant area to most commercial fisherman
fishing out of Port Chalmers and has a high recreational use.
Highly abundant wet fish fishery but would have highly adverse outcomes if
implemented.
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Less impact as opposed to Saunders Canyon.

There would still be a displacement issue, specifically
Scallops.
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: Tow Rock is a vital lobster fishery. Most
move past the reef point. The deep water corners which
migratory crayfish give a higher economic return due to
better size.

for Ling and Queens
of Otagos rock lobster
handle a lot of the
the high abundance and

I would estimate that
account for
of my crayfish catch.

of crayfish come from there and it would

In addition this is a highly utilised recreational area. If recreational fishers
are displaced from this area, they will venture into even less safe areas.
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: This is an easily accessible local fishing ground which requires less
effort than having to travel further south. The area is more vital as effort has
been shifted off the Karitane lobster and now have to travel further south to get
the more marketable lobster.
I would estimate that this area account for
of my crayfish fishery.
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: High recreational use area, safe family fishing spot by Otago
standards because it is sheltered. Popular big wave surf spot.
Safe anchorage used periodically.
L - Selection: support,
L
M
M
N
N

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: Strongly oppose, it is a high use area for the commercial fleet of

Port Chalmers and Taieri Mouth and also has high recreational use.
It is my submission that all users groups would be affected.
I have two vessels that blue cod and crayfish in the area and this would have a
huge impact personally.
I would estimate the implementation of that MPA would result in
.
I consider this to have the most impact on the commercial sector.
",
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Seems absurd after only just getting this area open after 30 years of

closure to cray fish industry.
Some years this is comprises 30% of the flats industry; significant displacement of
fishery users.
Higly used anchorage by both the fleet from Bluff and Port Chalmers.
",
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Reef inaccurately plotted.
Already 4 mile closure and now proposed additional closure for set netting. Size
of the area affects trawling and set netting. Again, significant displacement.
",
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: Industry have proposed an alternative network that avoids the

shortcomings of the forum proposals and minimisies impacts on fishing.
If MPAs are to be established in the south east region, the fishing industry would
be prepared to support a network of five MPAs as follows:
a.
MPA (A) Tuhawaiki to Pareora – Type 2 MPA with Fisheries Act prohibitions on
bottom trawling and dredging.
b.
MPA (B) Waitaki Coastal (excluding the extension) – Type 1 MPA (marine
reserve);
c.
MPA (D) Pleasant River to Stony Creek (excluding estuaries and offshore
extension) – Type 1 MPA (marine reserve);

d.
MPA (G) Bryozoan bed – Type 2 MPA with Fisheries Act prohibitions on bottom
trawling, dredging and Danish seining; and
e.
MPA (H) Papanui canyon – Type 1 MPA (marine reserve)
12.
The industry’s support for each of these five MPAs is subject to the
following two conditions;
a.
No additional MPAs are proposed or implemented in the South-East region; and
b.
The Forum recommends that the Government must address any displacement of
fishing from the MPAs by “rebalancing” the affected fisheries in a manner
consistent with industry policy.
i.
If these two conditions are not sustained, the fishing industry’s ongoing
support for the five MPAs cannot be assumed.
c.
Together the five proposed MPAs represent nine regional habitat types and two
sensitive habitats (bryzoans and Macrocystis beds). Along with the habitats in
existing mataitai reserves, 23 regional habitats types, two sensitive habitats and
one additional habitat would be under some form of protection within the region.
The number of habitats that would be protected is the same as in the twenty MPAs
proposed by the Forum, but with far less impact on commercial fishing and other
marine user groups.
","
General Comments: I have been a commercial fisherman for 25 years. I am an owner

operator and have two boats and five full time crew. Myself and my crew all have
families to support.
I fish for crayfish and wetfish, and I am a stakeholder in other fisheries also.
and have interests in
the seafood industry primarily inside the Forum area but also nationwide.
In reviewing the Consultation document I have had many discussions with those who
will be directly impacted by any implementation of MPAs. The proposed alternative
network still involves displacement and impacts the viability of our operations.
The MPAs proposed by the Forum are foundationally not sound and ought to have been
presented with precision both in terms of data of area and habitat type. It is my
submission that this is simply unsatisfactory.
The displacement data is caveated by a disclaimer essentially acknowledging the
unreliability of said data. This is repeated throughout the Consultation document.
This result of this is essentially a misrepresentation of the status of the impact
on commercial fishing. The Forum at this late consultation point has deferred data
collection to the fisheries from submissions as opposed to correct data collation
prior to the consolidation of the consultation document.
It is my submission that had the Forum correctly collected data at the front end of
the process, particularly in consultation with fisherman, the submission process
would have been more efficient.
",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#656,
58579a1e69ede8512d2c2247,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 08:28:14 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: max affleck,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: It is a long standing and traditiona larea for recreational fishing.

It is a very safe area for small boats to go to from Longpoint, within minutes you
can
fish and be home safely, no bars to cross no long time travelling. Other areas such
as the Nuggets should have been considered as suitable. I believe halving the
maximum take of fish/paua would be acceptable.
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#657,
58579a4d69ede8512d2c224c,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 08:29:01 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Marine”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: This is an important area for Hector's dolphins,
B -Selection: changes,"
B - Comments: Support. This is an internationally recognised “Important Bird Area”
and should be extended out to the 12 nautical mile limit so there is a better
representation of of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin.
C - Selection: changes,"
C - Comments: Support. This is an internationally recognised “Important Bird Area”
and should be extended out to the 12 nautical mile limit so there is a better
representation of of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin
and Hector's dolphin.
D - Selection: changes,"
D - Comments: Support. This reserve should be extended out to the 12 nautical mile
limit so that more deep subtidal reef habitat is covered, and there is increased
protection for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an
internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: This option provides the best representation of the range of bryozoan
species and associated faunal communities. This area is also an important NZ sea
lion foraging area.
F - Selection: changes,"
F - Comments: The areas around Papanui and Saunder’s Canyons are an important NZ
sea lion foraging ground (Augé et al 2012) and, as the deeper, larger and more
complex of the two, Saunder’s would provide a more comprehensive representation of
the canyon habitat and confer the best protection for a large proportion of this
foraging area. This Type 1 MPA should be extended to the coast to include Hooper’s
Inlet and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Hooper’s inlet and Allans Beach are an
important breeding and haul out area for NZ sea lions of all ages (NZ Sea Lion
Trust pers. obs). By extending the Type 1 MPA to include these areas through to
Harakeke Point would provide better protection for NZ sea lions and include a
nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish and a
high current headland and biologically productive area, examples of which have been
poorly represented or not included in any of the proposed areas.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: This option does not represent the full range of deep water
biodiversity,
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: This option does not represent the full range of deep water
biodiversity,
I - Selection: changes,"
I - Comments: Recommend it becoming a Type 2 MPA so that some recreational and
cultural fishing can occur and include Tow Rock which is a highly productive area.
This will be a significant marine reserve for education, research and public
enjoyment, being close to a major city.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: A good extension of I,
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: A good extension of I and J. This has a high diversity of life in a
small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.

L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat

for shore and sea birds.
M - Selection: changes,"
M - Comments: Recommend that it be extended to include site N Akatore Offshore to
ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat is protected in a marine reserve. Also
recommend straightening the boundary to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make
for easier reserve management.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: Recommend as a marine reserve linked to Site M above.
O - Selection: changes,
O - Comments: Recommend further extension to 12 nm to better represent yellow-eyed
penguin foraging habitats. This area is an internationally recognised inshore and
offshore IBA.
P - Selection: changes,
P - Comments: Recommend that it be aligned with the current set net prohibition.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat
for shore and sea birds.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: Important estuary habitat.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Kelp forests provide habitat for numerous fish and invertebrate
species. This habitat needs to be better represented within marine reserves in the
proposal."
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”,
Network Comments: I support the implementation of the full extent of marine
reserves and marine protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine
Protection Forum, with expansions and additions noted in Part B."
General Comments: The Forum’s current proposals protects only 5.3% of the regions
Territorial Sea (TS) as no-take marine reserves (Type 1 MPAs). This will not meet
the Government’s own MPA Policy or our international obligations to conserve and
protect marine biodiversity. The obvious opportunities to extend Type 1 protection
to 18% of the TS are outlined in Part B above. I call on the Forum to embrace a
bolder vision to help restore the abundance of marine life in these southern seas.
Currently only 0.4% of mainland New Zealand’s Territorial Seas are fully protected
in no-take marine reserves. Our marine environment desperately needs a
comprehensive network of MPAs to enable marine species to flourish. Some of New
Zealand’s critically endangered marine animals such as yellow-eyed penguins, NZ Sea
Lions and various albatross species live in the South-East region. However, the
current proposal does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats.
The network of MPAs in the South-East Region must include protection for the full
range of habitats and enough no-take reserves that are big enough to restore and
maintain healthy ecosystem.
I am very disappointed that no marine reserves are being proposed for Shag Point,
The Nuggets, or Karitane, as there has been wide public support for marine
protection in these areas in the past.
I also submit that all destructive bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be
prohibited in all the MPAs.
I also remind the Forum that as well as protecting biodiversity, no-take marine
reserves provide a space where New Zealanders and tourists who love to dive/snorkel
can have a meaningful underwater recreational experience. Currently those who like
to fish (commercial and recreational) have access to 99.6% of mainland New Zealand
waters. Their chosen activity has depleted marine ecosystems to such an extent that
there are now very few places where those whose preferred activity is
diving/snorkeling can enjoy their recreational activity of choice. Most of the

proposed Type 1 reserves have poor or limited access. Divers/snorkelers need and
deserve ACCESSIBLE no-take marine reserves.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#658,
58579acc69ede8512d2c2258,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 08:31:08 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Colin Topi,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Manawhenua”,”Comercial”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“B”,”C”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: oppose,
B - Comments: The Quota Management allocation was based on these areas being

available for fishing. Species such as BNS3, FLA3 GUR3 RCO3 SPO3 are but a few that
are historically caught in areas which are now proposed marine protected areas.
The proposed closure/s of these fishing grounds will force fishers to fish
elsewhere thus causing undue pressure on other parts of our quota management area",
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: As per reason stated in B above,
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: As per reason stated in B
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: As per reason stated in B
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: As per reason stated in B
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: As per reason stated in B
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: As per reason stated in B
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: As per reason stated in B
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: As per reason stated in B
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: As per reason stated in B
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: As per reason stated in B
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: As per reason stated in B
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: As per reason stated in B
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: If these areas are to

above,
above ,
above,
above,
above,
above,
above,

above,
above,
above,
aboveI*f,

be excluded from commercial fishing then
there should be no sea based commercial activities allowed in these areas.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#659,
58579c3a69ede8512d2c226c,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 08:37:14 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Julia Reid,
Organisation: Penguin Place,"
Interest Group: [“Tourism”,”Other”],
Interest Group - OtherSelf-funded Conservation Effort,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address: 45 Pakihau Rd, RD2, Harrington Point, Dunedin",
Email: info@penguinplace.co.nz,
Telephone: 03 478 0286,

Identifier:

OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”K”,”O”,”P”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Support the protection of Saunders Canyon as it is absolutely

invaluable habitat that cannot be defined simply by the value the current or future
fishing industry places upon it. It supports fish species and habitat directly
linked to the well-being of Yellow Eyed Penguins - which are of huge economic
benefit to the tourism industry on the Otago Peninsula. There are papers which
allude to how important this is for the Dunedin economy which we are sure that the
forum members are aware of. The potential for scientific exploration and comparison
of the area to other, not protected areas, is also important to our cause. To
further protect Yellow Eyed Penguins during foraging we would recommend extending
the area to connect with point I (Harakeke Point) as this would cover the foraging
area of the stronghold Yellow Eyed Penguin population for the Otago Peninsula
(Boulder Beach).
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: Option 1 protects a better range of habitat and is more inclusive.
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: Option one protects our interests to a far higher standard due to the
comments listed in support of option 1.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: This area is crucial to protect the full foraging range of the
largest population of Yellow Eyed Penguins on the Otago Peninsula. It should be
extended to include tow rock and should be linked to the Saunders Canyon area.
J
J
K
K

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Green Island supports an astounding range of marine life for it's

small size - it would be excellent 'bang for your buck' so to speak in terms of an
MPA. It is also home to breeding Yellow Eyed Penguins which assist in populating
nearby areas on the Otago Peninsula.
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: We are in full support of all protection for Yellow Eyed Penguin

foraging and breeding habitats on the mainland - as all the mainland breeding sites
are linked and contribute to recruitment in each area. There are current breeders
at Penguin Place that were hatched and raised in the Catlins area. The current
decline of Yellow Eyed Penguin populations on the mainland means that if full
protection is not given to each foraging and breeding site that remains, the future

of this species on the mainland is looking very grim indeed. To properly protect
the penguins situated at long point, another population stronghold, this area
should be extended to at least 25 km offshore to better represent the realistic
range within which Yellow Eyed Penguins are known to forage.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: Please see comments for option O,
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Please contact us if you would like to have specific information

on the value of our tourism operation to the Otago Peninsula and wider Dunedin
community.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“B”,”D”,”H”],
Network Comments: I believe all are for the solid and not the dashed,"
General Comments: It worries me that local forest and bird along with Yellow eyed

penguin trust are ofcourse all for a total ban as they would be. We have had a lot
to do with these outfits over the last eight years. Disappointingly we have seen
very little done. Not one flax has been planted for a penguins habitat. I think the
slogan should be people politics and money. We want very much to see something
achieved, annoyingly I am loosing faith in these people to achieve much. I believe
community based conservation has in the past and remains the most successful form
of and with a shove on the right direction we could achieve wonderful things. Very
cheaply.
","
POI: [“58579c6c69ede8512d2c226d”,”58579ce169ede8512d2c2284”],
Boundary Changes:
Upload

I agree the current fish limits are too high. However I disagree with the proposed
limits of 5 fish and 2 paua. As I have said above, due to the predominant rough
sea and weather conditions there is only a small window that I can go fishing that
coincides with when I am not at work. The proposed limits will cause fisherman such
as me to have to take greater risks launching through surf more regularly to get to
fishing grounds because reducing the bag limit to 5 fish and 2 paua means I would
have to go fishing more to obtain fish for my family. I would support a reduction
of fish limits to 15 fin fish and 5 paua across the whole south east coast.
If the proposed marine reserve areas off the coast of Dunedin were put in place, I
would have to go a long way off the beach before I start fishing, which is of great
concern for me. Anyone who has any experience fishing off the south east coast
knows how quickly the weather can turn. Increased exposure to sea and weather
condition due to being further out to sea naturally increases risk. These reserves
will also remove a number of fishing spots close to shore that are important for
sheltering from the weather. With a smaller boat, I need safe and easily
accessible areas to fish. A variety of launching and fishing places need to be
kept open so that I can find a spot out of that day’s wind and weather. If I have
to travel further to another fishing spot I will not be able to take advantage of
any weather window that might come up during weekends or holidays. Therefore in
respect of area “I” I recommend the eastern boundary be moved to exclude Gull and
Tow Rock from the proposed reserves. In respect of and the western boundary of “I”
and eastern boundary of “J” move back to stop at White Island and not project
further south out to sea.
There are clear safety issues for me if the marine reserve areas off the south
coast of Dunedin are adopted. I will lose opportunities to take family and friends
out fishing because it will be more difficult and dangerous. It will also be very
time consuming and more costly if I have to travel well off the coast and out into
the weather before putting a line out.
Rather than the fish stocks diminishing I believe the areas around “I” and “J” are
sustained by the predominant weather and sea conditions and the fact the area is
only accessible by boat. I have seen no information to indicate the fish stocks in
this area are dwindling. However I have seen records kept over 20 years by a
fisherman who goes out a similar number of times per year as me that indicate fish
stocks have increased. I think there would be more appropriate areas to have
marine reserves where there is clear evidence of over fishing such as the coast off
Karitane, Moeraki or the Nuggets.
I can see a further problem that if the fish limit is reduced to five this will
cause wastage. It is probable that people will catch multiple fish only to keep the
biggest five fish. I know there is a strong likelihood fish which are not going to
be kept which are not delicately and quickly returned to the sea more often than
not die.
Area ‘I’ should not be included in any network given that its existing state is
already substantially altered and its continued use for wastewater disposal means
that the marine area cannot adapt or recover in response to human induced
disturbance. There continue to be intermittent untreated discharges from this
pipe. The pipeline and continuing sand extraction at Tomahawk, means that a
substantial length of this coastline could not possibly hope to be returned to a
fully natural state and therefore any marine protection seeking to do this would be
pointless.
At this stage there is insufficient information to identify the positives and
negatives of locking up these other areas, or to understand the impacts of these
areas on existing users. There are a number of issues that I haven’t seen addressed
in the consultation document. What research has been done which identifies the
conditions which make a marine reserve successful. What is required to promote a
healthy fishery? Do the proposed areas contain these habitats? Has there been any
research that identifies the importance of breeding grounds. Are the fish in these
areas resident fish or has it been confirmed they are transient? If the fish are
resident, do the marine reserves protect the breeding areas? If the fish are
transient would a marine reserve have any effect? What size range of fish are the
most likely to produce the largest numbers of offspring. I think the most fertile
size range of fish should be identified and factored in to the bag limits.
In summary, on the information available so far, I oppose type 1 reserves south of
Papanui canyon however would support a reduction of current limits to 15 fin fish
at peak fertility (size) and 5 paua for the entire South Island south east coast.

",
J - Selection: changes,"
J - Comments: I oppose all Type 1 reserves, particularly areas I and J, which

significantly restrict my opportunities to go fishing with family and friends. All
of the Type 1 areas south of the Papanui Canyon should not go forward.
I fish for fin fish and collect paua predominantly in the “I” and “J” areas on
average six times per year. I use a small inflatable boat and generally launch from
Tomahawk beach. I would fish more regularly in this area but the prevailing
conditions make it too risky during the time I have available to go fishing. Only
people with vessels able to be launched from the beach use this area. When I launch
my boat it usually has two people on it including me. Larger recreational vessels
that can only be launched from either Port Chalmers or Taieri mouth do not use this
area because they have to use a substantial amount of fuel to get there and also
travel past other fishing grounds.
From time to time I go spear fishing from the beach without the use of a boat.
This is usually from Smaills beach around Bird Island, Lawyers Head or from St
Clair around to the cliffs underneath Cargills Castle.
Any fish I catch is eaten by my family and me.
Sometimes I fish around Gull Rock and Tow Rock however mostly I fish around White
Island. Most of the time I “rod” fish but sometimes spear fish and snorkel around
Bird Island and under the cliffs between Smaills Beach and Sandfly Beach.
My submission is this area is already largely protected by the predominant weather
and sea conditions which make it too rough to access most of the time. The only
other vessels which access this area are commercial. This fishery would be further
protected by the total exclusion of commercial fishing.
In general I support the establishment of marine reserves for the conservation of
fisheries.
However I disagree with type 1 reserves because they
•
will severely limit the ability for recreational fishers such as me to
utilise fisheries easily accessible from Dunedin.
•
will present increased safety risks.
•
There are other areas which have been clearly overfished which marine
reserves (or a decreased catch limit) would be more appropriate
•
It will cause wastage
I agree the current fish limits are too high. However I disagree with the proposed
limits of 5 fish and 2 paua. As I have said above, due to the predominant rough
sea and weather conditions there is only a small window that I can go fishing that
coincides with when I am not at work. The proposed limits will cause fisherman such
as me to have to take greater risks launching through surf more regularly to get to
fishing grounds because reducing the bag limit to 5 fish and 2 paua means I would
have to go fishing more to obtain fish for my family. I would support a reduction
of fish limits to 15 fin fish and 5 paua across the whole south east coast.
If the proposed marine reserve areas off the coast of Dunedin were put in place, I
would have to go a long way off the beach before I start fishing, which is of great
concern for me. Anyone who has any experience fishing off the south east coast
knows how quickly the weather can turn. Increased exposure to sea and weather
condition due to being further out to sea naturally increases risk. These reserves
will also remove a number of fishing spots close to shore that are important for
sheltering from the weather. With a smaller boat, I need safe and easily
accessible areas to fish. A variety of launching and fishing places need to be
kept open so that I can find a spot out of that day’s wind and weather. If I have
to travel further to another fishing spot I will not be able to take advantage of
any weather window that might come up during weekends or holidays. Therefore in
respect of area “I” I recommend the eastern boundary be moved to exclude Gull and
Tow Rock from the proposed reserves. In respect of and the western boundary of “I”
and eastern boundary of “J” move back to stop at White Island and not project
further south out to sea.
There are clear safety issues for me if the marine reserve areas off the south
coast of Dunedin are adopted. I will lose opportunities to take family and friends
out fishing because it will be more difficult and dangerous. It will also be very
time consuming and more costly if I have to travel well off the coast and out into
the weather before putting a line out.
Rather than the fish stocks diminishing I believe the areas around “I” and “J” are
sustained by the predominant weather and sea conditions and the fact the area is

only accessible by boat. I have seen no information to indicate the fish stocks in
this area are dwindling. However I have seen records kept over 20 years by a
fisherman who goes out a similar number of times per year as me that indicate fish
stocks have increased. I think there would be more appropriate areas to have
marine reserves where there is clear evidence of over fishing such as the coast off
Karitane, Moeraki or the Nuggets.
I can see a further problem that if the fish limit is reduced to five this will
cause wastage. It is probable that people will catch multiple fish only to keep the
biggest five fish. I know there is a strong likelihood fish which are not going to
be kept which are not delicately and quickly returned to the sea more often than
not die.
Area ‘I’ should not be included in any network given that its existing state is
already substantially altered and its continued use for wastewater disposal means
that the marine area cannot adapt or recover in response to human induced
disturbance. There continue to be intermittent untreated discharges from this
pipe. The pipeline and continuing sand extraction at Tomahawk, means that a
substantial length of this coastline could not possibly hope to be returned to a
fully natural state and therefore any marine protection seeking to do this would be
pointless.
At this stage there is insufficient information to identify the positives and
negatives of locking up these other areas, or to understand the impacts of these
areas on existing users. There are a number of issues that I haven’t seen addressed
in the consultation document. What research has been done which identifies the
conditions which make a marine reserve successful. What is required to promote a
healthy fishery? Do the proposed areas contain these habitats? Has there been any
research that identifies the importance of breeding grounds. Are the fish in these
areas resident fish or has it been confirmed they are transient? If the fish are
resident, do the marine reserves protect the breeding areas? If the fish are
transient would a marine reserve have any effect? What size range of fish are the
most likely to produce the largest numbers of offspring. I think the most fertile
size range of fish should be identified and factored in to the bag limits.
In summary, on the information available so far, I oppose type 1 reserves south of
Papanui canyon however would support a reduction of current limits to 15 fin fish
at peak fertility (size) and 5 paua for the entire South Island south east coast.
",
K - Selection: changes,
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: I oppose all Type 1 reserves, particularly areas I and J, which

significantly restrict my opportunities to go fishing with family and friends. All
of the Type 1 areas south of the Papanui Canyon should not go forward.
I fish for fin fish and collect paua predominantly in the “I” and “J” areas on
average six times per year. I use a small inflatable boat and generally launch from
Tomahawk beach. I would fish more regularly in this area but the prevailing
conditions make it too risky during the time I have available to go fishing. Only
people with vessels able to be launched from the beach use this area. When I launch
my boat it usually has two people on it including me. Larger recreational vessels

that can only be launched from either Port Chalmers or Taieri mouth do not use this
area because they have to use a substantial amount of fuel to get there and also
travel past other fishing grounds.
From time to time I go spear fishing from the beach without the use of a boat.
This is usually from Smaills beach around Bird Island, Lawyers Head or from St
Clair around to the cliffs underneath Cargills Castle.
Any fish I catch is eaten by my family and me.
Sometimes I fish around Gull Rock and Tow Rock however mostly I fish around White
Island. Most of the time I “rod” fish but sometimes spear fish and snorkel around
Bird Island and under the cliffs between Smaills Beach and Sandfly Beach.
My submission is this area is already largely protected by the predominant weather
and sea conditions which make it too rough to access most of the time. The only
other vessels which access this area are commercial. This fishery would be further
protected by the total exclusion of commercial fishing.
In general I support the establishment of marine reserves for the conservation of
fisheries.
However I disagree with type 1 reserves because they
•
will severely limit the ability for recreational fishers such as me to
utilise fisheries easily accessible from Dunedin.
•
will present increased safety risks.
•
There are other areas which have been clearly overfished which marine
reserves (or a decreased catch limit) would be more appropriate
•
It will cause wastage
I agree the current fish limits are too high. However I disagree with the proposed
limits of 5 fish and 2 paua. As I have said above, due to the predominant rough
sea and weather conditions there is only a small window that I can go fishing that
coincides with when I am not at work. The proposed limits will cause fisherman such
as me to have to take greater risks launching through surf more regularly to get to
fishing grounds because reducing the bag limit to 5 fish and 2 paua means I would
have to go fishing more to obtain fish for my family. I would support a reduction
of fish limits to 15 fin fish and 5 paua across the whole south east coast.
If the proposed marine reserve areas off the coast of Dunedin were put in place, I
would have to go a long way off the beach before I start fishing, which is of great
concern for me. Anyone who has any experience fishing off the south east coast
knows how quickly the weather can turn. Increased exposure to sea and weather
condition due to being further out to sea naturally increases risk. These reserves
will also remove a number of fishing spots close to shore that are important for
sheltering from the weather. With a smaller boat, I need safe and easily
accessible areas to fish. A variety of launching and fishing places need to be
kept open so that I can find a spot out of that day’s wind and weather. If I have
to travel further to another fishing spot I will not be able to take advantage of
any weather window that might come up during weekends or holidays. Therefore in
respect of area “I” I recommend the eastern boundary be moved to exclude Gull and
Tow Rock from the proposed reserves. In respect of and the western boundary of “I”
and eastern boundary of “J” move back to stop at White Island and not project
further south out to sea.
There are clear safety issues for me if the marine reserve areas off the south
coast of Dunedin are adopted. I will lose opportunities to take family and friends
out fishing because it will be more difficult and dangerous. It will also be very
time consuming and more costly if I have to travel well off the coast and out into
the weather before putting a line out.
Rather than the fish stocks diminishing I believe the areas around “I” and “J” are
sustained by the predominant weather and sea conditions and the fact the area is
only accessible by boat. I have seen no information to indicate the fish stocks in
this area are dwindling. However I have seen records kept over 20 years by a
fisherman who goes out a similar number of times per year as me that indicate fish
stocks have increased. I think there would be more appropriate areas to have
marine reserves where there is clear evidence of over fishing such as the coast off
Karitane, Moeraki or the Nuggets.
I can see a further problem that if the fish limit is reduced to five this will
cause wastage. It is probable that people will catch multiple fish only to keep the
biggest five fish. I know there is a strong likelihood fish which are not going to
be kept which are not delicately and quickly returned to the sea more often than
not die.

Area ‘I’ should not be included in any network given that its existing state is
already substantially altered and its continued use for wastewater disposal means
that the marine area cannot adapt or recover in response to human induced
disturbance. There continue to be intermittent untreated discharges from this
pipe. The pipeline and continuing sand extraction at Tomahawk, means that a
substantial length of this coastline could not possibly hope to be returned to a
fully natural state and therefore any marine protection seeking to do this would be
pointless.
At this stage there is insufficient information to identify the positives and
negatives of locking up these other areas, or to understand the impacts of these
areas on existing users. There are a number of issues that I haven’t seen addressed
in the consultation document. What research has been done which identifies the
conditions which make a marine reserve successful. What is required to promote a
healthy fishery? Do the proposed areas contain these habitats? Has there been any
research that identifies the importance of breeding grounds. Are the fish in these
areas resident fish or has it been confirmed they are transient? If the fish are
resident, do the marine reserves protect the breeding areas? If the fish are
transient would a marine reserve have any effect? What size range of fish are the
most likely to produce the largest numbers of offspring. I think the most fertile
size range of fish should be identified and factored in to the bag limits.
In summary, on the information available so far, I oppose type 1 reserves south of
Papanui canyon however would support a reduction of current limits to 15 fin fish
at peak fertility (size) and 5 paua for the entire South Island south east coast.
","
General Comments: I oppose all Type 1 reserves, particularly areas I and J, which
significantly restrict my opportunities to go fishing with family and friends. All
of the Type 1 areas south of the Papanui Canyon should not go forward.
I fish for fin fish and collect paua predominantly in the “I” and “J” areas on
average six times per year. I use a small inflatable boat and generally launch from
Tomahawk beach. I would fish more regularly in this area but the prevailing
conditions make it too risky during the time I have available to go fishing. Only
people with vessels able to be launched from the beach use this area. When I launch
my boat it usually has two people on it including me. Larger recreational vessels
that can only be launched from either Port Chalmers or Taieri mouth do not use this
area because they have to use a substantial amount of fuel to get there and also
travel past other fishing grounds.
From time to time I go spear fishing from the beach without the use of a boat.
This is usually from Smaills beach around Bird Island, Lawyers Head or from St
Clair around to the cliffs underneath Cargills Castle.
Any fish I catch is eaten by my family and me.
Sometimes I fish around Gull Rock and Tow Rock however mostly I fish around White
Island. Most of the time I “rod” fish but sometimes spear fish and snorkel around
Bird Island and under the cliffs between Smaills Beach and Sandfly Beach.
My submission is this area is already largely protected by the predominant weather
and sea conditions which make it too rough to access most of the time. The only
other vessels which access this area are commercial. This fishery would be further
protected by the total exclusion of commercial fishing.
In general I support the establishment of marine reserves for the conservation of
fisheries.
However I disagree with type 1 reserves because they
•
will severely limit the ability for recreational fishers such as me to
utilise fisheries easily accessible from Dunedin.
•
will present increased safety risks.
•
There are other areas which have been clearly overfished which marine
reserves (or a decreased catch limit) would be more appropriate
•
It will cause wastage
I agree the current fish limits are too high. However I disagree with the proposed
limits of 5 fish and 2 paua. As I have said above, due to the predominant rough
sea and weather conditions there is only a small window that I can go fishing that
coincides with when I am not at work. The proposed limits will cause fisherman such
as me to have to take greater risks launching through surf more regularly to get to
fishing grounds because reducing the bag limit to 5 fish and 2 paua means I would
have to go fishing more to obtain fish for my family. I would support a reduction
of fish limits to 15 fin fish and 5 paua across the whole south east coast.

If the proposed marine reserve areas off the coast of Dunedin were put in place, I
would have to go a long way off the beach before I start fishing, which is of great
concern for me. Anyone who has any experience fishing off the south east coast
knows how quickly the weather can turn. Increased exposure to sea and weather
condition due to being further out to sea naturally increases risk. These reserves
will also remove a number of fishing spots close to shore that are important for
sheltering from the weather. With a smaller boat, I need safe and easily
accessible areas to fish. A variety of launching and fishing places need to be
kept open so that I can find a spot out of that day’s wind and weather. If I have
to travel further to another fishing spot I will not be able to take advantage of
any weather window that might come up during weekends or holidays. Therefore in
respect of area “I” I recommend the eastern boundary be moved to exclude Gull and
Tow Rock from the proposed reserves. In respect of and the western boundary of “I”
and eastern boundary of “J” move back to stop at White Island and not project
further south out to sea.
There are clear safety issues for me if the marine reserve areas off the south
coast of Dunedin are adopted. I will lose opportunities to take family and friends
out fishing because it will be more difficult and dangerous. It will also be very
time consuming and more costly if I have to travel well off the coast and out into
the weather before putting a line out.
Rather than the fish stocks diminishing I believe the areas around “I” and “J” are
sustained by the predominant weather and sea conditions and the fact the area is
only accessible by boat. I have seen no information to indicate the fish stocks in
this area are dwindling. However I have seen records kept over 20 years by a
fisherman who goes out a similar number of times per year as me that indicate fish
stocks have increased. I think there would be more appropriate areas to have
marine reserves where there is clear evidence of over fishing such as the coast off
Karitane, Moeraki or the Nuggets.
I can see a further problem that if the fish limit is reduced to five this will
cause wastage. It is probable that people will catch multiple fish only to keep the
biggest five fish. I know there is a strong likelihood fish which are not going to
be kept which are not delicately and quickly returned to the sea more often than
not die.
Area ‘I’ should not be included in any network given that its existing state is
already substantially altered and its continued use for wastewater disposal means
that the marine area cannot adapt or recover in response to human induced
disturbance. There continue to be intermittent untreated discharges from this
pipe. The pipeline and continuing sand extraction at Tomahawk, means that a
substantial length of this coastline could not possibly hope to be returned to a
fully natural state and therefore any marine protection seeking to do this would be
pointless.
At this stage there is insufficient information to identify the positives and
negatives of locking up these other areas, or to understand the impacts of these
areas on existing users. There are a number of issues that I haven’t seen addressed
in the consultation document. What research has been done which identifies the
conditions which make a marine reserve successful. What is required to promote a
healthy fishery? Do the proposed areas contain these habitats? Has there been any
research that identifies the importance of breeding grounds. Are the fish in these
areas resident fish or has it been confirmed they are transient? If the fish are
resident, do the marine reserves protect the breeding areas? If the fish are
transient would a marine reserve have any effect? What size range of fish are the
most likely to produce the largest numbers of offspring. I think the most fertile
size range of fish should be identified and factored in to the bag limits.
In summary, on the information available so far, I oppose type 1 reserves south of
Papanui canyon however would support a reduction of current limits to 15 fin fish
at peak fertility (size) and 5 paua for the entire South Island south east coast.
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blue cod quota could be dropped as 30 each is a lot of fish. management could be
better rather than taking it all away
recreational fishing isn’t doing any harm if anything make it a type 2 no
commercial
there is no evidence a reserve will help. The problem is soil and water pollution /
sewage overflow killing kelp stooping fishing wont help",
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Comments: our coast is protected by unpredicted and unfavourable weather

conditions
there is a lack of recreational fishermen representation on forum
health and safety risk as small inflatable / small boats will have to travel far
out sea and the sea could change unexpectedly.
How can we prove that it was not taken from a reserve if we use same beach
takes away the “kiwi culture” going out with your family and catching a couple of
fish
blue cod quota could be dropped as 30 each is a lot of fish. management could be
better rather than taking it all away
recreational fishing isn’t doing any harm if anything make it a type 2 no
commercial
there is no evidence a reserve will help. The problem is soil and water pollution /
sewage overflow killing kelp stooping fishing wont help",
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there is a lack of recreational fishermen representation on forum
health and safety risk as small inflatable / small boats will have to travel far
out sea and the sea could change unexpectedly.
How can we prove that it was not taken from a reserve if we use same beach
takes away the “kiwi culture” going out with your family and catching a couple of
fish
blue cod quota could be dropped as 30 each is a lot of fish. management could be
better rather than taking it all away
recreational fishing isn’t doing any harm if anything make it a type 2 no
commercial
there is no evidence a reserve will help. The problem is soil and water pollution /
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first before putting a stop to everybody. recreational guys can only get out on
limeted days because of waether conditions for small boats ,
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proposed site I strongly oppose, as the actual possible days due to condition's in
a year dictate when you can access that area.
It is not until you are in the water and see the abundant number of varied sea
life.
As this was my very first area where I was able to catch a crayfish when free
diving as a teenager, with the thrill and love for diving with that very experience
to this day, Is experience I hope to share with my three young children when they
are at a age to do so.
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takes away the “kiwi culture” going out with your family and catching a couple of
fish
blue cod quota could be dropped as 30 each is a lot of fish. management could be
better rather than taking it all away
recreational fishing isn’t doing any harm if anything make it a type 2 no
commercial
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How can we prove that it was not taken from a reserve if we use same beach
takes away the “kiwi culture” going out with your family and catching a couple of
fish

blue cod quota could be dropped as 30 each is a lot of fish. management could be
better rather than taking it all away
recreational fishing isn’t doing any harm if anything make it a type 2 no
commercial
there is no evidence a reserve will help. The problem is soil and water pollution /
sewage overflow killing kelp stooping fishing wont help",
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How can we prove that it was not taken from a reserve if we use same beach
takes away the “kiwi culture” going out with your family and catching a couple of
fish
blue cod quota could be dropped as 30 each is a lot of fish. management could be
better rather than taking it all away
recreational fishing isn’t doing any harm if anything make it a type 2 no
commercial
there is no evidence a reserve will help. The problem is soil and water pollution /
sewage overflow killing kelp stooping fishing wont help",
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health and safety risk as small inflatable / small boats will have to travel far
out sea and the sea could change unexpectedly.
How can we prove that it was not taken from a reserve if we use same beach
takes away the “kiwi culture” going out with your family and catching a couple of
fish
blue cod quota could be dropped as 30 each is a lot of fish. management could be
better rather than taking it all away
recreational fishing isn’t doing any harm if anything make it a type 2 no
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we actively manage and support restoration of our coastal dune system. Although our
focus is not directly within the marine environment we strongly support the most
restrictive options for marine protection as this aligns with our overall kaupapa
of protecting our environment for present and future generations. Our local
environment houses a number of unique and endangered marine mammals and seabirds
and our activity helps improve and nurture their habitat. The most restrictive
option will assist with supporting this biodiversity.
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H - Comments: I believe if there has to be a marine reserve any where on the south

coast this is the most sensable site. As it is further off shore so will not impact
as many recreational fisherman yet still protect fish breading grounds.
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: I am opposed yo this area becoming a marine reserve. It has been a
area that my family and I have fished for many generations recreationaly.
The fish stocks are still healthy so why force people in small boats miles off
shore to fish. If every body is forced to fish in more condenced areas that will
only leed to depleating the fish stocks in those areas.
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General Comments: I do not think any marine reserves are required on the south

coast as the fish stocks seem to be quite healthy and can be managed in other ways.
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O - Comments: I oppose the Long Point Type 1 Reserve. Living at Long Point for the

past 10.5 years I know how incredibly important this area is for the local and out
of town recreational fishers. The safety aspect of being able to launch the small
boats directly off Long Point and have lines in the water within minutes is
unmeasurable. In the last 10.5 years there has never been any incidents with boats
getting into trouble off Long Point. There is no dangerous bar for them to cross
and if the weather turns when they are at sea the small boats can be back into
safety within minutes, it is one of the safest fishing spots for recreational
fishers on the South Coast. If lost to a reserve the fishermen would be forced to
cross the dangerous bar at Owaka which has claimed numerous lives over the years. I
would not let my children go out over the Owaka bar for safety reasons meaning
their chance to continue leaning to fish would be gone. The Owaka bar is just to
dangerous. The locals have already taken it upon themselves to protect the paua
fishery by banning commercial diving around Long Point, a system that works well
and is not abused. The area is vitally important for teaching the kids how to dive
safely, My child has learned to dive off Long Point and I hope his little brother
will do so also. Living on site I know how many people travel great distances to
come for a dive or fish here, it is held in high regard as a safe place to gather
seafood, like the boats there has never been a swimmer get into trouble here. The
weather plays an important part in this, there are so many days when mother nature
just does not let people enter the water, meaning the days of fishing and diving

are effectively self limiting already. The recotional daily catch limits are high
and I support reducing the daily catch limit for both paua and blue cod. I
strongly believe nobody abuses this site or their right to gather food from it, it
is a treasured icon that everyone who uses it highly respects.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: I support the Long Point Type 2 offshore. I believe that shutting
this off from commercial fishing would enhance the yellow eyed penguins food
resource.
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N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: A reserve there would stop my husband and sons enjoying recreational

diving and cod fishing in a safe area ,
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#674,
5857a4ef69ede8512d2c22d4,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 09:14:23 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Margaret & Richard Gimpel,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: This area of coastline is rugged and largely inaccessible and

therefore virtually self-managed by both the lack of ease of access and often
inclement weather. There is no evidence of any over-fishing in this area, and
should this become apparent fishery management and education are a better option
than just a blanket ban on fishing in the area. The option to partake in
recreational fishing is one of the reasons that we decided that The Catlins was a
great retirement option, and this no doubt applies to many other holiday-makers who
chose to come to the locality. Sure, put restrictions in place, ban commercial
fishing, but there does not appear to be a need to impose a marine reserve status
on this part of the cliffed and largely inaccessible coastline, the geography of
which self-manages the amount of fishing that takes place.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: This makes no sense! Why allow trawling along the landward side of
the site? It also makes the assumption that recreational fishing has more of an
impact than commercial fishing which suggests that this proposal is not really
about preserving marine life, but rather appeasing commercial interests to the
detriment of the recreational fisherman.
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: Far better to be monitoring water quality and ensuring that
commercial activities are minimised ie eeling and whitebait collection for sale.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Far better to be monitoring and enhancing water quality and ensuring

that commercial activities are minimised ie eeling and whitebait collection for
sale.
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: No need to fix something that isn't broken!

There are a only a
small number of recreational fishermen in the area, and this region has not
attracted fishing tourism or the associated issues. The argument for enhancing
tourism values holds no truth we see absolutely no need to create another tourist
mecca in the South Island. After living in Wanaka for 12 years we would not like to
see the social and environmental costs happening in this largely undisturbed part
of NZ.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#675,
5857a6df69ede8512d2c22e8,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 09:22:39 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Blair White,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”Q”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Do not believe it is nesseroy weather protects this area from over

fishing,
P
P
Q
Q
R
R

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: ridicules what benifit would a reserve have here,
Selection: oppose,
Comments: Totaly not necessary would stop family recreational use of the area

,
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#676,
5857a74369ede8512d2c22eb,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 09:24:19 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Graeme Wall,
Organisation: Port Chalmers Yacht Club Inc,"
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address: Port Chalmers Yacht Club
P.O. Box 7
Port Chalmers
9050,
Email: secretary@pcyc.org.nz,
Telephone: Graeme Wall (Treasurer)

Identifier:

OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“D”,”T”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Support in principle.

The Port Chalmers Yacht Club wishes to
register its interest in the area only to the extent that occasionally we do and
wish to continue to place an anchored marker buoy as a turning mark for yacht
races. These buoys are only temporary and generally only required for a particular
day's race but need to be located prior to the days racing and remain in the water
until uplifted, which is generally within a few days but is weather dependent.
E
E
F
F
G
G
H
H
I
I
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Support in principle.

The Port Chalmers Yacht Club wishes to
register its interest in the area only to the extent that occasionally we do and
wish to continue to place an anchored marker buoy as a turning mark for yacht
races. These buoys are only temporary and generally only required for a particular
day's race but need to be located prior to the days racing and remain in the water
until uplifted, which is generally within a few days but is weather dependent.

Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#677,
5857a7c969ede8512d2c22ee,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 09:26:33 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“I”,”J”,”K”,”O”,”P”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: We have fished these waters for generations.....mother nature decides

how often you get to go out...and its not very often....when it is possible you
would be lucky to see six boats....cod fishing is part of the great allure to the
Catlins, people in offices with no connection to these places should not be allowed
to change the way we live. I want to be able to take my daughters cod fishing in
the Catlins.
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: We have fished these waters for generations.....mother nature decides
how often you get to go out...and its not very often....when it is possible you
would be lucky to see six boats....cod fishing is part of the great allure to the
Catlins, people in offices with no connection to these places should not be allowed
to change the way we live. I want to be able to take my daughters cod fishing in
the Catlins.
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: We have fished these waters for generations.....mother nature decides
how often you get to go out...and its not very often....when it is possible you
would be lucky to see six boats....cod fishing is part of the great allure to the
Catlins, people in offices with no connection to these places should not be allowed
to change the way we live. I want to be able to take my daughters cod fishing in
the Catlins.
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: We have fished these waters for generations.....mother nature decides

how often you get to go out...and its not very often....when it is possible you
would be lucky to see six boats....cod fishing is part of the great allure to the
Catlins, people in offices with no connection to these places should not be allowed
to change the way we live. I want to be able to take my daughters cod fishing in
the Catlins.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: We have fished these waters for generations.....mother nature decides

how often you get to go out...and its not very often....when it is possible you
would be lucky to see six boats....cod fishing is part of the great allure to the
Catlins, people in offices with no connection to these places should not be allowed
to change the way we live. I want to be able to take my daughters cod fishing in
the Catlins.
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: We have fished these waters for generations.....mother nature

decides how often you get to go out...and its not very often....when it is possible
you would be lucky to see six boats....cod fishing is part of the great allure to
the Catlins, people in offices with no connection to these places should not be
allowed to change the way we live. I want to be able to take my daughters cod
fishing in the Catlins.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#678,
5857a9b469ede8512d2c2309,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 09:34:44 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Tourism”,”Marine”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: This area is a hot spot for Hector's dolphins so it should have as
much protection as posible (Type 1).
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Support with a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to
provide better representation of foraging habitats used by endangered species such
as blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin, the two later endemic to
NZ. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area' (IBA).
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: Support with a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to
provide better representation of foraging habitats used by endangered species such
as blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin, the two later endemic to
NZ. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area' (IBA).
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Support, though it should include more deep subtidal reef habitat
which is underrepresented in the proposal, and increased protection for fish
communities associated with kelp forests. This area is an internationally
recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins and Otago shags.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: Option 1 provides the best representation of the range of bryozoan
species and associated faunal communities.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: It should be modified to extend to the coast to include Hooper's
Inlet and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and
more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive
representation for this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to contain
representation of a deep water highly productive plateau, with its special bryozoan
species. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh and
nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for the
inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive area.
Such areas are poorly represented in the proposal.
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: This option does not represent the full range of habitats associated
with the Bryozoan communities so it should be bigger and Type 1.
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: This option does not represent the full range of deep water
biodiversity so it should be modified and made bigger.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: Tow Rock should be included in order to be more effective. This will
be a significant marine reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being
close to a major city, and world class if connected to site F.
J - Selection: support,
J
K
K
L
L

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: High biodiversity, should have as much protection as possible.
Selection: support,
Comments: Estuaries are important ecosystems as they are highly productive and

contain great diversity and act as nursery areas for several fish species and
foraging areas for bird species.
M - Selection: support,

M - Comments: It should be extended to include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure

that the offshore deep reef habitat is protected in a marine reserve.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: It should be linked to Site M as above.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: It should be extended to 12 nm to better represent yellow-eyed
penguin foraging habitats. This area is an internationally recognised inshore and
offshore IBA.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: It should be aligned with the current set net prohibition.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: It should be extended to join with Long Point (Option O) as needs to
represent all the habitats associated with the mouth of the estuary. Estuaries are
important ecosystems as they are highly productive and contain great diversity and
act as nursery areas for several fish species and foraging areas for bird species.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: Estuaries are important ecosystems as they are highly productive and
contain great diversity and act as nursery areas for several fish species and
foraging areas for bird species.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: Estuaries are important ecosystems as they are highly productive and
contain great diversity and act as nursery areas for several fish species and
foraging areas for bird species.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Kelp forests provide habitat for numerous fish and invertebrate
species. This habitat needs to be better represented within marine reserves in the
proposal. Additional protection is needed such as more controlled fishing methods,
marine farms and mining be prohibited in all the MPAs.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I support the implementation of the full extent of marine

reserves and marine protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine
Protection Forum, with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection.
These additions are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection required to
ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is
internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1
reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1
MPAs. This is not enough.
A Marine Mammal Sanctuary should be created from Timaru to Waipapa Point, out to 12
nautical miles offshore, including harbours. Within this area, fishing methods that
kill marine mammals (gillnets and trawling) and exploration for oil and gas using
air guns (seismic surveys) should be banned in order to provide urgently needed
protection for Hector’s dolphins and other marine mammals in the area, as well as
seabirds, sharks and other marine predators.
The Otago area is an area rich in marine mammals, including the endemic and
endangered Hector’s dolphin as well as sperm whales, beaked whales, pilot whales,
southern right whale dolphins, dusky dolphins, bottlenose dolphins, humpback whales
and right whales. Additionally it is the home for NZ fur seals, NZ sea lions and
Yellow eyed penguins. The small MPAs currently being considered are far too small
to provide ecosystem protection as they would protect only the smaller, less mobile
species of fish and shellfish.
It is needed more ecosystem-focused protection for higher level predators like
dolphins, whales and seabirds as well as fish and shellfish. The Marine Mammal
Sanctuary will provide much needed connectivity for marine mammal and seabird
populations.
There should be a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and The Sisters, in the
Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore to 12 nm to give
representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the area of highest current
speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat type is not represented in the
proposed MPA network. A reserve here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin
foraging habitats associated with Forest & Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin
reserve. The abundance of YEP is declining dramatically so they should be protected

with reserves through all of their distribution in order to save them from
extinction.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#679,
5857adc769ede8512d2c2338,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 09:52:07 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Greg H Stott,
Organisation: Mr,

Identifier:

Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”G”,”H”,”O”,”P”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Supporting this as agree with preserving the habitat of the school

shark pupping and the elephant fish egg cases especially as a voluntary trawl ban
is already in place.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: As this is obviously an established foraging area for seabirds and
dolpins it makes sense to protect it especially as the North Otago area benefits
from having little blue penguins from a tourism point of view.
C
C
D
D
E
E
F
F
G
G

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: An area well utilized by bird/mammal species so further protection

would seem appropriate as is the proximity to research options at Portobello. The
bryozoan beds should be protected being valuable habitat.
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: The eco tourism in this area is significant and lends well to
protecting this area and also financially could contribute to research etc inn the
future.
I
I
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: This area already has levels of natural protection in the way of

accessibility and climate and is therefore not at risk of being abused by over use.
The local community are very aware of the habitat to the penguins and other species
and take pride already in having a low impact on the wildlife. Responsible
recreational fishing and diving is well established and strongly encouraged.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: As stated in “O” this area should remain as due to the low impact of
recreational fishing and diving due to inaccessibility and the cold climate.
Q
Q
R
R
S

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:

S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: There are obvious benefits to protecting the Macrocystis habitat as

apparently close to being classed as endangered.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#680,
5857ae0469ede8512d2c233b,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 09:53:08 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Peter White,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Comercial”,”Recreational Fisher”,”SeaFood”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: oppose,
A -Comments: Good breeding ground for juvenile fish.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Good habitat that needs preserved and an excellent breeding ground.
Minor impact on commercial fishing.
Good entrance to river mouth for elvers in the eel fishery.
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: significant impact on all users.
D - Selection: oppose,
D - Comments: it takes in an estuary which will have negative effect on the eel
fishery.
poorly accessible and poor water visibility would make this a not a good viewing
area. ",
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: restricts to much fishing.
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: important recreational and commercial fishing.
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: to protect the bryozoan beds and habitat.
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: out of all the type 1 areas suggested this site has the less impact,
but includes all habitats required within it.
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: It is a commonly used area and also a safe area used for recreational
fishing by families.
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: Risk of displacement of commercial fishing and an important
recreational fishery for people with small boats who live and use this area.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: minimal impact on users, handy to Dunedin City for tourism
/Scientific.
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: as a commercial eel fisherman this is the only type 2 estuary I would
support as it would have the least impact.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: Has an impact on Paua fishery. As well as recreational users.
In general not a good place for a marine reserve.
Displaced effort for Paua",
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: No need as habitats are represented in other areas.
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: huge effect from displaced fishing effort for both recreational and
commercial fishers.
Very large safety risk, being that Long Point is known major shelter from North
East weather, and is often used.
recognized and known major recreational fishing area and a very respected and used
fishing area.
Also clearly identifiable commercial Paua fishing area. as a commercial paua diver
this is going to have huge ramifications for my paua fishing business. being a

quota owner of the 5D
fishery i fish this area regularly and clearly can show on
catch effort returns the percentage of catch I take from this area, estimated at 10
to 15 percent of my 5D catch.
This will also have a negative financial flow on effect for me personally as well
as the local community.
to displace the effort of catch into the rest of 5D will have a very negative
effect.
Being a very keen recreational fisherman as well, I have had many fishing times
with my family fishing at Long Point. It is the safest and best fishing on the
Catlins Coast, particularly for families and people in small boats.
on the south side of Long Point there is a recognized and respected area that has
been voluntarily closed by agreement from commercial paua diving. This has been
respected for 30 years. ",
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: A lot of habitat that breeds in shore fish, and you can get the
habitats within this area that have been mentioned in other proposals.
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: as a commercial eel fisherman i fish this area, and also like to know
how it is going to be policed when one side of the bank is a type 1 reserve and the
other side is not.
example being some one casting a fishing line on the no reserve side into the
river.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Crib on Tautuku peninsula . use the area for recreational fishing,
dragging nets.
Its also a eel habitat.
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: commercial eel habitat,
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: major part of the eco system for all fisheries.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: as an experienced and regular user of the south east coast I have

found the who process of this consultation lacked credibility due to lack of
public awareness in the initial stages. also I feel there are forum members that
have a conflict of interest and con not give balanced opinion.
The information and submission process is confusing and complex for people that are
not academic,therefore limiting their ability to understand and fully comprehend
the information and be able to produce a submission that represents their thoughts
accurately.
",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#682,
5857af7069ede8512d2c234d,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 09:59:12 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Trevor Hewson,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Tourism”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: I am against the proposed Type 1 reserve off Long Point due to it

including some of the most popular fishing grounds of the Catlins Coast for
recreational fishers , thou during initial consultation few would have mentioned
where they fish. The impact on recreational paua gathering if the area is “locked
up”.What will happen to the gentle men's agreement that the commercial guys will
leave alone certain areas that are accessible to recreational paua gatherers .It
stands to reason that losing the coastal strip surrounding Long Point will mean the
commercial take resumes at the likes of Jacks Bay and Sandy Bay. The exclusion of
this area will put additional risk into peoples fishing outings due to its size
and position . Having to move further south or east beyond the proposed reserve
will mean extra distance must be covered to reach safety if the weather changes
quickly, something local fishers are only too aware of . A recent fishing mishap of
the Catlins coast highlighting how the conditions can change so quickly in the
Southern Ocean .
It can be said” the Southern Ocean looks after itself and no reserves are
necessary”
Another aspect I am against also with this Reserve proposal is it appears to be for
the benefit of the Long Point penguin colony .A question I have previously asked is
, why the penguins at Long Point ?What protection is being offered to the penguins
at Jacks Bay, and the Nuggets , the site of a previous Marine proposal. The viewing
platform at the Nuggets lighthouse has been upgraded recently along with

improvements to the penguin hide and car parking . The road to Nugget Point is at
present being upgraded and tar sealed at a cost of several million dollars.
Will ratepayers being imposed with the expense of upgrading the access road to Long
Point to make it safe for increased traffic if a reserve is created ?
Our local emergency services are all staffed be volunteers who will be stretched to
respond to incidents created by a reserve being on the Southern Coast . A marine
reserve will draw in unsuspecting visitors who will come to grief in their quest
to explore within the reserve , the southern ocean is both cold and unpredictable
unlike northern reserves .
With a marine reserve will come appropriate funding for DOC and MPI ? Perhaps with
a marine reserve less funding will be available!",
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Same as for O -Long Point (type 2) but also , not being a commercial
fisher , will they be compensated for the loss of fishing grounds?",
Q - Selection: changes,
Q - Comments: Question .Does any one fish for white bait on the west side of the
Tahakopa river between Papatowai and Mclennan ? If they don't perhaps its location
is protection enough.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: The proposed reserves location in the Tautuku estuary I believe
already offers the area maximum protection without the creation of a reserve .
Located south of a DOC reserve , west of the Lenz Reserve and north of SILNA land
and having no agricultural land in the catchment of the estuary it seems like its
pretty well looked after already.
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: The Catlins appears to have 5 reserve proposals , more than any

other area !
Why is not the Nuggets back on the proposed list? Seals, sea lions, penguins,
viewing platform, penguin hide, adequate car parking and a soon to be completed tar
sealed road !
The banning of set and drag netting in the Catlins Lake is I believe an indication
of how any reserves locally will be managed . Having been unfished by either
fishing method since the 90's no monitoring or research has been carried out to
see if the exclusion has led to an improvement , deterioration or the status quo
according to MPI in Dunedin .
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#683,
5857b1c369ede8512d2c235c,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 10:09:07 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Darryl Shanks,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Manawhenua”,”Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: changes,
O - Comments: I do not support this MPA as a type 1 reserve. My family and i do use

this area for collecting kai moana. It is also one of the main areas locals use for
recreational fishing and this proposal has upset many people in the district. I
would preferred smaller type 1 MPA at the Nuggets instead of Long Point. If that
were not possible I would not be opposed to a type 2 MPA at Long Point that would
still allow recreational fishing and diving with reduced catch limits.
,
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
,
Q - Selection: changes,"
Q - Comments: The reasons I do not support this type 1 MPA is it will stop my
family and I from using this area as we currently do. We use it for trout fishing
and spear fishing. It is also used in the same way by many others including locals
and holiday makers. It is also very close to Papatowai and very accessible
especially for the younger and older members of my family and others who can not
get to other places.
However I would support this area in a type 2 MPA with the same restrictions as the
Tautuku estuary MPA. I would also support an expansion of the area if it were under
these conditions. This expansion would be both sides of the river for the extent of
the the reserve plus the bottom of the part of the MacLennan river for the bridge
to the junction with the Tahakopa river.

",
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: I support this MPA because it does not affect the way in which my

family and i use this area which is trout fishing, spearing of flat fish and eels
and gathering shellfish.
I have noticed a decrease in flatfish in this area; most likely due to over fishing
particularly in summer months.A ban on all nets in this area would be a good thing.
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I think this whole process has gone to big to fast. A longer time

frame would of given people more time to get their heads around it all. Starting
with just a few smaller MPA's. And working up from there would of got people use to
having them in place and possibly seeing sum of the benefits from them. Before
proposing more larger MPA's,
POI:
Boundary Changes: [“5857a5c669ede8512d2c22dd”],
Upload
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Name: Tom Whiteford,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
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Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on:

,

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Would form an important northern component of a South-East Marine
protected area network.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Important physical habitat, biological communities represented and
known foraging ground for iconic wildlife. Support the extension so as to capture
some of the influence of the Waitaki discharge in a MPA network.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: Important to capture the influence of the Waitaki discharge and
associated nutrient flows in a MPA network. Would still allow High value commercial
and recreational harvests whilst maintaining the integrity of the coastal systems
and proccesses.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I strongly support the option 2 (10km offshore) option in order to
maintain an intact system from estuary to outer coastal zone. This would allow a
large range of habitats, species and life cycles to perpetuate without harvesting
pressure, thus contributing to the health and resilience of the broader area. This
area also has great potential for public engagement with a MPA, including tourism
and education.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: Gives maximum protection of unique deep water habitats and
environment within SE Marine Protection Zone. Far more deep water environments
available for fishing outside of 12NM limits but very few available for MPA status
within 12NM limit. Importance as foraging ground for wildlife and the industry that
it supports cannot be under estimated.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Pages 66-73 missing from printed consultation document!
Unique opportunity to give MPA status to unique deep water habitats and environment
within SE Marine Protection Zone. Far more deep water environments available for
fishing outside of 12NM limits but very few available for MPA status within 12NM
limit. Importance as foraging ground for wildlife and the industry that it supports
cannot be under estimated. Benefits are likely to far out weigh costs over the
medium- long term.
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: Tentatively support en lieu of option E, an inferior solution but
better then nothing.
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Tentatively support en lieu of option f, an inferior solution but
better then nothing.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: option2 including tow rock. Outstanding exposed coastal reefs and
beaches. Paua population is unique and worthy of protection. Would be a significant
asset on the doorstep of Dunedin for the benefit of of current and future residents
and visitors alike.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: Strongly support the concept of exclusion of commercial harvesting
and reduced bag limits in areas the limited areas of high recreational fishing
pressure, especially when adjacent to fully protected are such as option I.
",

K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: Too small to have a significant affect outside of its own boundaries

but still worthwhile as a showcase of the regenerative capacity of MPA's that is a
discrete area relatively accessible to a significant population.
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Estuaries are much underrepresented in MPA nationwide and any
opportunity offer them protection is welcomed. I am particularly interested in the
approach of limiting harvesting to low impact more manual methods. I believe this
is a good compromise between the lock it up in a glass case approach and the
maximum harvest of a limited number of commercial species with no regard to
systematic and ecological impacts.
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: Unique geological formations give this site high value whilst forming
a link in a chain of MPA's both estuarine- deep water and along SE MPA zone. I
approve of the variety of protection and harvesting offered by the combination of
options L,M,N.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: Unique geological formations give this site high value whilst forming
a link in a chain of MPA's both estuarine- deep water and along SE MPA zone. I
approve of the variety of protection and harvesting offered by the combination of
options L,M,N.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: Important to have a reasonable size MPA on the Catlins coast as this
is an outstanding region.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: minimal impact on human activities and benefits to wildlife and
coastal marine area generally.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: linkage between forest and sea, importance of having estuary's
represent in MPA network due to their ecological importance.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: Estuaries are much underrepresented in MPA nationwide and any
opportunity offer them protection is welcomed. I am particularly interested in the
approach of limiting harvesting to low impact more manual methods. I believe this
is a good compromise between the lock it up in a glass case approach and the
maximum harvest of a limited number of commercial species with no regard to
systematic and ecological impacts.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: Estuaries are much underrepresented in MPA nationwide and any
opportunity offer them protection is welcomed. I am particularly interested in the
approach of limiting harvesting to low impact more manual methods. I believe this
is a good compromise between the lock it up in a glass case approach and the
maximum harvest of a limited number of commercial species with no regard to
systematic and ecological impacts.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Strongly support the concept of MPA's been used to protect key
ecological systems that have impacts beyond their size and location, Kelp forests
fit this bill. The focus should be on protecting processes and systems more than
locations. By placing broad protection on a habitat type, such as Macrocystis beds,
that play key roles as environmental modifiers,primary producers and nursery
grounds that future of the whole coastal area is enhanced."
Creating a Network: [“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments:
General Comments:
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Name: Katrina Trezise,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“I”,”J”,”K”,”M”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: I oppose the Harakeke point and White island because i feel this area

is not accessible due to the strong surf, the fish life is still great but i do
believe that by dropping the fish limits would be more beneficial than turning this
area into receive!",
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: I oppose the White island and Waldronville because i feel this area
is not accessible due to the strong surf, the fish life is still great but i do
believe that by dropping the fish limits would be more beneficial than turning this
area into receive",
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: I oppose the Green Island because i feel this area is not accessible
due to the strong surf, the fish life is still great but i do believe that by
dropping the fish limits would be more beneficial than turning this area into
receive",
L - Selection: oppose,
L - Comments: I oppose the Akatore because i feel that for there is not meany
places people are able go to get to get a feed of fish for there family's this area
is not always very accessible due to due to the strong surf, the fish life is
still great but i do believe that by dropping the fish limits would be more
beneficial than turning this area into receive.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: I oppose the Akatore costal because i feel this area is not
accessible due to the strong surf, the fish life is still great but i do believe
that by dropping the fish limits would be more beneficial than turning this area
into receive.
N
N
O
O
P
P
Q
Q
R

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:

R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I do not wont these areas to be turned into a reserve because

this affects the greater community this will crumble family's because they will no
longer be able to go out and enjoy going out and getting a feed therefor family,
commercial fishamen will also need to trveil further afield to get fish so pries in
sops ill go up and family's will stop buying fish and the fish shops will suffer
and the fishing supply shops will no long get the business so in fact the bigger
pitcher is everyone will suffer from this being turned into reserve please let our
futer children Lerne the joy of going fish and have there fathers, mothers
grandparents enjoy that with them, for small boats there is no wear to for and if
you do turn this into a reserve then in affect this could people lives at risk
because people will have to travel further to get a feed and we all know how quick
the weather can change!",
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Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Tourism”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
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,
Telephone:
,
OIA: [“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: Because of the variation of marine animals life stages, they

require many diverse areas in which to maintain and prosper. For this reason, the
areas that have been specified need to be preserved and a range of habitats need to
be protected to ensure the long term survival of many species.
This would protect not only commercial fish species, but also the other animal
wildlife, such as yellow eyed penguins, dolphins, sharks, seabirds (and the list
goes on and on) which depend on these fish species for their own survival.
","
General Comments: My understanding is that internationally there is a call to
protect 30% of the sea by the year 2030. As this proposal only allows for 5.6%
protection (maximum), we remain far off this goal which is not far into the future.

Although this proposal far undersells the future goals, it is a start and one in
which NZ can move forward and show international leadership to protect the unique
ecosystems off our coast starting in the South East. However, the proposed size of
these areas is too small and more consideration needs to be made in extending these
reserves in order for this leading role to be meaningful.
The other important reason for providing marine reserves is to ensure the
sustainability of the fishing industry, both recreationally and commercially. If
we want to continue to enjoy what the sea has to offer, we need to ensure we are
treating it with the respect that it needs in order to survive. This means that
sacrifices need to be made by not only the recreational fishers but also the
commercial fisheries. Placing certain restrictions on how fishing happens by both
these users will allow for improved sustainability.
I guess what we need to consider is what we will lose if we don't stop and make
these changes now!
",
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Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
,
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“F”,”I”,”M”,”N”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: changes,
B - Comments: I support the solid red lined area not the dashed redline extension

because the supported area is a kelp bed that will support marine life and provide
a good breeding ground.
,
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: I oppose this area because it supports the livelihood of fisherman.
It could become a safety issue forcing fishermen to work longer hours using more
fuel adding costs to the fishing industry.
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: Please see General Comments,
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: Please see General Comments.
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: Please see General Comments..
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Please see General Comments.
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“B”,”D”,”G”,”H”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: The four areas that I oppose as marine reserves would if chosen

as reserves have a serious implication on the fishing industry. It would force

fishing boats to fishing unfamiliar areas. It could affect the income of an
industry already under pressure. Crews would have to work longer hours,traveling
further creating health and safety issues. By forcing boats out of some areas,
would be put pressure on other areas. In the case of M the chance to gather seafood
from the shore is ingrained in New Zealand culture.To be denigned this goes against
a tradition going back centuries. I believe the process and decision making is
rushed. If you want to protect the great areas surrounding our coast we should be
investigating what is leaching into our waterways and floating down our rivers.
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This part of the nz coast dose not have a problem to fix with marine reservies",
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Name: Neville Miller,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Aquaculture”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”T”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: All comments in comments section,
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: All comments in comments section,
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: All comments in comments section,
E - Selection: changes,
E - Comments: All comments in comments section,
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: All comments in comments section,
G - Selection: changes,
G - Comments: All comments in comments section,
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: All comments in comments section,
I - Selection: changes,
I - Comments: All comments in comments section,
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: All comments in comments section,
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: All comments in comments section,
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection: oppose,
T - Comments: All comments in comments section,
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Please note my submission. I wish the forum well on the task

ahead.
As a recreational fisherman, diver and environmentalist I have over 40 years of
experience in the coastal Otago environment. I believe I have the right to harvest
from the sea to sustain myself and my family, I do not believe I have the right to
remove more from the sea than I need to do this. I therefore support the formation
of marine reserves with the following provisos;
1.
They are properly funded
2.
They are properly policed and enforced
3.
They have good management plans allowing for the management of biodiversity

4.
They have good management plans that capture the desires of the local peoples
and do not allow for political interference
5.
They are nationally important or distinctive areas that will not affect other
coastal areas by displacement
6.
They are inclusive and allow for apex predators at times when abundance
allows or management requires
7.
They have good access and are safe for users
8.
They are not promoted as tourist attractions allowing for payments of any
kind
9.
They are relatively small in area but significant in terms of biodiversity
10.
They are important areas for local peoples and their rights need to be
protected with inclusion in any management group and a small harvesting permit
system when abundance allows.
11.
Protection of the Reserve marine area from other factors effecting
biodiversity needs to be managed. Not all depletion of biodiversity in marine areas
is caused by fishing, fishing only removes a small percentage of the areas species,
pollution, siltation and species imbalance can cause significant damage to a marine
areas
12.
They allow development for the improvement of biodiversity, for example
artificial reefs or wreck sinking
13.
Areas are not locked up to fulfil a scientific purpose only. Reserves are a
benefit to science not the other way around
My notes above are based on my experience in the New Zealand National park
framework. No one can question the importance of these parks being locked up to
protect significant landscape areas but in terms of protecting biodiversity they
have been a disaster. Not one National park in New Zealand has improved its
biodiversity compared to when it was invested as a National park. This has been
caused by poor funding, bad decisions by politicians and infestations of pests and
diseases. This is my fear with Marine Reserves; large areas are locked up with no
improvement in biodiversity over the years. Management needs to take in the removal
of pests and the control of diseases if required. Increases in abundance of some
species may not necessarily improve biodiversity.
As you can see it would be hard to implement a full marine reserve if I had the
choice but the issues I raised need to be looked at by the forum, it is too easy to
just lock up areas and hope things will improve. Choices you make today will affect
other areas putting more pressure on the biodiversity and reducing abundance in
those areas. It is pointless recommending marine protection unless there is full
binding commitment by Government to fully fund and protect the areas vested as a
reserve. Fisheries management is a far better option for me and can provide the
fisheries protection of a marine reserve however the other effects on biodiversity
will be harder to manage.
As all New Zealanders have in effect an ownership of the oceans out to the 12 mile
limit it is possible to under current legislation to look at Fisheries management
as a whole. What fish and areas are important to the industry what are important
species and areas for the recreational fisherman and what is important for other
species to thrive. Catch limits and fishing areas need to be set to help increase
abundance and keep fish in the ocean longer. Fishing methods need to be looked at
and improved by commercial operators to increase the return to the fisherman and
reduce bycatch.
Returns to commercial fishermen need to be improved as returns
are currently too low. Increase the value of the fish it may be possible to reduce
quotas and pressure on the fishery similar to the Crayfish fishery.
As a recreational fisherman I believe catch bag limits are too high and as such I
never attempt to catch my bag limit. Bag limits need to be looked at and set by
consultation. Bag limits proposed as example in the consultation document for type
2 areas are too low and need to be a fair reflection of the average need to feed
family, friends and neighbours. No allowance for the freezer should be allowed for.
This for Southern fishermen will have a significant effect on us due to weather
conditions limiting time available on the water. The weather influence is
significant and as such has had a protecting effect on particularly the south coast
fishery.
Charter operators need to have lower catch limits imposed and a 5 mile exclusion
zone imposed as currently they are depleting inshore stocks.

I particularly like the look of your type 2 areas as long as bag limits are set to
the benefit of all. It is possible to recover fish stocks through less commercial
pressure and sensible bag limits for example Groper, once hard to catch inshore now
it is possible to see them in less than 12 metres of water. I would also put
Crayfish in the same bracket. When I first started diving it was hard to find small
or any crayfish now it is possible to see hundreds in a single dive.
Thank you for reading this and I hope I have helped with your decision I will now
comment on individual areas you propose that I can comment on. Some I have not
fished before so I will not comment on those areas.
A.
No Comment
B.
Support
C.
Support
D.
Support, nice area but it does have poor access. In the past I have fished
this area frequently and would support both options extending the area to sea.
E.
In your consultation document options E – H are confusing. This is an area
that is special to me and I try to get out there as often as possible however this
would only extend to about 6 visits a year due to timing issues and weather. I do
not support any Type 1 Marine reserves over the Saunders Canyon area; however I
would support a Type 2 area as shown in diagram E as long as catch limits are fully
consulted on. My main reason for not supporting a type 1 over any of this area is
that I believe you will get a far better protection in a type 2 over a much larger
area. Without fisherman going out to these areas no one would ever see these
amazing areas of ocean. The other main reason for not supporting the Type 1 over
the Saunders canyon is due to safety, you are a lot more exposed for longer to both
the South West wind and the North East wind when crossing the Southland current if
going to Papanui Canyon. A strong North East wind against the current can be a
hair-raising experience. This I believe will cost life if smaller boats like mine
try to access that area for fishing regularly. It would also be good to remove
squid fishing from these areas as it is an important food source for most marine
life off the Otago coast. Very few local fisherman fish for squid.
F.
Do not support
G.
Support but would prefer extended type 2 over full area as described above.
H.
Do not support
I.
Do not support. This area is attached to the main area I fish and dive in. I
would prefer a Type 2 over this area all the way to Green Island. This area
effectively removes the only boat access to the South Coast. Landing fish in a
marine reserve is not a good look. Launching at Tomahawk and St Clair if reinstated
will remove a lot of people’s access to these areas. It will increase the danger
and time exposed to the South Coast if steaming from North or South is required.
The area has relatively poor access is exposed to the Southern ocean and its
protecting influence. In my opinion it has the best protected fishery on the East
Coast of the South Island. Groper are making a great comeback and it has in your
words the best in tacked Paua population in New Zealand. The lack of Commercial
fishing pressure (now been spotted fishing this area) along with the continued
exposure to the south have helped this area sustain this population. These Paua
beds are very important and protected by local recreational fisherman loosing
access to these beds would put greater pressure on better beds to the South.
J.
Support Type 2. Consultation on bag limits will be required before full
support would be given.
K.
Support. As per my opening conditions. This is an area of National importance
it has excellent diving perhaps the best on the east coast of the South Island and
at times would rate with the best in New Zealand. I fish here often but only to
take a couple of fish home. I do not along with other fisherman go there for the
purpose of fishing so closing this area in my view would not displace fishing
effort. I would not support this reserve being put in place for the purpose of
tourism; it would be very hard to make tourism viable on the south coast.
I would
support a Type 2 extended further to the South to the Round House reef to enhance
the inshore fishery.
L.
Areas L – S. No Comment
T.
I do not support. To me protecting against something that does not happen is
pointless. If
the government wishes to stop this then simply buy back the
quota. However some science around this needs to be carried out, as one who dives
frequently in Kelp forests I have frequently witnessed the boom and bust of the

Kelp forest. In terms of the biodiversity attracted to the forests these bust
cycles must be devastating. Generally you get a massive growth cycle when the kelp
is growing to the surface, these times there is a lot of light other kelps and
weeds flourish along with fish life. Then you get to the stage when the kelp
reaches the surface spreads out gaining surface bulk cutting light levels
restricting new kelp from growing, other weeds and kelps die out and fish life
reduces. Storms then remove all the moribund kelp and there is complete
devastation, in fact due to siltation it is rarely worth diving until new kelp
starts to grow again. Sometimes this can be up to a year before the reef starts to
set up new kelp. I always wondered if some mechanical harvesting of some of the
moribund kelp would allow new kelps to flourish quicker and reduce the boom and
bust cycle we often see on the Otago coast.
I would like to make a request for the forum to look at another area for possible
inclusion in a Type 2 zone. That being from the rock walls on the NW side of Otago
harbour from in front of the old Pilots houses to the Mouth of the Blueskin
estuary, taking in the Mole, Aramoana surf break, Harrington point, Long Beach,
Murdering Beach Purakanui and the old pa headland. If taken out to sea in some
parts it could possibly allow for a diving site to be established on the outside
edge using wrecks or artificial reef.
These sites provide excellent shallow water diving and snorkelling, are protected
to the south and provide excellent visibility for most wind directions except from
the Eastern quarter when the south coast opens up. This area would not affect
fishing as very little fishing is carried out apart from some spear fishing,
shellfish gathering and rock fishing. Some commercial fishing is carried out but
this could continue under a type 2 area with restrictions. This area has some
wonderful diving at an entry level; it is also very safe unless a large swell are
in play.
Shellfish harvesting could still take place at a reduced level along the
coast.
I have taken overseas travellers to these sites due to weather constraints and they
have raved about these shallow dives. Food for thought.
","
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Boundary Changes:
Upload

To us it appears someone has just chucked this area in to make up a quota due to it
being a quieter out of the way corner which is why we love it.
This smacks of a non local with no skin in game, pointing a finger at a map and
trying to make it fit a set of parameters that will partially or worse affect the
actual people who use and care for it.
Hand on heart of all the things you are saying most of these you want to protect it
from I have never seen occurring so feel your research is flawed.
I have yet to see wholesale dredging, commercial fishing, major bottom disturbance,
or other nasty's.
This point was driven home in Saturday the 17ths Southland Times when in going on
about its support of the proposal, our local environment council admitted it had no
idea if any such commercial activities occurred there. Which makes me query their
understanding of the existing use and nature of this estuary.
We also disagree with this proposal on the basis of affecting our ability to able
to get a local accessible feed. We regularly drag a flounder net, whitebait, and
eel in the estuary and have noted no great decline in stocks.
We certainly do not do it commercially and think its important to show our kids a
healthy alternative to getting a tasty hands on natural and safe feed other than
going through the drive through at Mac'ers.
To us this is a critical part of our kiwi culture and lifestyle and want to make
sure it is passed on to my children and their children.
The joy and great family time we get when undergoing these sort of activities is
priceless and if you restrict this our lives will be much poorer for it.
Unfortunately places where Southlanders can access this sort of traditional kiwi
way of life are getting fewer and fewer as Doc and other organisations place
restrictions on what and where you can be free.
I also know these proposals are widely disliked by a lot of other locals in the
district.
Which brings up another point that that we disagree with. Part of your overall
rhetoric talks of improving things for tourism's sake. This we strongly disagree
with. It is us that pay the taxes and us that live in and regularly use these
spaces. So it should be our interests that are put first. If they want to enjoy it
as we do they are more than welcome along as they abide by our rules.
Things shouldn't be changed with this as a driver, surely part of the appeal is
interacting with Kiwis as the go about their daily lives.
We also noted the mention of birds , firstly other than duck shooting none of our
current activities have any real effect on them. Although I would like it noted
that the biggest population and diversity appear in the upper estuary. Which as it
is mainly mud is not really used much by anyone anyway.
As the lower estuary is heavily influenced by strong tidal flows and wave surge
when the sea is stormy, the bottom and channels are always moving. This limits any
effects that it possibly has when disturbed by humans. I.e. dragging a flounder
net or scratching for cockles. The natural erosion of banks and the sand spit in
the last 10 years have had a lot more dramatic effect on the landscape and
environment.
One alternative proposal we would be happier with is create the reserve from the
narrow section separating the upper and lower estuaries. That way the section that
is more heavily used now would still be available for traditional use and the
breading grounds above would be left protected which would be a win win for
everyone.
We do agree however that commercial harvesting or mining of any sort has no place
in the Haldane estuary.
One other thing we would like to see you do that would tangibly improve the estuary
is see a major drive to remove all the broken glass which is currently wide spread
over a lot of the areas accessed by tourists. Plus stop then crapping in the scrub
and leaving a trail of turds and loo paper lying round.

I thank you for taking the time to consider our submission seriously. Please
remember what you decide on this site affects our family directly.
We actually live there gather food, play and care for this place, so implore you
not to destroy our slice of paradise by misguided over regulation.
Remember what is most important, Its our People, Its our People, Its our People!!!
Please feel free to get in contact if you need any further information or advice.
Regards
Richard Osborn
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Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“I”,”J”,”K”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: I support Option 2 to include Tow Rock. I think it would be wonderful

to have an easily accessible marine reserve so close to Dunedin city with the high
diversity of habitats in the area. I am more than happy to give up taking the odd
paua and fishing in this area to protect it for future generations, scientific
study and improving ecosystems and biodiversity of species. If the Type 1 MPA
doesn't go ahead I would also support establishing the whole coastal area from
Harakeke Point to Green Island as a Type 2 MPA with restrictions mainly on
commercial fishing and recreational bag limits.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: I support this proposal as I believe there will be a detrimental
effect on this area from displaced recreational and commercial fishing if type 1
marine reserves over area I and K go ahead. Happy with the idea of no commercial
fishing and a reduction in recreational fishing bag limits. Nice that there is
still somewhere for recreational fishers to go close to the city but in order to
protect areas I think its reasonable to reduce recreational bag limits.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: I support this proposal to be a Type 1 MPA. I think it would improve
the area for diving and its close and accessible to the city.
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Network Comments: I support all of the proposed areas and think the set up of MPAs
is a step in the right direction to decrease human's negative influence through
recreational and commercial fishing on biodiversity, habitats and ecosystems.
General Comments:
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A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: changes,"
B - Comments: This area should definitely be part of the MPA network. But it needs

to be extended and complemented with a marine protected area with various fisheries
restrictions out to 12nm and further up north for a meaningful protection of key
species of seabirds, including the Yellow-eyed penguin. There are registers showing
that this species is part of the bycatch of the fishing operations taking place
north of the Waitaki river mouth. Despite low observer coverage at least another 2
Yellow-eyeds were caught north of the river mouth this year, supporting the need to
extend the proposed area further to the north of the river, and suggesting that a
more robust and systematic on board observer program will likely show the real
impact magnitude.
Even though the exclusion of the river mouth from the reserve proposals is intended
to ensure that traditional fishery can continue unaffected, there might be options
to improve practices or modify fishing gears to minimize mortality of seabirds
during operations in the area located between the coast and the proposed MPA. For
example an option is to implement a temporal and/or spatial zoning scheme to
improve fisheries management. To do so, there should also be further studies to
assess the magnitude and nature of fisheries interaction with wildlife.
Given that there is already a ban on set netting out to 4nm and that this proposed
areas extend up to 1.5nm offshore, the proposed area should be extended further
offshore, ideally up to 12 nm, which lies within the Forum´s jurisdiction. Past
experiences with MPAs, and with seabirds in particular showed that the MPAs failed
to meet their goals because the size was inappropriate or insufficient to be able
to protect the resources adequately.
",
C - Selection: changes,"
C - Comments: It looks like Waitaki type 2 offers little additional protection due
to the reduced surface to be added.
My comments related to Waitaki Type B apply here as well, particularly in relation
to the need to expand the protected surface further offshore and north. Given the
uncertainty about the actual
Impacts a precautionary approach is highly recommended to justify the expansion of
this area. It would be very important to implement an adaptive management with a
monitoring progamme with key indicators.
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Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,"
Comments: It is clear that both canyons are key biodiversity areas that need

protection. I do not agree in that the Papanui Canyon should be protected rather
than Saunders Canyon on the base that it would have the least impact on commercial
and recreational fishers.
Given the sensitivity of the bryozoan beds and both canyons, I support Alternative
1 over 2, since Alternative 1 protects a larger area of the bryozoan beds than
Alternative 2, and also includes part of

the plateau between the canyons. In brief Alternative 1 offers a more comprehensive
level of protection, as stated in the proposal. However I still think that both
options sacrifice one of the canyons, I think there might be an intermediate option
where you can designate the large MPA of Alternative 1 and still provide a higher
level of protection for both canyons, and not leave one of them unprotected.
In addition, I would strongly suggest to extend the protection to the coastline to
include a very important feeding areas for seabirds, including key marine areas
adjacent to breeding areas of the yellow-eyed penguin, which an emblematic species
and a highlight of the ecotourism industry in New Zealand.
I understand Alternative 2 includes a trawl/dredge ban over an area where there is
an existing voluntary trawl ban anyway and a smaller marine reserve, so I would not
go for this alternative as it is.
",
F - Selection: changes,"
F - Comments: It is clear that both canyons are key biodiversity areas that need
protection. I do not agree in that the Papanui Canyon should be protected rather
than Saunders Canyon on the base that it would have the least impact on commercial
and recreational fishers.
Given the sensitivity of the bryozoan beds and both canyons, I support Alternative
1 over 2, since Alternative 1 protects a larger area of the bryozoan beds than
Alternative 2, and also includes part of
the plateau between the canyons. In brief Alternative 1 offers a more comprehensive
level of protection, as stated in the proposal. However I still think that both
options sacrifice one of the canyons, I think there might be an intermediate option
where you can designate the large MPA of Alternative 1 and still provide a higher
level of protection for both canyons, and not leave one of them unprotected.
In addition, I would strongly suggest to extend the protection to the coastline to
include a very important feeding areas for seabirds, including key marine areas
adjacent to breeding areas of the yellow-eyed penguin, which an emblematic species
and a highlight of the ecotourism industry in New Zealand.
I understand Alternative 2 includes a trawl/dredge ban over an area where there is
an existing voluntary trawl ban anyway and a smaller marine reserve, so I would not
go for this alternative as it is.
",
G - Selection: changes,"
G - Comments: It is clear that both canyons are key biodiversity areas that need
protection. I do not agree in that the Papanui Canyon should be protected rather
than Saunders Canyon on the base that it would have the least impact on commercial
and recreational fishers.
Given the sensitivity of the bryozoan beds and both canyons, I support Alternative
1 over 2, since Alternative 1 protects a larger area of the bryozoan beds than
Alternative 2, and also includes part of
the plateau between the canyons. In brief Alternative 1 offers a more comprehensive
level of protection, as stated in the proposal. However I still think that both
options sacrifice one of the canyons, I think there might be an intermediate option
where you can designate the large MPA of Alternative 1 and still provide a higher
level of protection for both canyons, and not leave one of them unprotected.
In addition, I would strongly suggest to extend the protection to the coastline to
include a very important feeding areas for seabirds, including key marine areas
adjacent to breeding areas of the yellow-eyed penguin, which an emblematic species
and a highlight of the ecotourism industry in New Zealand.
I understand Alternative 2 includes a trawl/dredge ban over an area where there is
an existing voluntary trawl ban anyway and a smaller marine reserve, so I would not
go for this alternative as it is.
",
H - Selection: changes,"
H - Comments: It is clear that both canyons are key biodiversity areas that need
protection. I do not agree in that the Papanui Canyon should be protected rather
than Saunders Canyon on the base that it would have the least impact on commercial
and recreational fishers.
Given the sensitivity of the bryozoan beds and both canyons, I support Alternative
1 over 2, since Alternative 1 protects a larger area of the bryozoan beds than
Alternative 2, and also includes part of
the plateau between the canyons. In brief Alternative 1 offers a more comprehensive

level of protection, as stated in the proposal. However I still think that both
options sacrifice one of the canyons, I think there might be an intermediate option
where you can designate the large MPA of Alternative 1 and still provide a higher
level of protection for both canyons, and not leave one of them unprotected.
In addition, I would strongly suggest to extend the protection to the coastline to
include a very important feeding areas for seabirds, including key marine areas
adjacent to breeding areas of the yellow-eyed penguin, which an emblematic species
and a highlight of the ecotourism industry in New Zealand.
I understand Alternative 2 includes a trawl/dredge ban over an area where there is
an existing voluntary trawl ban anyway and a smaller marine reserve, so I would not
go for this alternative as it is.
",
I - Selection: changes,"
I - Comments: Although there is a wide variety of habitats included on these
proposals, a key fact is that they are affected in different ways by the Dunedin
City sewage plume. As stated in the document one goal is to protect important
feeding habitat for seabirds including the yellow eyed and the blue penguins,
however, to provided an effective management and protection the areas should be
extended further offshore, ideally to include the Forum’s jurisdictional area up to
12 nm.
J - Selection: changes,"
J - Comments: Although there is a wide variety of habitats included on these
proposals, a key fact is that they are affected in different ways by the Dunedin
City sewage plume. As stated in the document one goal is to protect important
feeding habitat for seabirds including the yellow eyed and the blue penguins,
however, to provided an effective management and protection the areas should be
extended further offshore, ideally to include the Forum’s jurisdictional area up to
12 nm.
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Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,"
Comments: I strongly support these areas going forward as a part of the south-

east marine protected areas network. They are both important for all the reasons
clearly stated in the consultation document. Ideally the Type 1 area should be
extended towards Nugget point so it can match the offshore Long Point proposal. As
explained in the document, there are reasons for not including the Nuggets but at
least the inshore area should include the Cannibal Bay.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: I strongly support these areas going forward as a part of the southeast marine protected areas network. They are both important for all the reasons
clearly stated in the consultation document. Ideally the Type 1 area should be
extended towards Nugget point so it can match the offshore Long Point proposal. As
explained in the document, there are reasons for not including the Nuggets but at
least the inshore area should include the Cannibal Bay.
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“B”,”C”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”N”,”O”,”P”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: I want to congratulate the government of New Zealand for the

decision to create this network of MPAs in the South East coast, which has many
natural and cultural resources of global importance. I also want to thank for the
opportunity to provide feedback in this public consultation process. I want to
deeply congratulate the Forum for the quality of the documents elaborated and for

the useful tools developed to facilitate the process.
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L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Oppose as adverse effect to recreation fishermen ,
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Oppose because adverse effect to recreational fishermen ,
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: Everyone that this may effect needs to be consulted with,
General Comments:
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A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: changes,"
I - Comments: I dive and fish from a kayak which I launch at either tomahawk or

saint clair beach.
The area that I fish exstends harareke point through to black head
This area is my go to for Paua and crayfish.
I oppose the no take for recreational fishing in this area.
I support the no take for commercial fishing in this area.
I support a drop in the limit to 15 Finfish, 5 paua, 2 crays, in this area.
J - Selection: changes,"
J - Comments: I dive and fish from a kayak which I launch at either tomahawk or
saint clair beach.
The area that I fish exstends harareke point through to black head
This area is my go to for blue cod
I support the no take for commercial fishing in this area.
I support a drop in the limit to 15 Finfish, 5 paua, 2 crays, in this area.
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:

Network Comments:
General Comments: I use a kayak as my preferred platform for harvesting seafood.

The purpose of gathering kaimoana is to provide my family with food.
One of the reasons I use a kayak is the minimal impact it has on the environment no fossil fuel used, no admissions of pollutants into the environment. This
philosophy is exstended to my vehicle - my travel times from my home address to
place of launch is about 10 mins.
The flip side of the coin is that to fish safely I need to choose my days carefully
as the kayak is more susceptible to adverse conditions than larger boats.
Generally, between weather conditions and commitments including work and family, I
have a small window of opportunity to fish - normally a couple of hours.
This prohibits me from traveling further afield to other sites for Paua and Crays
and curtails the distance I can paddle to dive / fishing locations
At the moment I harvest a self imposed limit of 15 cod which I freeze. This enables
my family to enjoy a dinner of fish once a week.
Dropping the limit to five fish would not afford us with this luxury (unless I took
greater risks by going out in marginal conditions- not going to happen)
I understand it is important to preserve our resources for the future generations,
but believe it is important to have balance so that the same future generations (ie
my children and their children to come) can enjoy the fish practises that I
employ.
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A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
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C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: changes,"
O - Comments: I don't support this area being a Type 1 MPA. reason for this is that

it is one of the main areas in The Catlins for recreational fishing. The area tends
to look after itself. The weather and sea conditions limit the number of days that
people can safely fish in the area.
I would like to see this area as a Type 2 MPA, with conditions to stop commercial
fishing. This would help protect the Yellow Eyed Penguins and other sea birds
habitat.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: I'm in favor of this Type 2 MPA in The Catlins. It is a large area,
but sometimes large area are needed to make an impact on biodiversity. As it would
be an area from the coast out to the 12 nautical mile limit, it could be a safer
area for the Yellow Eyed Penguins and other sea birds and marine mammals that
frequent this area.
Q - Selection: changes,"
Q - Comments: This is one of The Catlins natural estuaries that deserves some type
of protection.
Would prefer a Type 2 MPA with special conditions put in place to protect the
whitebait breeding area and salt marsh areas. Also with similar conditions to other
Type 2 MPA estuaries in The Catlins.
I support this area in a proposed network of MPA in South East Marine area.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: Out of all the estuaries this is the area I would most like to see
protected in a Type 2 MPA.

It is a natural estuary surrounded by Native Forests and wetlands, and without farm
or other development run off into the area.
Type 2 MPA would provide adequate protection for this Whitebait and Flounder
habitat. It is also used by a lot of different species of birds including the
fernbird.
I support this area in a proposed network of MPA in the South East Marine area.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: I support a Type 2 MPA in the Haldane Estuary.
I would like all commercial activity - fishing, eeling etc to be controlled in the
estuary, but still allow for recreational fishing/use.
The Haldane Estuary supports a lot of bird life and protecting the area would help
to keep their food source intact.
I support this area in a proposed network of MPA in the South East Marine area.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: I don't know a lot about the Kelp Forests other than it is a habitat
for many marine species, so needs some type of protection.
i support some harvesting of kelp but only if it is sustainable."
Creating a Network: [“P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,
Network Comments: I agree with the proposal to create a network of MPA along the
South East Coast of New Zealand.
I would support a network of MPA along The Catlins Coast. Would like to see the 3
estuaries (Tahakopa, Tautuku & Haldane) included in this, but all as Type 2 MPA.
I think Long Point could also be included. This is for all of the Long Point area
in a Type 2 MPA.
I would have included The Nuggets if it had been included as a MPA for
consultation.
I have not included the sites outside The Catlins as I don't know enough about
these areas."
General Comments: 1.Marine protection in The Catlins.
Support Type 2 protection of the Tahakopa, Tautuku & Haldane Estuaries. Estuaries
in The Catlins are important to protect as most drain primarily native bush
catchments. They are less modified and more in their natural state than many
others.They are worth protecting as a Type 2 MPA.
2. Reasons for MPA Type 2 only in The Catlins
This is to support the local communities by not taking away their rights to
recreational fishing in their local area. The nature of the weather and seas in The
Catlins lends itself to self preservation. Recreational fishing is limited by sea
conditions. Locals need to continue to access Kai moana in this coastal area.
3. Thoughts.
I think trying to establish a lot (18) MPA (different areas & types) in at one time
is a massive task. Just a few areas of protection for a start, then build up
gradually (over 5-10yr period) to establish more MPA would have been ideal. It
would give local communities more time to understand and appreciate what MPA are
about. People are not looking at the overall picture - they only see their
'fishing' area being taken away from them.
I definitely support MPA along the South East Coast. For our future generations and
our marine species survival we need marine areas to be protected.
Like to thank you for putting such a comprehensive Pubilc Consultation Document
together. Myself and as I'm sure many other people will have gain a lot of
knowledge about the marine area on the South East Coast of New Zealand.
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[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: This is a well known area for Hector's dolphins,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Both Areas B & C are important habitats for foraging of seabirds
including penguins and marine mammals such as the Hectors dolphin. However the area
should be extended out to 12nm,
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: See Area B explanation,
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: This area should be extended out to 12nm to include foraging areas of
yellow-eyed penguins.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: This option provides the best representation of the range of bryozoan
species and associated faunal communities.
F - Selection: support,
F
G
G
H
H
I
I

-

Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: This area includes Boulder Beach, the largest yellow-eyed penguin

breeding area on the Otago Peninsula. The area needs to be extended to 12nm to take
in the major foraging grounds for penguins, and to ensure the penguins are
protected from bycatch risk and food competition.
J - Selection: support,
J
K
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L
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M
M
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O
O

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: This includes a yellow-eyed penguin breeding area,
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Support, with a further extension to 12 nm to better represent

yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. Areas O and P are the only two sites
proposed for the Catlins area.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the current set net
prohibition.
Q - Selection: support,
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Kelp forests provide habitat for numerous fish and invertebrate

species. This habitat needs to be better represented within marine reserves in the
proposal."
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: The Forum has developed 20 sites for potential protection, with a

mere 5.3% of the marine space proposed for Type 1, or no-take marine reserves.
Scientific consensus recommends that at least 30% of our seas be protected in order
to allow species and habitats to recover and thrive.
I support the implementation of the full extent of marine reserves and marine
protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine Protection Forum.
There are currently no reserves in the South Canterbury, Otago and Southland
regions. I believe a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential
to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will
provide species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole.
This region is home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine animals,
including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and
various species of albatross. Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet
currently the proposal does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats. The
network of protected areas must include enough no-take reserves that are big enough
to provide a meaningful haven and maintain full ecosystem functions.
",
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Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I am concerned that this entire process is based on little or no

science. Interest groups have tried to support their wishes with so called
“experts” who have been proved incorrect a number of times.
The most expert advice we have is from experienced commercial fishermen. They have
spent years fishing these waters, gaining knowledge of fish stocks and the bottom
formation.
They report with the current quota management system, fish stocks are as healthy as
they have been for years and are not in decline.

I am also concerned if the commercial fishermen are closed out of their traditional
fishing areas then they will be forced to fish closer inshore where recreational
fishermen fish.
I am not opposed to recreational fishing reserves but I would like to see some
proper science conducted before this happens. I would also favour having a reserve
in an area which is accessible to divers, such as around the Nuggets.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#699,
5858316469ede8512d2c270f,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 19:13:40 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Ian Sinclair,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: As this area is over half the fishery for recreational fishers that

go out from Tautuku and over the Pounawea bar it will put extreme pressure on
remaining reefs. Also it is the the start of good crayfish habitat going south
there is no other place untill you get south of Tautuku which is a huge distance
from launching from Paunawea safety is a huge issue .I am a member of Marine SAR
and strongly appose this area as it will increase the risks fasing fishers
,
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#700,
5858321469ede8512d2c2710,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 19:16:36 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Matt Craig,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Support,
B -Selection: support,
B
C
C
D
D
E
E
F
F
G
G
H
H
I
I
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: Strongly oppose this idea as this is the main rec fish area where I

spearfish and dive, we are very limited for areas to enjoy the kiwi way.This part
of coast looks after itself.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: works both ways they need to make a living.Would support no trawling
though as I don't think its that good a way of fishing.
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: Great rec spot that I spend time at.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Same again no need.
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Good flounder for rec take leave alone,
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Breeding ground makes sense.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Stay away from long point as that is very important to the locals

here and myself.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#701,
5858347969ede8512d2c2729,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 19:26:49 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Esther Sinclair,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“P”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: the removeing of this area will increase the dangers fishermen face.

I enjoy going out with my husband and children fishing and watching them diving for
crayfish this is the closest good cray diving we have as we launch from New Haven
.Very little thought has gone into this. Pictures of yellow eyed penguins being
protected is nonsense as recreational fishermen and women do not harm them get
real ,
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#702,
585835e169ede8512d2c272c,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 19:32:49 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Ian Rutherford,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”T”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: oppose,
D - Comments: This area is an easily accessible fishing area for small boat owners.

There will be safety concerns if fishers are required to travel further to find
fishing areas. The weather is changeable and fishing close in shore is essential
for safety reasons. The protect and sustain fish stocks the fin fish limits should
be reduced in this area because of it's accessibility.
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: This area (from Cape Saunders to Akatore) to is not easy to access
and the weather limits the amount of fishing activity. This evidenced by the
abundance of good sized fish in the area. The blue cod limit should be reduced to
15 - 20 fish as this is the most targeted species and the current limit is
unacceptable to most recreational fishers. The lack of launching facilities in the
area limits the number and size of recreational fishing boats using the area.
Closing this area off will force fishers to take risks to reach other fishing
grounds. I look to the ministry of fisheries to control the commercial operators in
this area and ensure sustainability of their catch.
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: This area (from Cape Saunders to Akatore) to is not easy to access
and the weather limits the amount of fishing activity. This evidenced by the
abundance of good sized fish in the area. The blue cod limit should be reduced to
15 - 20 fish as this is the most targeted species and the current limit is
unacceptable to most recreational fishers. The lack of launching facilities in the
area limits the number and size of recreational fishing boats using the area.
Closing this area off will force fishers to take risks to reach other fishing
grounds. I look to the ministry of fisheries to control the commercial operators in
this area and ensure sustainability of their catch.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: This area (from Cape Saunders to Akatore) to is not easy to access
and the weather limits the amount of fishing activity. This evidenced by the
abundance of good sized fish in the area. The blue cod limit should be reduced to
15 - 20 fish as this is the most targeted species and the current limit is
unacceptable to most recreational fishers. The lack of launching facilities in the
area limits the number and size of recreational fishing boats using the area.
Closing this area off will force fishers to take risks to reach other fishing
grounds. I look to the ministry of fisheries to control the commercial operators in
this area and ensure sustainability of their catch.
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: This area (from Cape Saunders to Akatore) to is not easy to access
and the weather limits the amount of fishing activity. This evidenced by the
abundance of good sized fish in the area. The blue cod limit should be reduced to
15 - 20 fish as this is the most targeted species and the current limit is
unacceptable to most recreational fishers. The lack of launching facilities in the
area limits the number and size of recreational fishing boats using the area.

Closing this area off will force fishers to take risks to reach other fishing
grounds. I look to the ministry of fisheries to control the commercial operators in
this area and ensure sustainability of their catch.
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: This area (from Cape Saunders to Akatore) to is not easy to access
and the weather limits the amount of fishing activity. This evidenced by the
abundance of good sized fish in the area. The blue cod limit should be reduced to
15 - 20 fish as this is the most targeted species and the current limit is
unacceptable to most recreational fishers. The lack of launching facilities in the
area limits the number and size of recreational fishing boats using the area.
Closing this area off will force fishers to take risks to reach other fishing
grounds. I look to the ministry of fisheries to control the commercial operators in
this area and ensure sustainability of their catch.
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: This area (from Cape Saunders to Akatore) to is not easy to access
and the weather limits the amount of fishing activity. This evidenced by the
abundance of good sized fish in the area. The blue cod limit should be reduced to
15 - 20 fish as this is the most targeted species and the current limit is
unacceptable to most recreational fishers. The lack of launching facilities in the
area limits the number and size of recreational fishing boats using the area.
Closing this area off will force fishers to take risks to reach other fishing
grounds. I look to the ministry of fisheries to control the commercial operators in
this area and ensure sustainability of their catch.
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: This area (from Cape Saunders to Akatore) to is not easy to access
and the weather limits the amount of fishing activity. This evidenced by the
abundance of good sized fish in the area. The blue cod limit should be reduced to
15 - 20 fish as this is the most targeted species and the current limit is
unacceptable to most recreational fishers. The lack of launching facilities in the
area limits the number and size of recreational fishing boats using the area.
Closing this area off will force fishers to take risks to reach other fishing
grounds. I look to the ministry of fisheries to control the commercial operators in
this area and ensure sustainability of their catch.
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,"
Comments: Please see attached map. The East Coast Taiapure has placed fishing

limits on an area of coastline North of the Dunedin harbour. I believe part of
this area should be closed as a Marine Reserve (no take area). There is ample
evidence of dramatic fish stock decline in the area and numerous incidents of
poaching. If this area where to become a Marine reserve it would be self policing
because of the number of people visiting the area. The area is ideal for school and
university study, with a surf beach, a tidal estuary and a rocky shore. It is
already used frequently by the Otago University and local Dunedin schools. The area
is also easily accessible by the public and I believe access to reserves is
important to maintain and enhance the public knowledge of the New Zealand coastline
and biodiversity. There is tourism potential in this proposal with the Orokonui
Wildlife sanctuary a short distance away and cruise ships visiting Dunedin harbour.
The proposal leaves open the area in the Waikouaiti bay and Karitane Peninsula to
recreational fishers and local Iwi. Designating this area 'NO TAKE' will allow
seeding of the surrounding areas as fish stocks increase, which benefits all who

fish in the area."
Creating a Network: [“T”],
Network Comments: I believe selected areas of the kelp forests along the coast

should become marine reserves. I believe it is important the public can access such
reserves and it allows fish stocks to flourish and increase undisturbed. ,
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Uploads: [http://seasketch-uploads.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/f2d1294c-34d4-4263-

aff8-5b9dc3af80ff/proposed reserve.docx]

Opus ID:

#703,
585835e369ede8512d2c272d,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 19:32:51 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Marine”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA: [“NoName”],”sensitive”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: I support this reserve as it is important to protect spawning habitats
of key species such as elephant and school shark which are key predators within the
surrounding ecosystem. They are also important to both commercial and recreational
fisherman so protecting were they spawn will help increase the numbers. I think
that ll net fishing, commercial long lining and mid water trawling should be banned
as well.
This proposal would not effect me as a recreational fisherman, it would however be
good for scientific study as a marine scientist.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: I support this reserve because it allows an area of gravel habitat
to be protected. It is important to protect different habitats as each habitat has
unique features and biodiversity and this would be beneficial for researching and
compare impacts between the same habitats in unprotected areas. There are not
enough places protecting the foraging habitats of seabirds and I think that this is
important as sea birds are coming under increasing pressure around the country and
the world. So greater protection within there feeding grounds is important.
I think that it would be of benefit to include the extension area of reserve as
this would add an extra area of protection for foraging penguins. Also having more
protected habitat to study is always of benefit to understanding the coastal area.
I will not be effected by this reserve as the recreational fishing I do is around
the river mouth in this area.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: I think that protecting a greater area of foraging habitat for
penguins and dolphins is a good idea, as these species are under threat through
most of there habitat range. Hopefully this will help increase these populations.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I think that protecting a variety of habitats is extremely important.
this reserve would provide protection not only across the coastal habitats but also
estuarine habitats. This would be an important place to study recovery of these
habitats and would help provide a bench mark for assessing unprotected areas. I
would prefer the option 2 with a larger area protected as I think that both
benefits for science in studying a larger protected area and for fishermen with the
spillover of fish would be greater with option 2. Option 2 would also provide for
other unique habitats to be protected which would be beneficial for study and
providing a bench mark for comparing impacted and non impacted sites of the same
habitat.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: I think that it is important to protect key habitats such as bryzoan
reefs as they provide important habitat for a variety of different species. This
reserve would also provide a great opportunity for further research on bryozoan
reefs. Not many reserves provide protection for this type of habitat so I think it
is an important aspect of creating a marine reserve network.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: This sort of reserve would be an amazing opportunity to protect
canyon habitat which is not represented in most protected areas currently. It would
allow for a great area of study to look at recovery after bottom disturbance and

compare it with unprotected areas. The protection of this area would also provide
greater protection for foraging seabirds and whales which are under threat so any
benefit provided to improve the population of these species is important.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: I support alternative 1 over alternative 2 as Alternative 1 provides
greater protection of a larger and more diverse area of habitat which is important
in creating a robust marine reserve network.
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: I support alternative 1 over alternative 2 as Alternative 1 provides
greater protection of a larger and more diverse area of habitat which is important
in creating a robust marine reserve network.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: I think that will be of benefit to protect a large area of rocky
coast habitat. This will allow for research into the recovery of this habitat type
which could inform ways to better manage unprotected areas. It would also allow for
spillover of species to surrounding habitat which could improve recreational
fishing.
It is good to have a network of reserves so protecting this area would help to
benefit research and potentially surrounding recreational areas.
I would loose some of my spearfishing and paua spots if this marine reserve goes
ahead. I think this is worth it for greater protection and potential spill over
effects the reserve would create. My only concern is that the fishing pressure to
other areas such as shag point and Moeraki may cause a large decline in
recreational species within these areas.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: I think this reserve will help with creating a solid network of
reserves along the coast representing different habitats. It will be of benefit for
study and comparing areas with no fishing impact, some fishing impact and all
fishing methods. I support lowering the levels of recreational take and think this
should happen in more places.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: This marine reserve will benefit the seabirds on green island by
protecting some of there foraging space. It will also provide a great dive location
for marine reserve tourism.
I will loose some of my fishing areas but I think that the benefits will flow out
of this reserve to the surrounding waters.
L - Selection: changes,
L - Comments: I support this marine reserve but think that it should be a no take
reserve. There is not enough estuarine habitat protected and I think it would
provide a good way to assess how estuaries respond to no fishing impacts. Also this
would provide a great way to assess the effects from land use and run off without
having to account for fishing impacts in a study.
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: I think it is a great way to link the estuary protection with the
surrounding coastline. This would provide a great study area to research the links
between estuaries and the coastline in a protected area. There is not many places
which this can be done so would provide a great way to understand the connectivity
between these habitats without outside impacts. Also in terms of a marine reserve
network I think it is important to protect a lot of areas down the coast as it will
build the strength of each reserve.
",
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: It is important to protect seabird foraging grounds. A lot of these
bird species are threatened so any protection which can help there population
numbers or reduce causalities through fishing is good.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: I support this reserve as it provides a good place for research and a
bench mark to compare with surrounding areas impacted by fishing. It will further
add to the strength of the marine reserve network.
I will loose some paua and spearfishing spots, however I can't access these often
due to weather so it will not impact me greatly.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: This will provide more protection for foraging seabirds which is
important. It will also provide benthic protection from bottom trawling impacts

which provides a good place for research into recovery of deeper benthic habitats.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: I support this reserve as more estuaries need protection as estuary
protection is lacking in New Zealand.
I would increase the size of this protection and make it a no take reserve. I also
think it is good to protect a variety of habitats.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: This catchment is relatively unmodified so this would provide a great
area to study a more pristine estuary with little fishing impact.
It won't effect me as I only gather cockle by hand from here. ",
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: Protecting the habitat for wading birds is important as a lot of
their habitat is under threat so this will provide a good bench mark to assess the
effects of habitat protection.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Kelp forest is a vital ecosystem on the Otago coast. Protecting this
habitat will be a great benefit to research. Also it will protect the ecosystem to
maintain healthy fish populations."
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments: I think that all these reserves would provide a great network of
different habitat types to be protected which would benefit surrounding areas for
fishing. I also think that this would allow for a great study network to compare
and look at different impacts of fishing and how removing fishing impacts effects
areas. I think to be of greatest benefit to all users of the Otago coastline the
reserve network needs to include all of the above options. This network of marine
reserves would also help seabirds in the area and marine mammals which would
hopefully boost there populations.
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#704,
5858361869ede8512d2c272f,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 19:33:44 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Matt Sinclair,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: no way. I work in Australia and cannot wait each year to get home at

xmas to go diving at my best spot Long point HANDS OFF. The weather looks after
this area,
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#705,
5858371369ede8512d2c2730,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 19:37:55 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation: n/a,"
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”,”ConsGr”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: POSTAL,"
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”],
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Rather than comment on each individual proposed site, I

prefer

to make the following general submission.
I most strongly support any and all moves to establish no-take marine reserves
along the whole SE Otago coast: it has been ridiculously too long for any such
reserves to be established. The process of selecting and setting up any form of
marine protection assumes that humans are the most important species on the planet,
and that their interests take priority over all other species of fauna and flora.
Our fellow passengers on Spaceship Earth have an equal right to live their lives in
their natural environments in peace; the least we humans can do is allow some of

them to enjoy that right. All the arguments in favour of no-take reserves have
been canvassed repeatedly, and I fully agree with all of them.
I urge you to implement all the no-take reserves in Southeast Otago as soon as
possible: what remains of our marine biota will thank you for it, as will future
generations of our own species..
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#706,
585839c169ede8512d2c2760,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 19:49:21 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Dane Joel Catherwood,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Tourism”,”Other”],
Interest Group - OtherHFO for mpi,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: This area is very important to myself and the community that I live

work and pay tax in.I fish this area myself and dive it and cant understand how
this area has been earmarked.The rec fisherman dont care so much to chase and take
photos of yellow eyed penguins I have witnessed this behaviour on many occasions
from tourists and can only see that is the reason this area has been earmarked.Im
the local area HFO for MPI and know the coast very well.we have a very high
compliance rate of fishing regs here and the weather looks after the sealife on its
own.The pressure that would be applied to a few other reefs would be to much.This
forum has missed the boat in identifying the logical location of Campbells reef to
Northside of nuggets for a reserve.The government has dropped the ball on this Ive
been to Goat island and seen the benefits of a marine reserve but this coice of
location is wrong.Hands of long point.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Due to the commercial sector being kind and voluntary leaving no take
paua zones along the coast I feel its only fair that their livelyhood remains the
same.
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: Important rec fish area ,
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Fished this area and believe its important to be left as status quo.
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Support for a few locals that fish it and believe it to be in great
condition.

T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”T”],
Network Comments: These areas are what rec fisherman and commercial have identified

as areas to protect with marine reserve."
General Comments: Look at the idea of Campbells reef to Nuggets as that is a
gemstone that makes total sense and is so logical.Full public access good road
,most shelter along the coast from prevailing swells and winds .reef sand
vegetation etc.Ive measured the fish that are caught here and they are often just
legal so not a major impact on rec.The benefits to local economy would be huge.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#707,
58583faf69ede8512d2c2b65,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 20:14:39 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation: na,
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“B”,”C”,”D”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: changes,
B - Comments: The highest possible protection should be put in place for the

largest possible area.
C - Selection: changes,
C - Comments: The highest possible protection should be put in place for the
largest possible area.
D - Selection: changes,
D - Comments: The highest possible protection should be put in place for the
largest possible area.
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“D”],
Network Comments: This area is too far south. There are more important areas that

require protection because they support important ecosystems. The highest
protection should be put on the coast from Moeraki to Shag Point because the reef
and coastal ecosystem is diverse. Allowing not just commercial but also
recreational fishing in this area depletes it for the seabirds and marine mammals
that are the losers in greedy human activities."
General Comments: In my view, this forum's job which even has 'marine protection'
in its name is to protect our marine environment not for the benefit of humans or

one interest groups. Your job is to put in place protection from humans who feel
entitled to go and help themselves to the whatever they want from the ocean. It is
no wonder the oceans are now depleted. As a society we have to rise above such
primitive hunter-gatherer mentality and your group was supposed to protect the
ocean not pander to interest groups. In my view that is what you have done especially considering the high proportion of fishers in your group who have only
self-interest at heart and want to protect 'their fish' - not the welfare of the
planet and its inhabitants for their own sake and intrinsic value of sharing this
planet with us. As enlightened humans we need to act on the principle that we are
guardians and have 'borrowed this planet from our children'. Your group though is
the fox that is designing the chicken coop and I am extremely disappointed by the
half-hearted attempt to put something in place, anything presumably to 'shut up the
greenies' but still keeping in place the perceived rights of humans to rape and
pillage the oceans. This is a failed model on this planet and you are supposed to
be the guardians of the natural world, not the facilitators of interest groups.
We as humans have no rights over the lives of the creatures of our planet including
the marine ones. Why do you feel you can just help yourself to what is in the
natural world? The planet as a whole is depleted with unprecedented extinctions on our watch. This attitude of having more rights than the animals is what has
caused this and you are supposed to protect not facilitate it.
I have made a presentation - which has been ignored - and hereby submit my views
participating in the process in good faith but also convinced that it is not going
to make a difference and that this is likely to be dismissed as 'too extreme, too
dark green', unrealistic etc. I urge you to consider this though: can you look into
the eyes of today's children and say honestly 'we have done our best to ensure
there is going to be a thriving coastal marine ecosystem due to the protection we
have put in place by rising above selfish concerns and work for the benefit of the
planet and all its creatures.' Can you honestly claim that? And will they say 'yes,
you have done well.' I think not. I am deeply disappointed and ashamed that our
generation has done so pathetically little. I call on you to examine this carefully
within your heart of hearts and do the right thing and put in better protection
over more areas and act like responsible adult guardians of this earth.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#708,
5858402469ede8512d2c2b6c,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 20:16:36 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Dr Chris Lalas,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Marine”,”ConsGr”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: My comments are general.

I have conducted research along the south-east coast of South Island for 40 years
and have witnessed the disappearance of intertidal crayfish and paua (1970s); the
disappearance of groper from Dunedin fisheries (1980s); opposed a proposed marine
reserve at Nugget Point because this would facilitated public access to the
foreshore thus disrupting breeding by seabirds and fur seals; and the discovery and
decimation of large fish on offshore reefs by recreational fishers (2000s).
I have one request for re-consideration - I've previously made this request to the
Forum.

Everywhere restrict the collection of rocky-shore shellfish to mussels with a
minimum length of 50 mm.
The cultural diversity of New Zealand is expending and with this has come a
broadening in variety of shellfish regarded as palatable. Unrestricted collection
will destroy the biodiversity of intertidal shellfish."
POI: [“58583bc769ede8512d2c2774”],
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#709,
5858415969ede8512d2c2b7c,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 20:21:45 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“ConsGr”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“D”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments: This proposed area is too small to provide sanctuary for marine

species. It should be as in the original proposal, up to the Shag river and out to
the 9 Km boundary.
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“D”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: The Kelp beds need protection. The overall proposal leaves iconic

features to be degraded under ever increasing pressure from fishing of all
kinds.The areas for consideration are very disappointing and short sighted.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#710,
5858010069ede8512d2c245e,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 20:40:10 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Anna Wood,
Organisation: Independent,"
Interest Group: [“Marine”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,

Identifier:

Address:

Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: This site will work with the adjacent mataitai and I am strongly in
support of both. It's essential to have some protection in the north Otago area,
and this area is a good choice because of its significance as a nursery ground. I
support reduction of fishing methods in this Type 2 area, including nets,
longlining, midwater, and lines with more than 5 hooks.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: This area is essential to a network of marine protection. Protection
will greatly benefit the unusual cobble/gravel ecosystem and important kelp and
rhodolith habitat, which together support a diverse flora and fauna. I support both
extensions. Taken together they cover about 350 km2, a reasonable area of coast
that will really have a beneficial effect on biodiversity and productivity in the
area.
",
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: See for part B,
D - Selection: changes,"
D - Comments: The boundaries should be extended southward to Cornish Head to
connect with the East Otago Taiapure. It is important that this option includes
the Pleasant River Estuary, which is a significant wetland. Wetlands are an
extremely threatened habitat type both globally and in New Zealand and this is an
excellent opportunity to use MPA legislation to its full extent.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: The bryozoan beds on the Otago shelf are unique - in New Zealand and
globally. The main species (Cinctipora elegans) is endemic to New Zealand and found
only south of Cook Strait - other areas where it once made significant habitat such as Foveaux - have already been heavily fished and now provide very poor, if
any, habitat. In contrast, the Otago shelf beds are in good condition and comprise
a number of other habitat-forming bryozoans (e.g. Celleporaria agglutinans,
Hippomenella vellicata) as well as sponges, hydroids, and horse mussels. The
species that provide and use the habitat vary with depth across the shelf and with
latitude - so the extent of the area is vital to the biodiversity that can be
protected here. My research shows hundreds of species (crabs, small fish, worms,
shrimps) are closely associated with this habitat - there is a direct correlation
between habitat created by living bryozoans and biodiversity. In other words, these
are essential habitats and more than worthy of protection from bottom fishing. Very
simply, the greater the area that can be protected, the more species will occur in
this area as the bryozoans grow and flourish in the absence of disturbance. A Type
1 reserve across this area is my preference, since the entire water column all the
way to the sea floor is really important - to feeding penguins, other sea birds and
an ever-increasing list of marine mammals - but given the options here I support
Options E (type 2) and F (type 1), because they will protect more of the bryozoan
beds and some of the plateau between canyons. In my view Options G&H provide too
little protection and should not be considered - they are not “reasonable”
alternatives.

There are many
of two of them
highly unusual
research - one

canyons on the Otago shelf and this proposal only protects the heads
- this really is a minimum and must not be made smaller - these are
habitats that offer great possibilities in terms of scientific
of the key reasons for designating MPA status.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: See for part E,
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: See for part E,
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: See for part E,
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: The combination of sites I, J, and K, with a bit of extension, could
make a marine reserve that becomes the “star in the crown” for marine ecotourism
based in Dunedin. A Green Island that has recovered its birds (which it can’t if
there aren’t enough fish around for them to eat) and seals would be a great centre
of biodiversity and a tourist drawcard.
If there isn’t the will to include Tow Rock, it shouldn’t be allowed to destroy the
whole idea. The most important thing is that Green Island and adjacent waters are
allowed to recover and achieve their full potential.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: See for part I,
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: See for part I,
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: It seems logical to join up L, M, and N to provide a corridor of
habitat from the coast to offshore,and to allow full recovery to see what the rest
of the coast might look like in the absence of fishing impacts - I would have liked
to have seen this at multiple points along the coast. Its important to have some
deep reef habitat covered, and ideal to have it linked to adjacent coastal habitat.
Suggest extending N to meet M.
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: See for part L,
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: See for part L,
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: This is a good-sized area that has the potential to make a difference
to the animals who live there. Here is an opportunity to apply “Ki Uta Ki Tai”.
This reserve could usefully be extended to the south/west till it incorporates the
Tahakopa Estuary (Site Q).
",
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: See for point O,
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: See for part R,
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: The proposal contains suggestions for protection of parts of several
southern estuaries, all of which I support. Tautuku is the most “natural” and
without impact, and thus is the most likely candidate for upgrading to Type 1, and
extending the boundary to the open sea. ",
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: See for part R,
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Kelp forests are some of the most diverse habitats on the planet and
require full protection - no harvesting of plants (algae), or animals, in order to
fulfil their ecosystem role - providing habitat for resident and migratory animals,
acting as nurseries, locking up carbon and recycling nutrients, as well as being
wonderful opportunities for people to experience the marine environment through
diving and snorkelling. This is world class habitat which deserves world class
protection."
Creating a Network:

[“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: I'd like to thank the Forum for their hard work so far. This is

not an easy task. But the science and the international treaties are clear and

unambiguous - we have obligations to protect biodiversity, and biodiversity needs
space and freedom from large or frequent impacts in order to reach its full
potential. Moreover, larger (older) animals provide more and better offspring that
will, in many cases, travel beyond the limits of the closed areas- there may well
be short term losses but the long term gains will almost certainly be worth it.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#711,
585847a869ede8512d2c2bb1,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 20:48:40 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection: oppose,
L - Comments: CURRENT FISHING RULES ARE SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE PROTECTION AND PUBLIC

ACCESS FOR FOOD HARVESTING. NO SCIENTIFIC MEASURING OR MONITORING HAS BEEN DONE,
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: CURRENT FISHING RULES ARE SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE PROTECTION AND PUBLIC
ACCESS FOR FOOD HARVESTING, SAFE AND CLOSE ACCESS IS REQUIRED FOR PERSONAL SAFETY
DUE TO DANGEROUS COASTLINE. NO SCIENTIFIC MEASURING OR MONITORING HAS BEEN DONE",
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: CURRENT FISHING RULES ARE SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE PROTECTION AND PUBLIC
ACCESS FOR FOOD HARVESTING, SAFE AND CLOSE ACCESS IS REQUIRED FOR PERSONAL SAFETY
DUE TO DANGEROUS COASTLINE. NO SCIENTIFIC MEASURING OR MONITORING HAS BEEN DONE",
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: CURRENT FISHING RULES ARE SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE PROTECTION AND PUBLIC
ACCESS FOR FOOD HARVESTING, SAFE AND CLOSE ACCESS IS REQUIRED FOR PERSONAL SAFETY
DUE TO EXPOSED DANGEROUS COASTLINE. NO SCIENTIFIC MEASURING OR MONITORING HAS BEEN
DONE. RECREATIONAL FISHERS ARE SELF REGULATING, PERSONALLY IN LAST 4 YEARS HAVE
ONLY TAKEN BETWEEN 1/8 & 1/4 OF MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE DAILY LIMIT- ENOUGH FOR SEVERAL
MEALS. RECREATIONAL/ COMMERCIAL FISHING QUOTAS ARE EASILY CHANGED, SURELY THIS
SHOULD BE THE FIRST POINT TO ALTER RATHER THAN BLANKET EXCLUSION. SEA CONDITIONS
DETERMINE FISHING DAYS AS MOST POINTS OF ACCES ARE BEACH LAUNCHING. AS A
RECREATIONAL FISHER NOBODY HAS ASKED FOR MY BOAT / CATCH LOG RECORDS- NO COLLECTION
OR ANALYSIS OF DATA TO DETERMINE FISHING STOCKS OR PRESSURE.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: CURRENT FISHING RULES ARE SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE PROTECTION AND PUBLIC
ACCESS FOR FOOD HARVESTING, SAFE AND CLOSE ACCESS IS REQUIRED FOR PERSONAL SAFETY
DUE TO EXPOSED DANGEROUS COASTLINE. NO SCIENTIFIC MEASURING OR MONITORING HAS BEEN
DONE. RECREATIONAL FISHERS ARE SELF REGULATING, PERSONALLY IN LAST 4 YEARS HAVE
ONLY TAKEN BETWEEN 1/8 & 1/4 OF MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE DAILY LIMIT- ENOUGH FOR SEVERAL

MEALS. RECREATIONAL/ COMMERCIAL FISHING QUOTAS ARE EASILY CHANGED, SURELY THIS
SHOULD BE THE FIRST POINT TO ALTER RATHER THAN BLANKET EXCLUSION. SEA CONDITIONS
DETERMINE FISHING DAYS AS MOST POINTS OF ACCES ARE BEACH LAUNCHING. AS A
RECREATIONAL FISHER NOBODY HAS ASKED FOR MY BOAT / CATCH LOG RECORDS- NO COLLECTION
OR ANALYSIS OF DATA TO DETERMINE FISHING STOCKS OR PRESSURE.
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: THIS AREA IS NOT UNDER ANY FISHING PRESSURE AT ANY TIME OF THE YEAR,
BUT THIS AREA PROVIDES AN ACCESSIBLE SAFE RECREATIONAL FISHING RESOURCE WHEN SEA
CONDTIONS DONT ALLOW BEACH LAUNCHING OR BAR CROSSING. DRAG NETTING IS A SUSTAINABLE
FORM OF FISHING AS IT ALLOWS FOR QUICK MEASURING AND RETURN TO THE WATER UNHARMED
UNDERSIZED FISH.
NO SCIENTIFIC MEASURING OR MONITORING HAS BEEN DONE.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: THIS AREA IS NOT UNDER ANY FISHING PRESSURE AT ANY TIME OF THE YEAR,
BUT THIS AREA PROVIDES AN ACCESSIBLE SAFE RECREATIONAL FISHING RESOURCE.
DRAG NETTING IS A SUSTAINABLE FORM OF FISHING AS IT ALLOWS FOR QUICK MEASURING AND
RETURN TO THE WATER UNHARMED UNDERSIZED FISH.
NO SCIENTIFIC MEASURING OR MONITORING HAS BEEN DONE.
WALKING ACCESS, OR SMALL BOAT ACCESS IS ONLY ABLE TO BE DONE.
I PERSONALLY WHITEBAIT IN THIS AREA IN A SUSTAINABLE WAY, THERE IS NO SIGNIFICANT
WHITEBAITING PRESSURE IN THIS AREA. WHITEBAIT ARE OBSERVABLE WELL BEFORE AND WELL
AFTER THE ACTUAL WHITEBAITING SEASON, GIVING SUSTAINABLE BREEDING TO THE SPECIES.
YET S-EMPF DOCUMENTS DONT REFLECT ANY WHITEBAITING IN THIS AREA.
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: YOU FAILED TO PUT THE OPTION OF NIL, I BELIEVE THAT EXISTING

LEGLISLATION OF DAILY LIMITS, QUOTA IS SUFFICIENT TO HAVE HAVE A SUSTAINABLE
MARINE ENVIRONMENT. SURELY THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT IS PROTECTED NOT ONLY BY THE
PREVAILING WEATHER AND SEA CONDITIONS.
","
General Comments: ALL OF THESE SITES HAVE SIGNIFICANT LOCAL, CULTURAL AND
RECREATIONAL VALUES TO ALL OF US.
THE CURRENT LEGISLATION SETS THE DAILY LIMITS WHICH I AM HAPPY TO HAVE REDUCED IF
NEEDED TO ALLOW CONTINUED FULL ACCESS.
MOST OF THE SOUTH EAST COAST IS OPEN AND EXPOSED WITH VERY FEW POINTS OF SAFE
FISHING OR ANCHORAGE, BY HAVING THESE NO TAKE AREAS IT PUTS NOT ONLY FISHERS BUT
RESCUERS MORE AT RISK ON A VERY ISOLATED COAST.
THESE AREAS ARE NOT UNDER ANY FISHING PRESSURE AT ANY TIME OF THE YEAR, BUT ALL OF
THIS AREAS PROVIDES AN ACCESSIBLE SAFE RECREATIONAL FISHING RESOURCE WHEN SEA
CONDTIONS DONT ALLOW BEACH LAUNCHING OR BAR CROSSING.
RECREATIONAL FISHERS WOULD BE HAPPY TO PRODUCE DATA AND RECORDS FOR LANDED FISH IF
ASKED TO PROVIDE EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT A SUSTAINABLE FISHERY, BUT THIS HAS NEVER BEEN
DONE ALONG WITH ACTUAL SCIENTIFIC STUDIES TO ACTUALLY MEASURE THE NEED FOR MARINE
SANCTUARIES.
RECREATIONAL FISHING IS SUSTAINABLE BY PRACTICE- CATCH/ MEASURE/ RETAIN OR RELEASE
WITHIN ALLOWABLE OR PERSONAL CATCH LIMITS. THIS IS NOT DEPLTING THE FISHERY.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload
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#712,
5858497569ede8512d2c2fb3,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 20:56:21 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Max Williams,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Tourism”,”Marine”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on:
[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments:
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments:
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: I support the inclusion of Tow Rock.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments:
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments:
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments:
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments:
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments:
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments:
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: The establishment of the marine reserves network will directly

affect me over the coming years. I'm a spearfisherman, I work as a dive instructor
and I study aquaculture and fisheries at the university.
I think these reserves will become an asset to the community, whether the user is
recreational, scientific or commercial.

",
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Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#713,
58584ac369ede8512d2c2fcf,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 21:01:55 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“D”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I support this proposal to protect diverse kelp forest and unique mud

habitats. I would prefer the larger Option 2 area be protected. I look forward to
seeing an increase in visits to the area from migratory species, especially seals,
pengiuns, dolphins and wales.
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“D”,
Network Comments: I support this being part of the network because of its unique

deep mud habitat, the distance from other proposed areas, and the proximity to many
unprotected reefs.
General Comments: I would suggest restricting dogs from certain areas would better
protect wildlife.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”,
Network Comments: Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on the
proposal to develop marine protected areas in the south-east of the South Island.
Many of these areas are facing significant threats and degradation. Extinction of
sea bird species, declining fish populations, pollution etc. I believe all of
these areas are important for biodiversity and ecosystem services. They all need
some level of conservation, protection and management to ensure their continued
health for future generations. We have a moral and ethical obligation as New
Zealanders to put these marine reserves in place.
General Comments: I believe the proposal is a good start as protection for our
marine areas. Anything would be an improvement on the current status which of
course is no protection. Ideally I would like to see a far wider areas protected
along our coast but realistically I fully support the work and proposal the SEMPF
has put together. ,
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Uploads: [http://seasketch-uploads.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/abac2b72-c0f6-4253-

91a2-7d94ebddb867/Kelp forest distribution for Otago and Southern
Canterbury Tait.docx]
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Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 21:48:16 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Andrew Moore,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“ConsGr”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“D”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: oppose,
D - Comments: I strongly oppose Type 1, option 1 as it does not take into account a

number of factors. Firstly, the extensive range of the Hoiho/Yellow Eyed Penguin
population in the Bobby's Head area. The penguins can range up to 25km from the
shore along the ocean floor in search of food. Like all New Zealand's Hoiho/YEPs,
the colony here is very vulnerable and endangered. Both chicks this year died and
so helping protect the colony here is more important than ever. I propose that the
reserve be extended to a minimum of 10km offshore. Secondly, I understand the
compromise that has been arrived at in drawing up the marine reserve boundaries and
that there has been strong opposition from recreational fishers around Shag point.
However, I strongly believe, particularly given the sizable population of
endangered rapoka/sea lions along the beaches to the south of the Shag, that the
Bobby's Head section of the reserve be extended at least to the Shag River Mouth.
As locals with a clear view of the coastline from our property and as regular
visitors to the beaches, we are aware of frequent recreational and commercial
fishers and divers visiting this stretch of coastline. These individuals and
operators are fishing well within the 2km distance Type 1 proposes and so I can
confidently say that this option would not offer the YEPs any protection. I am also
aware of reports of Hoiho/YEPs being caught in nets. Clearly this is devastating
for an already vulnerable population. I have also seen many cases of recreational
divers and fishers operating off Bobby's Head using weights and spears. At Tavora
this involves using the same area to enter/exit the water as the penguins, who have
a small, long established nesting area. As the panel will be aware, Hoiho/YEPs most
often return to the nesting site where they were born and are easily stressed by
proximity to humans. With respect to rapoka/NZ sea lions, the panel will also be
aware that they have a very extensive range and are also highly faithful to their
colony sites. Therefore, the 2km reserve limit proposed by Type 1 is inadequate for
the protection of this highly endangered species. Shag Point if, of course, a busy
recreational fishing area and the sea lions here are vulnerable to capture in nets
and entanglement in lines, as has been well documented and attested to by
established locals. Because of this, I urge the panel to strongly support the
extension of the D reserve (Pleasant River to Stony Creek) to the Shag River Mouth
in order to increase the viability of this highly vulnerable colony of endangered
rapoka. In summary: Type 1 proposal is inadequate and in order to be effective in
supporting local endangered populations needs to be extended to a minimum of 10km
from the shoreline. The reserve also needs to extend further north to the mouth of
the Shag River.
Thank you for your consideration.
Andrew Moore",
E - Selection:

E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload
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Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“ConsGr”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“B”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”H”,”I”,”K”,”M”,”O”,”Q”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: changes,
B - Comments: The size of this protected area is too small and should match C -

Waitaki in size. S,
C
C
D
D

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,
Comments: Needs to be much larger. The same reasons as noted for point B above.

The fringe effects will severely limit this MPA's effectiveness.
E - Selection: changes,
E - Comments: What I oppose here is that this will be a type 2 reserve. This needs
to be a type 1 reserve. Of all the points this covers the largest area over a
section of biogenic habitat. Retaining some level of exploitation in this area will
severely limit the effectiveness of the MPA. ,
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Needs to increase in size. Join the boundaries of sites H and F
together, the sliver of non-protection in the middle only works to undermine the
effectiveness of the protected areas. Better yet match it in size to site E.
G
G
H
H

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments: Increase in size. Join the boundaries of sites H and F together, the

sliver of non-protection in the middle only works to undermine the effectiveness of
the protected areas. Match it in size to site E.
I - Selection: changes,
I - Comments: Far to small to do any good.
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection: changes,"
K - Comments: Too small, no effect will be seen from protecting such a small area.
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection: changes,"
M - Comments: Too small, needs to be bigger.
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: changes,
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: changes,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Small MPA's such as proposed by this forum have been shown to

produce little change due to the fringe effect. The edges of this MPA are still
going to exploited meaning the area that actually counts for protection is smaller
than the proposed area. Also this would do little for mobile species (sharks,
dolphins, seals). MPA's should focus on protecting an eco-system as a whole and not
just a single trophic level. Increase the type-1 sites to the sizes of type-2 at
minimum.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload
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Identifier:
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Interest Group:
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OIA:
Areas submitting on:

,

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: This area is frequented by Hector's dolphins.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: We support this with a further extension out to 12 nautical miles
(nm) to provide better representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin,
yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. It should include an area further north
where yellow-eyed penguins are known to be killed as fishing bycatch. This area is
an internationally recognised ‘Important Bird Area' (IBA).
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: We support with a further extension out to 12nm to provide better
representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed penguin and Hector's
dolphin. It should include an area further north where yellow-eyed penguins are
known to be killed as fishing bycatch. This area is an internationally recognised
IBA.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: We support with the addition of an extension to include more deep,
sub-tidal reef habitat (a habitat under-represented in the proposal) and to give
increased protection for fish communities associated with kelp forests. This area
is an internationally recognised International Bird Area for yellow-eyed penguins
and Otago shags.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: We support with an extension. This option provides the best
representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal communities.
This area should be extended to the south-west to cover the deep-gravel foraging
areas for yellow-eyed penguins.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: We support but want to see it reconfigured to extend to the coast to
include Hoopers Inlet and link to Harakeke Point (Site I). This area should be
extended to the south-west to cover the deep-gravel foraging areas for yellow-eyed
penguins. Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex than the Papanui
Canyon, and so provides better, more comprehensive representation for this habitat
type. This is also the only proposal to contain representation of a deep-water,
highly productive plateau, with its special bryozoan species. The extension to
shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet – these inlets have not
been represented in the proposed network. Hoopers Inlet is a nationally and locally
significant salt-marsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke
Point would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high-current headland and
biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the proposal.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: We do not support this proposal on the grounds that it does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan communities.
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: We do not support this proposal as it does not represent the full
range of deep-water biodiversity.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: We support with an addition, i.e. to include Tow Rock. This marine
reserve will likely be most effective if the highly productive area of Tow Rock is
included. As it is close to a major city, this will be a significant marine reserve
for education, research and public enjoyment. It could be world class if it was

also connected to site F.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve much in the
way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries
restrictions, on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke
Point (I) ",
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: We support this as it has a high diversity of life in a small area
and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: We support this as estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat
fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: We support this with an extension to include site N, Akatore Offshore
(Type 2) to ensure that the offshore deep-reef habitat is protected in a marine
reserve. In addition, we want to see the boundary straightened to make it a
rectangle, as simple shapes make reserve management easier.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: We support this, but as a marine reserve linked to Site M as stated
above.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: We support this, with the addition of an extension to 12 nm to better
represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats. This is the largest colony of
penguins in the Catlins, and also supports a wide range of other seabirds, marine
mammals and fish. There is real potential to increase the seabird diversity here,
and the site also provides an important southern “buffer” against climate change.
This area is an internationally recognised inshore and offshore Important Bird Area
(IBA).
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: We support this and recommend that it be aligned with the current
set-net prohibition.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: We support this with an extension to join with Long Point (Option O).
This is the only representation of an estuary in the southern area and needs to
represent all the habitats associated with the mouth of the estuary.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: We support this as estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat
fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: We support this as it is important estuary habitat.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: We support this as kelp forests provide habitat for numerous fish and
invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better represented within marine
reserves in the proposal."
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments: We would like to see as many linkages as possible to provide
protection for a representative range of marine flora and fauna and marine
ecosystems. The protected areas also need to be of a size and extent to provide
real protection as opposed to token protection."
General Comments: We submit that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine
farms and mining be prohibited in all the MPAs to ensure there is real protection
of these areas.
We submit that there be an additional marine reserve created between The Brothers
Point and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast
offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep, sub-tidal gravel habitats within
the area of highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat type
is not represented in the proposed MPA network. A reserve here would also represent
yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats associated with Forest & Bird's Te Rere
yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
We ask the Government to provide marine protection around Moeraki Point and Nugget
Point in the near future.
POI:

Boundary Changes:
Upload
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Identifier:

Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
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,
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,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”L”,”N”,”O”,”Q”,”R”,”T”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: I support the proposal to afford Type-1 protection to this area as

it contains habitat that's not represented in other proposed marine reserve areas,
it contains macroalgal communities that support biodiversity and important
ecological functions, and it is likely to be an important foraging area for blue
penguin and associated fauna. I also consider it an important component in the
context of the overall network of protected area in southeastern New Zealand. To
enhance the value of this protected area, I also support the protection of area C
(see below).
",
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: I support the proposal to protect this area as it augments the

protection of area B (see above), and provides a greater spatial extent of the
protected area in this region overall. The latter is an important consideration
given the interconnectivity between the habitat types reflected in areas B and C,
with both areas containing habitats of ecological significance.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I support the protection of this area as it contains kelp forest that
are recognised for their ecological importance, e.g. in the context of biodiversity
and ecological functioning. Protecting this area provides a mechanism to protect
important kelp forest beds in the region, while also providing protection for a
broad range of other habitat types such as volcanic rock reefs, reef shelves and
seaweed gardens. At a minimum, I suggest that option 1 be considered.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: The Otago shelf and canyons support important offshore habitats,
including biogenic reefs in the form of bryozoan beds that enhance biodiversity and
wider ecosystem functions. As many of the existing bryozoan beds have been
destroyed and impacted in this region, I consider it crucial to protect this area.
The area is also significant for containing submarine canyons, with canyon habitats
being recognised for their high productivity and for supporting unique marine
communities. The latter include megafauna such as marine mammals and seabirds.
Protecting this area would, therefore, support associated communities, enhance
biodiversity values and the ecosystem overall. In this context, the area is also
important for its uniqueness in the overall network of protected area in
southeastern New Zealand. I support option 1, as it protects a greater area, which
is relevant for the spatial scale of deep-water marine ecosystems and their
connectivity across subtidal areas (see also under area F below).
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: The Otago shelf and canyons support important offshore habitats,
including biogenic reefs in the form of bryozoan beds that enhance biodiversity and
wider ecosystem functions. As many of the existing bryozoan beds have been
destroyed and impacted in this region, I consider it crucial to protect this area.
The area is also significant for containing submarine canyons, with canyon habitats
being recognised for their high productivity and for supporting unique marine
communities. The latter include megafauna such as marine mammals and seabirds.
Protecting this area would, therefore, support associated communities, enhance

biodiversity values and the ecosystem overall. In this context, the area is also
important for its uniqueness in the overall network of protected area in
southeastern New Zealand. I support option 1, as it protects a greater area, which
is relevant for the spatial scale of deep-water marine ecosystems and their
connectivity across subtidal areas (see also under area E above).
G
G
H
H
I
I
J
J
K
K
L
L

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: I support the protection of this area, as it represents estuaries in

the region, and is still in a relatively natural state. Estuaries are recognised
for their high productivity with their ecological importance extending into coastal
waters and offshore habitats. The value of this estuary is enhanced by the
presence of salt marsh, in addition to containing different estuarine habitats such
as sand and mud flats. In addition, protection of this estuary would be further
enhanced by the presence of the protected terrestrial QEII area in the vicinity.
M
M
N
N

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: This Akatore offshore area supports a number of different habitat

types, such as deep gravel, reef, and also sand habitats. As such, it is an
important area for supporting marine biodiversity and ecosystem functioning.
Providing protecting to this area would augment protecton goal for the wider area,
and I consider area N an important component in the wider network of protected
areas in southeastern New Zealand.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: This area supports a diverse range of habitat types, including
ecologically important rocky reefs, kelp forests and tidal rock pools. As such it
supports high biodiversity and is important for overall ecosystem function. In
addition, it includes the Nuggets, which incorporate interests from a range of
stakeholders, warranting their protection. ",
P
P
Q
Q

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,"
Comments: Estuaries are recognised for their ecological importance, including

their high productivity with flow-on effects for coastal and offshore areas. For
this reason, I support the protection of this estuary, although only if the entire
estuary was to be considered, including the estuary entrance. There is little value
in protecting a small proportion of an estuarine ecosystem as is proposed here. ",
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: Estuaries are generally recognised for their ecological importance,
including their high productivity with flow-on effects for coastal and offshore
areas. I consider this estuary of particular importance as it is largely
unmodified, receives very little sediment runoff, and is important for fish and
birds, including threatened fern birds. ",
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Given the importance of kelp forests, their protection in

southeastern New Zealand is an important consideration. A starting point would be
working towards legislation that prevents harvesting of kelp across the region."
Creating a Network: [“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”L”,”N”,”O”,”R”,”T”,
Network Comments: My appraisal of the individual sites included in my submission
also considered their value in an overall network of protected areas in the
southeastern region. As such, I consider the range of habitats, their different
biodiversity values and ecological functions representatives of important areas in
this region. Protecting these different areas will support the creation of an
important network of marine protected areas.

",
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload
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Name: Korena Paterson,
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Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: My family and I fully support the Forest and Bird submission and

the Friends of Taputeranga Marine Reserve Trust submission.
We are a sailing family who spend a lot of time in and on the water around the
Otago Peninsula and cruising up and down the coast between Stewart Island and
Marlbourgh. We have observed the impact of marine protection areas on bird life and
sea life at various locations in NZ and overseas and it is clear that some form of
marine protection is long overdue in our region.
We would like to see the size of the protected areas increased. We would like to
see more protected areas that are easily accessible and safe for activities like
recreational snorkelling and diving, particularly for families and education (Shag
Point?). Protection of the region from Taiaroa Head to Cape Saunders which captures

a significant portion of habitat for our unique wildlife would provide another
valuable link in the network as well as going some way to protect the future of
wildlife on the Peninsula. Habitats of the Hectors dolphin should also be given as
much effective protection as possible - I would hate to see them in the situation
of the Maui dolphin because of our inaction. We also support much lower daily
limits for fishing and seafood gathering.
Now is the time to make a difference for the future of our marine environment and
provide a chance for future generations to fully experience our very special marine
environment.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload
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Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Marine”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
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OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: •
This area is an important as a nursery area for elephant fish and
school shark as well as being a hot spot for Hector’s dolphins.
•
The proposal states that the designation will likely have little impact on
commercial fisheries, as there are legal and voluntary restrictions currently in
place. Ideally these current restrictions would be strengthened so that everybody
has to adhere to them.
•
This region proposed area is very small, only 4.4 km2, so would benefit from
enlargement both offshore and alongshore so that maximum benefit can be gained from
this MPA (see general comments).
",
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: • The Proposed Type 1 coastal area B should include the proposed
northern extension. Both areas (B and C) should link seamlessly to provide more
comprehensive coverage.
•
These sites off the Waitaki River have significance as the freshwater input
and benthic habitats (e.g. rhodolith beds and gravels) make it an important area
for primary productivity. Subsequently, the area is a prime foraging habitat for
seabirds (e.g. little and yellow-eyed penguins) and marine mammals (e.g. Hector’s
dolphin).
•
The proposal states that the designation is likely to have little effect on
commercial and recreational fisheries, therefore protecting the maximum area
possible seems sensible.
•
There is also scientific value of ongoing little penguin research through the
Oamaru penguin colony within this area.
",
C - Selection: changes,"
C - Comments: •
Support and recommend changes to extend the proposed offshore
Type 2 area C boundary further north to the Otaio River and offshore to 12 nautical
miles.
•
The recommended extension will encompass sensitive benthic habitats including
more of the deep gravels and areas of deep mud.
•
This area is important as a foraging area (as outlined in Area B) and also
contains the most important habitat for Hector’s dolphin within the South East
region.
•
Prohibition of commercial fishing in this area will provide improved
protection for penguins, dolphins and other seabirds from fisheries bycatch, in
particular setnets, from a very small number of boats operating off Otago. For
example, two yellow-eyed penguins were reported bycaught in setnets in 2016 and
three in December 2009 to the north and offshore of the proposed area (hence the
recommended extension). Given the low levels of observer coverage, actual bycatch
rates will likely be higher.
",
D - Selection: changes,"
D - Comments: •
Support Option 2 and recommend offshore extension to 12 nautical
miles.

•
The site contains diverse habitats and I recommend further extending to
include more deep subtidal reef habitat, which is underrepresented in the proposal,
and increased protection for fish communities associated with kelp forests.
•
Ideally the reserve should extend out to the 12 nautical mile limit to
provide protection for the foraging areas of locally nesting penguins and seals
hauled-out on the coast. The reserve will also protect from setnet bycatch of
seabirds (including shags, albatross and penguins) and marine mammals (including
dolphins and fur seals).
•
This area is also important for the University of Otago for scientific
research. Protection would facilitate valuable comparisons with similar but
unprotected areas.
",
E - Selection: changes,"
E - Comments: •
Support Area E and link with Area F to create a network and
ensure that reserves are not isolated and recommend the Type 2 area be extended
inshore to cover the deep gravels and deep reef connect with the coast.
•
This option provides the best representation of the range of bryozoan species
and associated faunal communities which are rare within New Zealand’s territorial
waters and provides some protection for the head of the Papanui Canyon.
•
In this area the currents, frontal zone and bathymetry interact to drive
primary productivity and create biogenic habitats which support nursery grounds for
juvenile fish (e.g. species such as blue cod and red cod; Batson and Probert 2000).
•
Subsequently, this provides important foraging opportunities for many species
of seabird (including yellow-eyed penguins) and marine mammals (including sea
lions).
•
Research on the habitat forming bryozoan beds at the local University is
significant.
•
Extension inshore will protect a greater range of habitats from nearshore to
deep water including foraging opportunities for penguins and other seabirds. It
will also help prevent bycatch risk for birds as they travel between their breeding
and foraging areas.
",
F - Selection: changes,"
F - Comments: •
Support and recommend extension inshore to join coast to include

areas of shallow intertidal reef, deep reef and shallow gravel habitat, thus
providing a coast to deep canyon cross section of habitats.
•
Submarine canyons are among the most productive deep sea habitats and support
an exceptional biomass of benthic invertebrates, demersal fish and top marine
predators. This site is of significant scientific importance with recent research
by the University of Otago showing that the canyons are a hotspot for marine
biodiversity. The canyon is important to foraging seabirds and deep diving marine
mammal species (e.g. beaked whales, sperm whales).
•
The South East region is one of only two places in New Zealand where
submarine canyons extend inside territorial waters and can therefore be protected
within a marine reserve network. Areas E and F are being proposed in preference to
option G and H because they provide more extensive protection of these significant
canyon. Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex than the Papanui Canyon,
and so provides better more comprehensive representation for this habitat type.
•
The known foraging areas for large vertebrates such as penguins on the Otago
Peninsula also extend further south-west to include areas of gravel seabed, as
shown on the Sea-sketch website. We therefore recommend that the Type 2 area be
extended to the west, to significantly improve protection from bycatch and seabed
disturbance in a key foraging area.
G
G
H
H
I
I

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,"
Comments: •
Support Option 2, and recommend a further extension to 12nmi to

cover foraging ranges of iconic indicator species.
•
Area I includes examples of exposed rocky reef and beach habitats, home to a
range of macroalgae, invertebrates and reef fish.

•
This site includes Boulder Beach, which is the largest yellow-eyed penguin
colony on the Otago Peninsula. The proposed area also includes the nearshore
habitat of endangered, endemic New Zealand sea lions.
•
The small size of the proposed reserve and the fact that the majority of it
is sand means that in its current form it is not extensive enough to protect some
of our important coastal species. A better design would extend further offshore,
incorporating greater habitat diversity, including the deep gravels.
•
This site has scientific value from long-term (35+ years) intensive
monitoring of yellow-eyed penguins, including research of their foraging ranges.
",
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: •
Together with proposed marine reserve Areas I and K, it will
effectively allow a significant stretch of urban coastline immediately adjacent to
Dunedin city to be managed.
•
The proposed area includes a range of important nearshore habitat types.
•
Support the proposal to allow recreational take of two paua and two rock
lobster per person per day, and suggest that regulations include a limit of five
fin-fish per person per day.
",
K - Selection: changes,"
K - Comments: •
Support but recommend that the reserve should be extended west
and further offshore. Currently the proposed reserve is only 5km2 which is unlikely
to have many benefits for species unless they have limited mobility.
•
Together with Areas I and J, this will create a network of protected areas
close to urban Dunedin.
•
This has a high diversity of life in a small area and will be valuable for
research, public enjoyment and education.
•
This site contains rocky reef habitat and the island itself is an important
breeding area for seabirds including yellow-eyed penguins.
•
Bycatch has been an issue in this area, with evidence of a yellow-eyed
penguin being caught in a trawl net. Protection for this species would be
significantly improved by increasing the size of the reserve.
",
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: •
The proposed site L is an important estuarine habitat including a
significant area of saltmarsh. This area is locally important for whitebait and is
nationally significant for waders and waterfowl.
•
The proposed site offers a good opportunity to link terrestrial and marine
management and minimise impacts over estuarine habitat.
",
M - Selection: changes,"
M - Comments: •
Support and extend area offshore to incorporate the deep reef
habitat within the marine reserve and to join site N, thus providing protection
from the coast to the territorial limit and reducing the impact of any edge
effects.
•
The coastline within Area M is a rare example of schist rock, which provides
excellent habitat for crayfish.
•
This reserve would provide an important connection between sites I and O
which also protect coastal reef habitat. A network of MPAs is likely to provide
greater benefits than individual areas.
",
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: •
Support with the recommendation that Area M is extended to abut
this proposed site and create a protected area network and thus increase the
benefits of a marine reserve.
•
The site contains large areas of deep reef and deep gravel habitat, which
likely has high biodiversity value. It has been identified as an important foraging
area for endangered yellow-eyed penguins.
•
The restriction of commercial fishing methods in this area would protect
sensitive seafloor habitat such as bryozoan beds, and remove the risk of bycatch of
seabirds.
",
O - Selection: changes,"
O - Comments: •
Support with an extension further to the west to include the

Tahakopa Estuary (Area Q) and thus enhancing the benefits via a marine reserve
network.
•
This is the only significant marine reserve proposed for the Catlins region,
and thus represents an important component of a marine reserve network.
•
Area O contains a variety of habitats including coastal reef, sand and deep
reef and is one of only two proposals that would protect deep reef habitat.
Subsequently, a range of biodiversity is found here, including various macroalgae,
reef fish, paua, seabirds, fur seals and sea lions. The coastal area has an
important breeding colony of yellow-eyed penguins, the largest in the Catlins, and
the surrounding reserve area is important foraging habitat.
•
The proposed reserve would be large enough to have significant positive
effects on biodiversity, particularly in conjunction with the proposed Area P and
the Tahakopa Estuary (Area Q).
•
Fishing effort in the area is currently relatively high, therefore
designation of a marine reserve is likely to have significant positive effects on
biodiversity.
•
The accessibility of the area, and current biodiversity values, mean the site
has the potential to become a significant tourist attraction.
",
P - Selection: changes,"
P - Comments: •
Support and recommend changes with an extension further to the
west to cover yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats.
•
This is the only site that has any offshore marine protection the Catlins
region, and therefore is a critical part of any network of protection (particularly
as the Forum has decided against protection of the biologically significant
Nuggets).
•
The proposed marine reserve at Area O has the largest colony of yellow-eyed
penguins in the Catlins, and also supports other seabirds (including titi, little
penguins and Fiordland crested penguins), fur seals and sea lions. The marine
reserve will provide a good level of protection for yellow-eyed penguins breeding
at this site and nearby smaller breeding sites, including Cosgrove Creek.
•
The Type 2 Site would ban the fishing methods which pose the greatest risk to
seabirds in terms of bycatch and benthic degradation, although it may not protect
fully against food competition.
•
Foraging grounds for yellow-eyed penguins off Long Point extend out to 12
nautical miles, and also to the west of the proposed area. Extending protection to
connect with the reserve at the Tahakopa estuary would protect a larger proportion
of penguin foraging area and a wide range of habitats and productive areas.
",
Q - Selection: changes,"
Q - Comments: •
Support and recommend that it extends to encompass the whole
estuary and join with Long Point (Option O).
•
This is the only representation of an estuary in the southern area and
provides important saltmarsh habitat for wading birds and estuarine fish.
•
The proposed reserve is very small and the design means that compliance with
and enforcement of the regulations will be challenging. Enlarging the reserve to
encompass the whole estuary will mean that benefits are more likely to accrue.
",
R - Selection: changes,"
R - Comments: •
Support and recommend that the protected area be extended to
cover the mouth of the estuary which will mean that benefits are more likely to
accrue.
•
The proposed site is an area of relatively unmodified estuarine habitat,
including salt marsh and rushes and is a nursery areas for fish and habitat for
wading birds.
",
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: •
Support and suggest that the whole estuary and greatly modified
surrounding area would benefit from a broader management plan.
•
The proposed site is an area of important estuarine habitat, which is
valuable for wading birds and estuarine fish.
",
T - Selection: support,

T - Comments: •

Support as this habitat needs to be better represented within
marine reserves.
•
The kelp forests along the south-east coast provide an important and very
productive ecosystem which provide habitat for numerous fish species.
•
Kelp forests also undertake important functions (e.g. carbon fixing). The
protection of the kelp beds would ensure properly functioning ecosystems into the
future (which support penguins and other marine species).
•
In order to accomplish this commercial harvesting of kelp should be
prohibited in this area.
","
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”,
Network Comments: I strongly support the creation of a network of marine protected
areas in south-east New Zealand. The South-East Marine Protection Forum process
provides a significant opportunity to improve protection for a number of important
taonga species, and their supporting habitats and wider ecosystem processes.
The MPA network currently proposed by the SEMPF should be considered as an absolute
bare minimum level of protection for the coastal areas of Otago and the Catlins. I
would recommend that the SEMPF commits to all of the proposed sites (Areas A to T)
and that sites are extended as suggested under the comments for each particular
area.
The South East region is home to some of New Zealand’s most endangered endemic
marine species, including yellow-eyed penguins, Hector’s dolphin and New Zealand
sea lion. Yellow-eyed penguins for example have declined on the mainland from an
estimated 580 breeding pairs in 2008 to approximately 260 pairs in 2016. These top
level predators in the marine environment are important indicators of long-term and
large-scale change in marine ecosystems (e.g. Moore 2007; Boersma 2008). It is
likely that marine impacts, including depletion of food resources and bycatch in
setnets and trawls, are factors in their decline. Exclusion of these unselective
forms of fishing from large areas of the region should therefore be a priority.
Predators such as these are most successful where their foraging ranges encompass
an intact and healthy ecosystem with a diversity of benthic habitats (e.g. kelp
beds, rocky reefs and biogenic reefs). Although the focus of this MPA network is on
marine habitat, these should not be considered in isolation without consideration
of the biodiversity with which they is intrinsically linked.
General comments on Creating Marine Protected Area networks:
•
The aim of the New Zealand government (Biodiversity Strategy action 3.6b) is
to protect 10% of New Zealand’s territorial waters (out to 12 nautical miles from
shore) in a comprehensive network of protected areas by 2010. This is however far
lower than the current recommendation from the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature (IUCN, motion 53) for effective protection of at least 30%
of the ocean which has no extractive activities in order to achieve effective
protection of biodiversity (e.g. O’Leary et al. 2016). The proposed network of MPAs
under consideration by SEMPF includes 5.2% of the area in non-extractive marine
reserves, with an additional 15.3% in type 2 protected areas which allow extractive
activity. Thus, even if all the proposals went ahead, the IUCN recommendation would
not be met. Therefore, the forum should consider proposals extending and enlarging
proposed sites, to further extend the network of MPAs.
•
Currently there are no Marine Reserves along the south-east coast between
Pohatu (Banks Peninsula) and Ulva Island (Stewart Island). We have an opportunity
to rectify this through the South-East Marine Protection Forum process.
•
New Zealand’s MPA policy states that “a marine reserve will be established to
protect at least one sample of each habitat or ecosystem type in the network” (MPA
Policy & Implementation Plan, para. 93). Therefore, the network of reserves that is
designated as a result of the SEMPF process must meet this goal. All habitats
should be effectively represented by a protection network and ideally the network
should include replicates of each habitat type which ensures that all biodiversity
is protected (Gaines et al. 2010).

•
Marine protected areas are useful tools for ecosystem management, preserving
biodiversity (e.g. directly by preventing bycatch or indirectly by protecting prey)
and habitat (e.g. avoiding habitat destruction from mining, fishing and dredging).
•
It is now accepted that marine reserves can result in the recovery of species
which have been previously exploited (e.g. Halpern 2003; Willis 2013). Marine
reserves in New Zealand have been shown to lead to large increases in the size and
abundance of fish and other species within their boundaries (snapper, crayfish and
blue cod; Babcock 2003), assuming that the reserve is well designed to protect the
habitat and their communities.
•
It is generally accepted that more than 80% of the world’s fish stocks are
either fully or over-exploited (FAO 2010) and that fishing in its current state is
largely unsustainable (Pauly et al. 2002). Marine Reserves have the potential to
enhance local fisheries (Gaines et al. 2010) and are particularly beneficial when
fisheries have been mismanaged or overexploited. There are two main mechanisms for
fisheries enhancement:
o
Net export of biomass from marine reserves or spillover effect requires longterm study of the movement patterns and abundance of a target species. Typically,
spillover effects extend a few hundred metres outside the no-take zone (e.g. Russ
et al. 2003). This is largely dependent on the mobility of the species, and is
strongly affected by fishing effort around the boundary. Few studies until
recently, have quantified the positive contribution of spilled fish to local
fisheries (Goni et al. 2010).
o
Larval replenishment of areas immediately adjacent to the reserve due to
movement of larvae across boundaries (via currents and water movement) are likely
to occur. For example, the populations of two species of exploited reef fish
resident in marine reserves exported 83% of coral trout and 55% of stripey snapper
to fished reefs outside the reserve (Harrison et al. 2012).
•
The size of each reserve is important and the conservation benefits generally
increase with size (Halpern 2003; Edgar et al. 2014). Larger is better particularly
for long-ranging animals such as seabirds and marine mammals. A recent review
determined that conservation benefits were greatest for marine reserves > 100 km2
(Edgar et al. 2014); currently only the proposed sites F (and the alternative site
H), and B (with the extension) achieve this. Based on studies of marine reserves in
New Zealand, the ideal reserve size should include a minimum coastline length of >
5 km (although 10-20 km is preferred) and extend offshore to the 12 nautical mile
limit to cover adult ranges for the species (Thomas & Shears 2013). Reserves should
also be a simple shape which makes them easier to manage, whilst also reducing any
potential edge effects. Edge effects mean that the effective area of a marine
reserve is smaller than the actual size of the reserve due to the removal of fish
at or near the reserve boundaries.
•
Marine protected areas can directly impact wide ranging species by reducing
fisheries bycatch and therefore increasing the survival rate (e.g. Gormley et al.
2012). Bycatch of species such as yellow-eyed penguins has been observed in
commercial and recreational set nets despite the low observer coverage (e.g. Darby
and Dawson 2000) and to a lesser extent in inshore trawl nets (e.g. MPI 2016).
•
Marine Protected Areas also indirectly benefit larger species by removing
competition for the same resource (e.g. blue cod) or by protecting the habitat
(e.g. biogenic reefs as fish nursery habitat) from damage or disturbance. For
example, Marine Reserves have been shown to have positive effects on penguin
populations. A no-take marine reserve was established in 2009 in Algoa Bay, South
Africa and within 3 months of closing the area to fishing, the foraging effort of
the penguins had decreased by 25-30% (Pichegru et al. 2010) due to an increase in
prey (sardines and anchovies).
•
Effective marine protected areas ideally need to be linked and to reach into
deep water, to cover the different species and life stages that are needed for a
healthy ecosystem. Yellow-eyed penguins are known to forage well beyond the 12
nautical mile limit the Forum is restrained to. I strongly encourage the Forum to

recommend an extension of protection measures to beyond 12 nautical miles to
Government.
In addition, the following biodiverse and significant sites have been omitted from
the SEMPF proposed areas:
1.
Te Rere (Catlins) – an additional reserve in the Catlins area, which is of
significance to many marine animals including yellow-eyed penguins, titi, sea lions
and fur seals.
2.
Katiki Point / Okahau Point (Moeraki) - combined these sites are the largest
mainland colony for yellow-eyed penguins, as well as having breeding colonies of
broad-billed prions, white-faced storm petrels, little penguins, common diving
petrels and sooty shearwaters.
3.
Nugget Point – although the Forum has chosen not to include this area for
consideration, it is still an important habitat for yellow-eyed penguins and many
other seabirds and mammals, and has very high tourism value.

","
General Comments: •

The Otago Peninsula and surrounding marine areas have very
high ecological values, including iconic seabirds and marine mammals. People come
to Dunedin specifically to see species such as the yellow-eyed penguins, New
Zealand sea lions and royal albatross. The same is true for areas such as the
Catlins. Without such species, a decline in ecotourism would be likely, with
implications for the local economy.
•
The economic benefit of nature tourism to the local south-east New Zealand
region is very significant. A report in 2007 estimated the value of nature based
tourism to be worth $100 million annually to the local Dunedin economy alone
(Tisdell 2007). This is likely to be far greater now, and in addition sees the
provision of 800-1000 full-time equivalent jobs to the local area. This is likely
to rival if not exceed the commercial value of the local fisheries.
•
Marine reserves have the ability to generate income boosting the local
economy through ecotourism and provide opportunities for local marine education, as
well as the obvious benefits to the local biodiversity (Skewegar et al. 2009). One
such example in New Zealand is the highly successful Leigh Marine Reserve in the
North Island.
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Upload

Q - Comments: For generations these places have been used by tangata whenua to

collect food, that all peoples of the region have benefited from in times of need,
to mark special occasion, and to survive. Subsistence living is an expression of
tino rangatiratanga. An acknowledgement of local mana whenua science and
environmental management principles and practices is absent in the mapping out the
future of MPA on the southern coast.
Mana whenua have the science and systems in place to manage MPAs. Myself and my
whānau support an agreed area that has been truly co-constructed with tangata
whenua - from the decision to map out a proposed area to the management of the MPA.
",
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: For generations these places have been used by tangata whenua to
collect food, that all peoples of the region have benefited from in times of need,
to mark special occasion, and to survive. Subsistence living is an expression of
tino rangatiratanga. An acknowledgement of local mana whenua science and
environmental management principles and practices is absent in the mapping out the
future of MPA on the southern coast.
Mana whenua have the science and systems in place to manage MPAs. Myself and my
whānau support an agreed area that has been truly co-constructed with tangata
whenua - from the decision to map out a proposed area to the management of the MPA.
",
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: For generations these places have been used by tangata whenua to
collect food, that all peoples of the region have benefited from in times of need,
to mark special occasion, and to survive. Subsistence living is an expression of
tino rangatiratanga. An acknowledgement of local mana whenua science and
environmental management principles and practices is absent in the mapping out the
future of MPA on the southern coast.
Mana whenua have the science and systems in place to manage MPAs. Myself and my
whānau support an agreed area that has been truly co-constructed with tangata
whenua - from the decision to map out a proposed area to the management of the MPA.
",
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Please engage in partnership with tangata whenua of the southern

coast.

,
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Opus ID:

#724,
58586e1969ede8512d2c33ff,
Date: Mon Dec 19 2016 23:32:41 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: reuben crossan,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”G”,”H”,”O”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: one of the only places to go crayfish diving on our coast that is

close and safe to head to from crossing the pounawea bar and is half the blue cod
fishing as well .if a marine reserve was to go in the barracuda and shark numbers
in the area would be higher posing more of a threat to the penguins,
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: Our marine environments need protection from exploitation. I support

this proposal to give protection to this coastline.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: I support this proposal to prohibit bottom impacting methods on the
sea bed in this area.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: Great to create MPAs in the Catlins region.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: This is a minimal imposition and essential to protect marine
biodiversity.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: Protecting this estuarine area will enhance the whole estuary.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: This is a very beautiful and popular site for tourists and deserves
all the protection it can get.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: This proposal still allows some recreational fishing while protecting
from an exploitation. I support it.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Demand for seaweed is growing and so now is the time to establish
protection for the kelp forests on the Otago coastline from any potential
commercial exploitation. It is the habitat of many of our fisheries and we do not
want to destroy that. I hope you find the legal mechanism needed.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: Option K- Green Island has a unique marine environment with a diverse

range of marine life, from penguins, sea birds and marine mammals which inhabit
this area.
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments:
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments:
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments:
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments:
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#727,
58587e1869ede8512d2c3498,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 00:40:56 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name:
,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on:

.

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A
B
B
C
C
D
D
E
E

-Comments:
-Selection: support,
- Comments:
- Selection: support,
- Comments:
- Selection: support,
- Comments:
- Selection: support,
- Comments: Option E extends out over a considerably larger region than option G

and would exclude set netting in addition to bottom impacting fishing methods (e.g.
trawling and dredging). Set netting is a threat to the penguins and marine mammals
of the Otago Peninsula that feed within the area covered by option E. Option G is
confined to just the most extensive region of bryozoans and would still allow for
set netting. In addition to threatening sea birds and marine mammals, set netting
would mean that large numbers of fish would continue to be removed from this area.
Recreational line fishing is not.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Option F - The Saunders deep marine Canyon is biologically diverse
providing important habitat and are hotspots for seabirds and whales. In July of
this year the rare and elusive Shepherds Beaked Whale were seen by students lead by
Dr Will Rayment.
This option would capture three time more of deep marine canyon environment than
Option H - Papanui. This would mean larger protection and supportive of marine
protection variables such as decrease impact of 'edge effect' increased range of
habitat types and biomass, as well as enhance opportunity for spillover.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: Option G is confined to just the most extensive region of bryozoans
and would still allow for set netting. In addition to threatening sea birds and
marine mammals, set netting would mean that large numbers of fish would continue to
be removed from this area.
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: Option H - The proposed marine protection area is too small.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: Options I, J and K packaged together offer an excellent opportunity
for a set of interconnected marine protected areas; a showcase of biodiversity on
the doorstep of Dunedin City.
Option I hosts a high concentration of Paua population due to the prohibition of
commercial harvesting. These paua habitat are very rare so Option I would ensure
that they would remain intact for the future insuring that people can see what
original Paua habitat looked like. Option I would also allow for recovery of the
inshore reef fish population and in turn help to nourish and build the population
of marine mammals, penguin and sea birds that rely on them.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments:
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: Option K- Green Island has a unique marine environment with a diverse

range of marine life, from penguins, sea birds and marine mammals which inhabit
this area.
L - Selection: support,

L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Option O - Long Point has a unique marine environment with a diverse

range of marine life, from penguins, seabirds and marine mammals which inhabit this
area.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#728,
585880d569ede8512d2c34bb,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 00:52:37 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Janet Ledingham,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“ConsGr”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Support because it is a hot spot for the endangered Hectors dolphins
who need all the help that can get.
I believe that all net fishing should also be banned",
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: There should be a further extension out to 12 nautical miles to
provide better representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguins, yelloweyed penguins and Hector's dolphins. This area is an internationally recognised
‘Important Bird Area' (IBA).
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: Again there should be a further extension out to 12nm to provide
better representation of habitats used by blue and yellow-eyed penguins and
Hector's dolphins.
This area is an internationally recognised IBA.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: This area is an internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed
penguins and Otago shags.
I strongly recommend further extending the area to include more deep subtidal reef
habitat which is under-represented in the proposal, and increased protection for
fish communities associated with kelp forests.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: Strongly support as his option provides the best representation of
the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal communities.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Support but strongly recommend that it be reconfigured to extend to
the coast to include Hooper &#39;s Inlet and link to Harakeke Point (Site I).
I know this area well and have been heavily involved in sea lion pup monitoring in
the last year and so realise how important this protection of a valuable food
source is to the increasing sea lion community and the yellow-eyed penguins.
Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex than the Papanui Canyon, and so
provides better more comprehensive representation for this habitat type. This is
also the only proposal to contain representation of a deep water highly productive
plateau, with its special bryozoan species. The extension to shore would take in an
example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have not been represented in the
proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and locally significant saltmarsh
and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to Harakeke point would allow for
the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland and biologically productive
area. Such areas are poorly represented in the proposal.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: Because this option does not represent the full range of habitats
associated with the Bryozoan communities.
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: Because this option does not represent the full range of deep water
biodiversity.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: An area I know well. I strongly believe that Tow Rock should be
included since it is a highly productive area so that his marine reserve will
likely be most effective if it is is included. This will be a significant marine

reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being close to a major city,
and world class if connected to site F.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: While this Type 2 protection does not in itself achieve much in the
way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through fisheries
restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and Harakeke
point (I) ",
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: Important for the high diversity of life in a small area that it has
and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and education.
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Such estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and
habitat for shore and sea birds.
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: Should be extended to include site N Akatore Offshore to ensure that
the offshore deep reef habitat is protected in a marine reserve. I also recommend
straightening the boundary to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes make for easier
reserve management. Should be linked to site N.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: Support but should be a marine reserve linked to Site M above.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: Should be extended further to 12 nm to better represent yellow-eyed
penguin foraging habitats. This area is an internationally recognised inshore and
offshore IBA.
The yellow-eyed penguin numbers have been declining here and it is very important
that their feeding grounds be protected.
Should be extended down to Tahakopa Estuary site Q",
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: Needs set net prohibition.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: It should be extended to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the
only representation of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all
the habitats associated with the mouth of the estuary.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: Estuaries such as this one are significant nursery areas for flat
fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: Of great value as an important estuary habitat.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Kelp forests provide habitat for numerous fish and invertebrate
species. This habitat needs to be better represented within marine reserves in the
proposal.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Additional Protection Needed

I seek that all indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be
prohibited in all the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed
I also recommend the creation of a marine reserve between The Brothers Point and
The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This reserve should be from the coast offshore to
12 nm to give representation of deep subtidal gravel habitats within the area of
highest current speed inside the Forum's boundaries. This habitat type is not
represented in the proposed MPA network.
A reserve here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats
associated with Forest & Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve.
Papanui Inlet- Victory Beach should be protected as they are key breeding
locations for the critically endangered NZ Sea Lion (Phocarctos hookerii). This
species is unique to New Zealand and classified as endangered by IUCN and
`nationally critical’ within NZ. The species is declining across its key
subantarctic breeding grounds and only on the Otago coast are its numbers
increasing slowly. There are believed to be only around 11 breeding females on the
Otago Coast with Victory and Allan’s beach being key breeding areas.

I am very sad to see that no protection is proposed for Shag Point and The Nuggets.
I recently heard one of the Runanga state that Long Point could not be accepted for
protection as fishing at the Nuggets was dangerous so people had to go from there
down to Long Point to fish. Why then could the iconic Nuggets area not become a
valuable reserve and nursery for all the marine species including the fish that
penguins and other seabirds, sea lions and seals need to survive.
Something has got to give before we lose some of out threatened seabird and mammal
species.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
",
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Upload
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A -Comments:
B -Selection: changes,"
B - Comments: I support areas B. and C. Waitaki Coastal & Offshore including

proposed extensions – furthermore, I encourage to expand the area of the suggested
MPA 6nm further north and out to 12nm.
The Waitaki River mouth is an ecologically important marine habitat that deserves
better protection than the current proposal. With a seaward boundary of 10km
(5.4nm) the proposed MPA barely extends beyond current fishing restrictions (such
as the 4nm set net ban).
The area off the Waitaki River mouth out to 12nm and north following the currents
is a significant foraging site for seabirds and marine mammals. Particularly, the
important Oamaru Blue Penguins, Yellow-eyed penguins and Hectors Dolphins rely on
this area for food.
Unfortunately, the endangered, endemic Yellow-eyed penguin regularly gets bycaught
in commercial fisheries operating in the area north and east of the currently
proposed MPA4. Despite low observer coverage on set netters, the 2016 fishing
season saw another two Yellow-eyed penguins drown in nets observed by independent
observers north of the Waitaki River mouth. Actual bycatch of protected species in
this area is likely under reported.
Given the importance of the Waitaki coastal and offshore area for protected species
any negative interactions with commercial fisheries need to be managed and
mitigated. This is best achieved through the expansion of the current proposal.
Furthermore, the commercially and ecologically important Oamaru Blue Penguin colony
is situated south of the proposed MPAs. There is considerable overlap between
commercial set netters and Little Penguin foraging hotspots immediately east of
Oamaru. Considering the risk of bycatch mortality for pursuit diving species an
ecological and commercially sensible MPA will include the main foraging areas of
Little Penguins off Oamaru.
Thus, I strongly encourage to expand the currently proposed MPAs out 12nm and 16nm
both north and south of the Waitaki River mouth to safeguard protected species at
this important foraging area.
",
C - Selection: changes,"
C - Comments: I support areas B. and C. Waitaki Coastal & Offshore including
proposed extensions – furthermore, I encourage to expand the area of the suggested
MPA 6nm further north and out to 12nm.
The Waitaki River mouth is an ecologically important marine habitat that deserves
better protection than the current proposal. With a seaward boundary of 10km
(5.4nm) the proposed MPA barely extends beyond current fishing restrictions (such
as the 4nm set net ban).

The area off the Waitaki River mouth out to 12nm and north following the currents
is a significant foraging site for seabirds and marine mammals. Particularly, the
important Oamaru Blue Penguins, Yellow-eyed penguins and Hectors Dolphins rely on
this area for food.
Unfortunately, the endangered, endemic Yellow-eyed penguin regularly gets bycaught
in commercial fisheries operating in the area north and east of the currently
proposed MPA4. Despite low observer coverage on set netters, the 2016 fishing
season saw another two Yellow-eyed penguins drown in nets observed by independent
observers north of the Waitaki River mouth. Actual bycatch of protected species in
this area is likely under reported.
Given the importance of the Waitaki coastal and offshore area for protected species
any negative interactions with commercial fisheries need to be managed and
mitigated. This is best achieved through the expansion of the current proposal.
Furthermore, the commercially and ecologically important Oamaru Blue Penguin colony
is situated south of the proposed MPAs. There is considerable overlap between
commercial set netters and Little Penguin foraging hotspots immediately east of
Oamaru. Considering the risk of bycatch mortality for pursuit diving species an
ecological and commercially sensible MPA will include the main foraging areas of
Little Penguins off Oamaru.
Thus, I strongly encourage to expand the currently proposed MPAs out 12nm and 16nm
both north and south of the Waitaki River mouth to safeguard protected species at
this important foraging area.
",
D
D
E
E

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,
Comments: I suggest upgrading the MPA into a Type 1 and include it into a more

comprehensive MPA as elaborated on below.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: In response to the options currently on the table, I would prefer:
Alternative 1 – including a Type 1 MPA over Saunders Canyon and the central parts
of the bryozoan beds, simply because this option includes a larger and more diverse
area.
However, this MPA would have considerably more benefit if it was extended all the
way to the eastern shores of the Otago Peninsula.
The Otago Peninsula is an important stronghold for a number of protected species.
Surrounding seas are hugely diverse ranging from shallow reefs to bryozoan beds and
deep sea canyons. This productive marine environment offer essential foraging hot
spots for both marine mammals and seabirds. No wonder, Dunedin prides itself as the
“wildlife capital” of New Zealand.
The seas surrounding the Otago Peninsula are the least important areas for the
commercial fisheries across the entire South East Marine Planning Area.
Why not take a bold step and commit to a meaningful MPA that includes the proposed
areas E, F, G, H, I, J, and K, ranging from the shore out to 12nm?
We have currently the unique opportunity to put Dunedin internationally on the map
as a truly proactive wildlife capital. The establishment of a comprehensive MPA
will be hugely beneficial not only for the recovery of protected species but also
by improving tourist experiences, thus, will profit the region as a whole.
Unfortunately, not all protected species are doing
direct and indirect interactions with fisheries as
manage impacts from climate change. To enhance the
face of climate change it is essential to mitigate
the fisheries.

well. Threats at sea include
well as the more difficult to
resilience of populations in the
any negative interactions with

Here and now is the time to make the right decision if we want our children and
grandchildren to experience the wonderful marine wildlife off the Otago Peninsula
the same as we did in the past.
",
G - Selection: changes,
G - Comments: I suggest upgrading the MPA into a Type 1 and include it into a more

comprehensive MPA as elaborated on below.
H
H
I
I

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,"
Comments: I support a MPA from Harakeke Point to White Island (Type 1) - but

not in its current boundaries.
For a meaningful MPA the proposed area needs to be extended to 12nm to include the
most important foraging hotspots of the endangered, endemic Yellow-eyed Penguin.
The Otago Peninsula is a population stronghold for the rapidly declining Yelloweyed Penguin. Here and now is the time to make the right decision if we want our
children and grandchildren to still encounter Yellow-eyed penguins and experience
the wonderful marine wildlife off the Otago Peninsula the same as we did in the
past.
Over the last 20 years the number of Yellow-eyed Penguin pairs breeding on the
Otago Peninsula has declined considerably form 385 breeding pairs in 1996 down to
71 counted during the 2016 breeding season. If the decline continues unabated even
the most conservative population models predict local extinction of this emblematic
species within our lifetime.
The establishment of a more meaningful MPA that extends well beyond the Dunedin
city sewage plume will greatly benefit the region as a whole. Any other solution
would be an international embarrassment. Nature-based tourism is already generating
100 times more revenue than commercial fisheries operating within 12nm around the
Otago Peninsula.
Yellow-eyed penguins are a flagship species for nature based tourism. On the Otago
Peninsula alone they contribute more than $100Mio annually to the local economy .
In comparison, commercial fisheries operating in the area generate an annual
revenue of less than $1Mio. The seas around the Otago Peninsula are the least
important area for commercial fisheries operating within the entire South-East
Marine Planning Boundary.
We currently have the unique opportunity to declare a meaningful marine reserve
around the Otago Peninsula. Such an MPA will not only safeguard protected species
and their unique habitats, furthermore, by enhancing nature-based tourism
experiences it will benefit the people in this region as a whole.
A comprehensive MPA protecting meaningful areas off the Otago Peninsula will put
Dunedin on the map as the true wildlife capital of New Zealand.
",
J - Selection: support,
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: I strongly support the protection of marine areas O. and P. around

Long Point – The suggested area is of very high biodiversity value and includes a
great range of essential representative habitats that are not sufficiently covered
anywhere else in the proposal.

Long Point is an important site for seabirds. Surrounding seas have been identified
as Important Bird Areas by BirdLife International. Long Point is a stronghold for
the endemic, endangered Yellow-eyed penguin which currently experiences dramatic
population declines.
Establishment of the proposed marine reserves will remove fisheries interaction
from part of their foraging range and allow the benthic ecosystems surrounding Long
Point to recover for the benefit of all.
",
P - Selection: changes,"
P - Comments: For maximum gain, I encourage to upgrade the current suggestion for
P. Long Point offshore to a type 1 MPA and ideally fully link offshore and inshore
areas (P. & O.) at Long Point. The proposed MPAs will expand current protected
areas on land and will put Long Point on the map as an important tourism
destination. This boost for regional nature-based tourism has great potential to
benefit the Catlins area as a whole.
",
Q
Q
R
R

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: The estuary has experienced little human disturbance in the past and

as a result is uniquely pristine, surrounded by native lowland podocarp forest and
a protected wetland. The estuary is an important nursery area and stopover site for
migratory shorebirds. I encourage the decision to safeguard this small treasure for
future generations.
I support the use of the estuary for Kāi Tahu cultural purposes and environmental
education. Spear-fishing and recreational line fishing should not be permitted at
Tautuku estuary (conflicting information stated in point 517. And 531.). I applaud
the Forum’s suggestion to allow hand-gathering only (point 531.) in this proposed
Type 2 reserve.
",
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”,
Network Comments: Thank you for your efforts compiling all the valuable information
in the 2016 South East Marine Protection Forum (the Forum) consultation documents
and on SeaSketch.
I want to congratulate you on your achievements working towards the
network of Marine Protected Areas along the South East Coast of New
is an area of global importance for both their natural and cultural
Thus, I am thankful for the opportunity to make a submission on the
Protected Areas.

creation of a
Zealand. This
resources.
proposed Marine

I strongly support the implementation of MPAs to better enable New Zealand to
protect its wonderful marine biodiversity and to safeguard marine productivity and
ecosystem services for the benefit of people and nature in the long term.
","
General Comments: New Zealand has one of the largest and most diverse marine
estates in the world. However, currently less than 7% of New Zealand’s marine
environment is protected. I appreciate the Forum’s effort over the last years to
work towards New Zealand’s international legal obligations (e.g. UNCLOS, CBD) to
protecting biodiversity in order to safeguard the long term viability of
ecosystems.
Recently, all countries have agreed on Target 14 of the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals stating that by 2020 at least 30% of coastal and marine areas
need to be protected.

I applaud the current efforts of the Forum working towards this ambitious goal and
understand the challenges involved in implementing Marine Protected Areas in South
East New Zealand where many passionate people interact with and appreciate our
wonderful marine environment.
I greatly appreciate the effort of the Forum to suggest many small MPAs along the
South East Coast of the New Zealand South Island. As outlined above, I am generally
supportive of any meaningful MPA, and often a small MPA is better than none at all.
Now we have the unique opportunity to establish a protected area network that is
truly great and will safeguard both people and nature. The right decisions will put
South East New Zealand on the map internationally and will allow our children to
experience this wonderful marine environment in the same plentiful beauty like our
parents and grandparents did.
I realise that the implementation of MPAs will be challenging. And I trust all
members of the forum will be working together to achieve a meaningful network of
marine protected our region can be proud of.
Thank you for all your hard work and enthusiasm!
",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Uploads: [http://seasketch-uploads.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/361ff437-cf96-4627-

a5bb-963bca7114cd/2016-12-15 SEMPF-submission.pdf]
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Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: good extension of existing Matiatai,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: likely to be important for sea birds and Hectors dolphins. also
should include the extension,
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: likely to be important for sea birds & hectors dolphins,
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Use option 2 that goes further offshore, please",
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: Use alternative 1, Looks bigger than the alternative option so is
preferred",
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Use Alternative 1, looks bigger than the other option so is
preferred",
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: Use bigger option ,
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: Use bigger option,
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: I used to look out at this every day from my former house. It would
be brilliant if it was completely protected and all the species left alone to get
on with their lives. Use the larger option.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: Great to have a reserve right at Dunedin city - will get a lot of
interest.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: an ecologically very important area and quite accessible,
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: good idea to have estuarine systems represented,
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: excellent scientific value close to shore,
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: likely to be important for oceanic species,
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: wide range of habitats and good continuation of protected areas
onland.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: likely to be important for oceanic species and makes good extension
to the previous area (“O”)",
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: estuaries are very productive areas and natural nurseries for many
species,
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: estuaries are very productive areas and natural nurseries for many
species,
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: estuaries are very productive areas and natural nurseries for many
species,
T - Selection: support,

T - Comments: hugely important for health of the coastal waters - must be protected

to the utmost level possible,
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I would like to see all of the proposed areas protected as fully

as possible. NZ, and Otago, has a lot of onland areas in national parks and other
levels of protection and practically none of the sea. This is out of balance and
must be remedied. The beneficial role of marine reserves has been well shown at
Leigh and elsewhere so there is no valid reason not to make reserves here. Don't
listen to the nimbies, enact all the proposed areas and we'll all be better off for
it. Not only people, but all the birds and fish and lowly life forms will be much
better off and therefore NZ will be much the better.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload
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OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Does this area provide adequate protection for the habitats included?

I oppose the marine reserve in this area as I believe this area is naturally
controlled by nature, weather, a small population and the geological landscape.
There are so few fishing days per year available to the recreational
fishermen/women The remoteness and wildness of this area naturally protects
itself.
• How would this proposal affect your current or future use of the area? How would
this proposal affect you? We are a farming family who have always recreational
fished at Long Point. It will stop my family doing what they love doing,
recreational fishing. Long Point is our favourite fishing spot. We also enjoy the
rock pools and coastline for diving etc.
• Do you support this area going forward as a part of the south-east marine
protected areas network? Why? Why not?
No I do not support the option of Long Point (Type 1) as I believe their are more
suitable locations. I am a supporter of marine reserve and believe we do need
these to protect our resources for the future generations however as stated above I
believe nature controls this area.

• If you do not support it in its current form, can you suggest alternatives to
the proposal that would make it more acceptable, such as changes to its location,
size, boundaries and specific rules?
I would suggest the following alternatives:
B. Waitaki Coastal
H. Papanui Canyon Type 1
T. Kelp Forest
I would like to see fish protected in their breeding seasons. I am not sure
exactly of when each type of fish breeding season occurs but we should reduce the
amount of catch for that breed their breeding period or especially of our highly
fished varieties.
I think we also need to ensure recreational and commercial fishing quota is adhered
to and that the areas are not being exploited.
Do you have any comments to make regarding this proposal?
I oppose Long Point (Type 1) becoming a marine reserve for the following reasons
below. While this area may hold high biodiversity values it is an area where
recreational fishing is limited most of the time due to weather conditions,
geological landscape, road access and population size.
Access/Weather/Safety:
The access for fishing in the the proposed marine reserve area is already
controlled naturally by a bar to cross, limited boat launching due to a rugged
landscape and the weather and limited road access.
Recreational fishing boats mainly have to cross a bar out of the Catlins Lake which
creates limited access as this is tidal and weather dependant. Many inexperienced
boaties would not cross the bar as it becomes too dangerous. Many accidents have
already be caused on the bar with people losing lives. If boaties are forced
further out to sea to fish there may be more accidents as the tide may not be right
for crossing if the weather changes unexpectedly and they need to return to shore.
This could result in further deaths and accidents. Many other launching spots
require tractors and local knowledge.
You only need to look at the gnarly trees
in the Catlins to know the weather is bitterly cold. With an average rainfall of
1300mm and weather patterns originating from the sub-Antarctic oceans it creates
some very wild freezing cold weather. Backed up by the official tourism webpage for
the Catlins (www.Catlins.org.nz) which states “ The Catlins region is prone to
weather patterns which originate from the sub-Antarctic ocean. Dramatic changes in
weather are frequent with calm, sunny days suddenly becoming cool, wet and windy
ones!”
According to the consultation document the following statement is of concern “All
fishing would be prohibited. Fishing vessels would be allowed to enter the area, so
long as they had no gear used for the purpose of fishing in the water at the time.
This is regardless as to whether they are carrying fish or not (and in accordance
with existing fisheries regulations). No discharge to the MPA would be allowed,
this includes (but not limited to): grey water, sewage and fish waste”.
This is of concern due to safety issues. The rocky steep coastline means their a
fewer spots to shelter or come ashore if the weather does change or if boats get
into trouble ie taking on water (compared with other parts of New Zealand such as
the Bay of Islands).
By creating a marine reserve covering 15.8 km of coastline
it will mean people (often with limited experience due to the numbers of days the
can get out and fish) will be forced to fish further from the coastline. If
people are not even able to access the marine reserve for shelter because they have
fishing equipment aboard this is extremely dangerous. By the time help arrived it
would often be too late even if they fishing crew had all the safely gear as the
emergency services have a long way to travel and the water temperatures are
extremely cold most of the time. I do agree sewage and greywater should not be
discharged into our seas.

Road access to the Long Point area is a windy gravel road which would put alot of
people off towing a boat to launch. Access to the point is limited itself as
permission is required to go through farmland and trusts such as the Yellow Eyed
Penguin Trust. I image many farmers are even more reluctant to give permission for
the people to cross their land given all the new “safety laws and requirements”

Family Tradition/Local Fishing Families:
For many local families fishing is part of their lives but this is limited due to
the weather and rugged coastline. Our family have always fished of Long Point and
it would be nice for our children and their children to be able to fish in the same
water. If you were to count the number of recreational fishermen/women out fishing
each day, I think you would find on average it was not very high compared with many
other areas in New Zealand. First you need a boat to access most of the area at
Long Point, then as mentioned above all the elements need to be in your favour to
even launch. While some people may fish on the rocks, the sea is often to rough
for this to happen regularly and in winter it's possibly to cold for most to fish
at all!
The population around the Catlins coastline is around 1200 (many of these people
will not fish to start with) so the number of people accessing the water is
limited.
The tourism season runs from about November to March with the peak of this being
over the summer holidays and February so December to February. To be realistic most
tourist will not be fishing at Long Point due to lack of local knowledge, length of
stay in the country and no fishing gear .Most tourists who wish to fish in New
Zealand will go on a charter. Families who regularly visit the same areas such as
Jacks Point, Pounawea, Papatowai and Tautuku Bay may fish but many will probably
just fish in the estuary where it is safer for smaller children and themselves.
For some families this is part of the kiwi holiday teaching the children to fish
hence they return to the same area every year.
Ecology/Research:
This is a relatively remote area but access for research by land and boat is
possible when conditions are appropriate. The area provides opportunities to study
a range of wave-exposed reef and soft sediments habitat types that extend from the
intertidal to relatively deep water. The area provides opportunities to establish
protected habitat types and populations of a range of exploited species and will
provide greater understanding of marine ecosystems and could inform fisheries
management.
I think Long Point does not need to become a marine reserve in order to carry out
research as suggested (studying wave-exposed reef and soft sediment habitat types,
understanding ecosystems). Research can be carried out at Long Point now as it is.
Fisheries management and marine biologist should be constantly work alongside each
other now in this day and age and sharing information to manage our fisheries. If
certain breeds of fish are declining then the obvious is to reduce their catch
number.
In terms of the declining yellow eyed penguin, controlling stoats,possums, cats,
rats etc is probably the most important issue. You could probably argue the
enormous seal population eating a large amount of fish daily could be contributing
to their decline? Has any research been done on this? Do seals and penguins share
the same habitat at Long Point?
Do they like to coexist, do seals eat penguins?
Is the massive number of seals that has grown recently? Not sure if the
recreational fishermen catch too many penguins but could not comment on commercial
operations.
Clearly protecting all our marine life is extremely important but I
am not sure creating a marine reserve a Long Point will increase the penguin
population.
In conclusion, it could be argued that Long Point which has been “identified as
the best example that meets policy objectives, whilst achieving biodiversity

protection and having less impact to existing users compared to the alternative to
protect similar habitats, namely, the Nuggets” is due to the fact that it is has
less impact because it has less users therefore limited damage on the environment.
It could be argued that areas of high volume users in marine environments are
creating more damage and would be better as marine reserve to ensure they are being
protected.
I oppose the marine reserve in the Long Point Type 1 area as I believe this area
is naturally controlled by nature, weather, a small population living in the area
and the geological landscape. There are limited fishing days per year available to
recreational fishermen enabling the remoteness of this area to naturally protects
itself. If anything I would rather see limitations put of catch numbers, or species
not to be caught at in breeding times. We also need to ensure commercial fishermen
use practices to ensure our marine life is left with little waste or damage. I
believe we can continue to have a beautiful treasure for future generations to
enjoy at Long Point without creating imposing restrictions such as a marine reserve
in this particular spot.
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A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
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E - Comments:
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G - Selection:
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H - Selection:
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N - Selection:
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P - Selection:
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Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I wish to support all proposed MPAs that have been proposed.

In addition:
Creation of a Marine Mammal Sanctuary from Timaru to Waipapa Point, out to 12
nautical miles offshore and including harbours.
Within this area, fishing methods that are known to kill, or injure, marine mammals
(gillnets and trawling), and exploration for oil and gas using airguns (seismic
surveying) should also be banned.

The Otago are is rich in marine mammal species. Such species include sperm whales,
southern right whales, beaked whales, pilot whales, southern right whale dolphins,
dusky dolphins, bottlenoe dolphins, humpback whales, and the endemic and endangered
Hector's dolphin.
Urgently needed protection of these animals, as well as a vast array of seabirds,
sharks, and other predators, will be provided by the establishment of this area as
a Marine Mammal Sanctuary.
The areas that are currently proposed are far too small to provide ecosystem
protection. While the report discusses the connectivity of ecosystems, the proposed
areas do not fit this model. They consider only smaller, less mobile or sessile
species, leaving the upper levels of ecosystems unprotected. Therefore a level of
protection that would encompass higher level species (like whales, dolphins,
pinnipeds, sea-birds and other higher level predators) is required.
The Marine Mammal Sanctuary will provide much needed connectivity for marine mammal
and seabird populations:
o For example, currently the Hector’s dolphin population is less than 30% of its
original numbers and highly fragmented
o Small populations of Hector’s dolphins at Porpoise Bay and off the Otago
coastline (both around 40 individuals) are currently isolated
o A marine mammal sanctuary will allow Hector’s dolphins to recover in areas like
Brighton, south of Dunedin, where these endemic dolphins used to be very common and
are now hardly ever seen
o Seabirds with the same problems include yellow-eyed penguins, which are currently
found in small isolated populations such as Otago and Banks Peninsula – a sanctuary
would help this species to recover to other habitat they have lost due to fisheries
mortality and habitat change.
The South East Marine Protected Areas Forum has been tasked with recommending a
comprehensive network of MPAs, including representative examples of the full range
of marine habitats and ecosystems in the region and provide protection for endemic,
outstanding, rare, distinctive or internationally or nationally important marine
habitats and ecosystems.
This is exactly what the above proposed MM sanctuary would achieve, for seabirds,
marine mammals, sharks and many fish species. Essentially all of species that would
not stay in the small proposed MPAs, most of which are only a few square
kilometers. It would also have major benefits for recreational and commercial
fishing, using selective, sustainable fishing methods that do not kill marine
mammals or seabirds.
",
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A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: The Consultation Document Volume 1 highlights the importance of the

Waitaki River as an influence for unique habitats and foraging areas for seabirds
and Hector’s dolphins. The influence zone of the river is mostly excluded from the
current proposal; the majority of the proposed Type 1 MPA is located South of the
River Mouth and, thus, located upstream of ocean currents. Therefore, most of the
proposed site would not be influenced by the Waitaki River (as illustrated by the
river plume visible in Figure 8, page 38, of the consultation document).
The proposed marine area extension to the north should be included.
",
C - Selection: support,
C
D
D
E
E

-

Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: See my comments regarding establishing Type 1 MPAs for both canyons

and maintaining the Type 2 area as proposed.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Considering the proximity of both canyon heads it would make more
sense to protect both of them in a single Type 1 zone that covers both canyons as
well as the wedge of shelf separating both canyon heads. Extending the Type 1 zone
to a subset of the bryozoan beds seems arbitrary and may not be necessary as
particularly benthic fisheries (as evidenced by the resulting low fisheries
displacement listed in Figure 25 of the consultation document) tend to avoid that
region due to the damaging effect the bryozoan thickets tend to have on their gear.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: The spatial extend of the proposed area is very limited and based the
estimated core distribution of the bryozoan thickets. However, bryozoan thickets
are likely presenet outside this core area. To protect the entire ecosystem option
E is much more preferable.
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Considering the proximity of both canyon heads it would make more
sense to protect both of them in a single Type 1 zone that covers both canyons as
well as the wedge of shelf separating both canyon heads. Extending the Type 1 zone
to a subset of the bryozoan beds seems arbitrary and may not be necessary as
particularly benthic fisheries (as evidenced by the resulting low fisheries
displacement listed in Figure 25 of the consultation document) tend to avoid that
region due to the damaging effect the bryozoan thickets tend to have on their gear.
I - Selection: changes,"
I - Comments: The proposed Type 1 MPA encompasses some of the most important
breeding sites of the endangered Yellow-eyed penguin, which is not only a regional
and national icon but also an important source of income for the city of Dunedin
(http://bit.ly/2hOmPrw).

While the establishment of MPAs should have a holistic approach which considers all
components of the marine ecosystem, clear information about the composition of this
ecosystem is often lacking. As a result, we rely on proxies that indicate regions
of increased biodiversity that should be protected. Penguins are internationally
considered an ideal indicator species for the state of the marine environment they
utilize for foraging. This is especially true for the Yellow-eyed penguin which
forages predominantly at the seafloor and has been found to rely on areas with
increased benthic biodiversity (http://www.int-res.com/abstracts/meps/v343/p295306/).
As currently outlined, the proposed MPA covers a marine area dominated by sandy
bottom. The proposed area excludes substantial parts of the species’ main foraging
grounds which are located between 3 and 12 km offshore (Figure Ia). These parts are
dominated by gravel which provides substrate for sessile fauna (e.g. sponges,
corals) which in turn is habitat for crustaceans and fish, i.e. prey penguins
target (Figure Ib). Hence, the foraging areas of the Yellow-eyed penguins from the
Otago Peninsula point out areas of high biodiversity that proposed MPAs should
protect.
Moreover, the proposed site overlaps 100% with the plume of discharged wastewater
from the city of Dunedin (figure Ib). The resulting contamination of shellfish
effectively protects coastal waters from commercial and recreational harvesting
which renders the protective value of the MPA as currently proposed minimal.
Hence, extending the MPA boundaries to 12 nm offshore is warranted as it would
cover substantial areas of increased benthic biodiversity as indicated by the
Yellow-eyed penguins foraging distribution. This area would not necessarily need to
be a Type 1 MPA but could be established as a Type 2 with all benthic fisheries and
set netting activities banned within that area. This would also close the gaps
between the areas E/F and M/N and bring the proposal closer to an establishment of
a network of MPAs.
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: One of the objectives of the MPA consultation was to establish ‘a

network of smaller marine protected areas’ rather than a single large MPA which is
considered ‘impractical because of the geography and potential impacts on existing
users’. This is an understandable proposition. However, I fail to recognize any
form of ‘network’ in the proposed MPAs.
The proposed sites are spatially disjointed with distances of 20 to 50 km between
‘adjacent’ MPAs. Considering that most mobile marine fauna (i.e. crustaceans, fish,
marine top predators such as seabirds or seals) that would benefit from a network
of MPAs have smaller foraging ranges than most of the proposed MPAs are distanced
from another. Hence it seems unlikely that there will be any substantial exchange

of occupancy between any of the proposed sites, which would be a core requirement
for a network of MPAs.
It furthermore seems, that any attempt to even approximate the creation of a MPA
network was thwarted to not only minimize but avoid any ‘potential impacts on
existing users’. Point 38 in the Consultation Document, Volume 1, lists nine major
‘pressures on the marine environment’. One third of these pressures are related to
fisheries, i.e. ‘environmentally damaging fishing methods’, ‘overfishing’, and
‘bycatch’.
In this light, the tables listing the fisheries displacement resulting from the
establishment of the proposed MPAs paint a sobering picture. With the exception of
Danish Seine fisheries in proposed MPAs C and D (which would experience a 12%
displacement) hardly any of the existing fisheries will be affected by the
establishment of the proposed sites. The average displacement of any type of
fishery is below 1%. In other words, the proposed sites cover mainly areas that are
of little to no interest for fisheries. Yet, commercial fisheries target biomass
that accumulates in areas of increased productivity and consequently biodiversity,
i.e. areas that MPAs seek to protect.
With the current proposal, there is the risk that MPAs merely become a token to
signal environmental awareness while offering little to no protection from
pressures on the marine environment that these areas are intended for.
",
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Uploads: [http://seasketch-uploads.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/d23b4ab2-edf0-46a9-

8847-6a42e9d73f69/figure.Ia.pdf]
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[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: changes,"
A -Comments: the site is too small to be effective, all evidence suggests reserves
need to be much larger to be effective, particularly when knowledge of the life
histories of species being protected are not well known. Suggest extending
alongshore and out to extent of kelp forest",
B -Selection: changes,
B - Comments: Both Waitaki reserves partially cover important foraging areas for
penguins but this needs to be extended. the Type 1 reserve should include the
northern extension ,
C - Selection: changes,"
C - Comments: These areas are bycatch hotspots for YEPs - at least 2 are known to
have been caught in 2016 and previously in 2009, despite extremely low observer
coverage. Very little of the marine IBAs are incorporated into the Type II reserve
here. This should be extended out to the 12nm limit and north to Waimate to
encompass the area where YEPs have been bycaught. Ideally the Type II reserve would
encompass the whole colony extension for seabirds from Oamaru including foraging
areas for Otago and spotted shags (high numbers triggering IBA in Oamaru Harbour)
and little penguins breeding at Oamaru and Katiki Point which is the most important
YEP colony site on the mainland.
D - Selection: changes,
D - Comments: This Type 1 reserve could be supported by a Type II reserve to
encompass more of the threatened YEP habitat. Bobby's Head is a Yellow Eyed Penguin
Trust Reserve and there is a recreation reserve at Shag Point that also support
YEPs and little penguins as well as other species. Recommend a Type II extension
out to 12 nm and north to encompass part of Shag Point along the coast. Shag Point
is also an ideal place to have a type 1 marine reserve for it's diversity of
biological values as well as ease of access for education and enjoyment.
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: Too small support E,
F - Selection: changes,"
F - Comments: Saunders canyon is much larger than Papanui and also supports a
greater diversity of habitats. It's larger size also means it would support a
larger ecosystem which includes birds and cetaceans as such would be the best
choice for a Type 1 reserve, if just 1 is selected. Ideally the reserve should be
extended to abut coastal ecosystems to achieve connectivity such as with Hoopers
Inlet on the Otago Coast and also connect up with the Harakeke Point to White
Island reserve. This will protect a variety of habitats including YEP transiting
and foraging areas from a number of colonies along the Otago Peninsula. ",
G - Selection: changes,"
G - Comments: As an alterative to the suggestion above to extend the Type1 reserve
to connect with Harakeke Point to White Island, extend this type II reserve to
encompass the whole of the outside of the Otago Peninsula also connecting up with
Harakeke Point reserve. This will protect more of the marine IBA identified in this
area.
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Support protecting both canyons to greater protect whale and seabird
habitat as well as diversity of other marine organisms. Broyzoan beds and other
biogenic habitats are important for fish diversity supporting top predators such as
seabirds and whales. Canyons are a relatively rare habitat with high biodiversity
values which should be protected in the network of marine reserves.

I - Selection: changes,"
I - Comments: As suggested above need to connect up this reserve with offshore

reserves for connectivity of marine habitats and transiting to and from important
YEP colony sites along this coast to foraging areas for penguins, out to 12 nm.
",
J - Selection: changes,
J - Comments: Again needs to extend this type II reserve out to 12 nm to encompass
YEP transiting and foraging areas as identified by the IBA boundaries on the
seasketch maps.
K - Selection: changes,
K - Comments: Green Island is a YEP breeding site and being offshore is generally
safe from human disturbance hence has high value for this reason. the proposed
reserve is too small to adequately cover the YEP foraging areas and 1 penguin is
thought to have been caught in a trawler in this area. Once again add a type ii
reserve out to 12nm to link with the White Island to Waldronville reserve next
doorto the coast and out to 12 nm ,
L - Selection: support,
L
M
M
N
N

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: changes,
Comments: Again makes more ecological sense to join up the Type 2 reserve with

the Type 1 reserve.
O - Selection: changes,"
O - Comments: Good to see connectivity between offshore and shore MPAs. Tahakopa is
a significant estuary and would be a beneficial addition to the diversity of MPAs
within the SEMPAF area. This would need to be a Type 1 reserve to protect the whole
ecosystem. Long Point is also the biggest colony of YEPs in the Catlins area also
used by other species such as shooty shearwater, little penguin and shag species
and many others - refer IBAs.
",
P - Selection: changes,"
P - Comments: The Catlins is a rich coastal area with a high diversity of marine
mammals and birds using it including sea lions, fur seals and penguins including
YEPs, blue penguins and occasionally tawaki. Colony sites have been identified in
the IBA documents and seaward extensions out to a maximum of 50km (150m depth).
Protection of these marine habitats for seabirds and marine mammals would be
afforded by an extension of the Type 2 offshore reserve to abut the coast up to and
including Nugget Point to the north and southwards to include Forest & Birds
important Te Rere Reserve, which is a significant colony for YEPs.
Q - Selection: changes,
Q - Comments: AS stated above extend to include whole estuary to join with O-Long
Point.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: please refer to attached additional submission,
POI:
Boundary Changes:

[“585880a269ede8512d2c34b7”,”5858812269ede8512d2c34bd”,”5858826769ede8512d2c34c7”,”
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[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: The proposed area is very small. It needs to be enlarged both offshore
and alongshore so that benefits are more likely to accrue ,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: important region for primary productivity, due to the riverine input
and habitat type.
C - Selection: support,
C
D
D
E
E

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: bryozoan beds are an important feature themselves, as well as being a

biogenic habitat potentially important as a nursery area for several fish species.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Canyons are hotspots of marine biodiversity, for conservation of
marine biodiversity, the best option proposed by the SEMPF is site F, because the
Saunders Canyon has the steepest and most complex bathymetry inside the territorial
limits. the biodiversity value of the Saunders canyon ranks above the value to
fisheries.
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: bryozoan beds are an important feature themselves, as well as being a
biogenic habitat potentially important as a nursery area for several fish species",
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Submarine canyons are among the most productive deep sea habitats yet
described, supporting exceptional biomass of benthic invertebrates, demersal fish
and top predators, including marine birds, pinnipeds and cetaceans (De Leo et al.
2010; Santora & Reiss 2011).
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: enlarge - it is currently too small. The conservation benefits of
marine reserves generally increase with size (Halpern 2003; Edgar et al. 2014). Tow
Rock is one of the few examples of deep reef habitat proposed for protection.
Therefore, option 2, including Tow Rock is preferred. The proposed area includes
excellent examples of exposed rocky reef and beach habitats, home to a range of
macroalgae, reef fish and invertebrates. It would protect the nearshore habitat of
endangered, endemic species such as New Zealand sea lions and yellow eyed penguin.
General public who oppose this reserve due to fear they wont be able to catch fish
in their favourite spot any longer don't realise that global fisheries are
predicted to collapse in 2050 and that marine reserves actually result in recovery
of previously exploited species if the correct habitat is protected (see reviews by
Halpern 2003; Willis 2013). This reserve should definitely be a Type 1 - if this is
implemented there should be an extensive use of science communication techniques to
educate the public and ensure communities understand the importance of these
reserves and the outcomes they hope to create especially pertaining to their
interests i.e fisheries.
",
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: I support the proposal to allow recreational take of two paua and two
rock lobster per person per day. I suggest that the regulations also include a
limit of three fin-fish per person per day. Implementing a slot fishery for some

species such as lobster and blue cod would help to preserve the higher fecundity
breeding fish.
",
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: This reserve is currently planned too small. the proposed reserve
area needs to be increased to improve the likelihood that benefits will accrue. To
avoid impinging on the wahi tapu of Kai Tahu, the reserve should be extended
westwards and offshore.
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: The protection of habitat surrounding the estuary means it is less
likely to be impacted than other estuaries, and offers a good opportunity to link
terrestrial and marine management. Estuaries are important habitat for juvenile
fish. Estuaries also need to be preserved to ensure bivalve communities remain
intact to “clean” overlying water.
",
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: having the estuary and coastal protected areas ensure benefits
accrue. this location would provide an important connection between sites I and O
which also protect coastal reef habitat.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: off shore habitats are very important to preserve especially as we
have no control beyond the territorial limit. restriction of commercial fishing
methods in this area would protect sensitive seafloor habitat such as bryozoan
beds, and remove the risk of bycatch of seabirds. connection with the proposed
marine reserve site M, would create a large MPA and so increasing the probability
that benefits would accrue.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: The accessibility of the area, and current biodiversity values, mean
the site has the potential to become a significant tourist attraction. Fishing
effort in the area is currently quite high, therefore designation of a marine
reserve is likely to have a positive effect on biodiversity. an extension of the
reserve south west along the coast to include the Tahakopa Estuary (site Q) would
enhance the benefits of this reserve.
",
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: Together with site O, it provides protection from the coast to the
territorial limit. This will enhance foraging opportunities for seabirds including
yellow-eyed penguins and protect them from bycatch.
",
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: The proposed reserve is very small and the design means that
compliance with and enforcement of the regulations will be challenging. Enlarging
the reserve to encompass the whole estuary will mean that benefits are more likely
to accrue. The conservation benefits of marine reserves generally increase with
size (Halpern 2003; Edgar et al. 2014).
",
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: This estuary is important for wading birds, bivalves and estuarine
fish. bivalves ensure good water quality through filter feeding removing toxins and
organic matter from the system. Essential in a healthy ecosystem.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: valuable estuarine habitat, which is very important for birds,
bivalves, and estuarine fish.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: All commercial kelp harvesting should be banned within the proposed
site due to ecological fragility of the system. Undaria harvesting should be
encouraged within the area. Kelp forests are threatened by sedimentation, rising
sea temperatures, the indirect effects of fishing and commercial harvesting.
Globally and nationally they are declining.
","
Creating a Network: [“B”,”D”,”H”,”J”,”K”,”M”,”O”,”Q”,”T”],
Network Comments: very important biologically to provide protected habitats
connected by currents to ensure reduction of population fragmentation. They need to
be many - but large enough to ensure the individual reserve is a success i.e

accounts for edge effect - and close enough together to provide benefits to
multiple species taking into account the various reproductive histories of marine
organisms i.e. larvae time in water column before settling. A network of MPAs is
likely to provide greater benefits than the sum of the constituent parts."
General Comments: New Zealand’s MPA policy states that “a marine reserve will be
established to protect at least one sample of each habitat or ecosystem type in the
network” (Marine Protected Areas Policy & Implementation Plan, paragraph 93). This
network of marine reserves must meet this goal. Decision makers should bear this in
mind when considering opposition to the proposed marine reserves. If there is no
replication of a particular habitat within the proposed network, then each proposed
reserve must be accepted.
",
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A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: I support this Type 2 MPA to aid in the maintenance and recovery of
species within the area. Being at the northern extent of the forum area it is an
important representative area within the network of proposed sites and
complementing the adjacent maitaitai reserve to the north.
This site has been chosen due to its importance for school shark pupping and
elephant egg cases, due to the commercial pressures on both of these species it is
imperative that there are areas within which they are protected.
I would like to see the restrictions extended to prohibit all net fishing,
commercial long lining and mid water trawling as is being considered by the forum,
in order to better protect all species and trophic systems within the designated
boundary. Without these added restrictions there is not adequate protection for the
habitats and species. Recreational fishing with kontiki lines or lines with more
than 5 hooks should be prohibited to reduce accidental captures of non target
species and lower the pressure from recreational fishing within the proposed MPA. I
support prohibiting all bottom trawling and dredging.
",
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: I support this type 1 MPA in order to protect the North Otago /
South Canterbury gravel habitat, an important habitat for juvenile fish, that is
not represented at any other site within the forum area. Additionally this site is
an important foraging area for seabirds including little blue penguins and is
habitat for the endangered Hectors dolphin. Hectors dolphin populations are in
decline (The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. Version 2016-3.
<www.iucnredlist.org>. Downloaded on 18 December 2016) and therefore require all
the protection possible to try and enable their numbers to stabilise and increase.
I strongly support the northern extension to this reserve to incorporate the
important seabird foraging area (also habitat for Hectors dolphins) which holds the
highest recorded density of little blue penguin foraging. This northern extension
would therefore provide much needed protection for species within an area of high
foraging use.
This MPA will be strengthened if the offshore Waitaki (Site C) MPA is created,
thus reducing the boundary length to area ratio of both MPAs and increasing the
protection of all species within the reserve.
",
C - Selection: changes,"
C - Comments: I support this MPA in order to increase protection for the species
and habitats found within the area. I support the proposed extension to increase
the size of the MPA to include the Waitaki River Mouth. I support banning all
trawling, Danish seining, dredging and set netting within the proposed area due to
the sites importance for foraging seabirds, including little blue penguins. This
site is complementary to the inshore Waitaki (Site B) type 1 reserve.
I recommend two changes: 1. extend the off shore boundary to 12nm in order to
protect a known foraging area of Hectors dolphins and seabirds, to protect only
part of the known foraging range of mobile species is not sufficient - by extending
the boundary further offshore a great proportion of these species foraging range

will be protected, enabling them better foraging conditions and reducing the
incidences of accidental captures.
2: It would be preferable to make the Waitaki offshore MPA a type 1 no take reserve
in order to provide increased protection for the habitats and species within the
site and represent the under sea gradient within the forum region which is not
represented in a type 1 reserve elsewhere. This would also border directly with the
Waitaki coastal B reserve making a larger completely protected area which is
preferable in accordance with the Marine Protected Areas Classification, Protection
Standard and Implementation Guidelines.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I support this type 1 MPA with option 2 protecting the area out to
5.4nm offshore. It is important to extend the reserve out to 5.4nm in order to
protect the species which are wider ranging and more mobile and also incorporating
deeper reef habitat which will not be protected under option 1. Moreover, under
option 2, deep mud habitat is protected and this is the only area of this habitat
under consideration by the forum and therefore deserves full protection at this
site in order to be represented within the wider network of MPAs. Large marine
mammals such as right whales and orcas have been observed along this part of the
coast, although these highly mobile and wide ranging species are hard to protect
with small MPAs it further highlights the importance of this area for marine
species.
Neighbouring the proposed reserve on land are areas of conservation value. As
stated in the Marine Protected Areas Classification, Protection Standard and
Implementation Guidelines (site identification and selection), it is important to
take into account neighbouring land use and MPAs adjacent to terrestrial sites of
ecological value are “likely to have greater biological integrity”. This proposed
type 1 reserve borders three areas of ecological value: The Pleasant River Estuary
which has been identified as an area of Significant Conservation Value (Dunedin
City District Plan), Bobby's Head which has been identified as an Important Bird
Area (Forest & Bird), and the Pleasant River sand Spit Conservation Area. Sites
along the coast adjacent to the reserve are important for yellow eyed penguin
breeding, this iconic endangered species, currently in decline (The IUCN Red List
of Threatened Species. Version 2016-3. <www.iucnredlist.org>. Downloaded on 18
December 2016.), requires all the protection possible and protecting nesting sites
on land is not enough. It is essential that areas at sea where yellow eyed penguins
forage are protected in order to both secure their food source and reduce
accidental mortality due to fishing practices. Other more common seabird species,
such as spotted shags and sooty shearwaters, which breed along the coast adjacent
to the proposed marine reserve, also require protection at sea in their foraging
grounds.
Option 2 of this proposed MPA would enable several distinct habitats along a depth
gradient to be protected. Due to Shag Point, although identified by the forum as a
site of high biodiversity value, not currently under consideration for any sort of
MPA, it is essential that the Pleasant River to Stony Creek MPA is created in
order to protect an area of similar habitat types.
E - Selection: changes,"
E - Comments: I support this proposed MPA for the bryozoan beds, a habitat special
in itself and also an important feeding area for seabirds, sea lions and whales.
The endangered yellow eyed penguin and endangered Hookers sea lion (The IUCN Red
List of Threatened Species. Version 2016-3. <www.iucnredlist.org>. Downloaded on 19
December 2016) both use this area for foraging. Yellow eyed penguins are an iconic
species associated with Dunedin and their population is in decline. In addition to
protecting this species at its terrestrial nesting sites it is essential to protect
it at sea. This general area, which borders on the deep canyons, is unique within
New Zealand, the only other site at which deep canyons come close to the coast is
at Kaikoura. Due to the uniqueness of the site and its incredibly high
biodiversity value, including as a foraging ground for endangered species, it is
essential that the area be protected to the highest degree possible and the larger
the area protected the better. If only one of each type 1 and type 2 MPA is
possible then I support E as a type 2 MPA in conjunction with F as a type 1
(Alternative 1). I support the ban on bottom dredging, trawling, Danish seining,
set netting and purse seining and in addition support the additional considered
restrictions to ban all netting and mid water trawling.

However to provide the area and the species within with the protection they
require, having E as a type 2 MPA, both Papanui H and Saunders G canyons should be
protected as type 1 reserves. The larger the area the protected the more effective
the MPA at achieving the goal of maintaining and enhancing the biodiversity found
within the site.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: I support this site as a type 1 MPA due to the importance of
protecting the heads of deep canyons which are known important foraging grounds for
seabirds and marine mammals. This type 1 MPA would complement the type 2 MPA E as
alternative 1 - offering some form of protection to both canyon heads and the
entire extent of the known bryozoan bed.
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: I support option 2 only in the case that option 1 is unable to go
ahead therefore ensuring that at least part of the area be protected. If this type
2 MPA goes ahead then I support the restriction on commercial set netting - it is
essential to minimise the impacts of commercial fishing to both allow fish stocks
of target species to recover as well as reducing the impacts of by catch on non
target species - several of which are iconic and endangered species.
However, as stated above the reserve will be more effective at protecting the high
biodiversity within the region if the larger area encompassed in option 1 is
applied.
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: I support this type 1 MPA over the head of Papanui Canyon in order to
fully protect the habitat and species found within the area. As previously stated
the canyons are unique and of high biodiversity. I support fully protecting as type
1 MPAs the heads of both Papanui and Saunders Canyons.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: I support this type 1 MPA under option 2 which includes the extension
offshore to include Tow Rock. The area proposed is an important and iconic local
Dunedin inshore coastline and I applaud that it has been proposed as a no take
reserve. Adjacent Conservation areas on land will add to the impact of the marine
reserve as stated in the Marine Protected Areas Classification, Protection Standard
and Implementation Guidelines (site identification and selection), it is important
to take into account neighbouring land use and MPAs adjacent to terrestrial sites
of ecological value are “likely to have greater biological integrity”. This site
has been identified as a Significant Seabird Area and protecting it would offer
protection to endangered and vulnerable New Zealand species including yellow eyed
penguins, little blue penguins, red billed gull, fairy prion, Hookers sea lion. It
is essential that seabirds nesting on the Otago peninsula are also protected within
their foraging grounds, the same goes for Hookers sea lions which frequent and
breed on local beaches.
The reserve, within close proximity to Dunedin city and associated tourist
attractions, would become a flagship reserve for the region and enhance Dunedin's
claim as a wildlife capital of New Zealand. The reserve encompasses a high
diversity of habitats especially if the considered extension to include Tow Rock is
adopted. Tow Rock situated in a zone of strong currents and clear water has a high
biodiversity value deserving of protection.
I am a recreational user of the land and immediate coastline within the proposed
boundary and I would find my experiences enhanced were the area to be designated as
a type 1 marine reserve. Additionally I frequent the adjacent land as part of my
current work (Forest & Bird Dunedin Projects - Coastal Otago seabird restoration)
where we aim to re establish breeding colonies of historically present seabirds in order for such an initiative to be successful it is essential that the adjacent
marine environment provide the species with effective foraging grounds. This
proposed type 1 MPA would help protect seabird species when at sea, however due to
the wide range covered by most species the reserve only offers them protection in a
fraction of their at sea range. It would therefore be preferable to extend the
reserve out to 12nm and increase the network with the other MPAs proposed for the
area.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: I support this type 2 MPA and it would strengthen the protection
offered by the neighbouring site I (Harakeke Point - White Island). As with site I,
the reserve, situated within close proximity to Dunedin city and associated tourist
attractions, would become, coupled with site I, a flagship reserve for the region

and enhance Dunedin's claim as a wildlife capital of New Zealand. I am a
recreational user of the land and immediate coastline within the proposed boundary
and I would find my experiences enhanced were the area to be designated as a type 2
marine reserve extending directly from the type 1 reserve I.
If concerned about an increase of the impact from recreational fishing due to the
type 1 MPA site I, then perhaps local catch limits would have to be reduced
accordingly. The proximity of the sites to the University of Otago enables the
areas and the impacts from recreational users to be studied to inform management.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: I support this type 1 MPA surrounding Green Island. It is a small
predator free island which provides an important habitat for several species of
breeding seabird including locally iconic and threatened species such as the yellow
eyed penguin and recently described Otago shag. Alone the proposed area is tiny,
however as a type 1 MPA area it would complement the adjacent proposed reserves I
and H, improving the linkages and network offered by the different MPAs and
therefore enhancing protection for more mobile species and total protection for the
resident reef fish species which live around the island. Green Island is a
designated nature reserve and this would be further complimented by a type 1 marine
reserve in the surrounding waters. A considerable decline in species diversity and
abundance around Green Island has been stated and it is likely that under complete
protection (as offered by a type 1 MPA) species would be restored and once again
enhance.
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: I support this type 2 MPA as a form of protection for a coastal
estuary. The conservation areas around the estuary (wildlife management area in
estuary catchment and QEII covenant on northern bank) would be complemented by the
MPA. I support all of the proposed fishing restrictions at the site in order to
stop high levels of fish extraction from the estuary. This MPA would be
complemented by the type 1 Akatore coastal MPA with which it would share a boundary
and provide a link from the estuary mouth out to sea. I have visited this site
recreationally (walking) and if it were designated a MPA my enjoyment would be
enhanced.
M - Selection: changes,"
M - Comments: I support creating a type 1 Akatore Coastal MPA to protect the
intertidal and shallow rocky reef habitats and species within this area.
Furthermore it could provide a link between the proposed coastal MPAs I and O. Site
M would be directly complimentary to the proposed sites L and N within close
proximity.
However this MPA would be more effective if the reserve were extended to make the
off shore boundary straight, therefore increasing the area protected in relation to
the boundary, as should be considered according to the Marine Protected Areas
Classification, Protection Standard and Implementation Guidelines (site
identification and selection).
Preferable still, in order to better protect the region, would be to extend the
Akatore coastal MPA out to 4.6nm to share a direct boundary with the Akatore
offshore N type 2 MPA.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: I support this type 2 MPA and all of the proposed fishing
restrictions which will reduce the negative impacts on the ecosystem, natural
species composition and trophic linkages. This proposed MPA would protect deep
offshore reef and gravel, the latter which is likely to be suitable bryozoan
habitat and therefore corresponds with a high biodiversity value. This proposed
site is a known foraging area for endangered yellow eyed penguins and the proposed
fishing restrictions would reduce the chance of incidental captures of this species
- a current pressure which only adds to the documented decline of the species.
Further offshore beyond 12nm accidental capture data shows a high diversity of
seabirds and marine mammals, it is most likely that these species also frequent the
area within the proposed MPA and show its high biodiversity value.
This site would link with the proposed M and L sites further inshore and would be
preferable if the inshore site M extended its boundary to meet the inshore boundary
of site N. This would involve prohibiting trawling in an inshore trawl area and
displacing commercial fishing, however such protection needs to be placed in such
sites currently under high human extraction.
O - Selection: support,

O - Comments: I support the type 1 MPA at Long Point. Long point itself is

identified as an Important Bird Area (Forest & Bird 2014) due to breeding yellow
eyed penguins, sooty shearwaters and little blue penguins in addition to further
seabird species which frequent inshore waters. Additionally the site is habitat for
Hookers sea lion, fur seals and Hectors dolphin. At present there are identified
conservation sites on land administered by both DOC and the Yellow Eyed Penguin
Trust. The formation of a type 1 MPA would provide a continuum of protection from
land to sea for the species which use the area. At sea protection for the local
yellow eyed penguin population, which utilise the waters directly offshore for
foraging, would complement the conservation measures currently taking place on land
(nest site protection) to conserve this endangered species.
The habitats protected within this proposed site are unique to the Catlins Coast
and are not included in any of the other proposed MPAs within the network - it is
therefore essential that they be given representative protection. Moreover the high
use by this area of iconic native species, some of which are endangered, highlights
the importance of protecting the area. With the Nuggets not being up for
consultation it is even more essential to create a reserve at Long Point.
I visit this site as part of my work and the seabirds breeding along the coast are
of importance and would benefit from protection in their at sea feeding grounds.
The potential at this site to restore mainland breeding sites for now absent
species will not continue if we can not conserve the seabirds in their ocean
habitat.
This site will be complimented by the proposed MPA site P.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: I support this type 2 MPA. The inshore area of the proposed site has
been identified as an at sea IBA where sooty shear waters, yellow eyed penguins,
little blue penguins, prions and other seabird species forage. The high use of this
area by such species also highlights the biodiversity value of the marine habitat although little is known about this deeper offshore area of the Catlins. I support
the fishing restrictions proposed by the forum and support the additional fishing
restrictions on all netting, mid water trawling and purse seining which is required
in order to protect the ecological systems, natural species composition and trophic
linkages. Protecting just the bottom habitat structure will not offer the level of
protection which should be applied to this important bio diverse site.
This site is complimentary to the neighbouring site O, although it must be noted
that the high intensity trawling on part of the inshore boundary of the reserve
will adversely impact on more mobile species including the risk of accidental
captures of endangered yellow eyed penguins and Hookers sea lions.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: I support this type 1 MPA within the estuary. The site provides
habitat for wading birds, white bait breeding and flat fish, all of which would
benefit from part of the estuary being protected. Additionally the remaining salt
marsh, cleared from other areas within the estuary, would be left intact to
recover. The proposed MPA would be bordered by existing terrestrial conservation
sites - The Papatowai Scenic Reserve and Shanks Bush private QEII Reserve, thus
having the potential to increase the wider ecological value of the proposed MPA.
I am a recreational user of this site and my experiences would be enhanced were
part of the estuary protected as a type 1 MPA. This site would be complemented by
proposed sites R and S",
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: I support a type 2 MPA on the Tautuku Estuary in order to provide
protection to the habitats and species within this largely unmodified estuarine
habitat. I support all of the proposed fishing restrictions. Adjacent terrestrial
conservation areas would further increase the impact of the proposed reserve. The
estuary is used by wading birds and is identified as an important breeding site for
yellow bellied flounder which would benefit from the fishing restrictions proposed.
I support prohibiting white baiting, four of five of the adult species of white
bait are currently threatened (Forest & Bird), highlighting the need to have some
rivers/estuaries protected for these species.
The unmodified value of the Tautuku estuary, both within its catchment and the
marsh area, mean it is of importance to protect within the MPA network. Mobile
wading bird species which move between estuaries for foraging, would benefit from
the network provided by the three proposed Catlins estuary MPAs, sites Q, R and S.

I am a recreational user of this site and my experiences would be enhanced were
part of the estuary protected as a MPA.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: I support the proposed type 2 MPA at Haldane Estuary and all of the
proposed fishing restrictions in order to provide protection species within this
area of wide ranging estuarine habitats. The estuary is recognised as being
significant for wading birds, it is also a nursery for white bait. I support
prohibiting white baiting, four of five of the adult species of white bait are
currently threatened (Forest & Bird), highlighting the need to have some
rivers/estuaries protected for these species. Two close conservation areas would
add to the wider ranging ecological benefit from the proposed MPA.
The overall recognised ecological value of Haldane Estuary mean it is of importance
to protect within the MPA network. Mobile wading bird species which move between
estuaries for foraging, would benefit from the network provided by the three
proposed Catlins estuary MPAs, sites Q, R and S.
I am a recreational user of this site and my experiences would be enhanced were
part of the estuary protected as a MPA.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: I support a mechanism of protection for the kelp (Macrocystis
pyrifera) forests along the south east coast of the South Island. This species is
essential as providing habitat for a variety of species including several
commercially caught species. Being long lived and slow to recover it could be at
risk from harvesting pressure. At the base of the food web, loss or reduction of
this habitat would have a negative impact on a huge array of species.
Due to the lack of commercial harvesting in the proposed area (the six known quota
holders not currently harvesting within the site), I suggest that a complete ban be
put on any harvesting of live kelp within the proposed site."
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”,
Network Comments: Due to the small size of all the individual proposed MPAs within
the region it is necessary to have all of the sites approved and have them all form
part of a marine protected areas network. Due to the mobile habits of many of the
iconic species within the SE region, individually the proposed MPAs may not offer
them much protection. However if all of the sites, several of which are identified
foraging grounds for more mobile species (Hookers sealions, yellow eyed penguins,
whale and dolphin species), can be adopted then the protection offered to these
species will be more effective. Moreover the principals state that fewer larger
reserves are more effective than several small reserves, however due to the lack in
the proposed sites of any large area, all of the smaller sites will have to
suffice. The principles state that when identifying and selecting sites maximum
connectivity should be aimed for. To fulfil this aim all of the sites (with
exception of bryozoan bed G option 2 which if option 1 E goes ahead will be
incorporated within the boundary of option 1 E) should form part of the network. As
described on a site to site basis, several of the proposed MPAs border terrestrial
sites of conservation value, by having a larger network of marine reserves this
increases the ecological value of the protection offered, especially as many of the
more iconic (and endangered) species forage at sea and breed on land within the SE
South Island region."
General Comments: First I thank all of the forum members for their hard work over
the years leading up to opening the proposed reserves for public submissions. As
has been identified, the SE coast of the South Island of New Zealand is in drastic
need of marine protected areas. As a region of the country which prides itself on
biodiversity, much of which derives from marine species, and reaps large tourism
gains from such, it is appalling that to date no MPAs have been accepted. Without
providing adequate protection for species within their ocean habitat they will no
longer breed along the coastline.
Currently the worlds ocean habitats and the species which live in them are under
threat, in order to try and restore many of the habitats and species (many of which
human beings rely on commercially) the International Union for the Conservation of
Nature has stated that at least 30% of all marine species requires protection under
no take reserves and other similar measures. New Zealand, a small country with a
proportionally large marine space, pledged that as a country
10% would be
protected under MPA management. I am disappointed that even following years of
discussion, the total combined area of the proposed MPAs, should all of the

proposed MPAs be established, represents only 5.3% of the forum area. Therefore, in
conservation terms, to provide adequate protection to our unique marine habitats
and species, as an absolute minimum all of the proposed MPAs must be adopted and
their boundaries increased to attain at least a representative 10% of the forum
area.
I appreciate that several of the proposed MPA boundaries have been drawn to ensure
that high use commercial fishing areas (such as bottom trawling), are not impacted.
As humans we can not take the luxury of only protecting areas which are of lesser
interest in terms of extraction. It is the very sites where high level extraction
is currently underway where some form of protection is required to allow stocks to
recover, thus ensuring that the ecosystems remain healthy and there are stocks
available for future generations. I am disappointed that there is not a single type
1 MPA up for consultation that extends continuously out to the 12 nm limit. This is
the kind of protection that is required to ensure we can really restore and enhance
the ecological systems, habitats and species within the region.
I have read that all forum members agreed on the biodiversity value of both Shag
Point and the Nuggets, however neither of these sites even made it for public
consultation for any level of marine protection - would it not be possible to
provide some level of protection for these iconic and bio diverse sites in a manner
that customary rights were not inhibited upon? I also propose that an additional
area be added as a type 1 MPA extending off shore from Te Rere reserve which is a
nationally important breeding site for endangered yellow eyed penguins and an
offshore marine reserve would provide protection for the local birds within their
foraging grounds.
It is imperative, that regardless of the level of marine protection offered within
any MPA, that all bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be prohibited.
",
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Upload

T - Comments: Integral to marine environment.

recreational harvest of kelp.

Should be no commercial or
Stick to Undaria if seaweed is required. ,

Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: MPAs should ALL be Type-1 in my opinion.

Commercial fishing is
out of control in many instances. I can understand recreational fishers being
irritable about them but, really, we are lacking in protected areas in the marine
environment.
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#738,
58588a8069ede8512d2c3752,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 01:33:52 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Rebecca Cumming,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Marine”,”Recreational Fisher”,”ConsGr”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

",
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”],
A -Selection: support,
A
B
B
C
C
D
D
E
E

-Comments:
-Selection: support,
- Comments:
- Selection: support,
- Comments:
- Selection: support,
- Comments:
- Selection: support,
- Comments: The value of byrozoan beds to fisheries, community diversity and

ecosystem health is exceptional. These areas have become severely degraded and
completely destroyed in many areas. These areas deserve special protection from
all activities.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: see above,
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments:
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments:
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments:
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments:
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments:
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments:
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments:
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”,
Network Comments: It is essential that marine organisms are able to connect between
protected areas, therefore, to be effectual, they must be of a sufficient size,
number and distance from each other to ensure this. ","

General Comments: This is a great start, but still the overall size and scale of

sites proposed for protection is too small to be ecologically meaningful over the
long term. Changes implemented today will ensure all interested parties will be
able to benefit in the future. ",
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Name: David Thomson,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“A”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: I live about 5 minutes drive from the beach at Pareora, and about 15

minutes from the reefs at the northern end of then proposed area. My grandsons are
the 5th generation of our family to catch fish or gather shellfish from this area.
The proposals will help ensure that they will continue to be able to catch fish in
this area in future.
I have used kites and a wind powered kontiki at this area and further south to
deploy longlines for catching red cod, kahawai, elephant fish and other species
before the advent of electric powered Kontikis.
I would recommend a limit of maximum of 10m hooks on any long line deployed by any
of these methods or boat, kayak or canoe .
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Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 01:55:51 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Preston Lye,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“F”,”G”,”I”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: I don't see why you need both the Papanui Canyon and the Saunders

Canyon for our reserves. Surely one should be sufficient. I personally fish here as
I launch my boat at Port Chalmers. This is because of the limited safe sites where
you can launch boats without having to go out over river bars or launch at beaches.
We are also dictated by the weather when we can go fishing.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: The same reasons as in option F,
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: The same reasons as option F,
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#742,
5858907a69ede8512d2c377d,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 01:59:22 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Wikitoria McNutt,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: POSTAL,"
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: oppose,
A -Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
B -Selection: oppose,
B - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
D - Selection: oppose,
D - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities

recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
L - Selection: oppose,
L - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical

scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
T - Selection: oppose,
T - Comments: I am strongly oppose to all of these Reserves from Timaru to Waipapa
on the grounds that you are taking my Kai Tahu customary rights away from me which
was settle under the Treaty of Waitangi as historical food gathering area's, that
have been so for the past eight hundred years and our wider communities
recreational fishing is also being challenged. There is also NO historical
scientific evidences to support any of these Reserves working.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Our way of life is being manipulated and dictated by newly

arrivals that have NO Historical knowledge. They are being used by organizations,
such as the Yelloweyed Penguin Trust, Forest and Bird and Tourism New Zealand, to
push a very selfish agenda.
For financial gain and their name on a plaque.
I would like to make a couple of recommendations
1.) For all Trawlers to be forbidden from fishing at the mouth's of our
estuaries as New Zealand has one of largest Exclusive Economic Zone in the world.
It is an area of ocean twenty times the size of our land mass, so their is no need
to be close in shore.
2.) Also the Yelloweyed Penguin Trust ,Forest & Bird and Fergus Sutherland are
using New Zealanders critically endangered species, known as the Penguin, that are
located on public land which are disappearing under their watch at an alarming rate
through diphtheria and flyblow. I would like for these Penguins to be removed and
translocated to an isolated and cooler climate to stop the decline and infection
that human interaction is causing through little or No knowledge. As local iwi we
are quite prepare to discuss these issues with the United Nation.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload
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#744,
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Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 02:00:00 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Clive Gordon ,
Organisation: Moeraki Power Boat and Yacht Club,"
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,

Identifier:

Address:

Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“D”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: We as a club support this site (Option 2) for scientific reasons. We

believe it is large enough to provide adequate protection for the habitats included
and also believe it will provide a nursery for surrounding areas.
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Awe would like the forum to raise the issue of catch limits

outside the MPA. We currently have a voluntary catch limit of 20 blue cod as a
condition of using the club ramp at Moeraki and would whole heartedly support the
reduction in Blue Cod daily limit to 15 per person per day. We feel that if no
action is taken fish stocks will suffer, even more depletion than the last few
years and we wish to protect these for future generations.

Our club has over 150 members, some of these with over 40 years experience of
fishing in this region. We strongly feel that the limit needs to be lowered due to
lessening fish stocks.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“J”,
Network Comments: I support the MPA in theory.

I see people taking way more than they need and abuse it.
I wish to see bag limit reduced as 10 paua and 25 cod/ day way too much.
It will be hard for me as I collect kaimoana/ and fish by kayak.
But I believe in the greater good and I want my kids to enjoy it.
I don't want to see only the elite/ University/ Tourists enjoying our coastline if
it becomes a Marine Reserve.
It must be accessible to everyday kiwis.
There must be reasonably accessible Non Reserve Areas for everyday people to get to
to fish.
",
General Comments: As above,
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload
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#746,
585893e55d300a60055f29b9,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 02:13:57 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“I”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: changes,"
I - Comments: The majority of the proposed regions are excellent, and as a

recreational fisher, I am happy to set them aside to maintain fish stocks and
biodiversity for future generations.
However,
Region I represents an important recreational paua resource which is protected
from commercial exploitation. A type I reserve seems unnecessary for this region
of coast, and removes access to a uniquely recreational resource.
A Type 2 reserve would be more appropriate.
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:

",
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Name: Jono Rotman,

Identifier:
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Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
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OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on:

,

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Ovious to me, a potentail to yield great and long-lasting value,

with no significant negative impact on recreational fishing.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: See B comments,
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Bigger version has greater impact, no great neagtive impact on
recreation.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: This extends for F and G also. It is becoming increasingly apparent
how various eco-systems interact and contribute to the heath of others. Often,
types of environments hitherto seen as lacking value are revealed as having core
roles in the health of more historically valued zones. Sadly, such understandings
have come about in research of the collapse of more widely studied ecologies, and
often the interest has been shown due to industry. Fishing is a primary example of
this sort of insight with hindsight.
Thus, while seemingly unimportant to fishing, for example, bryozoan beds are
important habitats for huge ranges of species, not always directly, entwined with
the soecies that fisheries are built on.
Thus, option E, with its wide range is significant. Especially the exclusion of set
netting and more damaging industrial approaches. Industrial fishing not only
debilitates more surface populations- birds, mammals, it also decimates such unique
and not-yet-understood environments such as the Bryzoan beds. E,F,G would still
allow for recreational fishing, so no one looses- except the vast and face-less
corportae entities. Science, and, on the back of scientific knowledge, industry,
has much to gain from such a firm commitment to conserving such a rich zone.
E and G are two options presented for protection of the bryozoan beds (bryozoans
are vaguely analogous to tropical corals and form very important habitat for a
whole range of species) found off the Otago Peninsula. Option E extends out over a
considerably larger region than option G and would exclude set netting in addition
to bottom impacting fishing methods (e.g. trawling and dredging). Set netting is a
threat to the penguins and marine mammals of the Otago Peninsula that feed within
the area covered by option E. Option G is confined to just the most extensive
region of bryozoans and would still allow for set netting. In addition to
threatening sea birds and marine mammals, set netting would mean that large numbers
of fish would continue to be removed from this area. Recreational line fishing is
not excluded from either option. Option E therefore clearly offers the highest
level of protection for bryozoan habitat and marine species, while having no
negative impact whatsoever on recreational fishing.
Saunders Canyon head (option F) and the Papanui Canyon head (option H) offer an
option to protect extremely unique environments, without adversely affecting- and,
more importantly, enriching, recreational fishing. The scale of these areas, if
protected, would, as with all of these considerations, have significant impact all

over- such zones have a bottom-up nourishment of the more quotidien species people
know and love (to eat).
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: See E Comments,
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: See E comments,
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: See E comments,
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: This is a significant option due to the Paua populations, rare
concentrations, as far as I am aware. especially so close to a metropolitan center.
It is worth noting, as I may do elsewhere, that reducing the recreational catch of
paua per person is a good idea. Such a robust population as to be found in this
area, could be radically reduced in a small period, even by personal use.
Certainly, fewer paua taken could see such a popultaion endure for future
generations.Option I (Harakeke Point to White Island) would provide for a showcase
marine reserve of an intact paua population.
This option would also allow for recovery of populations of all creatures closer to
shore, which will being higher populations of shore animals too- birds, marine
mammals etc. As I will underline further, being as I live overseas, the value of
vibrant coastal ecosystems is not to be underestimated from a global perspectivethey are abating at an alarming rate worldwide. To have a regenerated and healthy
coastal area, land and sea, so close to a metropolitan center is something that can
be sustainably capitalised on in a way thet benefits all, not just recreational
fishers.
I know Tow Rock has been slated for inclusion also, which I fully support. It has
particularly high population of many varied creatures and will serve to amplify the
value of the primary coastal area if included.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: This is a good option, especially for the intermediary type of
approach- not eco- rigorous, therefore appealing to recreational fishers. Having a
dimension of enforced restriction will not harm recreational fishers, but may stop
someone setting up a larger operation and clearing the whole are out in a matter of
days- cod, for example. Recreational fishing is a valuable and enrishing way for
people to interact and benefit from their environment, it is terrain where many,
usually divergent communities can agree on the value of the natural environmentconservation minded folk and more traditional folk who like to catch a few fish and
get a few Paua. When all can get a good feed and have a great time in the water,
they will care more about the environment, at whatever end of the spectrum. If
these places are pillaged commercilly, no one local will benefit and the joy of the
area and its bounty will be lost- to eco-conscious zealot and tradie fisher alike.
A sad loss it would be for locals.
Such an approach to this area is even more appropriate in light of the proposed
restrictions in other areas. And, certainy, restrictions in other areas will yield
benefits that bleed beyond the boundaries outlined- fish don't read maps, afterall.
And, I've heard theres bleating that people fishing legal areas might be nabbed if
they return to shore through reserves- this is not so, one is allowed to traverse
reserves with fish caught elsewhere.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: Obvious. The fact that the value of option I points to the Paua
population shows how a ban on take allows for populations to regenerate in a
meaningful way. By all accounts fishing Green Island is not what it used to be, so
it seems a no-brainer that taking ressure of the area will allow for popuations to
increase. Structurally, the area is great for diving and snorkelling, so, to have
such picturesque terrain also populated by healthy diversity seems something worth
fighting for. The land is a reserve for good reason, to extend that into the water
is logical to anyone who believes that ecosystems are not solely terrestrial or
aquatic- they work in tandem and one encourages the other to flourish. Again, being
so close to Dunedin, it is a clear opportunity to express in concrete form the
values that NZ peddles to the world- clean and green. So the international
potential of such an environment- land and sea- if rehabilitated, are significant.

As they are to the local, day to day populace.
L - Selection: support,
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

support,
support,

support,
Very important as there are no other options of similar scale in
this South East region. The Catlins region is spectacular and, if this option is
not supported, there will be no substantial marine protection in this area.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: Logical offshore zone for Catlins, especially as bird and marine
mammals forage offshore. Such considerations are the most obvious, but there are
wider and more nuanced implications of banning industrial techniques, quite apart
from the blatantly obvious benefits of stopping such wasteful techniques. No
negative impact on recreational fishing.
Q - Selection: support,
support,
support,

support,
A very important option. Kelp forests have been shown to be one of
the most productive inshore habitats. Kelp forests are under threat world-wide, due
to fishing techniques and now, more locally due to inclusion of kelp in quotas.
It's not fishing, but thats like saying houses and diet are not a health
consideration for humans- it is aas intrinsic to fish as water."
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”,
Network Comments: Please see my general comments below, as to why I'm not being
super specific here.
I wish to voice my support for all options. Each one pertains to a unique habitat.
In unison, this would be a really significant and globally unique web of protected
areas.
This is an extremely rare, in the global scheme of things, to set up significant
marine protection. And, for the South East of region, it may e the only chance."
General Comments: I'm a New Zealander and I live in the USA and I have two small
children, so my ability to focus on this is constrained. However, these constraints
also point to some over-riding points I wish to make.
A bottom line is that I wish for my children to experience environments such as
these. We live in a time of unparalleled degradation of the natural world- The
Great Barrier reef is almost dead, giraffes are almost extinct, to name but a
couple. When the balance of these environments is tipped, they don't recover. None
of the zones slated for protection are in the health they were prior to modern
civilisation, but nor are they so depleted as to be unable to be salvaged. They can
be regenerated and thus, they can be saved for future generations.
The value of these environments is immeasureable- it is writ in the benefit for
countless future generations. The current market value is only measureable in a few
local wages, and the value of the remnants of species on the fish-monger's shelf.
Money goes to, at best, already wealthy business owners and, increasingly more
likely, corporate interests. Business is solely focused on growth and history has
shown that, once a resource is depleted, business will move on having taken all it
can. Any financial gain from business involvement with such environments is shortterm, and benefits only a few. The salvage and protection of such environments
benefits many- from the most rigorous of ecologists, to the carpenter who like to
get a few cod, from the child pottering about in a rock-pool, to the fed and happy
seal on the beach.
For me, the equation is a no-brainer- money in the pockets of a few (some for
workers, the bulk for the already-rich) and some fish on a few plates... vs
potentially countless generations of recreational fishers and eaters of that fish,
and the health of coastal eco-systems. And I think in modern terms of ecosystems
including the human and urban populace.

I've fished and surfed in Dunedin and it is spectacular. When I return to NZ, this
is where I want to live and this is where I want my children to engage with the
country I love deeply, and in the way it has traditionally been engaged with- a
fine balance between an understanding of nature and the pleasures to be gotten from
diligent gathering of it's bounty. I love nature and I love to fish.
I have travelled far and wide and believe NZ is the best country on earth.
Primarily this is because it is not yet spent, it is used (deforested, disrespected by dairy, for example), but not yet used up like many other countries.
It is not unfair, nor hysterical to say that these sorts of environments are in the
balance. Many large countries have irreparably depleted their own resources. When
the eyes of those vaster entities settle on our relatively untouched waters, the
only thing that can stand in the way of such forces are the sorts of safegaurds put
in place by the above proposals.
But the above consideration also works in New Zealand's favour, because such forces
- of recognition of value in untapped resources- also works in our favour in terms
of tourism. Potentially, well-managed tourism approaches will yield greater wealth
and a symbiotic and long-term relationship with every benefit outlined in the above
proposals- industry will only take, tourism holds great potential to give and
further enrich. Bit you have to have something that draws people- commercial
fishery only takes away that potential draw.
Closer to home, a beer and fish will be given much more pleasure by bountiful
oceans, by the ability to actually catch something and feed the family!
Everyone benefits from the above proposals, long-term. No one benefits if these
valuable resources are depleted.
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Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: This site is important habitat for school shark and elephant fish and
as such all bottom trawling and dredging should be prevented from occuring here.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: This area provides important habitat and I would like to see the
extension option be imposed to provide maximum protection for hector's dolphins and
Little blue penguin. I am in support of the extended option for this area.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: I would like to see habitat for Hector's Dolphin's and Little Blue
Penguins protected. I would like the seaward boundary to be extend to the 12 nm
limit as proposed by some forum members to maximize the habitat protection,
especially from commercial fisheries.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I support option 2 as it provides the greatest amount of protection
for species that associated with the kelp forest habitat. ,
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: This area is larger than Site G and therefore will protect a larger
area.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Protection of Saunders Canyon would result in a larger area being
protected than if H was implemented.
G
G
H
H
I
I

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: I support the extended boundary (including Tow Rock) but would like

to see it amended so that all commercial fishing (of any type) is prohibited but
recreational fishing is allowed, but with a significantly lowered catch limit.
This is because this area is close to the city, so allows those with no boat to
access this area for recreational fishing, including shellfish gathering, including
Paua. This area is not a safe area for children to go snorkling due to strong rips
and currents, so the argument that a Type 1 marine reserve in this will enable
snorkling to occur here in the future is not valid. ",
J - Selection: support,
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O
P
P
Q
Q

-

Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

support,
support,
support,
support,
support,
support,
support,

R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: With the exception of my comments on area I (Harakeke Point to

White Island), I strongly support the creation of the proposed marine reserve
areas, and support the alternatives that would result in the largest extent and
strictest approach for these areas. Our marine environment is special and unique
and we know so little about it that we need to take a conservative approach to
ensure the values in our oceans are protected - both for their intrinsic values and
for future generations to be able to enjoy. The proposed areas represent such a
very very small proportion of our coastal area, and so are vital to ensure the
protection of a range of habitats and species.
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Organisation: n/a,"
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Comercial”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
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,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“H”,”S”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: I support because of important in food chain for the bio logically

diverse providing habitats,
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: I would like to see ths Haldane Estuary remain as it to date,
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: I oppose any other changes to the areas, I have been a commercial

and recreational fisherman and know the the area from Nugget Point to Waipapa point
well, Have noticed improvements in fish stocks in the last 10-15 years, I feel the
area is well protected by the weather pattern, Lived and fished in the area for the
last 60 years
",
General Comments:
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Upload
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,
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Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments:
General Comments:
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Name: Stevie-Rae Blair,
Organisation: Wybrow Whanau,"
Interest Group: [“Manawhenua”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,

Identifier:

Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: changes,"
O - Comments: This site was used traditionally as hapuka fishing grounds.

This site was managed and maintained and fished by our tupuna and we still use
these grounds today.
These grounds are fished to provide kai moana for marae and for manuhiri on special
occasions such as hui, Wananga and tangi.
Whanau gather Paua, whanau fish for Rawaru (blue cod) and trumpeter.
This site is accessible to whanau and is a cherished area for tangata whenua.
specified proposal is a direct breach of the Treaty and Treaty partnership.

The

We oppose the specified proposal pertaining to this site.
We suggest this area is deemed as a taiapure and/or Mataitai. Ngāi Tahu management
tools will be utilised to help preserve, protect and sustain this area.
",
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: The whakapapa association of Ngai Tahu whanui with this area has

already been formally recognised by the crown through a statutory Acknowledgement
for Rakiura / Te Ara a Kewa
[Rakiura/ Foveaux Strait Coastal Marine Area} within the Ngai Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998

Murihiku Ngai Tahu whanau have used the Coast from Waipapa Point to Tokata to
gather Kai Moana and mahinga kai for many generations well before the Treaty of
Waitangi was signed.
This site was used traditionally as fishing grounds.
This site was managed and maintained and fished by our tupuna and we still use
these grounds today.
These grounds are fished to provide kai moana for marae and for manuhiri on special
occasions such as hui, Wananga and tangi.
Whanau gather Paua, whanau fish for Rawaru (blue cod) and trumpeter.
This site is accessible to whanau and is a cherished area for tangata whenua.
specified proposal is a direct breach of the Treaty and Treaty partnership.

The

We oppose the specified proposal pertaining to this site.
",
Q - Selection: changes,"
Q - Comments: This estuary is a traditional kai gathering area for Inanga

(whitebait), Patiki (spearing flounders), Kokopu (Native Trout).
There are Archaeological sites (specifically Ko Iwi) of great significance to our
people and NZ as a country. Some of the oldest taonga have been found in the
Catlins Area - whanau use this area to educate and bring our rangatahi, mokopuna,
tamariki back to the whenua, moana and awa to teach traditional mahinga kai
practices.
Again, the specified proposal is a direct breach of Treaty rights and Treaty
partnership.
We suggest this area is deemed as a taiapure and/or Mataitai. Ngāi Tahu management
tools will be utilised to help preserve, protect and sustain this area.
",
R - Selection: changes,"
R - Comments: Ngai Tahu Whanui hold mana whenua and mana moana (customary
authority) over the coast from Waipapa Point to Tokata {Kaka Point}
The whakapapa association of Ngai Tahu whanui with this area has already been
formally recognised by the crown through a statutory Acknowledgement for Rakiura /
Te Ara a Kewa
[Rakiura/ Foveaux Strait Coastal Marine Area} within the Ngai Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998
Murihiku Ngai Tahu whanau have used the Coast from Waipapa Point to Tokata to
gather Kai Moana and mahinga kai for many generations well before the Treaty of
Waitangi was signed.
Many historical middens along this stretch of coastline and estuarines contain
Urupa and bone, shells charcoal tool making stone , and as such bear testament to
the earlier use of the coast as a mahinga kai and resource gathering area for
Southern Maori
We alternate our gathering areas of the fishing grounds due to different tides
weather and species.
From a Whanau perspective it would be a complete injustice to close these
traditional areas of gathering kai moana and mahinga kai.
We want our mokopuna Tamariki and Rangatahi to gather and learn about traditional
food gathering practices.
It would be sad to have to show pictures and tell stories of how their ancestors
gathered from these places.
Many of our whanau lie in these places. Names have been placed on the environment
to remind us of who we are and where we came from.
Many of our whanau have land shares in the S.I.L.N.A
Maori Lands 1905 that
originally amounted to 3,000 acres of coastal land. These lands were given in
compensation of land taken by the crown.
Our whanau were given the lands to sustainably manage and feed our Whanau , Hapu
and Iwi !

Paru (mud) is available in this area and is a rare resource used for the
traditional dying of harakeke.
This area is a cleansing and healing place of Matua today and Tupuna of the past.
This proposal is a direct breach of Treaty rights and Treaty Partnership.
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: We want to ensure current and future generations of Ngai Tahu in
Particular Tautuku {Waipohatu } Haldane and Awarua are able to continue to
exercise their customary rights and rangatiratanga over this area as stated in
article two of the Treaty of Waitangi.
There are sites of significance in this estuary, Archaeological sites specifically
Ko Iwi.
There are Middens, Patiki (flounder), Inanga fishery (whitebait) in this estuary
that is gathered by local whanau and tangata whenua.
This is a prime area to educate young rangatahi on learning Traditional Mahinga Kai
gathering methods.
We recommend a Mataitai and/or taiapure is enforced to sustain and preserve taonga
species. We propose Ngai Tahu management tools be utilised.
This proposal is a direct breach of the Treaty rights and Treaty Partnership.
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Ngai Tahu Whanaui hold mana whenua and mana moana (customary

authority) over the coast from Waipapa Point to Tokata {Kaka Point}
The whakapapa association of Ngai Tahu whanui with this area has already been
formally recognised by the crown through a statutory Acknowledgement for Rakiura /
Te Ara a Kewa
[Rakiura/ Foveaux Strait Coastal Marine Area} within the Ngai Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998
Murihiku Ngai Tahu whanau have used the Coast from Waipapa Point to Tokata to
gather Kai Moana and mahinga kai for many generations well before the Treaty of
Waitangi was signed.
Many historical middens along this stretch of coastline and estuarines contain
Urupa and bone, shells charcoal tool making stone , and as such bear testament to
the earlier use of the coast as a mahinga kai and resource gathering area for
Southern Maori
We want to ensure current and future generations of Ngai Tahu in Particular Tautuku
{Waipohatu } Haldane and Awarua are able to continue to exercise their customary
rights and rangatairatanga over this area as stated in article two of the Treaty of
Waitangi.
Due to some farm land being sold and changing ownership on this coastline from
Waikawa to Iwi Katea {Balclutha} access is denied for many of our traditional
fishing and mahinga kai areas. This causes much anguish and frustration.
All of these areas were and are part of our traditional food gathering areas.
The customary gathering of food in this area remains an integral cultural component
for the members of Ngai Tahu Whanui who continue to keep the home fires burning in
the coastline from Waipapa Point to Iwi Katea. The Kai Moana and Mahinga Kai help
sustain the needs of our whanau / Runanga, and are also for manaakitanga
{hospitality} purposes.
We alternate our gathering areas of the fishing grounds due to different tides
weather and species.
From a Whanau prospective it would be a compete injustice to close these
traditional area of gathering kai moana and mahinga kai.
We want our mokopuna Tamariki and Rangatahi to gather and learn about traditional
food gathering practices.

It would be sad to have to show pictures and tell stories of how their ancestors
gathered from these places.
Many of our whanau lie in these places. Names have been placed on the environment
to remind us of who we are and where we came from.
Many of our whanau have land shares in the S.I.L.N.A
Maori Lands 1905 that
originally amounted to 3,000 acres of coastal land. These lands were given in
compensation of land taken by the crown.
Our whanau were given the lands to sustainably manage and feed our Whanau , Hapu
and Iwi !
",
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Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”],
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I support the implementation of the full extent of marine

reserves and marine protected areas (MPAs) proposed by the South-East Marine
Protection Forum, with expansions and additions to provide adequate protection.
These additions are necessary in order to meet the Government's MPA Policy, and our
international obligations. The proposed sites do not go far enough to provide
adequate protection for this important region. The extent of protection required to
ensure the ongoing conservation and protection of marine biodiversity is
internationally recommended to be at least 30% of the sea in no-take Type 1
reserves. The Forum's current proposal offers a mere 5.3% protection in Type 1
MPAs. This is not enough. There are obvious opportunities to extend that protection
to 18%, outlined below, and I call on the Forum to work towards a goal of at least

30%. With less than half a percent of New Zealand's marine environment fully
protected and with no reserves currently in the South Canterbury, Otago and
Southland regions, a comprehensive network of marine reserves and MPAs is essential
to allow fish and other marine species a chance to thrive. Such a network will
provide species in the region with some resilience from human impacts and this will
in turn benefit the region as a whole. The proposed reserves must also be modified
to reflect best practise in the MPA Design Guidelines. The South East bioregion is
home to some of the New Zealand's most iconic marine animals, including yellow-eyed
penguins, Hector's dolphins, New Zealand sea lions, and various species of
albatross. Many of these species are critically endangered. Yet currently the
proposal does not do enough to protect their foraging habitats. Marine reserves are
most effective where they include the full range of habitats. I recommend the
addition of protection for habitats that are not adequately represented in the
proposed network. The network must include enough no-take reserves that are big
enough to provide a meaningful haven and maintain full ecosystem functions. To
achieve this I recommend the following: A Tuhawaiki to Pareora (Type 2): Support.
This area is a hot spot for Hector's dolphins. B Waitaki Coastal (Type 1): Support
the extension with a further extension out to 12 nautical miles (nm) to provide
better representation of foraging habitats used by blue penguin, yellow-eyed
penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised ‘Important
Bird Area' (IBA). C Waitaki Offshore (Type 2): Support with a further extension out
to 12nm to provide better representation of habitats used by blue penguin, yelloweyed penguin and Hector's dolphin. This area is an internationally recognised IBA.
D Pleasant River to Stony Creek (Type 1): Support, and recommend further extending
to include more deep subtidal reef habitat which is underrepresented in the
proposal, and increased protection for fish communities associated with kelp
forests. This area is an internationally recognised IBA for yellow-eyed penguins
and Otago shags. E Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 1: Support. This option provides
the best representation of the range of bryozoan species and associated faunal
communities. F Saunders Canyon (Type 1) – Option 1: Support but recommend that it
be reconfigured to extend to the coast to include Hooper&#39;s Inlet and link to
Harakeke Point (Site I). Saunders Canyon is larger, deeper and more complex than
the Papanui Canyon, and so provides better more comprehensive representation for
this habitat type. This is also the only proposal to contain representation of a
deep water highly productive plateau, with its special bryozoan species. The
extension to shore would take in an example of an Otago Peninsula inlet, which have
not been represented in the proposed network. Hooper's Inlet is a nationally and
locally significant saltmarsh and nursery area for flat fish. The connection to
Harakeke point would allow for the inclusion of the Chasm, a high current headland
and biologically productive area. Such areas are poorly represented in the
proposal. G Bryozoan Bed (Type 2) – Option 2: Don't support. This option does not
represent the full range of habitats associated with the Bryozoan communities. H
Papanui Canyon (Type 1) – Option 2: Don't support. This option does not represent
the full range of deep water biodiversity. I Harakeke Point to White Island (Type
1): Support, and recommend inclusion of Tow Rock. This marine reserve will likely
be most effective if the highly productive area of Tow Rock is included. This will
be a significant marine reserve for education, research and public enjoyment, being
close to a major city, and world class if connected to site F. J White Island to
Waldronville (Type 2): Support. While this Type 2 protection does not in itself
achieve much in the way of biodiversity protection it may provide a buffer, through
fisheries restrictions on the adjacent proposed reserves of Green Island (K) and
Harakeke point (I) K Green Island (Type 1): Support. This has a high diversity of
life in a small area and will be valuable for research, public enjoyment and
education. L Akatore Estuary (Type 2): Support. Estuaries are significant nursery
areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and sea birds. M Akatore Coastal (Type
1): Support, but recommend that it be extended to include site N Akatore Offshore
to ensure that the offshore deep reef habitat is protected in a marine reserve.
Also recommend straightening the boundary to make it a rectangle, as simple shapes
make for easier reserve management. N Akatore Offshore (Type 2): Support but as a
marine reserve linked to Site M as above. O Long Point (Type 1): Support, with a
further extension to 12 nm to better represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging
habitats. This area is an internationally recognised inshore and offshore IBA. P
Long Point Offshore (Type 2): Support, and recommend that it be aligned with the
current set net prohibition. Q Tahakopa Estuary (Type 1): Support, and recommend

that it extends to join with Long Point (Option O). This is the only representation
of an estuary in the southern area and needs to represent all the habitats
associated with the mouth of the estuary. R Tautuku Estuary (Type 2): Support.
Estuaries are significant nursery areas for flat fish, and habitat for shore and
sea birds. S Haldane (Type 2): Support. Important estuary habitat. T Kelp Forest
(Type other): Support. Kelp forests provide habitat for numerous fish and
invertebrate species. This habitat needs to be better represented within marine
reserves in the proposal. Additional Protection Needed I seek that all
indiscriminate bulk fishing methods, marine farms and mining be prohibited in all
the MPAs Additional Reserve Needed I also recommend the creation of a marine
reserve between The Brothers Point and The Sisters, in the Catlins area. This
reserve should be from the coast offshore to 12 nm to give representation of deep
subtidal gravel habitats within the area of highest current speed inside the
Forum's boundaries. This habitat type is not represented in the proposed MPA
network. A reserve here would also represent yellow-eyed penguin foraging habitats
associated with Forest & Bird's Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve. Thank you for
the opportunity to make a submission.
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Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Marine”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: support prohibition of trawling and dredging.
support addition of restrictions on all net fishing, commercial long lining and mid
water trawling
Would like to change the size of the area, either by extending the area further
offshore or along the coastline ",
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: support inclusion of the extension,
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: support extension across river mouth
suggest to extend area along entire stretch of shoreline",
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: support extended offshore reserve area,
E - Selection: support,
E
F
F
G
G
H
H
I
I
J
J
K
K
L
L

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Support option 2 extension,
Selection: support,
Comments: support exclusion of commercial fishing,
Selection: support,
Comments: Support no-take marine reserve,
Selection: support,
Comments: support restrictions on mechanical harvesting

recommend changes to include total ban of commercial fishing",
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: support no-take area
recommend changes to extend the area further offshore",
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: support bans on bottom impacting fishing methods,
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: support no-take area
recommend extending area further along coast line",
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: support bans on bottom impacting methods,
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: support no-take area
recommend extending to river mouth",
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: support protected area
recommend extension to river mouth",
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: support bans on bottom disturbing fishing methods,
T - Selection: support,

T - Comments: support ban on kelp harvest,"
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: Great ideas, increasing the size of the protected areas would be

recommend where possible",
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Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
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OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”O”,”T”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: As a recreational fisher I recognize the importance of protecting

some areas from all fishing and resource recovery. The Pleasant river to stony
creek option 2 represents a great opportunity to protect an area with a range of
different habitats.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: I think that this is an important area to protect from commercial
fishing,
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: I support a no-take marine reserve in this area. It is important to
protect some of these deep canyons for research and potential areas for fish stock
replenishment. They are also important areas for mammal and sea birds to feed in.
G
G
H
H
I
I

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,"
Comments: In its proposed form I cannot support the reserve but would like to

see some increased protection of the area. Should be included in a type 2 reserve
with J and K .
As a recreational fisher I recognize the importance of protecting some areas. For
me this is an important area for fishing both to feed my family and teach them
about fishing and caring for a resource. “taking only what you need for a feed”. It
also represents an area that for me is relatively accessible by small boat or from
the shore. In terms of paua stocks it is excellent and I am able to take my young
children out from time to time to observe fish and paua and teach them about
fishing and diving.
I would find it hard to get another easily accessible area to dive and fish in from
the shore and from a small boat. White island is an important fishing area for me
as well as the reefs from Laywers Head to Tow rock which has excellent diving,
spearfishing and fishing.
Unfortunately as a Type 1 reserve it would stop me diving and fishing in the area,
I would support a Type 2 reserve in this location, and a ban on all commercial
fishing in the area, I would also support a reduction in the number of fish that
can be taken recreationally in this area- say 3 Paua and 10 finfish per person per
day.
There is no doubt that this area is spectacular and is an important recreational
area for city users.
Safety of small craft also needs to be considered, I know a number of people who
rely on this area to take their small craft, by making the area a no-take reserve
may encourage small boats to be taken further out to sea or along the coast than
they currently need to travel in order to fish. This is potentially a real hazard
as small craft may be taken beyond their “safe limit”. Yes this is something that
boat users need to consider themselves, but could be a factor in increasing the
risk.

As there is an existing sewerage outfall from Dunedin in the area, it seems that
better area could be chosen as a marine reserve. Even though it could be written
into being allowed in the reserve, that seems a counter-intuitive thing to do, as
my understanding of a type 1 reserve is to reduce human impacts in side their
bounds. Ideally there would be no discharge, but given the huge undertakings to
upgrade the Dunedin sewerage system in recent years and at great expense to the
rate payers, I don't think there would be any appetite for spending more money.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: As I understand it this option is to help mitigate fishing
displacement pressure. I would support including this area in option I (as a type
2 researve ) and K and have a ban on commercial fishing and a reduced recreational
catch limit say 3 Paua and 10 finfish.
K - Selection: changes,
K - Comments: I would support this being included in a single Type 2 reserve
including I and J with a ban on commercial fishing and reduction in recreational
catch,
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: I support this marine reserve proposal. I can see the benefits of the

area to help replenish fish stocks in other nearby areas.
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: I support this proposal as a Kelp forest restricting the harvesting

of kelp and ensuring that the kelp forests remain intact."
Creating a Network: [“E”,”F”,
Network Comments: Consider changing I, J and K to a single non commercial area. I
would support reducing the quota to 3 paua and 10 finfish per person per day in
this area."
General Comments: Good work Forum members!! I congratulate you all on your hard
work to try and make a workable solution for the area. You have a hard job ahead of
you! Keep up the good work!!
",
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Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
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,
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: The area at Long Point is a one of the few safe fishing areas for

recreational fishermen from this area. The nature of our coastline and the fact
that many have to cross a bar prevents the area from being over fished.
Also one of the main reasons that people choose to live in our small coastal
communities is the ability to go out for a fish in relative safety.
To take away this option would potentially force people to take unneccessary risks.
When this process started we were told that the forum would endeavour not to impact
on areas that are of huge importance to the community and I believe Long Point is
very much one of those areas.
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”Q”,”T”],
Network Comments: These areas have been accepted by those living in these areas as

possible options and I am happy to support them.
General Comments:
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Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Marine”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”],
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I support the creation of all sites as marine protected areas,

with all extensions. If possible the areas should be larger and should all be notake areas to provide sufficient protection to let entire ecosystems, not just
specific species, thrive. Habitat based protection does not seem sufficient if
ecosystems exist across different habitat types, but the protected habitats are
isolated.
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Interest Group:
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",
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“E”,”F”,”I”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: Just worried that this will cause over fishing in other areas. That

it will also make people to travel further outside there safe zone, with boats and
gear that is not suitable. The weather tends to dictate how often people get to
fish in these canyons anyway, don't see why it has to be so extreme!",
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: This appears to be almost our entire coast! We already have a
Taiapere from Potato Point to Corner Shed.
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: As above.
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
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Interest Group - Other,
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Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: I support this site for type 2 protection as the area is already under
voluntary trawl ban, provides nursery habitat for some important fisheries, and is
adjacent to a Mataitai Reserve.
I believe that any changes to recreational fishing should be consistent with any
restrictions used in the adjacent mataitai. i.e. if restricting the use of kontiki
lines in the MPA then the mataitai should have this restriction as well and vice
versa",
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Support in conjunction with the Type 2 proposal,
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: Support in conjunction with the Type 1 proposal,
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I support option 2. I havent necessarily spent much time in the
proposed MPA, but i have dived and fished extensively in the areas surrounding such
as Shag Pt and many areas within the Taiapure to the south.
The coastal environment here is very valuable to the locals and to those that use
the area for recreational and research purposes. Therefore well worth some form of
marine protection.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments:
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: I support the proposed network - in particular Alternative 2. It

protects a large area of important habitat from destructive fishing practices, and
provides some research opportunities close to the university.
G - Selection: support,
G
H
H
I
I

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Support option 2. This MPA provides an area of protection on Dunedins

doorstep that is accessible to the public and makes sense with the conservation
areas already in place along this coastline. It's a very unique and interesting
coastal environment.
However some consideration does need to be given to the commercial rock lobster
fishery as a fair amount of pressure will be displaced - type 2 protection around
tow rock could be considered",
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments:
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: A degraded site that could respond well to marine protection and

links in well with the other 2 proposed nearby MPAs ,
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments:

M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Protection of deep reef habitats,
Selection: support,
Comments: Theres a number of high value species present. Catlins has an

interesting coastal environment that is accessible. A marine reserve would be well
placed in the Catlins area,
P - Selection: support,
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Recognizes and protects a 'pristine' area,
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Kelp forests are known to be very important ecologically and are

fairly abundant throughout the region. Macrocystis is definitely a keystone species
in east otago providing habitat and ecosystem services.
Harvesting of invasive kelp species e.g Undaria could still be allowed.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: The network idea is really good. This approach is likely to

provide protection for habitat and some species, while also supplementing
fisheries.
The process appears to try and appease everyone in places, establishing a well
placed marine reserve/mpa will annoy some people and that's okay.
The goal of the process seems to be biodiversity protection, however where possible
long-term benefit to fisheries (both rec and commercial) should also be considered
e.g. known protection of nursery habitat of fished species.
Biosecurity and pollution guidelines will need to be put in place for any
established MPA
Monitoring and reporting to the public and stakeholders on MPAs will be a must
Definitely need some easily accessible marine reserves close to Dunedin and in the
Catlins area.
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Name: Sally Carson,
Organisation: NZ Marine Studies Centre,"
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Tourism”,”Marine”,”Other”],
Interest Group - OtherEducation,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address: PO Box 8 Portobello Dunedin 9014,

Identifier:

Email:
Telephone: 03 479 5842,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: As Director of the NZ Marine Studies Centre (Department of Marine

Science, University of Otago). I would like to support the proposed marine
protected areas for NZ’s South Island, south-east and I commend the efforts of the
forum members for their time and diligence in all the gound work they have done. It
is a huge task and I have been very impressed with the level of consultation and
research that has been done. In general, I think you have covered a range of
habitat types and regions and have put forward some excellent arguements for the
regions that have been choosen. I think a network of protected areas is a good
strategy but in all cases I suggest that the area outlined should be enlarged to
bring NZ closer to its goal of 10% of its marine territory to be protected.

The mission of the NZMSC is to foster understanding and appreciation of New
Zealand’s unique marine environment and responsibility towards its conservation
through community engagement and education. To do this we spend a lot of our time
exploring local seashores with schools and the wider community and the local shores
never fail to amaze and intrigue visitors young and old. I was intrigued that
public access or education was never once mentioned as a reason why a site was
proposed.
It is great to see that a number of the sites proposed are adjacent to the
shoreline, however there is limited rocky shoreline and many of the shorelines
proposed are very exposed and dangerous for school investigations or have limited
access. There is no question that community engagement and education are key
elements in a long term strategy for conservation of the marine environment and
must be considered in identifying sites for marine reserves. Sites must be
accessible, safe for children and represent habitats that can cope with increased
visitation.
In Dunedin we are blessed with one of the few protected harbour on the southeast
coast. The diversity of species living on the semi-protected rocky shores is very
high, they are safe under most weather conditions and very accessible to both
schools and the wider community. I strongly suggest that the forum review the sites
chosen with respected to accessibility, safety and suitability for education. And I
suggest the Forum consider some the areas of unmodified rocky shoreline in Otago
Harbour as additional sites to including in their proposal.
Please feel free to contact me if you would like further information.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#760,
5857dbe369ede8512d2c2415,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:21:33 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation: Community ,
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: I support Option E due to the additional protection afforded to the

bryozoan beds in this area. it would seem these Bryozoan beds are one of the main
distinguishing ecological features of the Otago coastline and thus I see option E
as a significant safeguard for this feature and marine life that is supported
within this area.
I believe Area E should be free from all commercial bottom fishing methods
including potting, all trawling.dredging. Area E should also be free of set
netting, Purse seining,Danish seining should be restricted due to migrations of
marine mammals through the area.
",
F - Selection: changes,"
F - Comments: Area F .this area should be closed to all commercial fishing in

protection of benthic, mid water and pelagic values.
Area F should be a non anchoring recreational fishing area for line fishing
only.Recreational line fishing would be nominal in modifying sea floor
environment, and extraction rates significantly less than commercial potting and
dredging/trawling for queen scallops.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: Insufficient area provided for protection of Bryozoan Beds and
subsequent protection against modification by damaging commercial fishing methods.
Eg potting , trawling/ dredging queen scallops of the area and in particular the
Saunders Canyon.
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: As per above in G ie , insufficient protections in place for bryozoan
beds and the damaging effects of bottom fishing by commercial fishing interests.ie
potting and dredging/trawling queen scallops.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: This area is largely sandy beach, with some important reef area for
local divers. I can't see any valid ecological reasons for turning this area into a
no take marine reserve.
Yes , Tow Rock would benefit from such protection.and in years would make an ideal
recovery in fishery values. Last l xmas 2015 I boated from port chalmers to tow
rock and it was completely surrounded by pots, thus we had difficulty catching a
blue cod where we used to get a good easy feed some years previously. Access for
small boats and diving activities is still very good within this area.
I have gone from oppose to support in this area, having noticed the flow on effect
from this area south to green island.the benefits I believe long term will be very
very good for the local community.
J - Selection: support,

J - Comments: Small boats launch off Smails beach, St Clair, tomahawk, recreational

users use this local coast around these areas for a feed of blue cod and Paua.&
spear fishing also.
In excluding all commercial fishing from this area I see advantages in improving
fishery & ecology values for recreationalists.
However I doubt that you would find agreement about the level of lobster potting
activity being minor in this area when talking to Taierei Mouth lobstermen rather
than port chalmers based fishers. As I recall the blackhead region used to carry a
number of lobster pots over the crayfish season.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: I support White Island as being part of an extended MPA.I initially
opposed area I Harakeke Pt to White Is , but as the bigger picture unfolds I see
some value in affording the entire area greater protections via type 1 & type 2
reserves.
I have fished this area previously close to the Island and in relative close
proximity to it. With nominal results.
I am unsure how I will know where these reserve start and end as like most small
craft i do not have a chart plotter.i guess technology will help in this regard.
Small boats launched at Brighton would lose some safe and accessible fishing
grounds under this proposal.
However I believe the upside for future generations in recovery of fishing and
ecological values is probably worth the trade off.
",
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Believe spearing flounder still allowed is good and hand gathering
beach cast seaweed and shell fish is good.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: Never used this area to fish.
I am in favour of supporting any community minded submissions on this area.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: As a recreational fisher I use this area at times and areas close by,
Line fishing for groper and blue cod.
Banning trawling and set netting commercially is a great idea in maintaining
benthic values.and assisting safe passage of large marine mammals.
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: I oppose this area being closed as and take area.
I firmly believe the local icon unity should decide on this area.
I know the Catlins well. There is limited rock fishing activities available and
limited boating reef areas available.
Long point & Cosgrove is is one of the few areas available.
The locals should decide the local areas to be protected.
The farm owner of Long Point used to control who entered his land to fish from the
point and generally keep a big of an eye on offshore activities.
I believe the local community should have the final say here.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: As per above..
I'm in favour of the local community devising upon such MPA in their areas, Not
“non locals”",
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: Let the locals decide.they know more about their backyard than I.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Fascinating area, but the locals know best on how to protect their
Arabs.
Let the community decide.
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Let the local community decide.
",
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: I view the protections afforded to the bryozoan beds off Otago

peninsula as a starting point.
Venturing south to Harakeke Pt and making modifications to Taking regimes
Through to Green Island I believe is heading in the right direction.

For too long commercial activities have taken a priority queuing and damaged the
public enjoyment of the resource.
The sea belongs to us all and not enough is being held back for future
generations."
General Comments: I have been involved in the seafood industry in Otago for the
past 35 years.in this area. both as a protection officer and later in business.
I have always been a recreational fisher although not a very productive one.
As per human kind, it is always a “very few “ who “take the most” and thus
I believe this is a very timely opportunity for marine reserves to be introduced
with a view to investing in the future of our marine ecology and fishery values.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

To me it shows that in a Type 2 managed zone use can take place without negative
effect.
It is a wonderful coast and we and the neighbours looked after it quite
protectively, and learned from it.
For children in particular it is a vastly important experience, to be exposed to
understanding the principle of voluntary, self-imposed resource management, the
lessons learned there by us having not left any of us.
There is no danger to the marine environment in allowing this low key, limited
level of use to take place.
A quota system would cope with it, and my recommendation is that one is put in
place.
",
N - Selection: changes,"
N - Comments: I agree that the reef can be set aside as a Marine Reserve.
It should be a Type 1 Reserve, a no-take zone, since this would make it into a
storehouse of marine biodiversity and richness for the wider coastal area. There is
evidence that a reserved, protected reef system can have a highly beneficial effect
on fish stocks all around it.
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“L”,”M”,”N”,
Network Comments: I agree with the concept of creating a linked series of reserves

to create a network. Without such a network, any one site will “decay” at its edges
and become biologically unsustainable.
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#762,
5858a6265d300a60055f2ac8,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:31:50 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Antonie Smith,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Comercial”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: i strongly oppose this site for any reserve as it imposes a very high

cost to the local inshore flat fishing fleet
an important flat trawl area, i would expect twenty percent of my annual
flat
fish catch to be caught here
in October and November this year almost 100 % of my flat fish tows entered this
area
all local boats use a light net that can only be towed on flat sandy bottom , clear
of any reef or kelp beds etc
as this ground is not extensive excess pressure
will be put on available grounds
long point is the only safe anchorage on the south coast in NE gales with Southerly
roll and forcing small vessels that cannot retain fish waste on board to stay
offshore while cleaning up is unsafe
",
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

Creating a Network:
Network Comments: i support a network of reserves that does not grossly

disadvantage any one set of users
i support the industry proposed network , MPA A,B,D,G,H
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

",

Opus ID:

#763,
5858a7d25d300a60055f2ae1,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:38:58 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,”sensitive”],
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Support this but propose to extend it to 12 nautical miles.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Support this because this is a productive site due to nutrients from
river outputs and is an important area for foraging by seabirds and marine mammals
(fur seals and Hector’s dolphins).
Recommend changes to this submission though, so that the boundary is extended to 12
nautical miles, and also need to clarify what happens if one or the other of the
options do or do not go ahead.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: Support this because this is a productive site due to nutrients from
river outputs and is an important area for foraging by seabirds and marine mammals
(fur seals and Hector’s dolphins).
Recommend changes to this submission though, so that the boundary is extended to 12
nautical miles thus extending the distance of protection past the kelp forests, and
also need to clarify what happens if one or the other of the options do or do not
go ahead.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: This is a foraging site for penguins and other sea birds, as well as
marine mammals. There is already community support for restoring the associated
estuaries, so there may be potential for more support for an extension of that
restoration to include the ocean and shores of the area. I think it's important
that this proposal links with existing efforts so that support is given to all.
This site is a narrow band however, so it would be good if it could be extended to
12 nautical miles (or at least halfway so that it extends past the kelp forest.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: Propose that this site be extended to include the peninsula and its
estuaries. If the boundaries are extended in this way it will offer protection and
increased habitat biodiversity for many seabird species as well as for shorebird
species including an annually migrating population of godwits. The peninsula is
also known for its marine mammals so extending the site will benefit them as well.
This would also mean that the peninsula would become an important education
resource because there are many points on the peninsula and at the estuaries where
the public (and scientists) can learn about the benefits of marine reserves.
Bryozoans are important habitat-forming animals in the deep ocean, and bryozoan
beds are important as nursery areas for commercial fish species",
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Support this as the canyons are known to be highly productive areas,
and are important for many native marine mammals and birds.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: Do not support this as the area is too small and does not allow for
growth of the bryozoan bed. I feel that option E would cover this adequately.
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Support this as the canyons are known to be highly productive areas,
and are important for many native marine mammals and birds. It would be good if
this could be extended southwards to meet up with option F.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: Support the reserve and recommend it be extended to 12 nautical miles
to link with the other proposed reserves to the north (E-H),
J - Selection: support,

J - Comments: Support the reserve and recommend it be extended to 12 nautical miles

to link with other proposed reserves.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: Support the reserve and recommend it be extended to the beach and to
12 nautical miles to link with other proposed reserves nearby. Green Island is an
important site for various seabird species and has high biodiversity due to the
unique habitat. If we can extend the area in which this biodiversity can thrive we
could improve the area for seabirds and marine mammals as well as other marine
life.
If this reserve is extended to the shore there should be clear guidelines
discussing issues such as runoff from Kaikorai Stream and their effects on the
reserve.
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Support this reserve. Estuaries are an important area for the
habitats required for shorebirds and waders.
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: Support this reserve but recommend that it be extended to link with
the proposed offshore reserve (N). Akatore coastal area is an important area for
the New Zealand sea lion population and for fur seal pupping.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: Support this reserve but if reserve M does not go ahead I recommend
this one (N) be extended to the shore. Akatore coastal area is an important area
for the New Zealand sea lion population and for fur seal pupping.
",
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: Support this reserve, but recommend that this reserve be extended to
12 nautical miles if site P does not go ahead. This area is important for foraging
for seabirds and marine mammals.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: Support this reserve. I also recommend that this reserve be extended
to the shore line if site O does not go ahead. This area is important for foraging
for seabirds and marine mammals.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: Support this reserve. Estuaries are an important area for the
habitats required for shorebirds and waders.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: Support this reserve. Estuaries are an important area for the
habitats required for shorebirds and waders.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: Support this reserve. Estuaries are an important area for the
habitats required for shorebirds and waders.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: The kelp forests around the south-east coast provide a habitat that
is used by many commercially-harvested fish. For this to function as a reserve
there should be clear guidelines about whether harvesting of kelp, invertebrates or
young fish (for any reason including research) should be allowed.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#764,
5858a9825d300a60055f2b04,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:46:10 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”],
Areas submitting on: [“K”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection: changes,"
K - Comments: I support the idea of the fish reserve at Green Island, but fear that

this will just concentrate the number of fishers in other areas. Please reduce the
bag limit in addition to the NO-Fish zones, to ensure we keep fish in the fish-able
areas.
I paddle around the island quite regularly and have seen that this is a popular
fishing spot. My own preferred sites are just outside of the proposed reserve and
I do fear that the fish in these areas will come under pressure if the reserve goes
ahead and bag limits are not reduced and enforced.
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I've lived in the Brighton/Ocean View area for almost 10 years

now and enjoy kayak fishing off of the coast between Taieri Mouth and Green Island.
Year after year I see the average take size shrink as the season progresses from
spring through to autumn. In my view, the bag limit is too generous. I would love
to see bag limits reduced to a maximum of 10 per person. Often times there are 3,4
or 5 people on a boat, and when they find a reef where the fish are biting, they
can strip up to 150 fish off that reef in a day. With good weather and calm seas
that boat can go out many times in a season and will be joined by many others. One
of the best known spots off the Round House will often have a small flotilla of
boats and jet ski fishers lined up along the reef. The blue cod numbers in this
area must be down, as I have seen the take size dwindle there the most.
My personal bag limit is 10 fish and I find this a fair amount even though I am
limited in the number of days that conditions allow me to fish.
If you are looking for alternative suggestions, I would love to see a fishing
reserve extend a full 3km around the entire coast line, excluding all powered
vessels from fishing within the reserve. This would enable long-line fishers,
kayak fishers and sail boats to fish within the zone, improving fish stocks and the
ability of these fishers to catch fish a safe distance from shore. Boaties and
commercial fishers would be required to fish beyond the 3km zone, which they are
better equipped to do. And bag limits should be reduced for the inshore zone.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#765,
5858a9dd5d300a60055f2b10,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:47:41 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Tourism”,”Comercial”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
,
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,”sensitive”,
Areas submitting on: [“B”,”C”,”D”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Will have less of an inpact on our fishing practices,
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: Will have huge inpact on our fishing practices, causing loss of

income, servely effecting my familys income.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#766,
5858a9f35d300a60055f2b11,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:48:03 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Philip martin,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”Q”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments: I believe the area to be critical to recreation fishers.It is at the

limit of travel
For small boats (5meter+) from their trailers.eg Tautuku, or Catlins estuary
To close these sheltered spots, requiring further travel to return in what can
be difficult in deteratting conditions.
P
P
Q
Q

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: This area is critical to recreational fishing both spear and rod.

It
is a safe area for family groups, Which have a low impact leaving only their
footprints
It is seldom used but services a large population at peak periods.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: This area is also a important area to recreation fishing, with large
tidal flats,supporting flounder , flathead,pips shellfish etc. with trout and
kahawai
For the rod fisherman.should restrictions to nets be required, suggest a no take
area be west of the last crib.
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:

T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Our tidal estuary systems at Tautuku and Papatowai both have low

human
Impact and remain much as they always have been in my sixty years of observation.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#767,
5858aa2e5d300a60055f2b16,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:49:02 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Morgan Stott,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”O”,”P”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Already a voluntary reserve and elephant seal breeding ground.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Important habitat for blue penguins,
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Because Bryozoan bed,
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: Only for 1km out,
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Because it is a canyon and habitat and has minimal impact from

recreational fishermen,
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: This is a safe place to launch little boats and an important
recreational fishing ground,
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: The weather is the reason we don't need a reserve as weather is

unfishable 80% of the time. Would take away our culture of fishing in our home
area.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Too larger area,
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#768,
5858aa5e5d300a60055f2b1b,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:49:50 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: moana grey,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments: i oppose all of the proposed marine sanctuarys and in particular the

ones from long point down as they are in the district i live in and was bought up
in. 1.
The proposed santurarys are a direct breach of my rights guaranteed under
the traty of Waitangi. 2.
All my life my family and friends have utilised these
areas for food and recreation and continue to this day. 3. Because of the nature
of our area, access, weather, rough seas etc it is unable to be pillaged as other
areas around Aotearoa have been. 4. For exactly the same reasons as above I
seriously dought it will be monitered if the sanctuarys are imposed on us.
",
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: oppose,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:

Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#769,
5858aac05d300a60055f2b22,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:51:28 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“J”,”K”,”L”,”M”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection: changes,
J - Comments: Move the reserve from Black head to White Island ,
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: This is an area that smaller boats use due to it being a good safe

sheltered area and accessabile for smaller boats , kayones etc families can fish
here safely with out having to go to far from land and good sheltered fishing as
weather plays a big part in the fishing habits of this area there are limited days
people can get out and fish this area
",
L - Selection: changes,
L - Comments:
M - Selection: changes,
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: The weather plays huge part in the days people can fish in this

area , families have been taking the next generations out and you would fine most
people fish in a sustainable way take what you need to feed the family and put a

little bit in the freezer due to not being able to get out regularly. Having a
lower limit revoking a the sizes on certain species would make things more
sustainable and have a better end result than completely have a blank no go area .
The question I have is how will these reserves be policed or patrolled? ",
POI:
Boundary Changes: [“5858aa285d300a60055f2b13”],
Upload

Opus ID:

#770,
5840a4e5c1dbbc6d38f0e1ea,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:52:12 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Marine”,”ConsGr”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: changes,"
A -Comments: Even though this abuts the existing mataitai, this is too small to
make a difference for biodiversity purposes. It needs to extend further offshore by
one kilometer and further south by one kilometer.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: This area has high biodiversity value (for fish, plants, seabirds,
dolphins, crustaceans and sessile invertebrates and more) due to the habitat types
present (created by the combination of river input, substrates, plants and
animals). This area should include the extension to the north to give extra
protection to Hectors dolphins and penguins.
This (type-1) reserve needs to be bigger. Preferably it would go out to the 12nm
limit to protect the diversity associated with the soft sediment habitats. A
compromise could be to reduce the size of the C-Waitaki (type-2) reserve.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: I support this reserve because it will protect the seabed from bottom
impacting activities. It also complements the type-1 (B-Waitaki Coast). These areas
have high biodiversity value (for fish, plants, seabirds, dolphins, crustaceans and
sessile invertebrates and more) due to the habitat types present (created by the
combination of river input, substrates, plants and animals).
Either this reserve or the the type-1 (B-Waitaki Coast) reserve needs to extend to
the 12nm limit to make the reserve as effective as possible, include soft sediments
and protect the biodiversity in this area, especially seabirds and dolphins.
Economic impacts of reducing commercial fishing are projected to be low in this
case. It is not acceptable to decrease the size of this reserve and put fishing
interests ahead of protecting the marine environment.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Support Option 2 with changes.
The landward boundary is acceptable however the seaward boundary of 2 km for Option
1 is not acceptable. This is too small to be a viable marine reserve. It would not
include all the habitats of the area. The small option is not a viable marine
reserve. It barely (if at all) meet the protection standard “b) ecological systems,
natural species composition (including all life-history stages), and trophic
linkages” are protected.
The Option 2 seaward boundary is better as it includes more habitats (including the
reef) which is essential. It will also provide more of a buffer from fishing
activities. However the seaward boundary really needs to go further out than
proposed in either version; preferably to the 12 nm limit. This will include more
of the deep mud plus add the habitat of deep sand.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: This is the best option and I support it although it could be made a
little smaller and still meet the objectives.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: This is the best canyon to protect as a marine reserve. It provides
the only significant protection for these sorts of habitats within the 12nm, and
includes some deep reef and shelf habitats that are susceptible to fishing.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: This option offers little protection compared to the above option and
adds no additional protection. The trawl-only restriction does not meet the
protection standard to allow this to be called an MPA.

H - Selection: changes,"
H - Comments: This is a possible alternative to F- Saunders Canyon, however is not

as good. It needs to include the shelf plateau to be truly effective. This option
doesn't protect any of the deep reef habitat that the Saunders option does, so it
would need to look at protecting that habitat elsewhere.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: I support the proposal including Option 2 (the extension that
includes Tow Rock) because of the increased biodiversity and protection to a unique
habitat of high value. I think that the southern boundary could be brought back to
Smails Beach and the type-2 extended to fill its place,
J - Selection: changes,"
J - Comments: I'm not sure of the benefits of this reserve to the biodiversity and
ecology.
I can see there are other social research reasons investigating the use and benefit
of marine reserves but this is not my area of expertise.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: This is a very good place for a marine reserve but it is very small.
It would be even more useful if it was larger. I hope the ecology recovers in the
area under MPA protection.
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: This will protect fish (including whitebait and eels) and
shore/wading birds. This is an area already recognised as having value by the
community and regional council.
M - Selection: changes,
M - Comments: This marine reserve is valuable but it needs to extend further
offshore (e.g. 2-3 km offshore). The zig-zag boundary that follows the coast is
overly complicated and will be difficult to follow for mariners. A straight line
seaward boundary (as seen in other proposed MPAs) would be better.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: This MPA will provide a safe area for seals and sea birds from
fishing activity. It is deep offshore reef and gravel habitat that is different
from what is found elsewhere. This area is likely suitable habitat for bryozoans
and likely has high biodiversity value. It is also penguin foraging territory.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: This area of the Catlins has high ecological, conservation and
biodiversity value (seabirds, yellow eye penguins, seals, dolphins). There are many
habitats and species in this area (fish, shellfish, plants).
In order to give maximum protection to this unique habitat the seaward boundary
should be extended to the 12 nm limit (into the proposed type-2 P-Long Point area).
It wouldn't pay to depend on “the weather will protect it”.
",
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: This area will help protect the MPA at O-Long Point.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Kelp forest is an important habitat and creates its own ecosystem,"
Creating a Network: [“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”M”,”O”,”P”,”S”],
Network Comments: The options don't really match with international guidelines that

could have been used. Minimum sizes and distances doesn't seem to have played a
part in this?? Could improve biodiversity benefits without impacting too much more
on fishing."
General Comments: This is an excellent piece of work. Almost all of the suggested
MPA sites have high ecological value and the ability to make a difference to the
marine environment resilience. In most cases the areas are already known to the
scientific, cultural and wider community as having high value and being worthy of
protection.

It is clear the unique habitats and biodiversity of this coast need to be protected
for environmental, social, cultural and economic (potential tourism and science
research) reasons. Pressure on the New Zealand environment has occurred at a rapid
rate over the past few generations and will continue to do so as population and
economic pressures continue and “new frontiers” with greater bounty are sought out.
While the weather has prevented some pressure in the past and has thus afforded
more exposed areas some protection, this cannot be relied on into the future.
Impacts in areas exposed to rough weather are already obvious and fishing pressure
will only continue to increase. There are so many opportunities for tourism
instead.
A long term view and big picture lens are needed here. The reward for protecting
this coastline will go far beyond our own lifetime.
It is the right thing to do to install a network of MPAs along this coastline and
give it as much resilience and protection as possible through replication of varied
habitats. In 100 years our children's children will thank us for our foresight when
they too can enjoy the birds, fish, marine mammals and rich shorelines.
POI:
Boundary Changes:

[“5840a554c1dbbc6d38f0e1f4”,”5840a597c1dbbc6d38f0e1f6”,”5840a628c1dbbc6d38f0e1f8”],
Upload

Opus ID:

#771,
5858abae5d300a60055f2b2f,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:55:26 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation: n/a,"
Interest Group: [“Other”],
Interest Group - OtherNew Zealander,
Contact Method: POSTAL,"
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“B”,”E”,”F”,”J”,”K”,”N”,”P”,”T”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: It would provide a link in the network of MPAs along the regional

coastline. It would represent the gravel habitats of North Otago; extends the
protection for Hector's dolphins; and offers protection for the macroalgal
communities south of the Waitaki River,
C
C
D
D
E
E

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: The Bryzoan beds are an important biogenic habitat that in turn

provide important habitats for various marine invertebrate and vertebrate species.
,
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: In order to maximize the biodiversity benefits, the maximum fishing
restrictions are necessary to restore the ecological systems in the area. It will
reduce incidental fisheries capture, and for important species. ",
G
G
H
H
I
I
J
J

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Additional protection for a slightly larger area than the other

alternative. Maintain the diversity of the environment, especially when combined
with he proposed marine reserves on either side ",
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: Ecologically and historically important area. Important habitat
areas for seaweed and fish species, as well as seabirds and marine mammals. Would
support a variety of research projects and offer educational opportunities",
L
L
M
M
N
N

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Offers protection for a significant area of deep offfshore reef.

Would offer protection for seabird species, help maintain diversity and reduce
incidental fisheries capture.
",
O
O
P
P

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: I think that trawling, dredging and set netting need to be excluded

from this area",
Q
Q
R
R
S

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:

S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Nationally and globally significant offshore and fringing kelp

forests need protection. Important biogenic habitat; we need to restrict the
commercial harvest of kelp,"
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments: I strongly support maximum areas for Reserve status from Timaru
to Waipapa Point. The well documented benefits of marine reserves are greatest
when they are connected. ,"
General Comments: In general marine reserves offer critical ecological support for
seabed habitats, conservation of species and habitats, and socio-economic benefits.
They offer long term protection of benthic and pelagic species. But they need to
be large enough and connected to one another in order to increase these potential
benefits. A sufficient network of protected areas will host breed stock, and
provide benefits for nearby fisheries. The global impact of commercial fishing on
marine populations and seabed habitats is almost certainly under-reported or
estimated, but even if not, is of such a scale that the creation of a network of
marine reserves is essential. We need to safeguard areas to protect complex
ecosystems, upon which humans depend; and to allow for future research. Ecotourism potential is another possible future benefit of public benefit to the
specifically Otago area. The impact of experiencing marine life in its living
natural context is good for the world.
",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#772,
5858ac265d300a60055f2b38,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:57:26 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: joe lange,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: pushing recreational fishermen further out to sea will, more than

likely, create more fatalities .Most of the East Coast is self policed due to
unfavourable weather conditions for those who are land-based or who have watercraft
under 7m in length
send the commercial fishermen out to 6NM, and watch
I have never heard such an amount of bias against a
the Timaru forum. if you ARE truly about protecting
commercial trawlers out to sea, 6NM would be a good

the fish stocks increase.
small user group as I did at
the resource , then boot the
start. furthermore , MPI have

no right whatsoever to be a part of this process when it is THEM who allow overcatch, and dumping.
",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#773,
5858ac455d300a60055f2b3b,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:57:57 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Chelsea King,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”O”,”P”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Is an elephant seal breeding ground ,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: To help conserve the blue penguins number and provide a habitat for

them,
C
C
D
D
E
E
F
F
G
G
H
H
I
I

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Bryozoan bed,
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Only for 1 kilometre out to sea,
Selection: support,
Comments: Minimal effect would be seen from recreational fishers,
Selection: oppose,
Comments: One of the safer areas for smaller boats to launch. Dangerous to have

to launch in other areas,
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: Weather prevents fishing from happening a lot so acts as a reserve

effect anyway. My future children won't be able to experience what I have been
lucky to.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Far too larger area. Again managed by the weather being so
unpredictable and unfishable for so much of the time.
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#774,
5858ac465d300a60055f2b3c,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:57:58 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Emma Burns,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”Q”,”S”,”T”],
A
A
B
B

-Selection:
-Comments:
-Selection: support,
- Comments: However, this proposal is not clear on what happens if one or the

other does not go ahead. This is a highly productive site and is important for sea
bird, fish and marine mammal diversity. Support the inclusion of the type 1
extension.
We use this area for recreational fishing. Using both type 1 and type 2 in this
area while still allowing some zones for fishing is an admirable idea to meet the
needs of this area. We would support other management tools, such as a lower bag
limit of kahawai in the is area to reduce pressure on stocks in this site.
C - Selection: changes,
C - Comments: This protected area should be extended out to 12 nautical miles.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Include the extension. Support that this include the coastal wetland
and estuary at this site.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: Strongly support Alt 1. The Bryozoan beds are delicate and important
deep ocean habitat. Ideally this protected area would extend to Coast at Otago
Peninisula,
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Ideally would like to see both Saunders and Papanui canons Type 1
protected. These are both highly productive areas and are important for many native
species of marine mammal and sea bird. There establishment will help safeguard
biodiversity of the Otago Peninsula and help to support more resilient commercial
stock in the areas surrounding.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: Too small.
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Ideally would like to see both Saunders and Papanui canons Type 1
protected. These are both highly productive areas and are important for many native
species of marine mammal and sea bird. There establishment will help safeguard
biodiversity of the Otago Peninsula and help to support more resilient commercial
stock in the areas surrounding.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: With extension that links and created a protected corridor it to the
Bryozoan Bed Type 2 for yellowed penguin and other pelagic species.
Having a marine reserve so close to a major city is a great message for general
Dunedin public and visitors.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: This creates a coastal corridor. There are important sea bird
colonies along this area of coast.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: This is an important site for sea birds nesting and foraging. Would
ideally like to see this extended toward the coast to the green Island estuary.
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: It is important to protect coastal wetland and estuary habitat, for
the unique bird and native fish ecosystems they support.

M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: Very little coastal rocky shore habitat is included in the proposed

plans. There's areas are important nurseries for New Zealand fur seal, protect paua
and crayfish stocks.
",
N - Selection: changes,
N - Comments: Supports habitat for pelagic foragers like yellow eyed penguins and

marine mammals. Extend the area inland to link with M: Akartore Coastal. Most of
the Type 2 areas seem to be protecting areas of low fisheries productivity. It is
important to protect some productive areas too.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: Important site for sea bird foraging. Preservation of coastal rocky
shore habitat. Extend the type 1 protection out to 12 nautical miles.
P
P
Q
Q

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,
Comments: Too small - needs to include the river channel in the protected area

to conserve white bait and other native fish.
R
R
S
S

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: it is important to protect coastal wetland and estuary habitat, for

the unique bird and native fish ecosystems they support.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Strongly support this reserve. Extremely important habitat for many
commercial fish species important to fisheries livelihood and biodiversity in our
region."
Creating a Network:

[“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments: If all the proposed sites went ahead and were extended out in
places to the 12 nautical miles limit it would be more effective.
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#775,
5858ac795d300a60055f2b3f,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:58:49 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“H”,”J”,”K”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: I believe this would be best suited for a marine reserve for

recreational fishermen and fisher women in dunedin.
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: Safe fishing for a small boat owner ,
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: Safe fishing for a small boat owner,
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#776,
5858aca55d300a60055f2b42,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 03:59:33 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Ronald McLachlan,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Manawhenua”,”Recreational User”,”Tourism”,”Marine”,”Recreational
Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Complimentary to purposes of adjacent Mataitai,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: To have a protected area for this type of habitat,
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: This is an area i know and use for paua and fish.

After the extensive reasearch for the subnissions there will probably be greater
value overall in having the kelp and paua resource protected.
It will cause displacement of my collection sffort.
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I am a kaumatua at Puketeraki marae and support the protection of

iwi interests in manawhenua for the area.
I am also a member of the East Coaet Taipure committee ",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#777,
5858acc95d300a60055f2b45,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 04:00:09 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Susan Wells,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Marine”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments:
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments:
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments:
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments:
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments:
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments:
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments:
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments:
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments:
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#778,
5858acf05d300a60055f2b48,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 04:00:48 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: k grey ,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Manawhenua”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: all of the proposels go against the waitangi agrement for food

gathering,
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: all of these are

gathering etc,
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

breach of the waitangi agrement for food

Opus ID:

#779,
5858ad155d300a60055f2b49,
Date: Tue Dec 20 2016 04:01:25 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: ROSS Newton,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I believe there is no need for these reserves, our coast is very

protected by weather and we already have protected areas in one form or another The
forum should come clean and explain to the general public that these areas are not
considered and why. I say no to any more protected areas.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

